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Abstract 
This thesis examines some social policies and public health measures in the small county of 
Bedford, within the national context, 1904-38. No other such study exists which covers 
these aspects; it will, therefore, fill a gap in the body of knowledge. At this time, national 
and imperial needs for a healthy British race were paramount in the minds of politicians 
and social reformers, particularly in the face of competition for industrial and military 
supremacy from other powers, including Germany and the United States of America. 
Certain key themes permeated this era: the changing functions of local and central 
government, the role of the state and vohmtary sectors, and a medical profession divided 
between those employed in preventive medicine, and those in private practice. However, 
war, the preparation for war and its after effects have been found to be the most significant 
factors. George Newman (1870-1948), figures large, because he played a major part in 
public health initiatives, firstly, as part-time County Medical Officer of Health to 
Bedfordshire County Council (1900-07), and then at central government level, as Chief 
Medical Officer of the Board of Education (1907-35), and of the Ministry of Health 
(1919-35). Two methodological tools were used in this thesis. Historical research was 
carried out using, mainly, primary source material, and an empirical study was undertaken 
using a descriptive case study approach. These methods enabled the collection of 
quantitative and qualitative data and helped to determine both the final content, and the 
form in which the research was presented. Chapter 1, the Introduction, provides a 
background to the key figures and themes discussed and describes the intra-county 
differences in Bedfordshire. Chapter 2 concerns infant mortality, as it is an indicator of the 
health of the whole community. Chapter 3 describes the health of school children, because 
the Government was particularly anxious about their condition, as they would be needed 
for industrial and imperial expansion, and in the event of war. Chapter 4 concerns the 
welfare of children. It provides examples of how the state and voluntary sectors strove to 
preserve child life, despite problems such as orphanhood and cruelty, and yet still 
attempted to meet the needs of the British Empire for labour. Chapter 5 discusses women's 
health, as it was relatively neglected by central government in this period. It takes the form 
of a case study and makes use of oral testimony from a cohort of 84 women who lived in 
Bedfordshire in the inter-war years. Chapter 6, the conclusion, examines the effect of war, 
the role played by the voluntary and state sectors, and the divided medical profession. It 
also considers the extent to which Bedfordshire led, or lagged behind national social 
policies and public health measures, and the progress made towards a healthier nation until 
1938, the last full year ofpeace in Europe before the outbreak of World War II. 
For my husband, John 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This thesis examines some aspects of social policy and public health issues, in the period 
1904-38 in Bedfordshire, in relation to local and national government policy. it is 
moti vated by long experience of professional practice in nursing and nurse education, 
mainly in that county. Some ofthe subjects discussed here were explored briefly in a local 
study carried out into hospital care in the south of the county, from mediaeval to modem 
times, published in 1982.1 This earlier research led to the need for a more in-depth, 
county-wide study to cover some aspects of the problems of health and welfare in the 
community, particularly amongst the working classes. Although the main part ofthis study 
is mostly restricted in time to the early twentieth century, before the outbreak of World 
War n (1939-45), it is particularly meaningful as no other such work concerning 
Bedfordshire, exists. It, therefore, fiUs a gap in the body of knowledge locally and 
nationally, by building on previous research. Moreover, it enables the acknowledgement of 
particular key fi!:,1Ures who knew the county well, learnt from the local scene and applied 
their knowledge in helping to reformulate social policy and public health measures, 
nationally. 
Current research has identified certain themes which dominated social policy and public 
health in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Those found to be most relevant 
were the changing functions of local and central government, measures taken to assess and 
improve the health and welfare of L'1e people, the rising medical profession and the 
divisions within it, and the significance of imperialism. The relationship between the 
, 
voluntary sector and the state is also a major underlying theme, but overlying all of these, 
the thesis points to the importance of war, planning for future wars, and the effects ofwar, 
in this whole period as it was an era which was preceded by the Boer War (1899-1902), 
witnessed the carnage ofWorld War I (19[4-18), and was succeeded by World War II. 
CurTi!!, Margaret R, f lospitnls ill I,ulon and {Jut/slahle. all IllUSlrated I fistory, Advance Offset, llitchin, 
1982. Although considered a local ~tudy. C;!Ich chapter hegins with a national context. 
2 
The introduction now continues by explaining the significance ofthe key figures mentioned 
above. It then provides a background to the period 1904-38 by highlighting certain relevant 
issues which help to justify the broad nature ofthe thesis. 
George Newman (1870-1948), part-time County Medical Officer of Health for 
Bedfordshire (1900-07), moved from local to central government to become Chief Medical 
Officer of the Board of Education until 1919, when he took on the additional role of Chief 
Medical Officer of the newly established Ministry of Health'" A biographical study of 
Newman exists, but it terminates in 1921 and largely excludes Bedfordshire.3 His role in 
policy making, locally and nationally, W1til 1935, when he retired from the civil service, is 
considered very significant to the context of this study, as he fonned a living link between 
the local and the national. Although maligned for the optimistic tone of his reports in the 
depressed J930s,4 he was, nevertheless, the most important figu -e in public health in the 
inter-war years. In 1935, the influential journalist, Hannan Swaffer, described him as one 
ofthe State's 'finest public servants'. In a typically provocative, but very perceptive article, 
published on the eve of Newman's retirement, he indicted successive governments for 
passing 'Enabling Bills' and the 'almost criminal laxity of some local authorities', who had 
hampered him in his work because oftheir meanness, stupidity and callousness.s 
Newman's Quaker upbringing had inculcated in him a sense of duty to care for others less 
fortunate than himself, which resulted in him following a career in medicine. His 
subsequent specialisation in public health fitted him for a life in preventive, rather than 
curative, medicine. In London, he mixed with 'the great and the good', who were also 
concerned for those in need.6 Amongst these were Sidney Webb (1858-1947),7 and his 
wife, Beatrice Webb (1858-1943), the Fabian socialists. ll In 1908, they stayed at Luton 
Knighted in 191 1. 

Hammer, Margaret, The building of a nation's health: the lil~ and work of George Newman to 192]', 

PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, 19')5. This Sllidy focuses from a local perspective on Ne\\man's 

role as the litH-lime Medical Officer of Health in the London Borough of Finsbury. 'l11is post was held 

concurrently with that of part·time County Medical Officer of I!ealth fi)f Bl!dfordshire, although little of 

his role in the county is covered by Hammer. 

Webster, Charles, 'Healthy or Hungry Thirties?', History of Workshop Journal, 13, part 2, 1982, 
pp 110-29. 
IIWCRO M41l57 Swaner, £lannan, 'Open LetLer to Sir George Newman. Hiey Couldn't Muzzle Youl', 
.John Bull, ') March 1935, p 13. 
HWCRO M41l59 Diary 1895-1907, and tolder of notcs oompiled by Gcorgc Newman in his hand for 
proposed autobiography, and HWCRO M4/16() 'How I wenl into Public Ikalth', and other notes by 
George Ne\VUlall. 
Baron I'asstidd Irom Int). 
g The Fabian Socicty is the oldcst. British Socialist organisation. h1ablishcd in 18H4, it was namcd atlcr 
4 
3 
Hoo, in Bedfordshire, where they addressed one of major issues of social policy - poverty. 
The peace they found there enabled them to write part of the :final version of the Royal 
Commission Report on the Poor Laws and Relief of Distress, their part of which became 
known as the Minority Report. As will be seen in Chapter 2, the Webbs also visited the 
rapidly expanding town of Luton and Beatrice gives her own characterisation of it in her 
diary. 
Richard M Titmuss (1907-73), pioneer of social administration, also knew Luton well as 
he was born and educated there until the age of eleven years. Although he lived some three 
miles outside the town at Stopsley, much of his childhood took place in and around the 
town in the contex't of 'the Great War', (in future referred to as World War 1).9 It is 
necessary, therefore, to outline some of the radical changes he witnessed in the life of the 
town, as they appear to have had a great impact on him. It is highly likely that his views on 
social policy, including his subsequent beliefs about the importance of war in relation to 
national and imperial concerns and the quality of the population, were formulated by his 
experiences in this period.10 
During the war, the town's population (49,978 in 1911), was increased at times by c25,OOO 
soldiers. Although some local premises were commandeered for military purposes, many 
soldiers were billeted in private homes, as the small army camps, and the larger ones at 
Biscot Mill and at the Park in Luton Hoc, failed to accommodate them. Men in khaki, and 
others in the grey-green uniform of the local Volunteer Battalion, became a familiar sight 
and military drills, parades and exercises were conunon. The black-out, rationing, 
shortages and queues had to be endured by everyone. Some engineering firms took on war 
contracts and were converted into munition factories; new businesses arrived, including an 
aircraft factory and a large shell-filling factory was established. Women who worked on 
shell-filling were subjected to the harmful effects of the explosives which turned their faces 
canary yellow, making them conspicuous in the streets. A munitions' strike in 1917, the 
the Roman general, Fabius Maximus, swnamed Cuncator (Delayer), whose tactics were expressed as 
'For the righl moment you must wait """ but wh(..'ll the time comes you must strike hard'. The Socicty 
deprecated immediate attempl<; at revolutionary action and sought to effect political and social dl<Utge 
through more moderate measurcs. Individual Fabians, such as Sidney and Beatrice Webb, George 
Bemard Shaw, G D II Cole and Margaret Poslgate (Mrs Cole), were a pow<.,'rt'ul force Cor social reform, 
although revisionist accounts have frequently over estimated the illl1ucncc of the Society. 
Oakley, Ann, Man and Wife, Richard and Kay Titmuss: A-~v Pan'l'lts' Harzv Years, [[arpcrCo]lim, 
London, 199(), pp 2, 21-22. 
Ie 	 Sec particularly, Tilmuss, Richard M, I:"ssays on The Welji:lr1! Stale', Allen & Unwin, London, 19S9, 

Chapter 4, War a:lld Stx:ial Policy, pp 75-R7. 
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town's first industrial dispute, resulted in strikers marching to the Luton Town football 
ground every morning for ten days. Nevertheless, in the face of war, charities proliferated 
and flag days increased. 1 1 There can be little doubt that the war-time transformation of 
Luton's social structure had an indelible impression on Titmuss in his formative years. 
Conflicts, like World War I, touched those in the Shires as well as those in 'the great 
towns'. Bedfordshire is half the size of most English cotmties and urbanised late. Although 
England and Wales became predominantly urban in 1851, this did not occur in 
Bedfordshire until 1891. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the county comprised 
three major elements: a rural community with an overlay of powerful landowners, the 
county town of Bedford and the working class town of Luton. Successive periods of 
agricultural depression resulted in poverty and unemployment in the rural workforce and 
led to a shift in the distribution of the popUlation as people migrated to urban areas, and to 
the British Empire, in search of work. The 1871 Census estimated that ofthe 1,173 babies 
born daily in Britain, 40 per cent, would emigrate.12 
Bedford was a relatively affluent town, the seat of the County Council and the focus of 
cOlmty society, which comprised some local aristocrats and wealthy industrialists. A 
number of middle class people, many of whom had taken early retirement from the Indian 
Civil Service, the Royal Navy and the British Army had also settled in the town for the 
benefit of their children's education at one of the renowned Harpur Trust Schools. I3 By 
1883, the town had become known as the 'metropolis of education' in England.14 Other 
educational establishments available included a Froebel College/ 5 established in 1882, and 
a physical training college for women, opened in 1903.16 Bedford contained many large 
houses which lent themselves to institutional use, including charitable purposes. It therefore 
-.---_.........._.._----_.__. __._._---_.__.. _----_..__ ..- .---­
11 Dyer, James and Dony, J01m, The Story ofLuton. (3rd ed), White Crescent Press, Luton, 1975, 
pp 167-69. An account of the women working with explosives in the shell-filling factory at Chaw End, 
Luton, may be fOUlld in the booklet, Hall, Edith, Canary Girls and Stock pots, Workers' Educational 
Association, Luton Branch, 1977. 
12 Harris, Jose, Private Lives, Public Spirit: Britain 1870-1914, Penguin Books, London, 1993, p 44. 
13 Goober, Joyce, The Harpur Trost 1552-1973, The Harpur Trust, Bedford, White Crescent Press, Luton, 
1973,pI15. 
1,1 Daily News, 31 August 1883, in Goober, ibid, p 53. 
IS Smart, Richard, Bedford Training College 1882-1982. A History ola Froebel College and its Schools, 
Bedford Training College Publication Committee, 1982, see p xi, re the College's 'bewildering' names 
from its foundation in 1882 to 1982. 
16 No such training colleges existed for men until the 19308. Fitness training for most boys mainly took the 
roml of physical jerks and drill on military lines. 
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contained appropriate resources, including people with time to spare to devote to voluntary 
activities. 
Luton's circumstances were very different. In the nineteenth century, it was dominated by 
the straw hat and strawplait industry; Stephen Bunker, a local historian, referred to it as 
'Strawopolis'.17 The town industrialised rapidly in the early twentieth century and both 
population and employment opportunities increased, however, some poverty, poor housing 
and inadequate sanitation were still evident and it mced many problems of public health, 
typical of industrial expansion. Nevertheless, the town deliberately set out to attract new 
industry and was successful in expanding various types of engineering and motor vehicle 
manufacture. As a result ofthis enterprise, speculative huilders developed new suburbs and 
there was a sense in which Luton was a 'new town', before the new town movement got 
under way. It had, however, a distinctly working class image compared with the middle 
class respectability of the county town, although Bedford did have some industry, such as 
the Britannia Ironworks (1859). 
Both towns were linked with London to the south, and the industrial midlands and north by 
rail, long before the arrival of motor transport and modem roads; they were, therefore, in a 
favourable position to attract new industry. In certain respects, the history of Luton is 
unique. It industrialised long after cities and towns in the north of England, Wales and 
Scotland, but when northern industries went into decline in the inter-war years, Luton 
remained relatively prosperous. The town was able to provide work for some of those in 
the depressed areas, who migrated to secure employment. [n the period 1904-38, therefore, 
Bedfordshire, and Luton in particular, were in a state oftransition. However, demographic 
change was also a constant feature of the nineteenth century in Great Britain, and it was 
during this period that the change in the balance from local to national government 
originated. 
Whilst people lived in small parishes, the system of local government through the parish 
vestry [of the Church of England] met most local needs. As will be seen, between 1848 and 
L9 [9, four central health authorities were established by Parliament in an endeavour to 
improve the health and general welfare of the nation. The General Board of Health 
(1848-58), was planned as an extended Poor Law Board. to consider the health of the 
\, 	 Bunker, Stephen, "'StrawopoIis'. 'lllC Transformation of Luton IX40-1876', PhD thesis, University of 
London, 1989. 
----- ---------------
6 
whole population, not just the 'pauper' section of society. When it was disbanded in 1858, 
its medical functions were devolved to the Privy Council.18 
As previously mentioned, the popUlation in England and Wales was predominantly urban 
after 1851, but it was not until 1871 that a new central government department, the Local 
Government Board, was established as a result of the Local Government Act, 1871. 
Although this legislation was intended to improve the 'condition of the people',l9 it was 
found that poverty, in the masses, was still a major bar to the nation's economy. 
The Public Health Act, 1872, virtually ended the old parish system. It divided England and 
Wales, except London, into rural and urban districts. Each individual authority was 
responsible for the administration of sanitary law and was required to appoint a Medical 
Officer of Health and a Sanitary Inspector. 'A national service of doctors' was created, 
responsible for health in the corrununity, rather than the treatment of individuals. They 
were expected to monitor local conditions through inspection, and then report back to the 
sanitary authorities who employed them. However, the Local Government Act, 1888, 
reorganised local government by creating county authorities with a 'new layer of public 
health administration with a county health department and officer'?O Doctors involved in 
public health work were salaried employees, albeit mostly with only a one or two year 
contract. This differed from those in private practice, who, although many also lived 
precarious lives and often struggled to secure a reasonable income, still regarded 
themselves as superior because they retained their independence. This division between 
state and self-employed doctors, was to have serious repercussions on the health of the 
nation as their roles were diametrically opposed, preventive versus curative medicine. 
Before advances were made in medical science and technology, from the mid-nineteenth 
century, few cures were available; some lives could be saved, however, when public health 
measures were implemented. 
Following the growth of industrialisation, steps to protect the corrunon good, particularly in 
towns, were found necessary due to epidemics of infectious diseases such as cholera. 
--------.~----------------.---------------------------------
18 Newman, George, The Building ofa Nation's Health, Macmillan, London, 1939, p 102_ 
19 	 The 'condition of England' novels were written to arouse social consciousness about the extremely 
lmequal conditions which prevailed between the social classes. See for example, Benjamin Disraeli's 
Sybil or The Two Nations, (1845) and Charles Dickens', Hard Times, (1854)_ 
20 	 Porter, Dorothy, 'Stratification and its discontents: professionalization and conflict in the British public 
health service, 1848-1914' in Fee, Elizabeth and Acheson, Roy M (Eds), A History of Education in 
Public Health. Health that Mocks the Doctors' Rules, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1991, pp 83, 89. 
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However, the sanitary reform movement was a civilian process and improvements, such as 
a piped water supply and satisfactory sewage disposal, were not universally, or speedily, 
effected. This may have been due to parochial parsimony and, in some cases, an apparent 
lack of insight into the consequences of delay, further disease and death. A further factor 
which resulted in procrastination was the nineteenth century belief in laissez-faire 
individualism, in the sense that individuals had the right to determine their own destiny, 
despite the effect on the community. 
Two examples are given for illustrative purposes. Central government took its first step 
into state medicine following the permissive Vaccination Act, 1840, which directed Poor 
Law officers to contract with their local Poor Law medical officer to vaccinate all those in 
the community against smallpox. The local poor rate bore the cost. This legislation was 
amended and extended in 1853, 1858, 1867 and 1871. The 1853 Act made vaccination of 
infants compulsory within three months of birth, and in 1871, parents who refused to have 
their child vaccinated were likely to be fined or imprisoned. There had already been 
considerable public disquiet about vaccination as it was regarded as an intrusion into the 
liberty of the family, and both doctors and parents deplored the association with the Poor 
Law. There was, however, no other system which could manage such a national initiative. 
An Anti-Vaccination League was set up in 1866 and eventually a 'conscience clause' was 
introduced into the Vaccination Act, 1898, whereby parents could, on a signed declaration, 
exclude their infants from this procedure. 21 
Similarly, because of the weight of public opinion, the Contagious Diseases Acts, 1864, 
1868, 1869, which required the enforced examination of women suspected of being 
prostitutes in certain garrison towns and seaports, were suspended in 1883 and repealed in 
1886, mainly due to campaigns led by Josephine Butler (1826-1906), the social reformer. 
Prostitutes were believed to be the focus or 'reservoir of venereal disease especially 
syphilis', and therefore posed a threat to the 'efficiency of the armed services'22 It was 
apparent that the public was not yet ready for coercion by the state. Any action deemed 
necessary, by politicians and doctors in the early twentieth century, to assess, protect and 
21 There is a vast body of literatUre on this issue. However, information has been only drawn from: 
Cartwright, Frederick F, A Social History of Medicine, Longman, London, 1977, pp 86-92; Hardy, 
Anne, The Epidemic Streets. Infectious Disease and the Rise ofPreventive Medicine, Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1993, pp 110-11, 114, 126; Smith, F B, The People's Health 1830-IY10, Holmes and Meier, 
New York, 1979, pp 158-66; Wohl, Anthony S, Endangered Lives. Public Health in Victorian Britain, 
J M Dent, London, 1983, pp 133-34. 
22 	 Weeks, Jeffrey, Sex, Politics and Society; the regulation of sexuality since 1800, (2nd ed), Longman, 
1989, pp 85,91. 
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improve the state of the nation's health would most likely need to be introduced cautiously, 
even stealthily. Permissive, or enabling, legislation was less likely to incense public 
sensibilities than compulsory regulations, particularly if financial incentives in the form of 
government loans or grants were made to local authorities. 
Central government measures, such as notification of those with some infectious diseases, 
and isolation of those affected, like compulsory elementary education, required personal 
interests to be surrendered for the sake of the nation. 23 In the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, those with notifiable diseases, particularly children, were increasingly 
subjected to long periods in isolation (or fever) hospitals to protect the rest of the 
community. The Education Acts, 1870, 1880 and 1891, resulted in a state system of 
compulsory elementary education, free of charge, which was intended to produce a more 
literate and numerate workforce. Nation and society began to converge through public 
health and educational issues, but there were some disadvantages. 
Due to compulsory education, children were congregated in the class room, exacerbating 
the incidence of common infectious diseases such as measles, diphtheria and scarlet fever. 
There were other, less serious, but more intransigent problems, such as infestation by 
parasites, particularly the head louse, and by the fungus infection, ringworm. Schooling 
also prevented, or seriously hindered, children's ability to contribute to the family 
economy, and it is probably no coincidence that from c1875-80, the birth rate began to fall 
when volWltary birth control began to be practised. This was almost exclusively carried 
out by those in the professions; it was slower to develop amongst manual workers in urban 
areas and agricultural labourers. 24 Partly for this reason, the question of quality, as well as 
the quantity of the race gradually became a national cause for concern. 
During the nineteenth century, the state had become increasingly interested in the 
biological condition of the people. Anthropometry, the measurement of the human body to 
assess average dimensions at various ages and in different races and social classes, 
originated in 1839. In 1861, the teml 'anthropology' came to mean the study of man as an 
animal. Men were regarded as particularly important, as success in warfare was dependent 
on their health and vigour, gauged in terms of their vital statistics. Recruits and soldiers in 
the armed services were an accessible group, which lent itself to medical inspection. In the 
2J Infectious Disease (Notification) Act, 1889, Infectious Disease (Notification) Extension Act, 1899, and 
the Isolation Hospitals Act, 1893. 
24 Bedarida, Franc;ois, A Social History a/England 1851-1990, (2nd ed), Routledge, Londol1, 1991, p 113. 
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latter part of this century, national concerns about public health were mostly fading, only 
to be replaced by anxieties about the condition of military men in the context of the 
contemporary concern for national efficiency. 
Following the revelation that up to 60 per cent of the recruits who volunteered for the 
British Anny in the Boer War were unfit for service, the government set up an 
Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration in 1903 to determine the extent of 
the problems with the nation's health, which reported in 1904. It highlighted many 
problems, including tuberculosis and syphilis, alleged to be causing national 
degeneratiol1. 25 Although the Committee rejected the notion of irreversible physical and 
'racial' decline, it reported that 'throughout urban Britain there was widespread physical 
unfitness due to poverty, malnutrition, environmental pollution and bad personal habits'. 
The problem was on a vast scale and thought to be unmanageable by even the largest local 
authorities.26 
It made 53 recommendations, for instance, mothers should be taught how to care for their 
children properly, juvenile smoking and adult drinking should be curtailed, and the state 
should promote physical training and exercise. There should also be a state-financed 
system of feeding school children, who should be medically inspected. Officials, politicians 
and the general public were most interested in the recommendations concerning children. 27 
Like men in the armed services, school children were a visible and captive audience and 
data could be collected about them. Children under school age and women in the home 
were, however, invisible to officialdom and therefore scarcely considered in issues 
surrounding health and social policy before World War 1. In the context of a falling 
birth-rate and a high infant mortality rate2~, children were increasingly viewed as national 
assets, rather than the property and responsibility of their parents. 
However, following the employment of women in the public sector, there was already 
increasing evidence that their physical condition was often found wanting. This became 
apparent when they were subjected to a medical test for employment. During the 18905, 
2S PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2175, Inter-DLflartmental Corrunittee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol I, 
Report and Appendix; PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2210, Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical 
Deterioration, 1904, Vol II, List of Witnesses and Evidence, and PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2186, 
Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol Ill, Appendices and Index 
26 Harris, Jose, Private Lives, Public Spirit, p 206. 
27 'Thane, Pat, The Foundations of the Welfare State. Social Policy in Alodem Britain, Longman, London, 
1982, pp 68-69. 
28 Number of infant deaths per 1,000 live births before one year of age. 
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many school boards required. candidates for teaching to be medically examined. 29 In 1907, 
it was reported. in The British Jou.rnal ofNu.rsing, that, 'Very many candidates have to be 
rejected as being undersized or anaemic'.30 Although this was in relation to fever nursing, 
then one of the major areas of women's work, it also applied to other branches of nursing, 
such as in the Poor Law sector, which expanded. rapidly after the Poor Law Order, 1897, 
resulting in a considerable increase in the number of infirmaries, and consequently, of 
nurses needed to staff them. 
In his 1980 study on nurse recruitment to four provincial hospitals in the period. 
1881-1921, Christopher Maggs, the nurse historian, showed. that at Southampton Poor 
Law Infirmary, 1905-13, twelve per cent of nurses [all female], left during or after training 
because of ill health. Reasons cited, such as flat feet, varicose veins and nervous debility, 
were related. to the nature of the work.31 However, flat feet, ane probably varicose veins, 
would have been evident before training and should have been detected. during medical 
examination, if carried out thoroughly. It is apparent that the great need for female labour 
in this period over-rode genuine concern about the health of individuals. However, it was 
mainly men on whom the country relied in industry and On the battlefield, and as such it 
was they who were more routinely medically examined to ascertain their level offitness. 
The early twentieth century doctrine of social Darwinism, was based on the work of 
Charles Darwin (1809-1882), who promulgated the belief of 'the survival of the fittest' in 
his 1859 text, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection; or the 
Preservation ofFavoured Races in the Struggle for Ufe. 32Prancis Galton (1822-1911), a 
first cousin of Darwin, believed that selective breeding could improve the human species 
mentally and physically. This notion led to the science of eugenics, the study of methods of 
improving the quality of the human race through selective breeding (positive eugenics) and 
elimination of bad stock (negative eugenics).33 Although they were only a small group, the 
...........--.--­
29 Hirst, J D, 'A Failure "Without Parallel": The School Medical Service and the London County Council 
1907-12', Aledical History, 25, 198 J, pp 281-82. 
)0 KnyveU, Gordon A, The Position of the Isolation Hospital in the Training of a Nurse', in The British 
loumal 0/Nursing and Nursing Record, 26 January J907, XXXVIII, 982, 64. 
)1 Maggs, Christopher, 'Nurse Recruitment to Four Provincial Hospitals 1881-1921', in Davies, Celia (Ed), 
Rewriting Nursing History, Croom Helm, London, 1980, pp 18-40. 
32 The earlier evolutionary theories of the geologist, Charles Lyell (1797-1875), and the naturalist, Alfred 
Wallace (1823-1913), like tilOse of Darwin, provided a quasi-biological justification [or some of the 
ideas regarding power, politics, imperialism and war, backed up by concems about racial purity and 
breeding, prevalent in the period 1904-38. 
II Porter, Roy (Ed), 711e Hutchinson Dictionary a/Scientific Biography, (2nd ed), Helicon, Oxford, 1994, 
pp 165-66,266-67. 
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eugenists had some influence on international public opinion in the pre World War I period 
and again in the 1930s. In Gennany, for instance, both positive and negative eugenics were 
integral parts ofthe ideology ofthe National Socialist regime (1933-45). 
In the second half of the nineteenth century, radical changes in social policy in Gennany 
resulted in similar initiatives being adopted by Great Britain. Following the 
Franco-Prussian War (1870-71), Otto von Bismarck (1815-98), the Gennan Chancellor, 
unified the country and made William I, Emperor. Benjamin Disraeli (1805-81), the British 
Prime Minister, followed his example by creating Queen Victoria Empress of India in 
1877. The period from 1875 to 1914 has been called 'The Age of Empire', not only because 
there was a new kind of imperialism, but because 'the number of rulers officially calling 
themselves, or regarded by western diplomats' as worthy of the title, emperor, was at its 
height. 34 It was a time of struggle and rivalry between European powers to secure colonies, 
other territories and spheres of influence in Africa and elsewhere. Justification for these 
policies was that civilisation would be extended by the white races, who generally regarded 
themselves as superior and divinely ordained to govern under-developed territories and 
save the indigenous population. Whilst the British Empire looked to London for a lead, 
administrators continued to note what was happening elsewhere, particularly in the United 
States of America and Gennany. 
In 1884, Bismarck introduced the world's first compulsory, contributory national insurance 
scheme against sickness. Although this measure was widely discussed in Great Britain, no 
similar measure was implemented until Lloyd George's National Insurance Act, 1911. This 
new legislation provided sickness benefits for insured workers aged 16-65 years earning 
£160 per annum or less. Men were entitled to a weekly payment often shillings [£0.50] 
and women, seven shillings and six pence [£0.375]. Wives of insured men were able to 
claim a single maternity benefit of thirty shillings [£1.50].35 The desired outcome of 
pregnancy was the birth of a healthy, live infant and, more importantly, the survival of the 
mother, who could then continue to breed for the sake of the nation's industrial, military 
and imperial might. The 1911 Act gave general practitioners who joined the scheme an 
assured income for the first time, and many gladly gave up midwifery,36 which was time 
consuming and unpredictable in its demands. 
34 Hobsbawm, E J, 71,e Age a/Empire 1875-1914. Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1987, p 56. 

3~ Thane, The Foundations a/the WeljareState. pp 85, 102-3. 

36 Donnison, Jean, Midwives and A.JedicaJ Men. A His/Oly of the Stntggle/or the Control a/Childbirth. 

(2nd ed), Historical Publications, London, 1988, p 130. 
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The 1911 Act was only one of a range of new social policies implemented by the Liberal 
Government between 1906 and 1914, a period of major reform. Although elementary 
school children were first targeted, through the Education (provision of Meals) Act, 1906, 
and the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, which compelled local education 
authorities to provide facilities for medical inspection, the aged poor were not forgotten. 
Again, Bismarck's German model was emulated. The Old Age Pensions Act, 1908, was 
implemented in Great Britain, on 1 January 1909; five shillings (£0.25) per week was paid 
to some of the poorest British people. It signified the first example of 'specific non-deterent 
aid to the aged poor'. There is no written evidence of the effect this grant had on their lives, 
but in some cases, it almost certainly prevented their entry into the workhouse. Through 
this Act, central government assumed responsibility for 'the welfare of its citizens, rather 
than for enforcing self help'.37 This was a nineteenth century doctrine, popularised by 
Samuel Smiles (1812-1904), the social reformer, in his 1860 text, and by the social 
philosophy ofthe Charity Organisation SOCiety.38 
The intellectuals, mostly the educated middle and upper classes, largely shaped public 
opinion; certainly the ideology of imperialism found most favour with them. The ethos of 
Britain's imperial mission was fuelled by Queen Victoria's Golden and Diamond Jubilees in 
1887 and 1897, respectively, which provided opportunities for parades and spectacular 
displays. Festive crowds rushed to see 'colonial troops and other symbols of Empire,.39 By 
the end of the nineteenth century, there was a greater consciousness of patriotism and 
imperialism, locally and nationally. The British Army, the Royal Navy and the Merchant 
Marine sent men to different parts of the British Empire who told their families about life 
elsewhere, which imbued them with a certain sense of pride and superiority, although their 
personal lot may have been humble. Empire Day was celebrated annually in most British 
schools from 1902, on 24 May, the anniversary of Queen Victoria's birthday.40 The 
National 5;ong Book published in 1906, contained stirring battle songs and patriotic ditties, 
suggested by the Board of Education; it was soon in common usage in elementary and 
secondary schools. Children and ymlllg adults sent to the British Empire through various 
emigration schemes in the early twentieth century were, therefore, likely to have been 
..._--------_._------ --­ .~~~----.--.-----.----
37 Williams (later TIlane), Patricia Mary, 'TIle Development of Old Age Pensions Policy in Great Britain, 
1878-1925', PhD thesis, University of London, 1970, pp 4, 59-62, 168, 249-51. 
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steeped in a sense of Britain's imperial mission. Although needed mainly for their labour in 
the dominions, they were still expected, when necessary, to fulfil their patriotic duty to 
their mother country. 
In 1916, conscription was necessary due to the high casualty rate on the battlefields of the 
Somrne and the continued poor physical condition of many volunteers. State compulsion, 
therefore, replaced the previous voluntary system and nine million men were recruited to 
serve the cause of the allies in France, six million from Great Britain, and three million 
from the British Empire,41 some of whom had probably been child migrants. There were 
many repercussions from the war. Nine per cent of the male population in Great Britain 
aged 20-45 years, that is 'five per cent of the labour force, died on the battlefield'. 42 
Although the birth-rate was only slightly affected, many children were orphaned, their 
mothers widowed, and often, therefore, unable to provide for them. The state and voluntary 
sectors filled the gap and provided institutional care. Emigration of some of these children 
was seen as a solution; formalised agreements between the government of the United 
Kingdom and its Dominions were established by Act of Parliament in 1922.43 A further 
consequence of the war was that women, who expected to marry, were often destined to 
remain spinsters, although they could pursue careers which would otherwise have been 
almost impossible, as in the inter-war years, married women were expected to remain in the 
home. The whole fabric of society was irrevocably changed, nationally and in Bedfordshire 
as a result ofwar. 
World War I provided an opportunity for central government to reconsider how it operated 
in relation to health. There had been many demands for health reform between 1878 and 
1902, but it was not until 1917 that the Unionist Social Reform Committee, set up in 
1913-14, published its report on a 'new national policy' which concerned 'the Health of the 
People'. A Ministry of Health was advocated, and was duly established in 1919. The staff 
of the Medical Department of the Ministry was divided into ten sections, which included 
Maternity and Child Welfare, Tuberculosis and Venereal Disease, Supervision of Food 
Supplies (including Nutrition), and the School Medical Service.44 As will be seen, however, 
the laudable intentions of this new Ministry to improve the health of the people were 
41 Bedarida, A Social History ofHI/gland. p 170. 
42 Ibid, P 226. 
41 Empire Settlement Act, 1922. 
44 Newman, 71le Building ofa Nation's Health, PP 118, 135-36. 
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hampered by number of factors, including the need for reconstruction following World 
War I, the General Strike, 1926 and the economic depression ofthe 1920s and 1930s. 
By the early twentieth century, naval and military arms' races were already under way and 
thoughts of war became a dominant theme in European thinking. The national, indeed 
international, context in which Bedfordshire was located, not only varied with the business 
cycle and with changes in technology and type of industry, but socially and J.-olitically. In 
an age of imperialism, rivalry between the major European powers and the United States of 
America was intense. British power was being challenged; alliances were being formed in 
·the hope of sustaining the balance of power. Industrial societies had the teclmology, the 
wealth and the manpower to go to war on an unprecedented scale. Collectivism and 
corporatism began to challenge laissez-jaire thinking as a prime political doctrine in 
Britain and the state began to intervene in health and education, where previously its role 
had been minimal. 
Max Weber (1864-1920), observed at the end of the nineteenth century, that in Britain, in 
comparison with Prussia, government at local level was run by local notables. Even at 
national level, the civil service was small, compared with Germany's. Weber's model of 
bureaucracy scarcely applied in Britain. Voluntary action was a major characteristic ofthe 
British system, and state action was limited. It is true that orphans were supported by the 
state in a limited way - partly through the Poor Law - before the creation of national 
charitable bodies, such as the National Children's Homes. This has sometimes given the 
impression that in England, care of orphan children had a low priority. Local charitable 
efforts, run by local notables, could not be exclusively defined, however, as belonging to 
the Poor Law [the state] on the one hand, or voluntary effort on the other, since those same 
notables generally ran both VOlwltary organisations and filled official positions in the Poor 
Law system. 
The late nineteenth and early twentieth century was a period when national bodies, both 
voluntary and otherwise, were being founded in greater and greater numbers. Names such 
as the 'national society' or the 'British association' became increasingly common. The 
distinction between the national and the local is crucial to understanding local government 
and local practices during this period. Take, for example, the English state education 
system, which was, in fact, largely a partnership between the state and voluntary religious 
societies; the true position was summed. up in the old adage that England had a national 
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system of education, locally administered. Although in the voluntary field more and more 
national bodies were founded, nonetheless local bodies fiercely guarded their independence, 
as did local government. The peculiar relationship between the local and the national is 
illustrated by the case of the Church of England, which being a national church we may 
assume was well integrated at national and local levels. Nothing could be further from the 
truth, because, as will be seen in the case of institutions for children, there were deep 
divisions between local diocesan effort and national activity. Collaboration between the 
levels was minimal. 
It is clear, therefore, that the main body of the thesis relates, almost exclusively, to infants 
under one year of age, children and women. The line of argument I have followed in this 
introduction, builds on previous and current research which virtually indicated that the 
following key issues should be included as chapters in this thesis. I have begun with infant 
mortality in Chapter 2, as it is an indicator of the health of the whole community. This is 
followed by the health of school children in Chapter 3, because the Government was 
particularly anxious about their condition, as they would be needed for industrial and 
imperial expansion, and in the event of a future war. Chapter 4 concerns the welfare of 
children. It provides examples of how the state and voluntary sectors strove to preserve 
child life, despite problems such as orphanhood and child cruelty, and yet still attempted to 
meet the needs of the British Empire for child labour. Chapter 5 discusses women's health, 
as it was relatively neglected by central government in this period. It takes the fonn of a 
case study and makes use of oral testimony from 84 women who lived in Bedfordshire in 
the inter-war years, supported by other evidence. Chapter 6, the conclusion, examines the 
effect of war, the role played by the voluntary and state sectors, the divided medical 
profession and the extent to which Bedfordshire led, or lagged behind national policies and 
public health measures elsewhere which contributed to the progress made between 1904 
and 1938, the last full year of peace in Great Britain and Northern Ireland before the 
outbreak of World War n. 
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Chapter 2: Infant Mortality 
Introduction 
The most important indicator of public health in the whole community is the Infant 
Mortality Rate (IMR), which until 1927 was calculated as the number of deaths per 1,000 
live births under one year of age. l Following the introduction of stillbirth registration in 
England in 1927/ the denominator for 'total births' by which the infant mortality rate was 
calculated, included live births and stillbirths. The Infant Welfare Movement began at the 
end of the nineteenth century because of growing public concern about the continuing high 
level of infant mortality, despite the effort and expenditure on sanitary reform in the 
previous fifty years. In England and Wales in 1896-1900, the IMR stood at 156:1,000, 
exactly the same as for 1851-55? Richard M Titmuss, the social historian, writing in 
1943, thought it was perhaps rather shocking that it took the Boer War (1899-1902), 'to 
focus public attention on a wastefully high infant death rate'. 4 The modem historian, 
Deborah Dwork, agreed in 1987 that the crucial period in the infant welfare movement was 
1899-1914, that is, the short time from the Boer War to World War 1(1914-18).5 
The beginning of this movement coincided with a heightened sense of nationalism and 
imperialism symbolised by Queen Victoria's diamond jubilee celebrations in 1897. Whilst 
there was room for patriotic congratulation in the decline in the general death rate in 
England and Wales from 21.4:1,000 in 1871-80 to 18.2: 1,000 in 1891-1900, there was 
considerable anxiety about the falling birth rate.6 In 1871-80, 35.4 infants were born per 
Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1902, p 12. Following the introduction 
of stillbirth registration in 1927, the denominator for 'total births' by which the infant mortality rate was 
calculated, included live births and stillbirths. Note: in this and other local and national reports, the title 
has been abbreviated. 
, Macfarlane, Alison and Mugford, Miranda, Birth Counts. Statistics of pregnancy and childbirth, 
HMSO, London, 1984, p 26. 
McCleary, G F, The Maternity and Child Welfare Movement, King and Son, London, 1935, pp 3-4. 
4 Titmuss, Richard M, Birth, Poverty and Wealth. A Study of Infant Mortality, HaI11.ish Hamilton, 
London,1943,pI2. 
, Dwork, Deborah, War is Goodfor Babies and Other Young Children: A History of the Infant and Child 
Welfare Movement ill England 1898-1918, Tavistock Publications, London, 1987, p 221. 
I> The general death rate is the number of deaths per annum, per thousand of the total population, and the 
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1,000 population, but this had declined to 29.9:1,000 in 1891-1900. Moreover, although 
the IMR had fallen from 154:1,000 to 142:1,000 between 1861-70 and 1881-90, for 
various reasons it rose to 154:1,000 in the period, 1891-1900.7 
The combination of a falling birth rate and a rising IMR couId have catastrophic results, as 
fewer children implied a threat to the nation's industrial and military might, and to its 
imperial supremacy. This was a matter of grave public concern made more complex by 
other factors. Fatalistic attitudes towards the inevitability of infant death only began to 
change towards the end of the nineteenth century.8 This meant that even when an infant 
was dangerously ill, medical aid could be delayed or not called until it was too late, 
although, ignorance, expense and scarcity of doctors may have been contributory factors. 
The alleged deterioration of the race, revealed in the Report of the Inter-Departmental 
Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, gave further cause for concern.9 This was 
compounded by the rhetoric of the Eugenist movement, which was concerned with the 
quality of the race, previously discussed in Chapter 1. There was also anxiety that the 
professional classes were barely reproducing themselves, whilst unskilled labourers were 
having large families. In 1905, Karl Pearson (1857-1936), the first Galton Professor of 
Eugenics at University College, London (1911-33), observed how vulnerable our nation 
was if 'the fertile, but unfit, one-sixth' were left to reproduce half of the next generation. 
This could lead to our nation ceasing 'to be a world power' .10 
These cosmopolitan philosophies were soon reflected in local Medical Officer of Health 
(MOH) reports, for example, in 1908, Horace Sworder, the part-time MOH for the 
Borough of Luton, used such terms as 'most valuable stocks' and 'survival ofthe less able'. 
He deplored the work of social reformers like Charles Bradlaugh (1833-91), the birth 
control campaigner, which 'reduced the breed'. Each individual was of some 'monetary 
value to the Empire'. As long as the national birth rate continued to exceed the death rate in 
its present proportions, 27: 15.4, he felt that there could be little danger to the national 
economy. However, a reduced or stationary population would probably be a 'grave national 
crude birth rate is the number of births per annwn, per thousand of the total population. 
7 Nev.-man, George, Infant Mortality. A Social Problem, Methuen, London, 1906, p 3. 
8 Rose, Lionel, The massacre of the innocents. Infanticide in Britain 1800-1939, Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, London, 1986, p 5. 
PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2175, Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol I, 
Report and Appendix; PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2210, Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical 
Deterioration, 1904, Vol IT, List of Witnesses and Evidence, and PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2186, 
Inler-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol ill, Appendices and Index. 
10 Pearson, Karl, National Life from the Standpoint ofScience, A & C Black, London, 1905, p 106. 
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danger'.1l The MOH for the Borough of Bedford, F B Willrner Phillips, made a similar 
comment in 1909, noting that the decline in the birth rate was 'the index to a great national 
peril'. 12 However, infant mortality was a universal problem. 
George Newman, part-time County Medical Officer of Health (CMOH) for Bed.fordshire 
(1900-07), in his timely and influential text, Infant Mortality, published in 1906, cited the 
IMR in the decennial period 1894-1903 in 27 different countries or states. It ranged from 
326:1,000 in Chili [sic] to 80:1,000 in New Zealand. England and Wales with an IMR of 
150:1,000 was, however, higher than Scotland and Ireland which had an IMR of 126:1,000 
and 103: 1,000, respectively13 The comparative rates were just as variable within counties 
and districts in England and Wales. For instance, in the decennial period 1901-10, 
Lancashire had the highest IMR of any registration county - 150:1,000, compared to 
128: 1,000 in London, and 101:1,000 in Bedfordshire. The lowest IMR, 84:1,000, was in 
Wiltshire.14 Lancashire will be discussed later in this chapter. It is now appropriate to 
consider the variations in three local authorities in Bedfordshire in comparison to England 
and Wales between 1881 and 1910. These are shown in Figure 2.1. 
------------------..-­
II Annual Report, Medical Ofticer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1908, pp 4-5. 
12 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Bedford, 1909, p 17. 
13 Newman, George, Infant Mortality, p 328. Newman's full-time post was MOH to the Metropolitan 
Borough of Finsbury. He acknowledged this, and his post as lecturer on Public Health at St 
Bartholomew's Hospital, London, on the title page of this book. In some notes made by him, entitled 
'How I went into Public Health', he conceded that his 'posts in Bedfordshire and Finsbury gave me urban 
and rural experience of sanitation and Public Health for seven years'; this included infant mortality. His 
failure to declare his part-time post as Calmty MOH for Bedfordshire is surprising as Bedfordshire data 
are used extensively in the text. Hereford and Worcester County Record Office (HWCRO), M4/l60, 
Newman Archives, p 3. 
14 Supplement to the 75th Aruma I Report, Registrar-General of Births, Deaths and Marriages in England 
and Wales. Part Ill, Registration Summary Tables (1901-10), 1919. Cd 8002. Table 1 - Annual 
Marriage-rates and Birth-rates, 1901-10, Crude Death-rates, 1891-1900, Crude and Standardized 
Death-rates, Infant Mortality, and Rate ofNatural Increase, 190 1-10, pp cii-ciii. 
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Figure 2.1 	 Infant mortality rate in the decennial periods, 1881-90, 1891- 1900, 
1901-10 in the County of Bedford, the Urban Districts of Bedford and 
Luton, and England and Wales 
IMR in the IMR in the IMR in the IMRin 
County of Urban District Urban District England 
Bedford of Bedford of Luton and Wales 
Decennia M F M F M F M F 
1881-1890 144 117 127 109 172 134 155 128 
1891-1900 140 III 129 105 155 128 168 138 
1901-1910 112 89 107 80 128 102 140 114 
Source: 	 Supplements to Decennial Reports of the Registrar-General: 55th Annual 
Report, Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in England. 
(1881-90). Part I, 1895. Cd 7769, pp 4, 5, 30, 31, 268, 273; 65th Annual 
Report, Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in England and 
Wales. 1891-1900. Part I, 1907. Cd 2618, pp 4,5,30,31, 128, 155,268; 75th 
Annual Report, Registrar-General of Births, Deaths and Marriages in England 
and Wales. Part III, Registration Summary Tables (1901-10), 1919. Cd 8002, 
pp 2, 28, 287, 29l. 
Note: 	 Wales is included in the data cited in the 55th Annual Report. 
It is clear that within Bedfordshire the IMR declined between 1881 and 1910. However, in 
1891-1900, the IMR in England and Wales exceeded that of the previous decennium; this 
may be explained, to a certain extent, by the hot summers in the period 1898-1900, which 
proved unhealthy for infants.ls In 1881-1890, the Urban District of Luton had a higher 
IMR than that for England and Wales. Although this differential did not occur in 
1891-1910, Luton continued to have a higher IMR than the Urban District of Bedford and 
the County as a whole. Figure 2.1 also demonstrates the higher ratio ofmale:female deaths. 
By 1936, no adequate explanation had been found for this phenomenon by students of vital 
statistics. 16 However, it is known that males were more prone to inbred defects, such as 
congenital hypertrophic pyloric stenosis [a narrowing of the pyloric sphincter between the 
stomach and the duodenum, resulting in projectile vomiting, dehydration and death, if 
15 	 Registrar-General's Statistical Review of England and Wales for the year 1940 (New Annual Series 

No 20) Table 32 - Meteorological Elements, Greenwich, 1891-1940. Part I Medical, HMSO, London, 

1944, pp 318-19. 

16 	 Macfarlane and Mugford, Birth Counts, pp 125-30. This text offers various hypotheses concerning the 
'sex ratio', that is, the number of males divided by the number of females, multiplied by a factor of 
1,000. At conception it is known as the 'primary sex ratio' and at birth the 'secondary sex ratio'. 
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untreated].17 Other deformities and diseases could affect infants of either sex or any social 
class. It has already been seen, therefore, that different factors were involved. 
Universal concern resulted in a series of international and national conferences on infant 
mortality and welfare in Paris (1905), London (1906, 1908), and Brussels (1907). An 
increasing number of British local authorities sent delegates, but it was not until the 
International Congress of Gouttes de Lait in Berlin (1911), that the British Government 
sent two delegates, Dr Arthur Newsholrne and Mr Benjamin Broadbent.Is As will be seen, 
both of these men carried out pioneering work to help counteract the high IMR in their 
local authorities, which ultimately benefited the nation. Much debate at such conferences, 
and in contemporary literature, centred on causation which is now discussed. 
Theories of causation 
By the late nineteenth century causal links had been established between the urbanity factor 
and the effects of the weather. Dr Alexander Buchan (1829-1907), the Scottish 
meteorologist, believed that a hot summer always resulted in 'an excess of deaths from 
diarrhoea and bowel complaints', particularly in yOlmg children and old people. I9 
Excessively high mean air temperatures were recorded, in degrees Fahrenheit (F), at 
Greenwich in the quarters ending September 1906: 63.2°P (17.3° Celsius), and 1911: 
65.7°F (18.7° Celsius).20 Buchan's hypothesis seems to bear this out as 1906 and 1911 
were years when the IMR was excessive, nationally and in Bedfordshire. Hot weather had 
the power to affect infants of all social classes, unlike poverty, which mainly affected the 
working classes. Studies in London by Charles Booth (1840-1916), between 1886 and 
1902, and Benjamin Seebohm Rowntree (1871-1954), in York in 1899, indicated that 
25-30 per cent of the population of the United Kingdom was living in a state of poverty. 
Rowntree used the tenn 'primary' poverty to denote those living in circumstances where the 
income of a family, consisting of two parents and three children, was below the minimum 
income of 21 shillings and 8 pence (£1.08) which he calculated was necessary to survive. 
'Secondary' poverty applied to those whose income was above this level but who still lived 
in 'obvious want and squalor'.21 
17 Pybus, Frederick C, The Surgical Diseases a/Children. A Handbook/or Students and Practitioners, 
H K Lewis, London, 1922, pp 22-24. 
18 McCleary, The Maternity and Child Welfare Movement, pp 9-11. Gouttes de Lair is a French term, 
meaning literally drops, or small quantities ofmilk. 
19 Dines, W H, 'On the Relation between the Mean Quarterly Temperature and the Death Rate', Quarterly 
Journal o/the Royal Meteorological Society, XX, 91, July 1894, 173-79. 
2(J Registrar-General's Statistical Review of England and Wales for the year 1940, pp 318-19. 
21 
Both these important pioneering, statistical surveys had a great influence on subsequent 
public opinion, social policy and tenninology. For example, in 1942, William Beveridge 
(1879-1963), the economist and social reformer, cited want and squalor as two of his 'five 
giants' to be conquered on the road to reconstruction.22 When Newman analysed the IMR 
in the seven urban and six rural districts in Bedfordshire, 1901-5, he observed that the 
Urban District of Luton, was an industrial town with an IMR of 130:1,000, but although 
of [about] equal size to Bedford, there was a wider age range and a good deal of poverty, 
some of which was 'primary'. He concluded that the lower IMR of 119: 1,000 in the Urban 
District of Bedford was due to a number of factors. These included the very low birth rate, 
the fact that it was not an industrial town, and that there was a more leisured social life 
with only a small degree of 'primary' poverty.23 
As will be seen, mothers living in straitened, squalid circumstances were the ready target 
for blame for infant deaths, due to their alleged carelessness and ignorance of infant care 
and domestic hygiene. In 1908, in line with contemporary medical opinion, Henry 
Kenwood, the new CMOH for Bedfordshire, blamed mothers for offending 'against every 
law of hygiene'. He asserted that they were responsible for the death of one in six children 
before the age of one year, that social circumstances were important and that it was 
impossible to divorce the forces of alcoholism and poverty?4 Maternal work was another 
common focus for blame, although some of the arguments advanced were 
counterproductive. 
Two papers published in 1901 give conflicting views of the effect of work on the IMR. 
George Reid, CMOH, Staffordshire, felt that the State should exert some control on 
mothers, who through necessity or, more often, inclination, went out to work in factories 
and neglected their home duties. He provided supportive evidence by analysing the extent 
of infant deaths in three artizan towns in Staffordshire, 1891-1900, but did not cite the 
IMR, instead, his case rested on the extent to which women were engaged in work. He only 
quoted raw numbers, which are indicated here in brackets: many women (211), fewer 
women (177) and practically no women engaged in work (167). 2S 
21 Thane, Pat, The Foundations of the Welfare State. Social Policy in A:fodem Bn'tain, Longman, London, 
1982,pp4-7. 
22 Harris, Jose, William Beveridge: A Biography, (2nd cd), Clarendon Press, London, 1997, p 414. 
23 Newman, infant Mortality, pp 32-35. 
14 Annual Report, COlUlty Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1908, pp 12, 14. Alcoholism is 
discussed in the study of the Borough of Luton later in this chapter. 
25 British Library of Political and Economic Science, (BLPES) Coil Mise 486 119. George Reid, 'Infant 
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Florence J Greenwood, however, an experienced sanitary inspector in Sheffield, Yorkshire, 
opposed the contemporary view that women working was detrimental to infant life. She 
noted that in 1898, in the mining district of Chesterfield, Derbyshire, population c25,OOO, 
there was little or no employment for married women, yet the IMR was 228:1,000, 
compared to 161: 1,000 for England and Wales. Further evidence was provided by visits 
paid to 10,000 homes in one of the poorest districts of Sheffield (population over 360,000 
in 1899), where, despite only a small percentage of occupied married women, 2,422 infants 
under 12 months of age died in 1899. The MOH attributed the death of 1,000 of these 
[allegedly] healthy infants to the 'ignorance or carelessness of their parents'. Greenwood 
observed that although many people wanted to restrict mothers from working outside their 
homes, and to forbid them from homework, working women were 'so thankful' for work 
which could be done in spare moments. She concluded that rather than restricting work it 
would be better to improve conditions?6 It is likely that she used raw numbers, rather than 
the IMR to emphasise the appalling loss of infant life, but her study helps to demonstrate 
that poverty, rather than maternal work, was the more important factor. 
Greenwood was called to give evidence about the IMR to the Inter-Departmental 
Committee on Physical Deterioration on Monday, 7 March 1904, the fifteenth day of the 
inquiry. She confirmed that she had had four years' experience of 'working continuously in 
the slums'. She attributed the infant mortality in Sheffield to the 'insanitary conditions; and 
conditions more or less within the control of the people themselves'. 27 In a paper she 
submitted about Sheffield, she commented that one woman had buried seventeen out of 
eighteen children, whilst another had had sixteen sons, only six of whom were still alive. 
Neither woman had worked outside their homes since marriage,zs 
Conditions in Luton were not dissimilar. By 1908, Sworder had achieved 30 years' 
experience in the town as its MOH. Unlike some ofhis contemporaries, he did not condemn 
mothers for working, but recognised that they had to earn 'their daily bread' because of 
hardships.29 In 1910, William Archibald, the new MOH for Luton, requested the Health 
..--.-.------.------------------~..-------­
Mortality and Employment of Married Women in Factories', pp 1-7, paper given at the British Medical 
Association Arumal Meeting, 1901, State Medicine Sector. 
26 BLPES CoIl Misc 486 119. Mrs Florence J Greenwood, 'Is the High Infantile Death-rate due to the 
Occupation of Married Women?', pp 1-12, reprinted from The Englishwoman's Review, published for 
the Freedom of Labour Defence, Bale, Sons & Danielsson, London, 1901. 
27 PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2210, Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol II, List 
of Witnesses and Evidence, pp 309-18, questions 8089-8418 inclusive. 
28 PP 1904 xxxn Cd 2175, Inter-Departmental Conunittee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol I, 
Report and Appendix, pp 44-45, Para 240. 
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Visitor (HV) to provide supportive evidence of the 'injurious effects of machine work on 
pregnant mothers'. She, therefore, cited three cases which purported to show its effect on 
the IMR, but which actually revealed the poor health of the mothers. The first woman, a 
straw-worker, had had one miscarriage and three children, all of whom were small and 
feeble when born; she was Wlable to breast feed them. Although they survived., they were in 
a 'puny and delicate state'. Their mother worked at her machine until she was confined. The 
next, a 32 year old straw-worker, had had four miscarriages, four children born alive and 
one stillborn. Three of her pregnancies were within a twelve month span. She worked at 
her machine until half-an-hour before the births. Her children were 'remarkably small and 
delicate' and she was unable to breast feed them for more than three months. Her last child 
was premature (seven months) and only lived half-an-hour. The third woman had had three 
miscarriages and ten children; one died at two days, another at three weeks of age. Out of 
13 pregnancies, five infants survived, all described as 'small and delicate'. 30 
In 1994, Eilidh Garrett and Alice Reid interpreted the link between women's work and the 
IMR differently. Using data from the 1911 census, based on female occupation in 13 
registration districts in England and Wales, they suggested that babies were bad for 
women's work, that is, it was not their work that was the cause of a high IMR, but the poor 
industrial environment which had such an adverse effect on infant life. Nevertheless, the 
death of an infant freed a woman to work.3! This research, and the Greenwood study, 
indicate that it was poverty and necessity, that compelled mothers to work. Social class 
was, therefore, a determining factor in the IMR. 
The 1911 census. included a question on fertility linked to a new social class stratification 
based on the father's occupation; it revealed tremendous differences in the IMR in 
legitimate births. The professionals in Class I, had an IMR of 76: 1,000, compared to the 
unskilled workers in Class V, with an IMR of 153: 1,000. Although the IMR declined in all 
classes in the post World War I era, the wide differential remained. In 1930-32, for 
instance, the IMR in Class I was 33:1,000, but in Class V it was 77:1,000?2 Until the mid 
1930s, infants born outside wedlock were more likely to die than those born inside 
marriage. In a study of infant and maternal health in four London Boroughs 1901-19, 
29 Almual Report, Medical Otlicer of Health, Borough of Lutou, 1908, p 40. 
)0 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1910, P 9. 
3l Garrett, Eilidh and Reid, Alice, 'Satanic Mills, Pleasant Lands: Spatial Variation in Women's Work, 
Fertility and Infant Mortality as viewed from the 1911 Census', Historical Research, 67, 1994, 156-77. 
32 Titmuss, Birth, Poverty and Wealth. p 26. 
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published in 1996, Lara Marks found that Hampstead and Kensington, which had a high 
level of female domestic servants, had much higher illegitimacy rates than working class 
Stepney and Woolwich. However, evidence in these four boroughs showed that 'the overall 
rate of infant mortality was not greatly affected by the rate of ilIegitimacy'.33 Research into 
the IMR for Luton 1900-13, reveals a sintilar picture to Stepney and Woolwich. In 1913 
for instance, only 2.2 per cent ofthe 1,305 births were illegitimate, a rate of 0.6 per 1,000, 
compared to 23.2 per 1,000 legitimate births.34 The illegitimacy mortality rate was not 
identified by Archibald, but it is unlikely to have had much effect on the IMR, which in 
1913 was 87.8 per 1,000 live births.35 
As has been seen, in the pre World War I period the focus of attention nationally, was on 
the causation of the IMR and consideration of measures to reduce it. In the period 
1901-10, Lancashire, which had a population ofone seventh ofthat of England and Wales, 
had an IMR of 150:1,000, the highest national rate. In July 1913, Arthur Newsholme, 
Medical Officer of the Local Government Board (LGB), summarised an inquiry which had 
been made into the IMR. He acknowledged that the conditions responsible were 
'multifarious and complex'. Seven towns with varied social and industrial conditions were 
selected: Burnley, CoIne, Nelson, Wigan, Stretford, Widnes and Farnworth. As a result of 
evidence from this study, he concluded that amongst the most important elements 
conducive to 'excessive loss of child life' were the continuation of 'unsatisfactory methods 
of dealing with excremental and domestic refuse', unsatisfactory housing, including 
deficient arrangements for food storage, and poorly paved yards and back streets. The 
employment of married women in industry whilst pregnant and following confinement, and 
a 'relatively low standard of life', particularly in areas where miners were employed, were 
also found to be significant factors.36 
Some of these elements were also important issues in Luton. However, in this working 
class town, measures to reduce the IMR appear to have been less of a priority, particularly 
amongst the civic and industrial leaders who seem to have focused more on econonUC 
policies, than on public health measures. It is for this reason, and because it had the highest 
33 Marks, Lara, Metropolitan Maternity: Maternal and Infant Welfare Services in Early Twentieth 
Century London, Rodopi, Amsterdam, 1996, pp 103-06. 
34 Almual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1913, pp 7, 14. 
3\ Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1913, p 109. 
36 PP 1914 XXXIX Cd 7511, 43rd Annual Report of the Local Government Board, 1913-14. Supplement 
in continuation of the Report of the Medical Officer of the Board for 1913-14 containing a Third Report 
on lnfant Mortality dealing with Infant Mortality in Lancashire. By the Medical Otlicer of the Board, 
and by Drs Copeman, Manby, Farrar, and Lane-Claypon, pp iii-iv. 
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IMR in the county in the period 1901-10 (Figure 2.1), that Luton was selected for an in 
depth study. It first considers relevant background and provides a brief consideration of 
public opinion about Luton. This is followed by the New Industries Committee, the 
resultant surge in industrial development and growth in local government wards. The 
sanitary conditions in the town, the presence and effect of flies on infant life, public health 
measures and social policies are then considered, before a conclusion is drawn. 
Borough of Luton, 1900-13 
In the second half of the nineteenth century, Luton was not renowned for the speed and 
enthusiasm with which it effected necessary sanitary improvements. In 1991, Stephen 
Bunker, a local historian, wrote about the Luton Board of Health (1850-76), and the 
struggle for power by local businessmen, who were driven by the profit motive rather than 
by the progress of sanitary reform in the town.37 However, this issue was a little more 
complex. There were two factions on the Board of Health. The more powerful and positive 
group, in the vanguard of municipal reform, comprised such notables as Richard Vyse, 
Straw Hat Manufacturer, William Bigg, Manager of the London and County Bank and 
Thomas Sworder, Brewer. They were reinforced by some professionals, including a few 
solicitors, almost all the non-conformist clergy, and the surgeons, Kit Tomson and Edward 
Woakes. Once they had achieved some degree of reform, they resigned from the Board for 
a while, during which time less powerful men, such as small builders, workshop owners 
and shopkeepers took their place. As they had fixed capital and limited assets, they were 
more vulnerable to rate increases and were, therefore, usually against sanitary 
improvements, a collective, negative force. Nevertheless, the Board ofHealth crossed party 
political and social class lines.38 
One of its first tasks after 1850 was to provide a sewage works with an adjacent refuse 
disposal yard. This was situated off Windmill Road. As the powers ofthe Board of Health 
were limited, Luton Water Company was established as a public utility in 1865; by 1870, 
it had 'laid a system of water mains throughout the town'.39 In 1876, Luton was 
incorporated as a municipal borough and this Board was abolished. The newly elected 
Town Council comprised 18 councillors, six in each of three new wards, North, East and 
37 Bunker, Stephen, "'StrawopoIis". The Transionnation of Luton 1840-1876'. PhD thesis, University of 
London, 1991, pp 142-89, and Dyer, James and Dony, John, The Story of Luton, (3rd ed), White 
Crescent Pres~, Luton, 1975, pp 110-12. 
)8 Fw1.hcr infonnation from Blmkcr, 30 April 1998. 
39 Dyer and Dony, The Story ofLuton. pp 111-13. 
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West, and six aldermen, who assumed responsibility for public health via the Corporation 
Sanitary Committee. The relief ofpoverty, however, remained with the Board of Guardians 
for the Poor Law Union of Luton, established in 1834. This administrative divide was not 
to help resolution of the problems which contributed to the high IMR in the town. In 1876, 
the majority of the population was concentrated in the town centre around the Parish 
Church of St Mary. Between 1871 and 1901 the population of Luton more than doubled 
from 17,317, to 36,604 persons. 40 
Much of this demographic change was due to the migration of farm workers, who sought 
to escape the effects of the agricultural depression in the county which had resulted in 
considerable poverty in the rural areas.41 The incomers were probably attracted to the hat 
trade, then the major employer of labour, although the work was seasonal. A few industries 
already existed in the town: Brown and Green, Ironfounders (1840), Balrnforth and 
Company, Boilermakers (1872), and Hayward, Tyler and Company, Hydraulic Engineers 
(1875).42 However, many men were still unemployed, although the exact scale is not 
known. It is likely that this influx of the rural poor resulted in some overcrowding and 
squalid conditions, as they may have brought with them the lower standards of hygiene 
which prevailed in most country districts in Bedfordshire, such as Ampthill and 
Biggleswade, due to the lack of piped water and poor sewage facilities. 43 Even though 42 
new streets were laid out and 1,431 houses were built,44 the health ofthe whole community 
appears to have been jeopardised. This is evident in Figure 2.1, which shows that from 
1881-90 the IMR was higher in Luton than in England and Wales. 
In 1913, some reasons for variations in towns in the same county were suggested by 
Newsholme, as a result of a study of 241 urban areas with a population between 20,000 
and three quarters of a million. This sample comprised nearly three fifths of the total 
population of England and Wales. Factors cited as unfavourable to child life included 
40 Ibid, pp xiv, 140-42. 

41 Goober, Joyce, History of Bedfordshire 1066-1888, Bedfordshire County Council, 1969, pp 480-82. 

42 Austin, William, The History ofLuton and its Hamlets being a History of the Old Parish and Manor of 

Luton in Bedfordshire, in two vols. Vol II, The County Press, Newport, Isle of Wight, 1928, P 222. 
43 For example, Ampthill, a small market town in mid Bedfordshire, population 2,294 in 1891, lacked 
these amenities. In 1890, Dr Henry F Holland (1829-1920), the local part-time MOH, suggested that an 
adequate water supply was needed 'in the interests of temperance as well as from a sanitary point of 
view. However, a mains drainage and sewage disposal scheme was not effected until 1900, and piped 
water was not availahle until J905. Underwood, Andrew, "Home Rulefor Ampthill". A summary ofthe 
town's government through the Urban Distn"ct Council and its antecedents, Ampthill Urban District 
Council, 1974, pp 25, 56,65-66, 176-77. 
44 Austin, The History o/Luton and its Hamlets, Vol II, pp 198, 222. 
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special climatic conditions, grossly insanitary conditions, conditions of industrial life, all of 
these influences, or some unknown factor. The majority of deaths ascribed to premature 
birth and congenital defects were probably due to ante-natal considerations, but could also 
be attributed to lack of care at, and after, the birth. In a comparison with III small towns, 
in 1907-10, Luton rated 12th highest in the death rate for premature births and congenital 
defects 45 However, other factors were involved in the IMR. 
Stillbirth certification took place after the Birth and Death Registration Act, 1874; anyone 
present at the birth could certify the infant as stillborn. This was open to abuse, including 
the burial of live children as if they were stillborn, and sometimes the burial of three or 
four children with one stillbirth certificate. The enormous number of stillborn infants 
buried annually in the United Kingdom, presented a 'very serious danger to child life', 
particularly of illegitimate children.46 Nationally, the death-rate amongst illegitimate 
children was twice that of those born in wedlock. In the early twentieth century, it was not 
unknown for handywomen, the unqualified forerunners of professional midwives, to be 
involved in suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of the newly born; although 
they were reputed to be skilled at caring for the mother, this was often at the expense ofthe 
infant. 47 
The first Midwives Act, 1902, intended 'to secure the better training of Midwives and to 
regulate their practice', came into force on 1 April 1903. Section 1 (1) specified that, after 
1 April 1905, any woman who was not certified under the Act should not 'take or use the 
name or title of midwife'. Section 1 (2) stipulated that, after 1 April 1910, no woman 
should, 'habitually and for gain attend women in childbirth otherwise than under the 
direction of a qualified medical practitioner', unless she was certified under this Act. 
Midwives probably attended about half the births in England and Wales; prima facie 
evidence indicated that 'negligent and careless attendance in childbirth' led to excessive 
maternal mortality, and of 'infants in early infancy'.48 However, it is known that some 
unqualified women continued to practise until World War n (1939-45). Although the term 
'handywoman' was synonymous with 'the woman who does', it was not unknown for some 
45 PP 1913 XXXII Cd 6909, 42nd ArulUal Report of the Local Government Board, 1912-13. Supplement 
in continuation of the Report of the Medical Officer of the Board for 1912-13, containing a Second 
Report on Infant and Child Mortality by the Medical OiTieer of tile Board, pp 15, 32, 267. 
46 Macfarlane and Mugford, Birth Counts. pp 29-32. 
4; Leap, Nicky and HlUlter, Billie, The A-lidwife's Tale. An oral history from halldywomall to professional 
midwife, Scarlet Press, London, 1993, p 105. 
48 PI' 1910 XXXIX Cd 5263, Supplement to the 39th Annual Report, Medical 01licer of the Local 
Govenunent Board, 1909-10, Infant and Child Mortality, pp 46,49-50, 52. 
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still to be called midwives. There was, therefore, some ambiguity in the term 'midwife' and 
it is not always clear in reports and contemporary literature whether the woman, so 
designated, was qualified to practice. 
The CMOH for Bedfordshire reported in 1908, that many midwives were advanced in 
years; 37 of the 75 practising in the county were over 60 years of age. The knowledge 
many possessed of the principles of aseptic midwifery was found to be very limited. 49 A 
typical example ofthis was reported in The Biggleswade Chronicle in May 1908, in which 
one woman aged 28 years died from puerperal [childbed] fever and another had a 'severe 
attack of pelvic cellulitis [inflammation of the pelvic tissues due to infection] and was 
eventually removed to Bedford Hospital. In the latter case, the midwife was accused of 
delay in calling medical assistance. Both were attended by the same midwife. These 
incidents resulted in, firstly, a report of the allegations against her being sent to the 
Midwives' Committee of the County Council, after which she was summoned before them 
and warned about her future conduct. Secondly, a Lady Inspector of Midwives was 
appointed. 50 In 1912, the Luton MOH complained of the unqualified women who exerted a 
'sinister influence' on the mother, who through ignorance, advocated 'very improper 
treatment and injurious forms of diet', and who failed to call in medical aid until it was too 
late. 51 Before World War I, poor midwifery practice almost certainly contributed to the 
high IMR nationally and locally. 
Public opinion about Luton 
Luton had already gained considerable notoriety following the publication of Newman's 
Infant Mortality text in 1906. In this internationally known work, he demonstrated the 
variations in the IMR in different local authorities in a series of tables. Bedfordshire was 
used to show the differences in the 13 local government districts in the county for the 
period 1901-1905, the highest of which was the Urban District of Luton with an IMR of 
130:1,000. However, this compared favourably with the central London boroughs. 
Shoreditch, had an IMR of 179:1,000, the highest of the 29 London boroughs in the same 
period. Various areas were cited, but Bedfordshire was the only county to be shown in 
pictorial form, with the Urban District of Luton as a black spot. 52 It is possible that 
--.----­
49 Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1908, p 95. 
50 The Biggleswade Chronicle, 15 May 1908, P 3. I am indebted to Ken Page, local historian, tor drawing 
this item to my attention on 26 April 1994. 
51 Atmual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1912, p 11. 
l2 Newman, Infant Mortality, pp 32-33 and County picture, p 35. 
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Newman, CMOH, intended to jolt the Borough Council into recognition of its 
responsibility to improve the squalid and insanitary conditions known to exist in many 
streets and houses. 
Luton's poor reputation for its high IMR was known in public health circles, and amongst 
social reformers, like the Fabian Socialists, Sidney (1859-1947) and (Martha) Beatrice 
Webb (1858-1943), nee Potter. It could easily have been a subject for discussion at their 
well known dinner parties held for the 'great and good' in London. In 1906, for instance, 
Newman was entertained by them at one lunch and one dinner party, and in 1907 at three 
dinner parties. 53 His views on a variety ofpublic health issues, particularly the importance 
of preserving the health and lives of infants and older children, would have been listened to 
with respect because ofhis research into different local government areas. 
In the summer of 1908 the Webbs spent four weeks at The Hermitage, 'a pleasant house in 
its own grounds', at Luton Hoo, courtesy of Sir Julius Charles Wernher, who purchased 
the estate in 1903. Sidney had met the new owner, a diamond millionaire, in London in 
May, 1908. He found him to be the 'best of fellows according to his own lights', and the 
Webbs therefore felt able to accept his hospitality. Despite their socialist principles, they 
enjoyed the lavishness of the estate, including the use of the Wemher's carriages, fruit, 
flowers and vegetables. 
They were trying to complete Part I, 'The Non-Ablebodied' section of the Poor Law Report 
for the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws and Relief of Distress which had been set up 
in 1905. They believed that the break up of the Poor Law was the only possible future 
policy. Although they worked hard on a daily basis, they recognised that they had 'a very 
big task' to express this in a sufficiently convincing way. Whilst contemplating this 
problem they saw for themselves, when riding in a carriage, and possibly on walks, the 
social conditions in Luton, and gained an unfavourable impression. Beatrice wrote in her 
diary on 27 July 1908, 
At the gates of the park, a bare half a mile distant, lay the crowded 
town of Luton - drunken, sensual, disorderly - crowded in mean 
streets with a terrific infant mortality. The contrast was oppressingly 
lUlpieasant and haunted our thoughts. 54 
53 HWCRO M4/159 Diary 1895-1907, and folder of notes compiled by George Newman in his hand for 
proposed autobiography. 
\4 BLPES Pass field Collection, Diary of Beatrice Webb in 57 volumes, type written transcript, 
Vols 21-27,2 January 1901-10 February 1911. 
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As will be seen, the Borough of Luton was crowded, but not overcrowded; it did have a 
terrific infant mortality', but in 1904 it had the lowest number of non-indictable offences 
for drunkenness in the three Bedfordshire police districts: the County of Bedford (236), the 
Borough of Bedford (92), and the Borough of Luton (78).55 In the decennial period 
1905-14, in Luton, the average number of persons proceeded against for drunkenness was 
only 99.4 annually, but by far the highest incidence was in males with an average of 85.3 
per cent, compared to 14.1 per cent in females. 56 
The reason for the comparatively low incidence of drunkenness in Luton may be explained 
by a late nineteenth century local social policy. In 1871, Luton had supported 226 licensed 
houses; one for every 48 persons over 13 years of age. Towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, the link between poverty and drunkenness, particularly amongst hat workers with 
their irregular wages, caused powerful, local non-conformists to establish a Temperance 
Foundation, which influenced the Licensing Bench. The licences of 38 public houses, most 
commonly 'frequented by thieves, poachers and prostitutes', were refused. The 'Luton 
System', as it was known, brought the town favourable publicity and many inquiries from 
Birmingham and other townS.57 As a result, even when the town expanded in the early 
twentieth century, no new licences were granted in the developing areas.58 By 1918 there 
were only 94 fully licensed houses in the Borough for a larger population.59 Drunkenness 
cannot, therefore, necessarily be indicted for the high IMR in the town~ as Newman 
observed, other factors were involved. 
An in depth analysis of the extent of the problem in 1900-13, a key period in the town's 
development, is now provided. Figure 2.2 shows: the population increase, a fluctuating, but 
overall growth in the number of births, and a decline in the birth rate, the number of infant 
deaths, and the comparison between the IMR in Luton and in England and Wales. 
-----------.--.---­
55 PP 1906 CXXXV Cd 2871, Judicial Statistics, England and Wales, 1904, Part I - Criminal Statistics, 
Police Returns, Table XXIV - Returns from the Several Police Districts - Non-Indictable Offences _ 
Nature of Offences in each District, p 101. It is not possible to cite the drunkelmess rate as onlY absolute 
numbers are given in Police Returns for England and Wales for the three main IXliice d'istricts in 
Bedfordshire. 
56 Luton Musewn and Art Gallery, Annual Report, Chief Constable, Borough ofl,uton, 1914, p 4. 
57 Austin, The llistory ofLuton and its flandets, Vol II, p 185. 
58 Dyer and Dony, The History ofLuton, pp 133-34. 
59 Annual Report, Chief Constable, Borough of Luton, 1918, p 2. 
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Figure 2.2 	 Population, number and rate of birth, number of infant deaths, and infant 
mortality rate in the Urban District of Luton and in England and Wales, 
1900-13 
Year Population(i) No of 	 Rate of No of IMR IMRin 
birth(ii) mbirths 	 infant England 
deaths Luton(iii) and Wales 
1900 37,500 1,035 27.6 129 124.6 154 
01 36,600 971 26.5 130 133.8 151 ii 
02 37,000 932 25.1 134 143.7 * 133 
03 37,500 979 26.1 125 127.6 132 
04 38,000 1,035 27.1 130 125.6 145 
05 38,500 1,045 27.1 126 120.6 128 
06 39,000 1,098 28.1 158 143.8 * 132 
07 39,500 1,093 27.6 114 104.3 118 
08 40,000 1,292 32.3 152 117.6 120 
09 42,700 1,182 27.7 130 109.9 * 109 
19JO 49,000 1,233 25.2 147 119.2 * 105 
11 50,500 1,223 24.2 168 137.3 * 130 
12 52,750 1,204 22.8 119 99.0 * 95 
13 54,720 1,309 23.8 115 87.8 108 
Source: 	 Derived from Annual Reports, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 
1900, p 120~ 1901, P 154; 1902, P 134; 1903, P 122; 1904, P 131; 1905, P 129; 
1906, P 119; 1907, P 139; 1908, P 175; 1909, p 79; 1910, P 95; 1911, P 115; 
1912, pIll; 1913, P 109, and The Registrar-General's Statistical Review of 
England and Wales for the Year 1946. Tables. Part I. Medical, HMSO, London, 
1948, Table 3, Deaths, Death-rates Mortality Comparisons and Infant Mortality, 
1841-1946, England and Wales, pp 2-3. 
Note: 	 (II Population estimated to the middle ofeach year. 
(Ii) Rate of birth is calculated per thousand of estimated population. 
(UI) The years marked with an asterisk * denote those in which the IMR in the 

Borough of Luton exceeded the national rate. 

It is clear from this data that the IMR in Luton exceeded the national rate on six occasions; 
in 1906 and 1911 it was mainly because of the abnormally hot swnmers. In the period 
1909-12, when industrial expansion was at its height, the IMR was continually excessive, 
and the birth rate declined from 27.7 to 22.8 per 1,000 persons. Neither augured well for 
the immediate prosperity of the town or the future of the nation. Unlike the gradual 
expansion of Luton after 1870, industrial growth in the period 1900-13, was more rapid 
due to a deliberate policy to attract new industry and labour. 
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New Industries Committee 
The few accounts which exist about this important era in the town's history focus on the 
enterprise of the town's leaders and their success in attracting new firms and workers. 60 
This study provides a different interpretation. It sets the further development of Luton in 
the pre-World War I period in the context of public health and social policy, with 
particular reference to the IMR. By drawing on a wider range of sources, a very different 
picture emerges. 
In 1889, the Chamber of Commerce (founded in 1877),61 and the Borough Corporation, 
combined to establish the New Industries Committee (NIC) because of concern about the 
town's over reliance on the straw plait trade. Following the Education Act, 1870, plait 
schools in the town closed and skills began to be lost. However, John Dony, a local 
historian, attributed the decline in plaiting to a variety of other factors, such as cheap 
imports and trade problems. The unstable nature of the hat trade was exacerbated by the 
seasonal nature of the work, 'the dull season brought great poverty to those dependent on 
the industry'. Although some employers advanced wages to their workers, they were left 
heavily in debt and under an obligation to remain in employment with the same finn once 
the next season commenced, but few applied for poor relief. 62 
The hat industry was dominated by women and the work was poorly paid, except for 
skilled women, including machinists, who earned higher rates. As discussed earlier, some 
pregnant women worked until just before their babies were born and commenced again 
soon afterwards. Indoor work was carried out in the factory and outdoor work at home. 
Traditionally, hat trade work was priced per piece, and it is apparent that local poverty 
was due to the low rates set and to male lUlemployment. Some industry, other than hat 
work, has been noted, but the NIC believed that an increased industrial base would provide 
jobs for unemployed men and thereby protect the local economy. However, it was not until 
the end ofthe nineteenth century that the NIC became more active. 
------------------- --_._-------_._------------- -----_._--. --­
60 AUStlll, The History ofLliton and its Hamlets, Vol IT, pp 222-23; Dyer and Dony, The llistory ofLuton, 
p 151-55; Axton, Carol, 'Aspects of the Development of Luton 1901-1914', B Ed study, Trent Park 
College, Nottingham, 1977; Bllllker, Stephen, Holgate, Robin and Nichols, Marian, The Changing race 
ofLuton: An Illustrated History. The Book Castle, Dunstable, 1993, pp 58-63; Bedfordshire Chamber 
of Commerce, Pride and Partnership - The early and later influence of the Bedfordshire Chamber of 
Commerce on its community 1877-1993, Bedfordshire COWlty Council, 1993. 
61 The Luton Year Book and Directory, 1912, P 47. 
62 Dony, John G, A History of the Straw Plait 1ndustry, Leagrave Press, Luton, 1942, pp 85-95, DR-39, 
144. This seminal text is based on Dr Dony's University of London PhD thesis, 194 J , "I1lt! I Iiston' of the 
straw hat and straw plaiting industries of Great Britain to 1914, with special reference to th~ s(ll;ial 
conditions ofthe workers engaged in them'. 
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Surge in industrial development 
At the Annual General Meeting of the Chamber of Commerce on 2 7 January, 1899, Mr 
Frederick Beck, a local solicitor, was elected President. Mr Thomas Keens, Junior, was 
re-elected as secretary, a post he had held since 1895. Since then, the Chamber of 
Commerce had grown from 31 to 117 paying members. Some of these were hat 
manufacturers, who often combined their business activities and civic duties.63 Such 
divided loyalties could lead to a conflict of interests, with public health issues being 
subordinated to pecuniary business priorities. The NIC advertised widely abroad and 
throughout the United Kingdom in such publications as The Financial Times and 
Commerce. 64 
In a supplement to Engineering in April 1900, the town's attributes and the facilities 
available for firms who wished to relocate in an area where there was 'more elbow-room' 
were extolled. These included the exceptional railway facilities, with some land available 
alongside railway sidings. The sites comprised almost half the area of Luton, which then 
totalled 3,134 acres (1,267.82 hectares). The Borough was described as being on a 
plateau, but with a slight rise to the east and west. It extended north and south for 2.75 
miles (4.6 km) and east to west for 3 miles (4.8 km) and was 500 feet (152.4 metres) above 
sea level; moreover, it was only 30 miles (48 km) from London. The town was reported. as 
having little trade union activity, good local government, moderate municipal taxation and 
cheap gas; moreover, an electricity works was being erected. There were good five-roomed 
houses with gardens for rental by the industrial classes at five shillings and six pence 
(£0.275) weekly and better housing was also available. Educational and recreational 
facilities were couched in terms to entice firms from their existing outgrown premises to an 
'exceptionally healthy town'. Instead of citing the depressingly high IMR, the antithesis of 
health, the NIC quoted the death rate, 14.6:1,000 persons. 65 
This was probably a deliberate ploy to delude manufacturers who were considering movrng 
to Luton. It is unlikely that they were ignorant about infant mortality as some of the men 
on the NIC were Borough and County Councillors, who would, therefore, have received 
6) The Bedfordshire Advertiser and Luton Times, 3 February 1899, pp 5-6. 
6-1 Bedfordshire Chamber of Commerce, Pn·de and Partnership, p 2. 
6S Keens, Thomas, 'Luton as an Industrial Centre', Bedford Press, London, 1900, reprinted from 
Engineering, 13 April 1900, 3, 6, 8-11. The death rate quoted was probably for the period 1891­190U, 
\vhen the national rate was 18.2: I ,000 persons. [The general death rate is the number of deaths fl<:1 
rumum, per thousand of the total population]. 
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reports and perhaps had discussions with the local and county MOHs, both of whom 
regularly attested that the IMR was the best indicator of health in the whole community. 
Mainly as a result of local enterprise, between 1897 and the outbreak of World War I, a 
number of large and small companies relocated to Luton. In addition, two firms were set 
up before World War I to service the hat trade, Charles Clay and Sons, manufacturers of 
ribbons and G F FaIT and Sons, engineers.66 The FaITS were an old established family in 
the town; they opened their business in 1907-08.67 The data is not altogether clear, but 
firms which are known to have come to the town as a result of the NIC initiative may be 
seen in Figure 2.3. 
66 DJ<!r and Dony, The Story ofLutoll, P 154. 
67 lnfonnalion from Nicky Farr, 27 March 1998. 
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Figure 2.3 	 Industries established in Luton as a result of the New Industries 
Committee, 1897-1911 
Year Company name 	 Nature of business 
1897 The Borough Engineering Works Ironfounders and electrical engineers 
1898 Laporte Chemicals Chemical products for the hat trade, from 
Shipley , Yorkshire 
1902 The Co-operative Wholesale Cocoa and chocolate manufacturers 
Society 
1903 The British Gelatine Works Hat trade products 
1905 Vauxhall Iron Works Marine engineers initially, and then motor 
Company Limited vehicle manufacturers from Vauxhall, 
London 
1906 TIle "Commer Cars" Company Motor vehicle manufacturers 
from Chelsea, London 
1907 The Davis Gas Stove Company lronfounders, gas apparatus manufacturers 
and porcelain enamellers from 
Camberwell, London in 1895, but was 
only fully established when workers 
transferred from Falkirk, Scotland 
1908 George Kent and Company Hydraulic engineers from London 
1911 The Skefko Ball Bearing Ball, roller, taper and spherical 
Company bearings for industry from Sweden 
Source: 	 Austin, William, The History ofLuton and its Hamlets, in two volumes, Vol II 
The County Press, Newport, 1928, pp 222-23, and Dyer, James and Dony, John, 
The Story ofLuton, (3rd ed), White Crescent Press, Luton, 1975, pp 153-54. 
Note: The above list was compiled from data in these t\No texts. Some discrepancies in 
names and dates have been found. For example, Austin cites the Davis Gas Stove 
Company as moving from Camberwell, London, to Dallow Road in 1895, 
(p 222), whereas Dyer and Dony (p 154), believed to be the more authentic text 
in this case, give 1907 as the date when the greater part of its workforce was 
transferred from Falkirk, Scotland, as the result of a merger. The premises were 
known colloquially as the 'Diamond Foundry'. A further anomaly exists 
concerning Laporte Chemicals. Dyer and Dony (p 153), state that this was the 
first firm to arrive in 1898 as a result of the NIC, yet as may be seen from the 
above figure, another company had arrived in 1897. 
The Chairman of the NIC, George Warren, a local hat manufacturer and Mayor of Luton 
(1897-9), was described as 'a Committee of One' as he was mostly responsible for 
successful negotiations between 'potential newcomers and landowners'. The Committee 
members 	were rightly proud of how they had fulfilled their purpose, the first such 
industrial promotion in England, ahead of other towns such as Letchworth, Northampton 
" :.1·.:.·.·· 
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and Wolverhampton, who also sought new businesses. Leicester and Derby even contacted 
Luton for advice.58 
Probably, Warren's greatest coup was his completion of contracts with the firm that was to 
become Luton's largest employer of labour, Vauxhall Motors Limited. The Engineer 
recorded the move ofthe Vauxhall Iron Works, in March 1905, to the 'progressive town' of 
Luton. The town was still described as 'very healthy' with excellent sanitary arrangements 
and water supply. An Ordnance Survey map, resulting from a survey of the town in 1879, 
published in 1888, had been adapted by the joumal, Engineering, in 1900.69 An updated 
version was reproduced in The Engineer in 1905. The new Vauxhall factory, for instance, 
was situated in the East Ward, adjacent to the Midland Railway.70 This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.4. 
68 Bcdfordshire Chamber ofConunerce, Pride and Partnership, pp 3-5. 

69 British Library (Map Library), London. Ordnance Survey (OS), First Edition, 6 inches to 1 mile 

(1:10,560) County Series sheet number XXXIII (NW), surveyed 1879, published 1888. [Map of Luton] 
Grateful thanks to the Map Librarian at the British Library for the hitherto unknown source of this map. 
70 	 Luton Museum and Art Gallery 914.256 L, The Engineer, 31 March 1905, p 8, derived from the 1888 
map. TIlls journal was previously entitled Engineering. 
Figure 2.4 Map of Luton showing land purchased by different companies by 1905 
Source: Luton Museum and Art Gallery, 914.256 L, 'Luton as an Industrial Centre'. Reprinted from Engineering, 
13 April 1900, adapted by The Engineer, published 1905, p 8. 
Land available for purchase in 1900: l7is?i] Land sold by 1905: W 
-~-.~.. 
-...l 
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The exact number of persons who moved to the town to supplement its natural growth as a 
result of the NIC is not known. However, at the annual general meeting of the Chamber of 
Commerce in 1908, it was observed that there had been an increase in the industries in the 
town; Messrs Kent's were erecting premises in Biscot road which were expected to 'find 
employment for a large number of hands'.7! Although some new workers may have 
preferred living in nearby parishes, such as Leagrave or Stopsley, or further afield, the 
majority settled in Luton. 
Growth in local government wards 
The census returns for 1901 and 1911 provide useful data about the uneven growth in the 
three wards, set out in Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5 	 Number of persons and inhabited houses in the three wards in the 
Borough of Luton, 1901 and 1911 
1901 	 1911 
No of Inhabited No of Families or 
persons Houses persons separate 
occupIers 
East 12,691 2,762 15,973 3,568 
North 12,218 2,527 16,139 3,563 
West 11,495 2,447 17,866 4,074 
Total 36,404 7,736 49,978 11,205 
Source: 	 PP 1903 LXXXIV Cd 1406, Census of England and Wales, 1901. County of 
Bedford, Area, Houses and Population. HMSO, London, 1903. Table 9 ­
Municipal Boroughs and other Urban Districts, with their Constituent Civil 
Parishes and Wards - Area; Houses 1901, and Population 1891 and 1901, p 8. 
PP 1912-13 CXI Cd 6258, Census of England and Wales, 1911. Area, Families 
or Separate Occupiers and Population. Vol I. Administrative Areas. Counties, 
Urban and Rural Districts, etc. HMSO, London, 1912. Table 10 ­
Administrative Counties, Urban Districts (Including County and other Municipal 
Boroughs) with their constituent civil parishes and wards, and Rural Districts 
with their constituent civil parishes, p 61. 
Although the classification systems used in the census of 1901 and 19 I 1 were different, it 
is still clear that Luton was not overcrowded. In 1901, for instance, there were 4.7 persons 
71 The Bedfordshire Advertiser a1ld Luto1l News, 14 February 1908, p 3. 
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per inhabited house, but in 1911 this was reduced to 4.4 persons in 'families or separate 
occupiers'. This could not therefore have been a significant cause for the high IMR in 
Luton. The three Wards are indicated in the town map (Figure 2.4). Although there was an 
overall increase of 13,574 persons in the town's population between the two census years, 
the West Ward experienced the largest expansion (Figure 2.5),72 and, with the growth in 
the other two wards, Luton developed into what was virtually a 'new town'. 
Between 1901 and 1914, c2,776 houses were built in the North and West Wards, the 
majority, cl,600, in the Dallow and London road areas. Almost all were put up by 
speculative builders for rental by the town's industrial classes.73 The most well known 
development in new roads off Dallow Road, in the West Ward, was that occupied mainly 
by workers from Falkirk in Scotland who had moved to Luton with the Davis Gas Stove 
Company in 1907 to its new foundry in Dallow Road. The area became known as 'Scotch 
Colony'. Although Luton had received large numbers of migrants from 1870, they mostly 
emanated from n~rby rural areas; these urban newcomers were viewed more suspiciously. 
Their arrival is said to have caused a 'minor social upheaval. Luton people were slow to 
accept these strangers'. They were 'always ready to believe the worst that they heard' about 
them,74 as their different accents, customs, and cuhure would have made them 
conspicuous. 
The local MOH, Sworder, himself a Lutonian, regarded the 'very great influx of outsiders 
to our Borough' with some degree of antipathy. In 1908 he wrote about the married women 
of child-bearing age, many ofwhom hailed from Scotland and the North of England, where 
the birth-rate was higher than that in the south.75 Although there was no direct reference to 
the IMR, there was an implication that their corning did not bode well for the town's health. 
As mentioned earlier, the culmination of the successful activities of the NIC in 1909-12, 
coincided with an IMR above national rates (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.6 shows the IMR in the 
three wards in the quinquennial period 1909-13. 
72 A 1902 map illustrates the convergence of the three ward boundaries at the Corn Exchange in the town 
centre. Luton and District Year Book and Almanac, 1902, Supplement, Map of Luton. 
73 A\.1on, 'Aspects of the Development of Luton 1901-1914', p 58. This data was drawn from Local 
Directories and Year Books for the Borough ofLuton, 1901-14. 
74 Dyer and Dony, The History ofLuton, p 154; Austin, The History ofLuton and its Hamlets, Vol Il, 
p 222, however, explains that this firm moved from Camberwell to Dallow Road in 1895. 
7S Annual Report, Medical Oftlcer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1908, p S. 
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Figure 2.6 	 Infant mortality rate in the three wards in the Borough of Luton, 1909-13 
Years 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 
Wards: 	 Average 
East 110 113 170 125 98 123 

North 121 157 141 90 90 120 

West 100 92 104 84 66 89 

Source: 	 Derived from Annual Reports, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 
1910, p 19; 1911, pp 7,9; 1912, pp 8,10; 1913, pp 10, 12. 
IILeaving aside the unusually high IMR in 1911, caused mainly by the exceptionally hot dry ;i
\1 
' ~summer, the highest overall rates were in the East and North Wards in the older parts of 
the town. West Ward was by far the healthiest, despite the influx of new workers and 
adverse public opinion locally. Many of these families in the Dallow Road area lived in 
new houses, had a regular income and did not have to rely on seasonal, often poorly paid 
work in the hat trade; poverty, therefore, was less likely to have been a contributory factor. 
Even the presence of the Union Workhouse in this Ward, where some illegitimate births 
took place, did not have a particularly detrimental effect. There is no evidence available 
about the causative factors of the IMR for the separate wards, but Figure 2.7 shows the 
main causes given for the whole Borough in the same period. 
Figure 2.7 	 Principal causes of infant mortality and number of deaths in the Borough 

of Luton, 1909-13 

Years 	 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 
Causes 	 Total 
Premature birth 33 42 32 29 17 153 

Wasting diseases 21 10 21 19 27 98 

Diarrhoea 11 6 45 1 12 75 

Bronchitis 7 18 12 8 10 55 

Enteritis (epidemic) 1 7 8 7 23 

Measles 9 2 7 2 20 

Source: 	 Derived from Annual Reports, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 

1911, p 10; 1912, P 10; 1916, P 10. 

Note: 	 In the 1916 report, enteritis is subsumed into Diarrhoea (Zymotic Enteritis) 

for the year 1913. 
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Although these are relatively small numbers compared to larger local authorities, they are 
typical of the common causes of infant death in England and Wales. Most infants died 
from premature birth and wasting diseases, both of which relate closely to the ante-natal 
health of mothers. The term 'wasting diseases' incorporates the term 'marasmus infantum', 
which, like 'hydrocephalus', was commonly used in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries to conceal congenital syphilis, which is now believed to have been a leading cause 
of infant deaths. In 1905, the Registrar-General for England and Wales attributed only 1.3 
per cent of infant deaths to congenital syphilis. However, in the same year in Manchester, 
the Evelina Children's Hospital found that 5.2 per cent were due to this cause, and Dr 
Lapage's dispensary reported that the death rate was 7.2 per cent, of which 66 per cent 
occurred below six months of age. 76 
In 1913, the LGB declared that syphilis was a frequent cause of infant death in the first 
month of life from premature birth, marasmus and atrophy, and that it also caused 
stillbirths. 77 A survey was carried out in Luton in 1913 regarding the cause of the 36 
known stillbirths that year. None were recorded as due to congenital syphilis, but as a 
result of prematurity (10), injury, fright (6), deformities (5), death of foetus (5), deformity 
of child (l); the other nine were attributed to obstetric problems. 18 It is not known if the 
mothers of these stillborn infants were incomers from rural or urban areas, or if they were 
part of the indigenous population. If all groups were represented, it indicates the overall 
poor health of women in Luton then. As discussed previously, stillbirth certification, with 
its attendant risk of abuse, was introduced from 1874, but stillbirth registration did not 
take place in England and Wales until 1927. 
In 1916, as a result of the publication of the Report of the Royal Commission on Venereal 
Diseases, the MOH for Luton felt able to acknowledge openly that 
Venereal Diseases are also responsible for large numbers of infant 
deaths, their influence being manifested by still births, prematurity 
and wasting diseases among infants.79 
Venereal Disease (YO) clinics were opened in Bedford and Luton in 1917 as a result of the 
Public Health (Venereal Diseases) Regulations, 1916.80 As will be seen in Chapter 5, this 
76 Smith, F B, The Peoples' Health 1830-1910, Holmes and Meier, New York, 1979, p 112. 
77 PP 1913 XXXII Cd 7029, Report on Venereal Diseases by Dr R W Johnstone, with an Introduction by 
the Medical Otlicer of the Local Government Board, 1913, p 424. Introduction by the Medical Officer, 
Arthur Newsholme, p ii. The terms marasmus and atrophy are synonymous with wasting diseases. 
Hydrocephalus is an accumulation of cerebro-spinal tluid in the ventricles of the brain. 
78 Annual Report, Medical Otl"icer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1913, P 15. 
7~ Annual Report, Medical OtlicerofHealth, Borough of Luton, 1916, P 10. 
---------- -------
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measure not only helped to improve women's health, but was a contributory factor in the 
reduction ofthe IMR. 
However, in the period 1909-13, another important cause of IMR in Luton was epidemic, 
or infantile, diarrhoea, particularly excessive in 1911, shown in Figure 2.7 as 'diarrhoea' 
and 'enteritis (epidemic)' which caused extreme dehydration and, in some cases, 
particularly among those already debilitated, or malnourished, death, often within a few .1 
hours of onset. In the early twentieth century, 'infantile diarrhoea' was recognised as 'a very 
fatal complaint, particularly among the children of the poor,.81 As it was not a notifiable 
disease, these infants would not have been admitted to Spittlesea, the municipal isolation 
hospital. In any case, there was no resident medical officer and any hurses employed there 
were unlikely to have received any recognised fever nurse training, unlike larger 
authorities, such as the Metropolitan Asylums Board in London.82 Care of such sick 
infants was, therefore, mostly left to their mothers who were, through no fault oftheir own, 
ignorant and helpless. Despite bacteriological advances, medical science was rarely able to 
save the lives of dehydrated infants. 
This section has virtually discounted Beatrice Webb's theory that overcrowding and 
drunkenness were causative factors in Luton's, 'terrific infant mortality'. It has also shown 
that the newcomers who settled in newer areas were less likely to have a detrimental effect 
on the IMR than those who lived in older and less salubrious parts of the town. The 
significance of the poor health of mothers has also been noted. My research shows that the 
other important factor appears to have been the insanitary nature of tht:: streets and houses 
and its adverse effect on infant life. The next section therefore analyses the nature of these 
conditions and the presence and effect of flies on infant life. Public health measures and 
social policies adopted by local and central government to improve the IMR in this period 
of unprecedented growth in Luton will then be examined. 
Sanitary conditions 
This section focuses on the public health problems which arose from an outdated sewage 
disposal system, inadequate scavenging of streets, and accumulated refuse. Luton was 
so 	 Annual Report, COImty Medical Officer of Health, Bedtordshire, 1916, p 26. Due to World War I, this 

report was not written until October, 1917, and was therefore late in being published, by which time the 

County Scheme was in operation. 

8l 	 Black's lvfedical Dictionary, (5th ed), A & C Black, London, 1916, pp 265--66. 
82 	 Currie, Margaret R, The Rise and Demise of Fever Nursing'. International History of Nursing Journal, 
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essentially a small working class town; it did not have significant middle class suburbs, 
found, for example, in Liverpool and Bristol. The relatively few middle class people mostly 
lived in green and pleasant areas, such as Hart Hill or Downs Road, in well appointed 
detached villas, with one or more servants to assist with the rearing of infants and to ensure 
domestic hygiene. No comparative study exists of the IMR in different social classes in 
Luton prior to World War I, but it is likely that infants of middle class families were more 
advantaged and less likely to succumb to the effects of epidemic diarrhoea. Although these 
families were separated from the lower classes, it was only a short distance from where 
they lived mostly, in older terraced houses in the town centre, High Town or Park Street 
areas. Luton did not experience the over crowding and slum conditions seen in major 
conurbations like London and Glasgow, however, it did have small areas of bad housing, 
particularly in the older parts of the town centre. Some of the worst of these were built 
before 1855, including Adelaide Street, Rothesay Road and Stuart Street.83 Other 
notoriously insanitary conditions prevailed in Spring Place, Chase Street and Gaitskell 
Terrace. The Sanitary Officer for Luton reported annually on the hundreds ofhouses in the 
town which needed thorough 'cleansing and whitewashing'; in 1911, for example, 459 
houses required this attention,84 an important indicator of the insanitary state of many 
houses. Before 1920 baths, internal toilets, and larders to protect food from flies, were 
unknown in working class houses in England.85 This was true of those built in Luton prior 
to World War 1. It was, therefore, difficult to maintain domestic hygiene. 
It is asserted that epidemic diarrhoea, the commonest, acquired cause of infant death in 
Luton in the period 1909-13 (Figure 2.7), was due to the insanitary nature of the streets 
and many of the older houses and to the activities of the common house fly (musca 
domestica). It is necessary, therefore, to consider the conditions which contributed to the 
high fly population within the context of the alleged ignorance of mothers in domestic 
cleanliness and hygienic practices in infant feeding. 
As previously observed, Luton had had a piped water supply since 1870 and, in the period 
between 1871 and 1901, the population of the town had more than doubled. By the early 
twentieth century, the existing sewage works (1875), was found to be inadequate for the 
sanitary needs of the town. In 1906, 'the necessity for some better facilities for sewage 
disposal became painfully apparent', and in October that year, residents in the East Ward, 
83 eRO BOR LIEH Catalogue, Introduction, Borough of Luton, Public Health Department. 
84 Ani1ual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1911, P 29. 
85 Bmnett, Jolm, A Social History ofHousing 1815-1945, (2nd ed), Methuen, London, 1986, p 230. 
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where the sewage works was situated, made strong representations to the Corporation. 
Despite an inquiry, and 'some improvements', the problem was not resolved, as in 
December 1907, further appeals were made to the Sewage Committee, 'as to the urgency of 
the matter'. Sewers laid to new factories and houses were, apparently, unable to cope with 
the demands of an increased population. In some properties, privies and dumb-wells were 
still in use as closets, In 1908, for instance, 14 loads ofnight soil were removed from them. 
Moreover, 32 accumulations ofmanure were taken away86 
Houses were often adjacent to butchers' shops, slaughter houses [abattoirs], cowsheds and 
dairies. All constituted a public nuisance, mainly because flies were attracted to them, but 
also because of the smell, In 1911 there were 118 cows kept in 11 cow sheds within the 
Borough of Luton.87 Horses used for transport in the hat trade and by other traders, such 
as milkmen and bakers, and by some professional men, including doctors, were stabled 
within the main confines of the town. For example, the doctor employed by the Medical 
Institute in Waller Street, lived in a house there, at the rear of which were a yard, stables 
and a coach-house.88 Some householders kept pigs and chickens, whilst butchers' shops 
displayed meat with little or no protection from flies and other insects. 
In the period 1900-13, cattle were driven through the streets to the Monday markets held 
on a site between New Bedford Road and Bridge Street since 1899.89 The scale of the 
family business of J Cumberland and Sons in 1895, then in Castle Street, is evidenced by 
their extensive stock yard, which had room for 500 sheep, 250 pigs and 100 bullocks.90 
Once sold, the animals were driven back through the streets and alleys to slaughter houses 
situated at the rear of butchers' shops in the town centre, Park Street and High Town areas. 
In the period 1912-13, there were 65 butchers' shops in the town, 27 of which had 
slaughter houses attached 91 
Cattle movement on the hoof resulted in considerable quantities of manure being deposited 
which added to that already left by horse drawn vehicles. In rainy weather this resulted in a 
filthy slurry.92 Although the streets were regularly cleansed, it is evident from a photograph 
86 Annual Report, Sanitary Inspector, Borough of Luton, 1908, p 6. 
87 AJllmal Report, Medical Officer of Hea11h, Borough of Luton, 1911, p 33, 
88 Mears, John, 'A History of Waller Street', Putteridge Bury College of Education, 1971, P 40. 
89 Dyer and Dony, The History ofLuton , p 161. 
90 Pike, W T, A DeSCriptive Account ofLuton -Illustrated, Brighton, n d [1895], P 19. 
91 The Luton Year Book and Directory, 1912, pp 307-8 and Luton Borough Council, Minutes of the 
Sanitary Committee 18 February, 1913, p 115, 
92 Mate's Illustrated Guide to Luton 1907 (W Mate and Sons Ltd, 1907), (2nd ed), Chantry Press, 
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taken in 1906, that this scavenging was ineffectual. The workmen only had what appears 
to be a dustpan on a long handle to scoop up this grossly contaminated material. It was 
deposited in an open cart, driven by a horse which was likely to deposit yet more manure.93 
In 1915, the Borough still owned 38 horses and 3 cobs and regularly hired others.94 
Filth could easily be transferred into houses on footwear, and ladies obliged to cross these 
streets, could inadvertently carry it into their homes on the hems of their long skirts. 
Although the fastidious ones probably washed at least the hems of their skirts on return 
home, it is unlikely that all did so and this was, therefore, a contributory factor in 
increasing the fly population in the home. This issue is seldom mentioned in studies of the 
IMR in this period as it is almost impossible to quantify. Although the Corporation 
arranged for ashes and other refuse to be tipped on the outskirts of the Borough, it was not 
until cl905 that the local authority provided a refuse destructor. 95 Until 1910, dust and 
other refuse was allowed to blow freely from open dust carts.96 At the beginning of the 
twentieth century, then, it is apparent that the town was not, a particularly healthy place to 
live, despite assertions to the contrary by the NIC in their publicity material. 
There can be little doubt that the inadequate sewage facilities and the unhygienic state of 
some streets and houses, mainly due to the close proximity ofmanure from livestock, led to 
a high fly population in the town. Bottle-fed infants and those being weaned were most at 
risk from the activities of flies. However thorough the domestic hygiene, it was almost 
impossible to prevent flies gaining access to houses, particularly when windows and doors 
were open in hot weather. 
Presence and effect of flies on infant life 
By the beginning of the twentieth century, the insanitary habits of flies, who moved from 
rotting waste, manure and other nuisances, to food for human consumption, particularly 
milk intended for bottle-fed infants, was becoming well known nationally in public health 
circles as a result of published research findings. J T C Nash, MOH for Southend-on-Sea, 
---~--... --~------.---.---.-----.-----.----.----.~-----~-------
Wakefield, 1986, pp 9,45. 
9l Cooper, Ken, Luton Scene Again, Phillimore, Chichester, 1990, [no pagination], no 42. 
?4 Annual Report, Borough Engineer and Surveyor, Borough of Luton, 1915, pp 13-14. Horses and cattle 
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World WarII. 
95 Luton Museum and Art Gallery, M 853/9 Borough of Luton, Abstract of Accounts year ending March 
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was one of the first in Great Britain to argue in November 1901, that flies were the vehicle 
by which epidemic diarrhoea was transmitted. In that year, and in 1902, he observed that 
the presence, or absence, of the common housefly was governed by the weather. Refuse 
and midden [dung] heaps were a great source of danger, mainly because of the risk of flies 
which carried contamination, either directly to milk, or by the hands ofthe milker from the 
udders of the cow. He recommended the daily removal of all forms of refuse from the 
proximity of cow sheds and dairies, and the covering of milk left standing to exclude dust 
and flies. 97 
In 1902, Newsholme, then MOH for the County Borough of Brighton, agreed that flies 
were commonly carriers of faecal filth to milk and argued that contamination of milk was 
due to two factors, human behaviour and the environmental circumstance. The poor were 
especially at risk as they lived in more crowded conditions in closer proximity to refuse and 
dust from manure in the streets and yards. Because of inadequate facilities to prepare and 
store infant food properly, it was almost impossible for it to escape massive faecal 
infection. There were no pantries and food was stored in cupboards in the living room or 
bedroom. Moreover, 
the sugar used in sweetening milk is often black with flies, which 
may have come from a neighbouring dustbin or manure heap, or from 
the liquid stools of a diarrhoeal patient in a neighbouring house. 98 
In 1906, Newman, cited evidence from an extended inquiry into the cause of summer 

diarrhoea in Manchester in 1904, when the MOH, Dr James Niven, used beer traps in 

'some dozen houses'. The maximum number of flies caught (37,521), was in the fortnight 

ending 13 August; the highest munber of infant deaths (192), occurred in the following two 

weeks. 99 Niven concluded from his observations that flies probably acted as 'transmitters of 

summer [epidemic] diarrhoea, and that they may take a considerable share in producing the 

autumnal rise'. Newman admitted in 1906, that there was positive, though meagre, 

evidence that flies carry bacteria on their feet and bodies and that the presence of flies was 

damaging to health. He observed that 'comforters dipped in sugary messes or dirty milk' 

. gave them a more palatable taste. He attested that once they fell to the floor they collected 

97 Dwork, War is Good for Babies, pp 44-51. 
98 Eyler, John M, Sir Arthur Newsholme and State Medicine. J885-1935. Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1997, pp 62-63. TIlis evidence is also cited in, 'Further Preliminary Reports on Flies us 
Carriers of Infection', Report on Public Health and Medical Matters, No 16, Local Government Board, 
1909, p21. 
99 As so many were caught, there must have been an even greater ntunber which contributed to the 
192 deaths. 
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dust, flies settled on them and because of their warm, moist nature, being in contact with 
the child's mouth, they provided 'an ideal nidus' [nest or home], for germ life to develop and 
multiply.100 
In Luton, in 1908, Sworder wrote that it could no longer be regarded as a contestable 
matter that the 'pernicious infective influence of the common ''harmless'' fly' was directly 
concerned with the spread of infant diarrhoea. lol Nationally, there was a great interest in 
the municipal movement to improve milk supplies, including the distribution of specially 
formulated milk for babies, which is believed to have dramatically reduced the IMR. Based 
on French and American models, St Helen's, in Lancashire, opened the first English milk 
depot where sterilized milk was available at 2d (£0.08) per day, in 1899, followed by 
Liverpool in 1901. \02 However, Sworder was not 'greatly enamoured' with this new concept 
and felt that in the comparatively small borough of Luton, such great expense could not be 
justified. I03 
There are no recorded estimates of fly populations in Luton pre-World War I, but two 
contemporary accounts describe the insanitary nature of the town. A E Waller, a young 
resident of Albert Road in c1905, recalled life in a typical terraced street in the North 
Ward of the town, with 'a shop on every street comer'. He remembered the sights, sounds 
and varied smells, the dirt in the streets in dry weather and the hen houses at the back of 
the rented houses. The 'millions of flies' made a great impression, many of whom tried to 
gain access to the two huge bowls of milk in the milk shop, although they were covered 
with pieces ofmuslin.11l4 It is unlikely that milk, in the houses of the poor, was as carefully 
protected. Another man who grew up in Luton in the same period, and who worked from 
the age of 8 years as a part-time butcher's boy, wrote of the blow flies which were 'bent on 
using the joints as a nursery for future offspring,.I05 
100 Newman, Infant Mortality. A Social Problem, pp 168-69. 

101 Annual Report, Medical Officer ofHealth, Borough of Luton, 1908, pp 20-21, 59. 
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Research published in 1985 by Ian Buchanan, concemmg infant mortality in SIX 
coal-mining communities in England and Wales in the period 1880-1911, confinned that 
the 'common house fly was an important infective agent'. He found that there was a 
complex interaction which involved urban sanitation and the method of infant feeding 
adopted. The risks were increased in bottle fed babies, especially when the difficult to 
clean, long tube system was used instead of a boat shaped bottle. Condensed milk was 
frequently substituted for cows' milk, a practice favoured among the working classes. 
There were apparently no dried milks available to mothers in this study who could not, or 
did not wish to breast feed. loo In the period of this study, breast feeding was virtually 
essential if the infant was to survive. Wet-nursing', the breast feeding of an infant by a 
lactating woman, other than the mother, whose milk may have failed, became increasingly 
rare after 1900. However, it is known that Titmuss, one of the founders of the Welfare 
state, who was born in Luton in 1907, was wet-nursed. l07 The high incidence of epidemic 
diarrhoea in bottle fed babies, particularly in the summer months, was widespread and is 
well documented. lo8 
In 1897, the CMOH advised that a special local inquiry should be carried out concerning 
the excessive IMR in Luton. I09 This did not occur until 1913. It included details of infant 
feeding; of the 1,066 children breast fed, 25 died, an IMR of 23: 1,000, but for those '185 
children fed from birth by artificial foods of all descriptions, 42 died', an IMR of 
22 7: 1,000. It concluded, that to save infant life, the number of children fed artificially 
should be reduced to a minimum. I 10 However, the study did not relate the IMR to the urban 
insanitation described here. It is apparent, therefore, that local, if not, national initiatives 
were necessary. 
106 	 Buchanan, lan, 'Infant Feeding, Sanitation and Diarrhoea in Colliery Communities, 1880-1911 " 
pp 148-77, in Oddy, Derek J and Miller, Derek S (Eds), Diet and Health in Modem Britain, Croom 
Helm, London, 1985. 
107 Oakley, Ann, 'Wisewoman and Medicine Man: Changes in the Management of Childbirth', in Mitchell, 
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Public health measures and social policies 
In this section the following issues relevant to the IMR are included, improvements in 
domestic sanitation, restriction of cattle movement and refuse removal. The appointment of 
a better qualified local MOH is also noted, however, the engagement of a HV and her role 
in relation to the IMR form the major part of this section. In 1908, the Sewage Committee 
paid visits to six towns with better systems, and plans were made for a new scheme. The 
Corporation was moved to action, not just because of the anxieties of local residents, but 
because a lease of land, already used for sewage purposes, was due to expire by September 
1911.11l It was not until 1912, however, that the new sewage disposal system in Eaton 
Green Road was completed.112 Although the problems with human sanitation were 
eventually addressed, those associated with livestock were less easily resolved. The Luton 
Board of Health (1850-76) took little notice of some aspects of the 1850 report on public 
health issues in Luton in which Edward Cresy, the Superintending Inspector, observed that 
'slaughter houses are always objectionable in a town ... the proper situation would be on 
the outskirts'. There would then be sufficient space for the convenience of several butchers. 
He recommended that a public slaughter-house should be situated in some convenient 
location, and that those already in existence should be removed.l13 
Over forty years later, in 1893, Leonard Wilde, the first CMOH (1891-1899)114, wrote of 
the 50 or more public abattoirs which already existed in some English and Welsh towns. 
He acknowledged that such a scheme was not practicable in small towns which were not 
centres of the meat trade. However, he pointed out that the establishment of a public 
abattoir prevented the 'nuisance arising from the position and frequently insanitary 
condition of private slaughter-houses in crowded 10calities'.115 As early as 1888, 
Newsholme, concluded that the answer to infant mortality due to epidemic diarrhoea was 
'better sanitation in and around homes and some changes in infant feeding practices'. He 
instigated the provision ofa public abattoir in Brighton in 1894 to help reduce the nuisance 
of manure fouled streets and pavements caused by driving cattle through the densely 
111 The Luton News Almanac. 1911, P 19. 
112 Luton News Almanac, 1913, p 25. 
11 J Luton Museum and Art Gallery, Cresy, Edward, 'Report to the Board of Health on a Preliminary Inquiry 
into the Sewerage, Drainage, and Supply of Water, and the Sanitary Condition of the Inhabitants of the 
Town of Luton', HMSO, London, 1850, pp 13-14,20. 
114 	 PRO MH 12 Luton Union Correspondence No 5 Sanitary Papers Luton Urban 1897 To 1900, box 124. 
Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1899, p 6. Dr Wilde's 'untimely death', 
was remarked upon by Dr Sworder. 
III 	 Annual Report, County Medical Otlicer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1893, p 27. 
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populated town centre. As a result of this, and other policies agreed with local government 
officials, he helped to build a model local authority health programme. The town's 
economy 'depended on its reputation as a healthy place'.IJ6 His knowledge and experience 
were invaluable when he moved to central government where he was the Medical Officer of 
the LGB, 1908-19. Between 1910 and 1917 he produced a series of special reports on 
Infant and Child Mortality and a report on Maternal Mortality in 1915.117 
Regulations concerning the leading or driving of cattle, including oxen, sheep, calves or 
swine, came into force in Luton on 1 st August, 1909. They specified that the cattle should 
not use certain main streets between 9 am and 9 pm. There was no intention, however, that 
owners should lose the right to lead or drive them to or from their own premises' in the 
Borough 'direct to any duly licensed slaughter-house,.lls Section 10 ofthe permissive Luton 
Corporation Act 1911, empowered the local authority to alter the place of the market and 
to 'make construct extend build maintain furnish equip ... stalls sheds yards stables 
slaughter houses'. Section 19 made similar reference to the passage of cattle, ensuring the 
owner was not disadvantaged as laid down in the 1909 regulations. Section 68 restricted 
anyone from slaughtering or dressing 'any cattle beast sheep or swine for sale ... other than 
in one of the slaughter houses provided by the Corporation,.119 As neither the 1909 
regulations, nor the 1911 Act, appear to have restricted cattle movement in the town, there 
was unlikely to have been any significant effect on the reduction of manure and flies in the 
streets. The ineffectiveness of the Act with regard to the building of a municipal slaughter 
116 Eyler, Sir Arthur Newsholme and State MediCine, pp xii, 11, 58, 64-66. This scholarly new text 
documents Newsholme's important role at both local and national level. 
117 Ne\\man, George, The Building of a Nation's Health, Macmillan, London, 1939, p 287. The reports 
referred to by Newman are now fully cited below: 
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house is apparent when it is known that despite regular admonishments by the local MOH 
and the CMOH, the number of licensed slaughter houses remained high; in 1920, there 
were 26 such premises. 120 
As discussed earlier, faecal filth could easily be transferred into houses. Cleansing rooms 
of vennin, fleas and other vectors of disease, such as house flies and blow flies, and the 
subsequent whitewashing of rooms, had the advantage of promoting a sense of hygiene in 
the housewife as well as enabling 'bugs' to be spotted at an early stage. 121 They were, 
however, palliative measures and did not remove the root cause - poor housing. Fred 
Grundy, MOH, Borough of Luton, and Titmuss, Statistical Adviser to the Council, wrote 
in 1945 that, 'Apart from the basic need of an adequate diet, good housing is probably the 
most important single influence on the health of the British people'. 122 
Luton Corporation only started to build council houses from 1920.123 This initiative was 
the result of a central government grant under the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1919, 
and the Housing (Additional Powers) Act, 1919. However, the enactment ofthis legislation 
failed to provide the anticipated number of working class houses nationally.124 A survey of 
housing conditions within the Borough in 1931, carried out under the Housing Act, 1930, 
found that out of 371 rented houses inspected, 105 needed demolishing. These were all in 
the town centre, including Ebenezer Street, Chapel Street, and Jones Yard (off Chapel 
Street). It was not until the 1930s that a slum clearance programme began in the town. 125 
Although the Corporation was slow to begin building council houses and establish a 
prugrarnme of slum clearance, it did recognise its duty to provide the town with an 
improved refuse collection service. In 1910, open carts, used to remove refuse from 
premises in the Borough, were provided with 'close-fitting canvas covers'.126 Probably, an 
even more important measure was the employment of a better qualified, full-time MOH. 
120 	 CRO BOR LIEHJ7/1, 'Register of Slaughter-Houses' 1920-28. Luton's first public abattoir was not 
opened until June 1962. At the opening, the Mayor stated that 'in 1940 there were 22 small private 
slaughter houses in the town and conditions were often unsatisfactory'. During the Second World War, 
slaughtering was concentrated in three centres in the town and from 1954, the Corporation's premises in 
Windmill Road were adapted as a public slaughterhouse on a temporary basis. However, although these 
left a great deal to be desired, and even the location was not ideal, this situation continued for eight 
years. The Luton News and Bedfordshire Advertiser, 14 June 1962, p 2. 
121 Infonnation from Mr Graham Browne, Environmental Health Otlicer, Borough of Luton, 1952-1987, on 
16 May 1997. 
122 Grundy, Fred and Titmuss, Richard M, Report on Luton, The Leagrave Press, Luton, 1945, p 52. 
123 Austin, The History ofLuton and its Hamlets, Vol IT, p 218. 
124 Burnett, A Social History of Housing, p 226. The 'Addison Acts' were named alter Dr Christopher 
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Sworder had combined his work as a local GP and Superintendent of the Children's Sick 
and Convalescent Home, with the role of part-time MOH (1878-1908).127 Since he 
qualified, advances in bacteriology had taken place, and new legislation had been 
implemented. Section 21 of the Local Govennnent Act, 1~88, made a qualification in state 
medicine, such as the Diploma in Public Health (DPH), a requirement for a MOH of a 
county or district with a population of 50,000 or more inhabitants. 128 The first two 
CMOHs, Wilde and Newman, held this qualification. As the population of Luton in 1908 
was c40,OOO and rapidly increasing due to natural growth and the activities of the NrC, it 
was apparent that the corporation would be ill-advised to appoint a new MOH without this 
qualification. William Archibald, who held the DPH, was selected from 51 applicants for 
the post. He graduated in medicine and surgery in July 1901, with a distinction in medicine 
and clinical medicine. He then became Resident Physician at the Western Infirmary, 
Glasgow, and Assistant MOH at Glasgow. It is likely that others had similar experience, 
but his father was the manager of the Union Street Branch of the National Bank of 
Scotland in Luton. A photograph of the new MOH, 'not yet 30 years old" was included in 
the Luton Year Book, 1908.129 The precedent for such nepotism had already been 
established in Luton as Horace Sworder, the previous incumbent, was the second of 15 
children of a local brewer, Thomas Sworder. 130 
The new MOH was expected to carry out other medical duties, including inspection of 
school children and responsibility for Spittlesea Isolation Hospital. He was not necessarily 
an expert in infant care. Other industrial towns had tried to initiate some form of visiting to 
advise mothers, but the movement took many years to gain recognition. The Manchester 
and Salford Sanitary Association was founded in 1852; in 1862 an affiliated society was 
established, known initially as The Ladies Sanitary Reform Association. Their methods of 
trying to educate the poorer classes by handing out tracts and pamphlets proved singularly 
126 AIUlual Report, Medical OtIicer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1910, p 16. 
127 PRO MIl 12 Luton Union Correspondence No 5 Sanitary Papers Luton Urban 1897 To 1900, box 124. 
Armual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1896, p 8. Sworder stated he was 
appointed 'as Health Officer in 1878'. 
128 Watkins (later Porter), Dorothy E, 'The English Revolution in Social Medicine, 1889-1911', University 
of London, PhD thesis, 1984, p 80. This provides an extensive account of the various certificates and 
diplomas regarded as a necessary post-basic qualifications for MOHs. The first Diploma in State 
Medicine was set up at Trinity College, Dublin, in 1871, followed by the inauguration of the first 
English qualification, the Certificate in Sanitary Science at the University of Cambridge in 1875, 
pp 106-114. 
129 The Luton Year Book, 1908, p 79 and photograph facing p 16D. 
130 Currie, Margaret, Hospitals in Luton and DUlIstable: An Illustrated History, Advance Offset, Hitchin, 
1982, p 117. Apparently, 'no family was more honoured and respected for lUlselfish philanthropic work 
amongst the poor oftlle to"Ml', Austin, The History ofLuton and its Hamlets, Vol II, p 156. 
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unsuccessful and it was decided to employ a 'respectable working woman' to teach and help 
them as required. 131 
Education was seen as the key to improving the IMR nationally and locally, but knowledge 
levels were variable amongst professional persons. For example, infant hygiene was 
seldom included in the basic medical training ofdoctors. Most GPs were relatively ignorant 
about this subject until after 1923, when the General Medical Council recommended that it 
should be included in the revised Medical Curriculum.132 However, MOHs who had gained 
the DPH had superior knowledge.133 As discussed earlier, it was mainly mothers who were 
censured for the loss of infant life. In 1895, Bedfordshire County Council (BCC), through 
the Technical Instruction Committee, arranged free lectures for women on the management 
of young children in both health and sickness, perceived as very necessary due to the 
utter ignorance and disregard of the most elementary laws of hygiene 
in the County and the extent to which infantile mortality is affected 
by the improper feeding and neglect of young children. ll4 
It is not known how many women, if any, attended from Luton, but the newly acquired 
knowledge does not appear to have improved the IMR in that borough. That same year, 
Wilde, CMOH, informed the County Council and the l3 local authorities, which included 
the Urban District of Luton, that 'one or two of the northern manufacturing towns in 
England' had appointed female health visitors, which had proved very beneficial in 
'obtaining greater cleanliness of dwellings and educating mothers in the treatment of 
children'. Although this Report was seen by all the local MOHs and their employing 
authorities, no action was taken. In 1902, however, Sworder advised that 'during her last 
term at the Board School, every girl should receive specific instruction in the feeding of 
infants'. Furthermore, the Local Authority, 'should appoint sensible, homely women to visit 
poor mothers in their homes and show them how to deal with their infants'.135 He probably 
realised that a professional woman might be regarded as too superior in working class 
Luton and not be welcomed in their homes to show them how to deal with their infants. 
Ignorance about infants was neither the prerogative of mothers nor of doctors. The state 
also contributed to the blame because, before 1908, it was unaware of the existence of 
III Dwork, War is Goodfor Babies, p 125. 

Il2 Titmuss, Birth, Poverty and Wealth, p 81. 

III The Student's Handbook of the Cniversity and Colleges of Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge, 1902, pp 369-75, re Syllabus for the Diploma in Public Health. 

114 Aruma! Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1895, P 14_ 

III Aruma! Report, Medical Otlicer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1902, p 13. 
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most new infants much before six weeks of age, the limit of 42 days imposed by the 
Registration Act, 1836, which came into force on 1 July 1837. Benjamin Broadbent, 
Mayor of Huddersfield (1904-05), recognised this problem and was instrumental in 
reducing the IMR in the Longvvood district from an average of 122: 1,000 for the 12 
previous years to 61: 1,000 in the year of his mayoralty via a scheme which promised one 
pound, payable only when the child had reached its first birthday. A local Act of 
Parliament for compulsory notification of births within 48 hours, was introduced in 
November, 1906. The success of this, the first such mW1icipai scheme, led to the 
pennissive Notification of Births Act, 1907. 136 It required the father, if in residence, or in 
his absence, the birth attendant, to notify the birth to the MOH of the district within 36 
hours. As doctors were likely to be present at the birth, most of them objected on the 
grounds that they could suffer the 'indignity of being summoned to the police-court and 
fined anything up to 20 shillings' (£1.00), if they failed in this new duty. Broadbent, 
however, thought the likelihood of this was minimal and chided them for objecting to such 
a measure which was literally a question of life or death for many infants.\37 
In spite of the resistance of the medical profession, the Bill received the Royal Assent on 
28 August 1907, coincidentally, Luton's first HV, Miss E A McCleverty, was appointed on 
the same day. She was also a School Nurse and an Inspector of Nuisances, although, 
initially, she was known as the Inspectress of Nuisances, not only because of her gender, 
but in deference to the existing Sanitary Inspector, Mr Wright, and his Assistant, Mr 
Peck138 Luton adopted the Notification of Births Act, 1907, which, following approval by 
the LGB, came into effect on 18 February 1908. This Act required specific data to be 
recorded on cards first introduced in Luton in 1908. Figure 2.8 provides an example of the 
card issued in 1912. 
136 Parton, C, 'The Infant Welfare Movement in Early Twentieth Century Hudderstleld', in Joumal 0/ 
Regional alld Local Studies, 3, 1983, 69-77. 
117 Dwork, War is Good/or Babies and Othet Young Children, pp 137-141. 
138 	 J\nnUlll Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1908, pp 16,44, 52, 58. However, 
Bedford did not appoint its first Health Visitor, Miss H.oyle, until 1908. Wellcome Institute, 
Contemporary Medical Archives Centre, CMAC SAlHVAlA. 1/3 The Women Sanitary inspectors' 
Annual Report, 1908-9. 
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Figure 2.8 Record card for the Notification of Births in the Borough of Luton, 1912 
BOROUGH OF LUTON NOTIFICATION OF BIRTHS ACT, 1907. 
Number on Register ....... Date of Visit ...... 	 MOTHER 

Date ofBirth ...... Date of Notification ........ Work during Pregnancy ....................................... .. 

Name........................................... Sex..... When ceased work .............................................. .. 

Address ................................................... Health during Pregnancy ...................................... . 

By whom attended: Dr ............................... Number of previous Pregnancies .. Alive... Dead.. . 

Midwife ..................................................... Miscarriages ........................................................ . 

Full time(i) .......... Premature ......... months Family History - Tubercle. Alcoholism, etc .......... . 

Still-born. Particulars ...................................................................................................... . 

CHILD HOUSE 
Breast ................................. . Condition ............................................................. . {Feeding: Artificial ............................ .. No of Rooms - Living ............. Sleeping ........... . 

Breast and Artificial ............... .. No ofInmates - Under 10 years .. Over 10 years .. .. 

Physical Condition .................................... . Lodgers ............ Total ................ .. 

Source: Annual Report, Medical Officer ofHealth, Borough of LutoD, 1912, p 13. 
Note: (i) Full time means full term pregnancy. 
This card highlights the main issues of concern surrounding the IMR. Once this data was 
analysed, problems were more likely to be addressed. Before there were more professional 
midwives locally, the HV was a key figure in advising mothers. Notification enabled her to 
fulfil her role more effectively. In 1908, Sworder wrote, 'We have this year rejoiced in the 
services of a health visitor'. He believed that the Health Visitor and School Nurse would be 
most useful in combating the effects of ignorance. He deplored the use of the long 
unhygienic feeding tube, forbidden in Gennany, and strongly advocated breast feeding. 
Moreover, he condemned the abuse of Paregoric, Soothing Syrups and giving infants a diet 
suited for an adult. I39 
139 	 Annual Report, Medical OtIicer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1908, pp 40, 58. Paregoric and many of 
the other soothing syrups in use then, such as Godfrey's Cordial contained opium. In prescribed doses 
they were often effective in alleviating diarrhoea and coughing, but as these remedies were available 
fr<-'ely from chemists' shops without prescription, they could easily be given in overdose and contribute 
to the IMR. 
--------------- --------------------
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It was hoped that the HV would reduce the IMR. However, she was handicapped in 
achieving the success expected of her. Before the appointment of the School Nurse, Dora 
Karstadt (12 May 1908), she assisted the MOH with the medical inspection of school 
children for two afternoons a week for three months.140 Her work also included the 
inspection of some small factories, which often took the form of small business premises at 
the rear of houses. Before she could advise mothers, she had to gain access to their homes, 
not necessarily an easy task in working class Luton where, unlike other areas, there 
appears to have been little tradition of home visiting of the poor by philanthropic ladies. 141 
Her success in breaching the walls of domestic privacy may have been due to good 
communication skills and because she was an experienced sanitary inspector. Scrutiny of 
her annual reports, and those of the MOH, show that she was a most thorough and hard 
working professional woman, but the extent of the problems found, and the diversity ofher 
role, was incompatible with an immediate decline in infant deaths. 
In 1908, for instance, she paid 3,778 visits, which included 1,367 in connection with 
births, 123 concerning the deaths of infants under one year of age, 546 to school children, 
919 to outworkers' premises, and 553 to cases specially needing her attention. She 
remarked that the Notification of Births Act had been of 'immense service'to her work as it 
enabled her to visit infants at a very early period. The scheme set up by the Council 
appeared to work well from the beginning, with notifications sent in 'very regularly on the 
whole'. Doctors and midwives in the town co-operated and there was very little friction. 
The main advantage was that McCleverty could stress the importance of breast feeding. 
She could also deal with the 'considerable number' of babies with discharging eyes.142 This 
problem was probably due to gonorrhoea in the mother, the baby contracting ophthalmia 
neonatorum during birth. In 1910, the CMOH observed that 'preventive measures against 
Opthalmia' [sic] in the newly born have both humanitarian and economic aspects. Very 
considerable financial gain could be achieved as it cost £500 to educate a blind child, 
compared to £30 for an ordinary child.143 Blind children were likely to be of little service to 
the nation, and it was, therefore, in the country's interest if such a handicap could be 
prevented. This disease was made notifiable in 1914.144 
140 Borough of Luton, Minutes ofCotUlcil Meetings, 7 January 1908, p 262 and 12 May 1908, pp 204, 209. 
141 Prochaska, F K, Women and Philanthropy in Nineteenth-Century England, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1980, pp 97-137. 
1012 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1908, p 52. 
143 Annual Report, County Medical Ofticer ofHealth, Bedfordshire, 1910, p 87. 
14-, McCormick, A, 'The notiiication of infectious diseases in England and Wales', CDR Review, 
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As has been seen, McCleverty was deflected from some of her work with mothers and 
infants for various reasons, but despite the high nwnber of births (Figure 2.2), no extra 
help was received, not even in the form of voluntary workers. Due to the growth of new 
suburbs, it became more difficult for her to carry out her work properly, so in 1910, a 
weighing 'clinique' was held on Monday and Thursday in the afternoons from 3-4 p m at 37 
Waller Street, in the town centre. Ostensibly, this enabled her to make more effective use 
of her time, but on the other hand, she would have been unable to identify insanitary 
problems in the home. Another ploy to reduce the IMR was the issuing of a card of 
instructions from 1910 on how to bring up a baby, with special emphasis on breast feeding 
and the dangers, such as summer diarrhoea, attendant on those babies who were bottle 
fed. I -15 A similar tract was issued in 1910 by BCC. It pointed out that hand feeding was 
'dangerous, especially in the summer months ... it is well not to commence [weaning] 
during the hot weather owing to risk of summer diarrhoea' .146 Neither referred to the danger 
of flies. As was seen with the Ladies Sanitary Reform Association in Manchester and 
Salford, tracts and pamphlets were not particularly effective, perhaps due to illiteracy. 
Newman had identified a causal link between illiteracy and the IMR. In the decennial 
period, 1891-1900, Bedfordshire had an illiteracy rate of 24:1,000 married women. The 
average illiteracy rate for England and Wales was then 25.3: 1,000, so the county was just 
below the national rate. 141 The School Board of the United School District of Luton had 
made education compulsory for children to the age of 13 years in 1874, well before it 
became law nationally in 1880, but regular attendance was difficult to enforce.148 Some 
mothers who lived in Luton in the early twentieth century, therefore, may have been unable 
to read the card of instructions. This would have made the HV's educational role more time 
consuming, and although she could have engendered some change in behaviour concerning 
domestic hygiene and infant feeding, her advice may not have been taken. It is possible that 
she was more effective in reducing the IMR in her other role as a sanitary inspector, as she 
Communicable Disease Report, 3, 2, 29 January 1993, R20. Ophthalmia neonatorwn is the only 
venereal disease ever to be made notifiable. 
145 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1 910, P 11. 
146 Annual Report, County Medical Otllcer of Health, 1910, p 153. 
14: 	 Ne\VIDan, Injant A1ortality, p 222. 
1·18 	 Dony, John G, A History of Education in Luton, The County Borough of Luton Museum and Art 
Gallery, 1970, p 27. Girls in particular were often kept Irom school to help with household washing and 
the care of smaller children, despite efforts of the attendance officer. The prevalence of parental death 
in this period exacerbated the problem. Furthennore, the congregating together of children in schools 
often resulted in outbreaks of infectious diseases, such as scarlet fever and diphtheria, which resulted in 
loss of schooling. 
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was able to serve notices on insanitary rooms which had to be cleansed and whitewashed. 
She was, however, powerless in other respects. She could not improve literacy, nor prevent 
stillbirths and the deaths of infants from prematurity and wasting diseases due to their 
mothers' poor health. Moreover, she probably had little effect on controlling the filth in the 
streets and the attendant flies, which caused such harm to babies who were not totally 
breast fed. McCleverty, and Archibald, to whom she reported, were employed by the local 
authority in an advisory capacity. Although they could bring their influence to bear on the 
local authority, only the Borough Corporation could institute major changes, most of which 
required the sanction ofthe LGB, mainly because of the need for state subsidies. 
There are no extant records concerning McCleverty's resignation in February 1910, but it 
is likely that the expansion of the town, the subsequent high work load, and her inability to 
change existing practices, were contributory factors. Her successor, Miss J Jellie, was not 
appointed by the Corporation until June that year. 149 It is reasonable to assume that the rise 
in IMR from 109.9:1,000 in 1909 to 119.2:1,000 in 1910 (Figure 2.2), could to some 
extent, be attributed to this gap in the service. It is also noticeable that the Corporation 
allowed Miss lellie to take her annual leave in the third quarter of the year, the period when 
the IMR was most likely to be at its peak due to the hot weather and the increased presence 
of flies and the consequent epidemic diarrhoea. In the extremely hot summer of 1911, for 
example, the HV was absent for three weeks in August, and was only able to pay 47 visits 
instead of the 307 she paid in July, or the 307 in September. The folly of allowing this is 
summed up in lellie's remarks, that 45 of the 168 infant deaths happened in the hot weather 
No less than 25 of these occurred during the month of August. All 
these latter were under the care of a doctor and a large percentage of 
them were under one week old. 150 
It is clear that she recognised that the first week of life was the most dangerous, and that 
the care of a doctor was no substitute for the early visits and conscientious attention of a 
health visitor. 
Her workload was very onerous. In 1912 for instance, she paid 373 visits to the premises 
of outworkers and 1,808 concerning infant mortality, whilst 563 mothers visited her at the 
Baby Clinique. A further 182 visits were paid which were classified as 'special'. Despite 
this zeal, she was unable to visit 29 infants at an early stage as their births were not 
notified within the time specified by the Notification of Births Act, 1907, mainly due to the 
---" •..~---
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ignorance of parents of first born children. She was also required from 1 January 1912, 
under the Public Health (Tuberculosis) Regulations, 1911, to visit people known to have, 
or suspected ofhaving, pulmonary tuberculosis. I 51 
In 1912, Jellie made 53 visits in connection with such notifications received. 152 In 1913, the 
number of such visits increased to 162. The MOH noted that 41 of the 56 deaths due to 
pulmonary tuberculosis were in the 15 to 45 age group.153 My research has shown that 
many people in Bedfordshire, particularly in Luton, were still affected by this disease in the 
early twentieth century, although it is known to have declined, nationally and locally, since 
1870.154 The death of parents in this age group had grave repercussions for the safe care of 
infants and older children. Although it is likely that the HV contributeri to the declining 
IMR, it was virtually impossible for one person to monitor the high number of infants born 
in the town (Figure 2.2), and to carry out visits in connection with insanitary dwellings and 
the notification oftuberculosis. 
World War I, however, made a tremendous difference to public opinion and social policy 
concerning infant death, although Newsholme admitted in 1915, that since the outbreak of 
the 'great war' on 4 August 1914, to the end of March 1915, the work of the Medical 
Department focused almost exclusively around the military position. It was under 'war 
conditions'that Parliament passed the compulsory Notification of Births (Extension) Act, 
1915, and grants were made to assist local authorities and voluntary agencies to further 
maternal and child welfare work. Moreover, recommendations were made for the first time 
about what constituted a reasonable work load for HVs. He noted that a HV could make an 
average number of 15 daily visits. Provided that she devoted herself full time to the work 
of infant welfare she should be allowed to supervise 500 births, although in places where 
there were a large nunlber of 'well-to-do' families, it might be possible to supervise more 
than 500. In industrial towns experience indicated that about eight visits were necessary, 
on average, during the first year ofeach infant life.155 
151 	 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1912, p 12, and Eyler, Sir Arthur 
Newsholme and State Medicine, p 240. 
152 	 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1912, p 12. 
153 	 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1913, pp 11, 17. 
154 	 See Chapter 4 for some of the children in the COWlty orphaned due to tuberculosis, and the number of 
Luton children admitted to the National Children's Home, Harpenden, with pre-tuberculous conditions, 
or confirmed tuberculosis. Chapter 5 has a section on tuberculosis. 
155 	 PP 1914-16 XXV Cd 8153, 44th Annual Report of the Local Government Board 1914-15. Supplement 
containing the Report of the Medical Officer for 1914-15. Appendix No I Memorandum on Health 
Visiting and on Maternal and Chlld Welfare Centres by the Medical Officer of the Board, pp iii, xxviii, 
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In the quinquennial period 1909~13, the sole HV in Luton supervised an average of 1,230 
births annually. According to Newsholme's formula, she should have made 9,840 visits. 
This she could not do. In 1911, for instance she only managed 2,006 visits because of other 
duties. 156 It is patently clear that the HV cover provided in Luton before 1915 was totally 
inadequate. It was not until 1915 that a second HV was appointed. Nurse Jones, who 
succeeded Jellie in August 1915, was in charge of one half of the work, including High 
Town, and Mrs Limb was responsible for the rest of the town. The work ofthese t\.vo HVs 
was augmented, from 1916, by voluntary workers. These ladies weighed babies, made tea 
and served it at the infant welfare centres. They were also able to give valuable hints to 
mothers about infant clothing and other hygienic matters. Moreover, in some cases, they 
visited absentees in their homes. 157 
Towns which had industrialised earlier found the introduction of HVs beneficial to infant 
life. By 1891, the 'reanimated Manchester Ladies Health Society' employed 13 female 
visitors. In 1894, the Liverpool Ladies Sanitary Society founded one of the growing 
number of schools for health visitors and, in 1899, Birmingham Corporation advertised for 
four female health visitors.158 Such initiatives acknowledged the worth of HVs in the 
community and the growth of a new profession. It is unfortunate that Luton Borough 
Council did not follow these models at an early enough stage to prevent the loss of some 
infant lives before World War I, particularly in the context of the activities of the NIC. 
Nevertheless, as a result of the various measures taken, and other factors, such as the 
increased level of employment, the IMR was reduced from 124.6:1,000 to 87.8:1,000 
between 1900 and ]913, whereas nationally, it declined from 154:1,000 to 108:1,000 in 
the same period (Figure 2.2). 
Conclusion 
The received wisdom is that the nineteenth century was the era of sanitary reform, and the 
t\.ventieth century, the era of personal health. However, as has been seen, this was not so in 
Luton, Ampthill nor many other areas, such as Lancashire. It is apparent that demographic 
~hange in Luton resulted in an increased loss of infant life. Following the 1870 migration 
into the town, the IMR exceeded the national rate, 1881-1890 (Figure 2.1), and the same 
l56 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1911, P 11. 
l57 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1916, p 13. "This report was made by the 
Acting MOH, William J Cox, who also held the DPH. Dr Archibald was absent on war service. 
158 Smith, The Peoples' Health, pp 114-15. 
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phenomenon occurred six times in the period 1900-13, partly due to industrial expansion. 
However, the pioneering 'Luton system' of controlling drunkenness by reducing the number 
of licensed houses, almost certainly prevented an even higher IMR. Even so, in the 14 year 
period 1900-13, a total of 1,877 infants born in Luton, died before the age of one year 
(Figure 2.2). 
Paradoxically, it was in this period that the town achieved national acclaim through 
becoming the first in England to run a successful industrial promotion which helped to 
increase the population by 46 per cent, from 37,500 to 54,720 persons. This was broUght 
about by members of the Chamber of Commerce and local Councillors via the NIC. 
Although employment and prosperity in the town increased, there was little anticipation of 
necessary public health measures, particularly in the older, and more insanitary, areas of 
the town where the IMR was highest. This was possibly due to the limited outlook and 
horizons of most councillors, most of whom had probably only received an elementary 
education. The failure could well be attributed to the ideology of the town, which appears 
to have changed little since the period of the Board of Health, 1850-76. Although Luton 
may have been backward in comparison to wealthier boroughs like Brighton, it comprised 
mainly working class housing with lower rates; it could, therefore, afford fewer amenities. 
However, without the efforts of the NIC, Luton's economy would probably have been 
doomed; there may have been a static, then a slowly declining economy and even a falling 
population. However, fewer problems with sanitation would have occurred and the 
perceived need to educate mothers would have been seen as less imperative. 
Ignorance of mothers has not been proven, but the Corporation appears to have neglected 
its duty towards local citizens in a number of ways. Adequate sewage facilities were not 
provided until 1912, and although regular scavenging of streets was carried out, legislation 
which could have prevented the build up of such nuisances was not effected. Moreover, 
Luton failed to provide a municipal milk depot because of its small size, and so milk in the 
home was likely to be contaminated by flies. Much of Luton has been seen to be squalid 
before World War I, particularly in older parts of the East and North wards. Advice from 
the CMOH in 1893 about establishing a municipal abattoir was disregarded. His 
suggestion in 1895, that a HV would be a useful adjunct was disregarded until 1<f07, 
whilst his 1897 recommendation that an inquiry into the IMR should be carried out, was 
delayed Wltil 1913. On occasions, neither the BCC nor the Luton Borough Council 
appeared to have considered medical advice from their MOHs, who were employed in 
__________________ ------- I 
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preventive medicine on their behalf. Evidence shows that implementation of necessary 
public health measures was often protracted or ignored. 
Throughout the period 1900-13, the survival of infants, preferably of a good quality and 
better social class, was seen as important, but in the period leading up to, during, and in 
the post World War I period, their survival was crucial, especially as the birth-rate was 
still in decline. The forces of war have been seen to drive social policy in infant welfare. 
Titmuss, one ofthe foremost believers that war was an agent for social change, attended St 
Gregory's School in Luton, but his childhood home was situated three miles away on a 
farm in Stopsley, until 1918.159 Had he spent his infancy in the town centre, he might not 
have survived to adulthood. As previously mentioned, he observed in 1943, that it took the 
Boer War to focus public attention on the wastefully high death rate, but World War I 
appears to have had an even greater effect on central government's attitudes towards the 
IMR. Every baby was precious. In a pre-World War I local measure, the Corporation 
merely cleansed and disinfected insanitary dwellings, whereas the national post-war 
reconstruction programme assisted with the provision of 2,776 new working class houses 
in Luton, as a result of central government funding. As in the pre-war expansion of the 
town, this programme enabled builders [local business men], to profit. 
Despite the National Infant Welfare Movement, efforts to increase the industrial base 
locally, without due consideration of the effect on public health, resulted in an excessively 
high IMR. This did little to enhance the town's reputation as a public health model 
nationally, as was seen in more prosperous Brighton. One of the main causes of infant 
death in Luton has been seen to be the poor health of mothers; women's health is 
considered in Chapter 5, but before this, the health of school children, of more immediate 
concern to central government after the Boer War, is discussed. 
159 Oakley, Man and Wife. Richard alld Kay Titmuss, pp 2, 21-22, 28. 
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Chapter 3: The health of school children 
Introduction 
The Government had taken collective responsibility for the elementary education of school 
children through The Education Acts, 1870, 1.880, 1891, which variously 'filled the gaps' 
in existing provision for elementary education, made such education compulsory and then 
free of school fees. However, these measures resulted in 'incontrovertible evidence' that the 
education of the masses was being adversely affected as so many were in poor health. 
Compulsory education resulted in a huge increase in the school population between 
1870-90 from 1.25 to 4.5 million.' From 1901 children were increasingly regarded as 
precious national assets, although their numbers dwindled alarmingly. In the period 
1901-39, in England and Wales, the total population rose from 32,527,843 to 41,552,000, 
but the proportion ofthose below 15 years declined from 32.4 to 20.6 per cent? 
In the early twentieth century there was a far higher mortality rate in children under five, 
than those aged 5-15 years. For example, in England and Wales, in 1904 there were 
219,726 deaths in children 0-15 years, 91 per cent of whom were under 5 years. In 
Bedfordshire in the same year, there were 696 deaths in the 0-15 year age group, 90 per 
cent of whom were under five years.3 [t is clear that the age group under 5 years was the 
most vulnerable, although many deaths were part of the high infant mortality rate (IMR), 
discussed in Chapter 2. In 1904, in Bedfordshire for instance, 460 of the 626 deaths under 
5 years in this group occurred before the age of one year. 1 Yet at this time, the age-group 
0-5 years was virtually ignored by politicians. Although mortality data was available, little 
statistical evidence was collected about their health. It would be easier to measure the 
Report of the Chief Medical Officer of the Department of Education and Science, The School I iealth 
Service 1908-1974, HMSO, London, 1975, pp 4-5. 
2 Halsey, A H (Ed), British Social Trends since 1900. A Guide 10 the Changing Social Structure of' 
Britain, (2nd cd), Macmillan, London, 1988, pp 104, 106. . 
J 67th Annual Report, Registrar-General 0[" Births, Deaths and MilITiagcs in England and Wales, ]9{)..l, 
Cd2617,p 132 . 
. \ Annual Report, County Medical Otli<X.'T of Health, Ikdfordshirc, 1904, p \3 I. Note: in tllis aud other 
local and national reports, the title has been abbreviated. 
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extent ofdefects and diseases in captive bands of school children than attempting to breach 
the walls of domesticity to inspect individual children.s 
As the health of school children was of paramount importance to the nation and to the 
British Empire, it was a national, rather than a local issue. Poor health could have grave 
consequences on Britain's already declining international supremacy.6 Moreover, from 
1903, 'plans had been made for a possible war'.' Aimee Watt Smyth argued in 1904 that as 
the State had made education compulsory, it could not divest itself of responsibility, 
especially in regard to preventing the spread of infectious diseases and physical 
deterioration.H One of the bars to effective education, however, was the high incidence of 
epidemic infectious diseases, particularly prevalent in term time, as a direct effect of 
compulsory education..9 This was exacerbated by the 'payment by results' system. Although 
this ceased nationally by 1897, in some Local Education Authorities (LEAs) teachers were 
still encouraged to maintain attendance levels on a system of rewards, due probably to the 
introduction ofthe block grant system in "1900.10 For instance, in 1909, the School Medical 
Officer (SMO) for the Borough of Luton, deplored the practice of granting half-holidays to 
teachers who had kept attendance at the artificially high level of 95 per cent for one month. 
He pointed out to LEA officials that it resulted in many children being caused unnecessary 
suffering and perhaps being 'permanently injured by being forced to school when quite 
unable to attend. lI 
Efforts had been made by the Local Government Board (LGB), to address this issue by 
making certain diseases, such as diphtheria, scarlet fever and typhoid fever, notifiable in 
1889.12 Moreover, the number of isolation [or fever] hospitals, in which children with such 
diseases could be incarcerated for many weeks, increased considerably. As a result of 
further legislation, including the Isolation Hospitals Act, 1893, the number of beds 
Mitchell, G and lJcane, PhyUis, Abstracts of !liston'cal Statistics, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 197], P 12. 
Harris, 13emard, The Health of the Schoolchild. A history of the school medical service in Hngland and 
Wales, Open University Press, Buckingham, 1995, p 8. 
Abel-Smith, Brian, n,e Hospitals J800-1948. A Study in Social Administration in England and Wales, 
Heinemann, London, 1964, p 252. 
Sm)1h, Aimee Watt, Physical Deterioration: its causes and the c."U,·e, John Murray, London, 1904, 
p 117. 
9 Hardy, Anne, 111e /<.,pidemic Streets. bifectious DiseLlse and the Rise ofPreventive Medicine J856-1900, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1993, pp 44,50. 
10 Birchenough, lfistory ofWementary Education in England and Wales, pp ISO, 320. 
II AIIDual Report, Schoo} Me<iiUl.1 Ot1iccr, Borough of Luton, 1909, p 6. 
12 CDR Review. 'DIe Communicable Disease Repon, 3,2,29 January 1993, p R20. 
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available in England and Wales, rose from 10,757 to 31,946, between 1891 and 1911.13 
Data about the incidence of some of the most common infectious diseases had enabled 
central and local government to implement some public health measures to protect the 
community. Nevertheless, prolonged. absence from school hindered progress towards a 
more educated nation. 
In London, by the time children started school and came under the watchful, but not 
always comprehending eye of the teacher, many were already, 'puny, pale-faced, scantily 
clothed, and badly shod ... small and feeble folk'.14 The London School Board created a 
school medical department in 1902. James Kerr was the first full time SMO appointed by 
any LEA, but his appointment and distinctive manner of carrying out medical inspection 
amongst London school children was not viewed with approval by George Newman, Chief 
Medical Officer of the Board of Education (1907-35). He regarded Kerr's methods as a 
failure without 'without parallelll5 This 'failure' relates to the London County Council's 
(LCC) insistence in maintaining their established practice of the routine inspection of 'a 
limited sample of children' between ]907 and 1912, despite advice and warnings from 
Newman as to the inadequacy ofthis policy.16 The London School Board, the predecessor 
of the LCC, had already recognised the need for a nurse due to the known high incidence 
amongst London school children of eye defects, infectious diseases, including rampant 
ringworm, and serious diseases of the teeth and gums. The first school nurse, appointed in 
October 1901) was soon nicknamed the 'ringworm nurse'.!? 
As will be soon, some sporadic initiatives to improve malnutrition were made by the 
voluntary sector and a few local authorities, but the state failed to implement any national 
measures until a climate of public opinion was conducive to change, particularly with 
regard to parental rights and duties. This controversial issue was overcome by the Liberal 
Government who were responsible for the Education (Provision of Meals) Act, 1906.18 
I:> Pinker, Robert, English Hospital Statistics 1861-1938, Heinemann, London, 1966, p 61. 
14 Booth, Charles (Ed), Life and Labour of the People in London, Vol \U, Blocks of Buildings, Schools and 
Immigration, Macmillan, London, 1892, P 207. 
IS Pi> 1910 XXIII Cd 5426, Annual Report of the Chief Medical Officer of the Board of Education lor 
1909, p xxiii. 
16 Hirst, J D, 'A Failure "Without Parallel": The School Medical Service and the London COlmly COlmcil 
1907-12', Medicaillistory, 25, 1981,281-300. 
I) Gihbon, Gwilym and Bell, Reginald W, History ofthe London County Council 1889-1939, Macmillan, 
London, 1939, pp 299-300. 
18 6 Edw VII Ch. 57, An Acllo make provisiou for meals for children atteuding public element::I1"Y schools 
ill England and WaJes. 
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However, the Labour Party has also been credited with 'demanding that local authorities be 
compelled to feed needy children'. 19 
This pennissive Act gave statutory powers to LEAs to provide meals for children attending 
public elementary schools. Parents were expected to pay, but if they did not, the costs 
could be recovered summarily as a civil debt. This had the effect of preventing 
disenfranchisement, not of the parents, as Harry Hendrick suggested in 1996, but only of 
the father. 2n Despite apparently being designed to improve the health of the nation's 
children, its real object was to enable such children to benefit from their education. The 
Board of Education, therefore, regarded the Act as an educational, rather than a health 
measure. 21 The Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, had a different purpose. 
It was intended to remedy national ignorance about the condition of elementary school 
children by medical inspection. Prior to this Act, most school children in England and 
Wales, were only seen by a local Medical Officer of Health (MOH) when there were 
epidemics of infectious diseases. Both the 1906 Act and the 1907 Act, were part of the 
Liberal reforms,22 and are believed to signal the beginning ofthe welfare state.23 
To promote understanding ofthe way in which national policies were implemented locally, 
this chapter is now divided into two sections; the state sector forms the major part, 
followed by the voluntary sector. The first part contains the school meals service and 
school medical inspection. Ringwonn and the operation of tonsillectomy [surgical removal 
of tonsils] are then considered, as they became significant issues following the inception of 
the School Medical Service. The second, much shorter, part considers the role of the 
voluntary sector through care committees, which were set up to complement the work of 
teachers, SMOs and school nurses . 
•9 	 Hay, J Roy, The Origins of the Liberal Welfare Hejomls 1906-1914, (2nd cd), Macmillan, London, 
1983, pp 11,43. 
21) Hendrick, Harry, Child Welfare, England 1872-1989, Routledge, London, 1 Y94. P lOS. WOIl1t."!l were 
nol en1ranchised nntil the Representation of the People Acts, 1918, 192&. 
21 Crowther, M A, Social Policy in 13n·tain 1914-1939, Macmillan, 1988, London, p 55. 
22 	 7 \':dw Vll ell. 43, An Act to make provision for the bctt...,-r administration bv the central limi l<x:<t1 
authorities ill England and Wales of thc enactmcnts relating to cducatiml. 1 I~ris, The Heallh of the 
Schoolchild, pp 1-3. 
2J 	 Gilbert, Bentley, 'Ille Evolution (~t National Insurance in Great /irilain, the Or/gillS of !iz!' Wid/arl' 
Slate, Michael Joseph, Loudon, 1966, p J02, and Hay, The Odgins (~Fthe Uoeralll,'e{firre U(:/imns, . 
pp 11,43-44. 
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The State Sector 
School Medical Service 
The School Medical Service (SMS) is generally taken to mean the establishment of the 
feeding and medical inspection of school children on a systematic national basis throughout 
England and Wales as a result of these two Acts. Following the Handicapped Pupils and 
School Health Service Regulations, 1945, it was renamed the School Health Service, but it 
remained under educational control. It was not until the National Health Service 
Reorganisation Act, 1973, that statutory responsibility for providing the school health 
services was transferred from the Department of Education and Science to the Department 
of Health and Social Security. On 1st April, 1974, the School Health Service became part 
of the National Health Service?4 
The SMS has been extensively researched by academics in the post World War II 
(1939-45) period.25 For example, John Welshman, a social policy historian, looked at the 
local reports of SMOs for eight LEAs in England and Wales, but Bedfordshire did not 
form part of his 1988 doctoral thesis. 26 Moreover, the only known text about the 
Bedfordshire school child terminates in 1902.27 The Education Act, 1902, removed control 
from over 2,500 School Boards, and nearly 800 School Attendance Committees, in 
districts without School Boards. Under this Act, power was devolved from the national 
Board of Education to municipal level. 28 In Bedfordshire, three LEAs, were established, for 
the Boroughs of Bedford and Luton and for the County of Bedford, mostly small towns 
and rural areas. These new bodies were responsible for ensuring education was as effective 
as possible. As will be seen, this was not to prove easy in the context of the poor health of 
2·\ Harris, The Health ofthe Schoolchild, pp 1-3. 
,5 Riddell, Jennie, 'A Study of the History and Development of the School Medical Service in Liverpool 
from 1908 to 1939, and an Attempt to Assess its Consequences on the Health of the Liverpool 
Schoolchild', MA thesis, University of Liverpool, 1946; LefI', Samuel and letT, Vera, The School Health 
Service, H K Lewis, London, 1959; Report of the Chief Medical Otliccr of the Department of Education 
and Science, The School Health Service 1908-1974; Hirst, J David, :The Origins and Development of 
the School Medical Service 1870-1919', PhD thesis, University of Wales, 1983; Welslunan, John, 'The 
School Medical Service in England and Wales 1907-1939', DPhil thesis, University of Oxford, 1988; 
Harris, Bernard (a), 'Medical Inspection and the Nutrition of Schoolchildren in Britain 1900-50', PhD 
thesis, University of London, 1989, and (b), The Health of the Schoolchild. A history of the school 
medical senJice in England and Wales, Open University Press, Buckingham, 1995. 
26 Welshman, 'The School Medical Service in England and Wales', (Abstract), pp 3-4. 
27 Bushby, David (Ed), The Bedfordshire Schoolchild. Elementary Education before 1902, Bedfordshire 
Historical Record Society, Vol 67, Bedford, 1988, pp 188,247-48. 
28 Birchenough, Charles, History ofElementary Education in England and Walesj;'om 1800 to the Present 
Vay, (3rd cd), University Tutorial Press, London, 1938, pp 151-58. 
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many children, demographic change, World War I (1914-18) and the economic depression. 
The tension which existed between state employed doctors and private practitioners did not 
make their task any easier. 
The school meals senrice 
The Physical Deterioration Report, 1904, proposed that local authorities should initiate 
limited schemes of school feeding, particularly 'where the extent or the concentration of 
poverty might be too great for the resources of local charity,.29 However, in the Education 
(Provision of Meals) Act, 1906, the term 'Meals' was open to various interpretations by 
LEAs such as solid meals including breakfasts, dinners or teas, or any combination of 
these, milk, or nutritional supplements, such as cod-liver oil, dried milk or other 
proprietary foods. My research found that it was very difficult to obtain objective, accurate 
data, concerning malnutrition in Bedfordshire and in England and Wales. In t934, the 
Board of Education adopted a new classification system for child nutrition to replace the 
original four point scale which required SMOs to distinguish between 'malnutrition 
requiring observation' and 'malnutrition requiring treatment,.30 
The cursory nature of school medical inspections, 4-5 minutes per child in some cases in 
the County of Bedford LEA in 1909,31 could not have led to many conclusions being 
draVvTI about their nutritional status. Obesity was rare and thus SMOs were comparing Jean 
child with lean child, rather than with probably better nourished, middle class privately 
educated children. As discussed in Chapter 2, the agricultural depression in Bedfordshire 
from 1870 to 1940,32 resulted in rural depopulation. Those remaining, including children, 
were more likely to be subjected to the effects of poverty and malnutrition. 
In 1913, Ronald Herdman, the Deputy County Medical Officer of Health (CMOH) and 
Assistant SMO of Health for the County of Bedford LEA, published his research findings 
about the causes and extent ofprobtems in the feeding of poor families in rural districts in 
Bedfordshire in relation to school children.33 This study provides a valuable example of the 
29 PP 1904 XXXII Cd 2175, luter-Departmental Committee OIl Physical Deterioration, 1904, Vol I, 
Report and Appendix, pam 362. 
)0 Harri::>, 11leHealth ofthe Schoolchild. pp 121, 132. 
II Annual Report, Assistant School Medical Otliccr, County ofBedford, 1909, P 2&. 
12 Godher, Joyce, HistofY ofBedjordshire 1066-1888, Bedfordshire County Council, Bedford, 1969, 
pp 480-82. 
3~ Herdman, Ronald T, Heights and Weight" of Country Childn:n Analysed, \villi SOlDe Statistic/; as to 
their Meals' ill The Afedical OJJicer, 24 May 1913, pp 243-45, and 'The Feeding of Poor Fanillit.!:i in 
Rural Districts' in 71Ie Medical Officer, 24 July 1913, pp 18-19. 
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diet of rural children who did not have school meals, its effect on them, and the 
apportioning of blame to mothers. As only 'entrants' and 'Ieavers' were examined in this 
LEA before World War 1, only three age periods could be used, 4 to 5 years, 5 to 6 years 
[the entrants], and 12 to 13 years. Actual numbers on which the study is based are not 
given, but a number of classes at different schools are mentioned, thus forming a cohort 
which can be used for illustrative purposes. It seems that 18 per cent of these children left 
school more than 10 per cent below the average height and weight for their age and 25 per 
cent of the total were below that and the average. The statistics were thought to be typical 
of others in country districts in England. Herdman concluded that there were two causes, 
'one quarter of the children have four or more decayed teeth' and secondly, 'want of proper 
food'. This latter he attributed to the mothers who could have, but did not, provide 
sufficient nourishment, due to going out to work or taking in work such as lace making. 
The other reasons cited were poverty, common amongst farm labourers' families, and lack 
of fresh dairy food as much of the local produce was sold at Bedford or sent to London. 
Of 52 children under six years of age, 45 had only bread and butter and tea for breakfast, 
whilst the packed lunch of 62 'entrants' and 'leavers' eaten at school was similarly deficient: 
one was an apple tart, three were bread and cheese, and 58 were bread with a thin layer of 
butter or lard on it, or else bread and jam, or bread and syrup. This meal was washed down 
with water, as nothing hot was available. Although Herdman acknowledged that some 
'children may have had a hot drink at night', tea was nearly always bread and butter again, 
sometimes with cake, or with cake as an alternative. 
These children were probably suffering from a degree of malnutrition, a more likely prey to 
infectious diseases and less likely, therefore, to benefit from their education. The issue of 
poor dental health was not addressed. However, the typical criticism of working mothers, 
considered in Chapter 2, seems to show a comparative lack of understanding about the 
nature of rural poverty. Herdman did acknowledge that women with large families would 
have found it difficult to earn extra money. The 1911 census question on fertility showed 
that nationally, agricultural workers were in the lowest social class category, class VlII 
and had a rate of 6.50 children per woman (at 20-25 years duration of marriage whose age 
in 1911 was less than 45 years), a rate exceeded only by unskilled occupations (6.54) and 
miners (7.25).34 However, much education mothers had regarding nutrition, the lack of a 
34 Census of England and Wales, 1911, XID, Fertility of Marriage Pt II, Table 25, England and Wales _ 
Marriages where the wife had not attained the age of 45 years at census - totul ano el1ectivc fertility, 
and child mortality c1assitled by social status (as indicat~d by husband's occupation), by duration ~f 
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national minimum wage and the inability, or desire, of poor couples to limit their family 
tended to prevent them from feeding their children adequately.35 There is no extant 
comparative data concerning nutrition in school children in the Bedford and Luton LEAs, 
but it was probably better as more work was available for their parents. 
National response to malnutritiou, 1914-38 
In 1914, only 120,000 children in England and Wales received free dinners, but 'in the 
expectation of widespread distress', which was not realised, the number of children fed in 
the winter of 1914-15 rose to nearly 600,000, falling back by 1918 to 75,000?6 This is the 
first example of a national emergency nutritional policy concerning the nation's children. 
During the inter-war years there was national concern about child nutrition and a number 
of surveys of nutrition and poverty were carried out in the United Kingdom. Although the 
research methodology appears to have differed widely, the almost inescapable conclusion 
was drawn that malnutrition was either due to poverty or because what money was 
available was not spent wisely.3i Social investigators found that there was a much greater 
proportion of children in poverty than families as a whole.38 
One of the most prominent figures who battled to effect change through the relatively new 
science of nutrition was John Boyd-Orr, a doctor and scientific researcher, known 
particularly for his controversial report, 'Food, Health and Income', published in 1936.39 In 
1927 he suggested to the Research Grants Committee of the Empire Marketing Board how 
surplus milk, a problem for the government, could be disposed of 'in this country and its 
overseas possessions', by demonstrating its nutritive value and therefore increasing its 
sales40 However, there was already an embryonic milk-in-schools scheme from 1923 as a 
result of liaison between LEAs and the National Milk Publicity COlll1cil, although milk 
was only provided at one penny (£0.004) per one third pint for children whose parents 
could pay. It was not until I st October, 1934 that the Milk Marketing Board's 
milk-in-schools scheme enabled parents to obtain cheaper milk for their children at a much 
marriage, and by age of wife at maniage, IIMSO, London, 1923, p 21. 
)5 •J'hc issue ofbirth control is considered in Chap1<:r S. 
J(, Hcallh of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Crucf Medical Officer, Board of Education, 1939-45, p 23. 
17 llarris, The IJrulth qftheSchoolchild, pp 127-30. 
18 Stevenson, Jnhn and Cook, Chris, 13titain in the Depression: Society and Politics 1929-1939 (2nd cd), 
Longman, London, 1994, p 44. 
39 Boyd-Orr, John, 'Food, Health and Income: Report on a Survey of Adequacy of Diet in Relation to 
Income, 1936', (2nd cd), Macmillan, Loudon, 1937. 
4<) Boyd-Orr, Jolm, As I Recall, MacGiboon and Kcc, London, 1967, p 114. 
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more realistic half-penny (£0.002) per bottle due to a government grant of £500,000:11 
This annual grant meant that far more children could benefit At first the numbers taking 
school milk trebled., 'but began to fall off once the novelty had gone',42 Nevertheless, even 
in the late 1930s poverty was still a problem. Boyd-Orr commented., 'it was a great 
satisfaction '" when the surplus milk which had been poured down drains was directed to 
the empty bellies ofpoor children',",3 
Although the Government waited until 1934 before subsiding school milk to a much 
greater extent, industrial distress had resulted in a far more rapid response. The coal 
miners' strikes of 1920 and J921 followed by further industrial unrest in 1926, including a 
nine day General Strike in May of that year, is reflected in the sharp rise in the total 
number of school meals. In 1920-21, 10,447,596 meals were provided, but this rose to 
60,676,017 in 1921-22. By 1925-26 the number of school meals had fallen sharply to 
13,176,383, only to rise again in 1926-27 to 70,045,498:"4 It is likely that the miners' long 
stoppage and the General Strike in 1926 had a hannful effect on children as well as adults. 
Any meals that the children had were probably lacking in essential nutrients, Fluctuation in 
the number of meals could be regarded as an indicator of the state of the national economy 
and the importance ofpreserving children's health. 
In the 1930s, unemployment in the depressed or 'special areas', namely Tyneside, 
Clydeside and South Wales, resulted in a spate of internal migration, much of it to 
Bedfordshire, particularly Luton where work was available. This was likely to confuse still 
further, researchers trying to assess nutrition levels. In 1933, Newman acknowledged how 
'very desirable' it was that nutritional surveys of all 'children should be made from time to 
time', for as he pointed out, without such evidence the treatment of 'subnormal nutrition' 
could not be placed on a satisfactory practical basis. In that year, ofthe 1,855,499 children 
routinely medically examined., 20,579 or 11 .1 per thousand were deemed malnourished and 
required treatment, An even greater number, 23,760 or 12.8 per thousand were regarded as 
Wldemourished., but were merely seen to require observation.'1:' Such children were usually 
inspected again within a few months at a special examination.4(, The MOH for Smeiliwick, 
41 1L.'uTIs, The Health afthe Schoolchild, p 127. 
{Z Report on the British Social Services. A survey of the existing Public Social Services in Great 13ritain 
with proposals for future development, Political and Economic Planning (PEP), l,ondoll, 1937, P 67. 
4J Boyd-Orr, As I Recall, p 118. 
44 Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical ()ffiCt-T, Board or Education, 1')27, P 10 I. 
IS Ilcalth of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical Officer, 130ard or 1.·:dllcatioll, 1933, PI' IS, 17. 
4(, This could be requested by the head teacher, school nurse, part-'llts or another pL'Tson, such as the 
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Hugh Paul, complained in 1934 that as a result of the Board of Education's policy 
following the May Committee's call for cuts in public expenditure in July 1931, that only 
'necessitous' and 'undernourished' children could receive a meal at less than the cost of the 
food, such children were therefore required to undergo a period of trial starvation,.47 
As was seen in the County of Bedford LEA in 1913, demographic change had a 
detrimental effect on child health. The Ministry of Heatth statistics about the health of 
school children in the inter-war years have been regarded as 'highly optimistic', as they 
were based on cursory examinations. SMOs in poorer areas grew accustomed to unhealthy 
physiques and accepted them as 'normal,.lR However, the work produced by Fred Grundy, 
first Deputy, then SMO and MOH for the Borough of Luton, 1935-49, was far more 
statistically correct and objective. According to Ann Oakley, Grundy was a friend of her 
father, Richard M Titmuss, and no ordinary representative of his profession; he was a 
barrister as well':'') One of Grundy's first statistical studies in 1935-36 concerned child 
nutrition, classified according to the Board of Education's new 1934 system.50 
It was particularly valuable, as in the 1930s the Borough of Luton received a number of 
immigrants from the 'special areas', as the varied industries in the town were able to 
provide work. Although their different accents made them appear conspicuous to local 
people, the total number of such persons only amounted to 13 per cent of the population in 
1936.'\ Partly because of local prejudice about these incomers, and because Newman had 
earlier suggested surveys, a nutritional study was carried our over an eighteen month 
period. A distinction was made between Lutonians, that is children who had been resident 
for the past three years, and children who had arrived in the town during that period. 
Figure 3.1 shows that 3,013 children were examined routinely at school for this purpose. 
NSPCC Inspector. 
47 Iiams, 11le Heallh of the Schoolchild, p 124. See p 96 tor more infonnation on this body J...'1lown as the 
CODUniltee on National Expenditure. 
·18 Crov,ther, Social Policy in Britain 1914-1939, p 71. 
49 Oakley, Ann, Man and Wife, Richard and Kay Titmuss: A,fy Parent,\" Early Years, HarperCollins, 
London, 1996, pp 96-97, 243. Grundy co-wrote, with Titmuss, then part-time statistical adviser to the 
Borough, Reporl on Luton, The Leagrave Press, LuLon, 1945, and GflIDdy wrote A Handbook ofSocial 
Medicine, Gibbs Bam1orth, Leagrave Press, Luton, 1945. From 1949-60, he was Professor of Preventive 
Medicine in Cardin: and then became one of tour assistant-director genera,ls of the World Health 
Organisation with responsibility for public health services and for health promotion. 
10 Annual Rt!port, School Medical Otlicer, Borough of LutOll, 1936, P 7. 
II Dyer, James, Stygall, Frank and Dony, Jo1m, 11le Story of f.utOll, White Crescent Press, Luton, J 964, 
p 192. 
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Figure 3.1 	 Nutritional survey of some Lutonian and immigrant elementary school 
children in the Borough of Luton, J935-36 
Luton Clydeside South Wales Other 
Number classified 2,393 52 66 502 
Percentage oftotal 78 2 3 17 
Category: 
A Excellent 588 5 13 125 
B Nonnal 1,684 44 47 354 
C Slightly subnormal 121 3 6 23 
D Bad 
A+B 95 94 90 95 
C+D 5 6 10 5 
Source: Annual Report, School Medical Officer, Borough of Luton 1936, p 7. 
Grundy commented that the results showed no appreciable differences between the 
children, except those from South Wales. He concluded that amongst those 'there does 
appear to be a large percentage whose nutritional state is below normal,.52 Almost 
certainly, these newly arrived children would soon have showed signs of improvement once 
their fathers obtained work and were able to provide sufficient food, complemented, 
perhaps, by some form of school meal. Two general practitioners (GPs) who arrived in 
Luton in the 1930s, Hugh Murray and Roger Sykes, stated that the health of aU the 
children in the town struck th.em as good. Sykes also remarked that some of the miners 
from South Wales had actually left employment there to secure better paid work in Luton, 
and their children were definitely not malnourished. He confirmed that not all the children 
from the depressed areas were lin a sorry state'.53 However, it is also important to place the 
three Bedfordshire LEAs in the national context regarding nutrition. In the last full year 
before the outbreak of World War II, child nutrition was considered by politicians to be of 
great importance to the nation's health. Figure 3.2 illustrates the local and national scene. 
11 AtUlual Report, School Medical Otlicer, Borough of Luton, 1936, p 7. 
q Oral evidence Irom Dr 1 Jugh M Mun-ay (Gt."11{''Tul Prddilioller in Luton, 1938-1981), 13 JUlle, 1996 and 
Dr Roger A Sykes (General Practitioner in Luton, 1934-67), J4 June 19%. 
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Figure 3.2 Nutritional levels in the three Local Education Authorities in 

Bedfordshire compared to those in England and Wales, 1938 

County of 
Bedford (iJ 
Borough of 
Bedford(ii) 
Borough of 
Luton(iiiJ 
England 
& WaJes(iv) 
% % % % 
A 
B 
C 
0 
Excellent 
Nonnal 
Slightly subnormal 
Bad 
16.2 
77.6 
5.7 
0.5 
9.4 
77.1 
13.6 
none 
17.3 
75.1 
6.7 
0.3 
15.0 
73.8 
10.6 
0.6 
Source: til Annual Report, School Medical Officer, County of Bedford, 1938, p 28. 
(il) Annual Report, School Medical Officer, Borough of Bedford, 1938, p 42. (iii) & (ivl Annual Report, School Medical Officer, Borough of Luton, 1938, p 7. 
This data shows that in 1938 malnutrition was still experienced by some Bedfordshire 
children. However, it is probable that even more children suffered as a result of hunger, 
and consequently, malnourishment, than was officially recognised. Herdman's 1913 
nutritional study in rural Bedfordshire indicated cause for concern, however, children in the 
COW1ty LEA appear to have made significant improvements in nutritional levels by 1938. 
However, subjectivity by SMOs who examined these children seems to have been likely. It 
seems hardly credible, for instance, that children in the Borough of Bedford were more 
malnourished than those in the county LEA, where the wages of agricultural workers were 
probably lower than people employed in Bedford. It was apparent that, although there were 
differences in nutritional status, and some deficiencies in diet within the county, nutrition in 
Bedfordshire was generally better than that prevailing in England and Wales. In the 
immediate pre-World War II period, most Bedfordshire children were able to benefit from 
their education, the original intention of the Education (Provision of Meals) Act, 1906, and 
grow into healthy adults better able to meet the demands of peace and war. 
As will be discussed later, the School Meals Service, including the provision of school 
milk, like many other social services, originated in the voluntary sector, though this 
involvement could have delayed an earlier state scheme. It was not until the Butler 
Education Act, 1944, that all LEAs were obliged to provide school meals and milk54 It has 
been seen that when the nation's children were threatened by malnourishment, due to war 
5-1 	 Hurt, John, 'Feeding the Hungry Schoolchild in the first half of the Twentieth Century' in Oddy, Derek J 
and Miller, Derek S (Eds), Diet and Health in Modem Britain, Croom Helm, London. 19l{S. pp 178, 
201. 
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or industrial problems, the response was swift. The use of milk as a means to do this was 
ostensibly to benefit child health, but it is now apparent that this was partly a political ploy 
to dispose of surplus milk. In England and Wales in 1938, 55 per cent of children benefited 
from school milk, but only 3.9 per cent had school dinners.55 However, although the 
incidence of malnutrition was reduced by the milk-in-schools scheme, this government 
policy could also have been responsible for exacerbating a disease prevalent in children 
then, that of bovine tuberculosis which could affect the glands ofneck and peritoneum, and 
bones and joints when unpasteurised milk was consumed. Although there was a system of 
medical inspection of dairies and cattle, it is likely that some children would have been 
exposed to risk. It was not until World War II that the Medical Research Council 
recommended that pasteurisation be extended throughout the country.50 This seems to have 
been a comparatively late measure, considering early twentieth century concern about child 
health. 
This study has shown that politically driven nutritional policies had some beneficial effects 
on the health and education of school children, but that school milk could also expose them 
to disease. However, the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, which resulted 
in a national system of school medical inspection, had already revealed a wide range of 
defects and diseases. This subject is now considered, before ringworm and tonsillectomy 
are discussed, as they provide an important insight into relatively unknown areas of 
variable health policies concerning school children with particular reference to the medical 
profession. 
School medical inspection 
Pioneering schemes in large urban areas, such as in Brussels (1874), Paris (1884) and 
Boston, Massachusetts (1894),57 resulted in a SMS in advance of that in England and 
Wales. London appointed the first SMO voluntarily in 1890, although in a part-time 
capacity, whilst Bradford was the first local authority in the north of England who 
appointed a SMO, James Kerr, in 1893.58 As mentioned earlier, the London School Board 
55 Health ofthe Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical Officer, Board of Education, 1939-45, p 23. 
56 Bryder, Linda, Below the Magic Mountain. A Social History of Tuberculosis in Twentieth-Century 
Britain, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1988, p 245. Re the concem of milk supplies in Britain and the USA, 
sec pp 133-38. 
~1 Welshman, 'The School Medical Service in England and Wales', pp 19-20 and Newman, George, The 
Building ofa Nation's Ilealth, Macmillan, London, 1939, p 187. 
58 Report of the Chief Medical Officer of the Department of Education and Science, The School I kalth 
Service 1908-1974, HMSO, London, 1975, p 5. 
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created a schoo! medical department in 1902, with Kerr as the full time SMO, the first 
appointed by any LEA. By December, 1905, 85 LEAs had already appointed medical 
officers (MOs) for educational purposes, mainly for the inspection of premises rather than 
scholars, but by 1907,48 LEAs had begun the medical inspection of school children.59 The 
Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, compelled LEAs to make arrangements 
for school medical inspection, but there was no corresponding compulsion for parents to 
submit their children to this new system until 194460 
Unlike the London School Board, the three LEAs in Bedfordshire had made no provision 
for medical inspection of school children, but in 1903 a survey of council and voluntary 
schools premises and school houses in the County of Bedfordshire LEA was carried out by 
the County Surveyor, W H Leete; the reports were presented to the Bedfordshire 
Elementary Education Committee on 4 January, 1904. Although the state of buildings and 
necessary improvements figure large, Leete made very peninent comments about the 
problems which could adversely affect the health of teachers and children, such as poor 
ventilation, polluted well water and unsatisfactory sanitary arrangements. He also noted 
the depressing and unhealthy nature ofa sunless room on the occupants.61 
When the projected school medical inspection was being discussed in Parliament in July, 
1906, it initially received a favourable reception. Members of Parliament, like Arthur 
Balfour (1848-1930), the Conservative Prime Minister (1902-05), believed it was a form 
of anthropometric study which would result in scientific information about the national 
physique.62 However, the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, resulted in 
considerable furore, nationally and locally, because relatively few people realised its 
significance on a medical profession divided between MOHs employed by public 
authorities, and those in private practice.63 Neither was it known how LEAs would respond 
to their new responsibilities under the Act which came into effect on 1 January, 1908. 
LEAs were required to institute medical inspections, but section 13 of the Act only 
permitted the medical treatment of schoolchildren. 
59 Gilbert, The Evolution ofNational Insurance in Great Britain, p 117. 
60 Harris, Health ofthe Schoolchild, pp 2, 5, n 1. 
61 CRO 150 (book) Report of the County Surveyor on the Condition of COlmcil Schools and Voluntary 
Schools, 1904, Bedfordshire County Council, 1904, pp i-iv. 1bis phenomenon was recognised as a 
medical condition in the latc twentieth century: Seasonal Aflective Disorder (SAD). 
62 Searle, G R, EugeniCS and Politics ill Britain 1900-1914, NoordholIInternational Publishing, Leyden, 
\ (j76, pp 21,123,11 5. 
63 This issue is discussed further in relation to tonsillectomies later in tius chapter. 
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Bentley Gilbert's 1966 thesis that school medical inspection excited little public 
controversy because it came about secretly, 'buried among more than half a dozen other 
clauses' was in itself controversial and has led to considerable academic debate. He 
asserted that both Parliament and the British nation were victims of a 'political­
administrative trick' and as a result, personal medical inspection evolved into personal 
medical care. Neither the House of Commons, nor the British public were able to discuss 
the measure in any detail due to concealment of the medical inspection clause amongst 
others in the Bill put before Parliament. The person responsible for this 'deception' was 
Robert Morant, Pennanent Secretary to the Board of Education in London.fi4 
Gilbert's interpretation ofevents, 'has found its way into a number oftext books'. However, 
following close examination of primary sources and consideration of the various 
interpretations, Bernard Hams, a lecturer in Social Policy, contradicts Gilbert's version 
and declares it to be misleading.55 Nevertheless, knowing that school medical inspection 
would reveal 'a mass of disease and defect' that no Government could easily resist the 
demand of LEAs to provide treatment, Morant deemed it wiser not to make this fact known 
to his Minister, Reginald McKenna, President ofilie Board of Education.56 It is clear from 
my research that Morant was very astute and highly regarded in the Civil Service. Gilbert's 
thesis, therefore, seems very credible, as Morant was considering the greater good of the 
nation. It is apparent that he was prepared to be slightly devious to avoid drawing attention 
to, what was likely to be, a very controversial matter, but in my opinion, Gilbert should 
have used the term 'strategy', not 'trick'. As he might have expected, some LEAs reacted 
unfavourably because of the necessary expenditure involved in establishing school medical 
inspection, but few appeared to have considered the consequences - medical treatment. 
Local government response 
A measure of national resentment can be seen in the action of Felling Council in Durham, 
which was sufficiently incensed in 1907 to write to all LEAs in the country, including the 
Boroughs of Luton and Bedford, concerning the 'onerous duties, great responsibilities and 
heavy cost', which had been imposed on them under this new Education Act. The letter 
carried an appeal to request the Government to repay, in whole or part, the costs which 
would be incurred. As it was important 'to the nation as a whole', contributions towards the 
<'>4 Gil1x.'fl, The J~volution o/Nationallnsurance in Greal Britain, PP I \7-18. 

6~ Harris, The Health ofthe Schoolchild, pp 43-47. 

6(, GilberL, The Jivolu.tion oj'Nalionallnsurance in Great Britain. PP 128-29. 
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cost should be made from the National Exchequer. Luton Schools Management 
Sub-Committee resolved to recommend that this be done on 23rd January, 1908.67 There 
was, however, no immediate response from central government in the form of funding. 
The burden of costs to LEAs for medical treatment was first placed upon parents, unless 
they were in necessitous circumstances, by the Local Education Authorities (Medical 
Treatment) Act, 1909. As will be seen in Bedfordshire, this did not provide a complete 
solution, but Exchequer grants helped provide treatment in 1912 and assisted the SMS as a 
whole from 1913-14.(,)1 Bedfordshire County Council (BCC) was dismayed when both the 
Boroughs of Bedford and Luton opted to become Part III Authorities for educational 
matters under Balfour's Education Act, 1902, thereby freeing themselves from BCC 
control.l;~ However, none of the three new LEAs were probably aware of the new medical 
responsibilities, under the guise of education, that would shortly be theirs. Considerable 
duplication ofwork took place in Bedfordshire in setting up systems. Much time was spent 
in committees discussing medical inspection, the most suitable type of SMO to appoint and 
the support and equipment these new state employees would need. 
After much deliberation, the following persons were appointed: in the County of Bedford 
LEA, the County Council decided to give overall responsibility to their existing Chief 
MOH, Henry Kenwood, who would become the Chief SMO. His current salary was to be 
augmented by 50 guineas (£52.50) per annum plus travelling expenses. However, a 
'properly qualified Assistant (without limitation of sex)' was to be appointed to work under 
his direction. In addition to the inspection of children in public elementary schools, he was 
also to perfonn any other duties that the Chief SMO saw fit, including duties concerned 
with Public H~alth and the Midwives Act, 1902. The salary for this new post was £300 per 
annum with approved travelling expenses and other incidental expenses. 70 The person 
appointed, William James Butcher, was also designated Assistant CMOH.71 Their 
responsibility for medical inspection was confined to the then five urban districts of 
67 	 Borough of Luton Council Minutes \907-09. Rqx)rt of School Management Sub- Committee, 23 
January, 1908 1.0 Borough of Luton Council meeting, 10 February, 1908, p 138 and CRO EBM 4 
Borough of Bedford Education Committee. Minule Book, 19 September 1905 to 12 October 1909, 
Borough o('Bedford Education Committee, p 316, meeting, 18 february 1908. 
68 	 Hendrick., Child fVeijare. England 1872-1989, pp 119-20. 
69 	 Dony, John G, A History of Education if! Luton, The County Borough or Luton Museum and Art 
Gallery, Luton, 1970, PI' 43-45 and 13ushby, The BedfordshireSchoolchild, p 249. 
70 CRO EBM 4 Borough of Bedford Education Committee. Minute Book, 19 September 1905 to 12 
Octoher 1909, Minutes of the County Council, 7 February 1908, p 20. 
71 	 Allnual Report, School Medical Onicef of Health, Borough of Bedford, 1908, p 3. 
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Ampthill, Biggleswade, Dunstable, Kempston and Leighton Buzzard and the six rural 
districts of Ampthill, Bedford, Biggleswade, Eaton Bray, Eaton Socon, and Luton. The 
new LEAs followed the advice in Circular 576, published on 22nd November 1907, to 
combine existing MOH posts with that of SMOs in an effort not to alienate MOHs already 
in post. Following consultation with a large number of them, it was argued that the school 
medical service should associate with, and not compete against, public health 
arrangements. By doing this, the Board of Education felt that progress would be made 
towards the 'unification of all the country's health services'. As most MOHs were already 
concerned with some aspects of child health, the additional role ofSMO would enable them 
to function more effectively.n 
The Borough of Bedford appointed F W Willmer Phillips, their existing MOH, as SMO 
from 1 March 1909 on a short term contract, at first for 12 months, at an extra £50 per 
annum for his additional duties.73 However, the Borough of Luton seized the opportunity to 
appoint a completely new person. There had been considerable acrimony betv.·een the 
Borough Council and Horace Sworder, their existing part-time MOB", who had been 
appointed as Health Officer in 1878. Perhaps secure in his other role as a GP, he was 
prepared to point out sometimes unpalatable truths such as his concern about an impure 
water supply in 1896, which the Town Clerk had apparently tried to conceal.'4 Sworder 
also campaigned unsuccessfully for a tuberculosis sanatorium or hospital in Luton in 
1899.7; This would have benefited children suffering from pre-tuberculous conditions or 
those with pulmonary tuberculosis, then known as phthisis. The r61e of the MOH was to 
prepare statistical data in the form of reports. Any measures recommended, which might 
increase local rates were likely to be strongly resisted; like some other MOHs, he was 
liable to be ostracised, and find that his contract might not be renewed. The Town Council 
had tried to oust Sworder in 1900 by endeavouring to combine his existing post with that 
of Poor Law Medical Officer - a request refused by the Local Government Board.76 
72 Ilarris, T1Je Health a/the Schoolchild, pp 52-53. 
71 eRO EBM 4 Borough of Bedford Education Committee. Minute Book, 19 September 1905 to 12 
October 1909, p 321. 
74 PRO Mil 12 Luton Union Correspondence, No 5 Sanitary Papers Luton Urban, 1~97 To 1900, box 
124. Rt..'P0rt of Mr Horace Sworder, Medical OtTicer of llealth, Borough of Luton, 1896, [no 
pagination J. 
Ibid, Alillual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1899, pp 2-3. Alfred Phippen 
Welch, a rcLired hat manufacturer, had wanted to establish a convalescent home for the 'overworked 
young women in the hal trade who w(""fe prone to luberculosis; bUl he was pen;uaded by Swonlcr to 
lound a sick and convalesccnl home lor children i.1I Lutml and :>\1JToullding areas, ,·,..}uch opened in 1889. 
See Currie, Margaret R, Hospitals in {JulOn and Dunstable. an mustrated His/ory, Advance Offset, 
1Iilcliiu, 1 982, P 117. 
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It is evident that working relationships between Sworder and Luton Borough Council were 
becoming increasingly difficult and this doctor, highly esteemed in medical circles, 
particularly by George Newman, for his erudite, comprehensive, but explicit annual 
reports, was relieved of his post, 'by resignation' as his contract expired on 31st December 
1908 after 30 years service.77 However, another factor was involved. The Local 
Government Act, 1888, stipulated that medical officers, of a county or district with a 
population of 50,000 or more persons, should hold the Diploma in Public Health (DPH), or 
its equivalent. Sworder did not fulfil this requirement. 78 The first diploma was established 
in England, at Cambridge, in 1875.79 
In 1908, the estimated mid-year population of the urban district of Luton was 40,000 
persons. Moreover, as was seen in Chapter 2, the popUlation was expected to rise rapidly 
as a result of industrial expansion.80 It was therefore decided to appoint a, 'medical 
gentleman duly qualified' for the practice of medicine, surgery, and midwifery, with a 
DPH, on a full-time basis, on an annual renewable contract with a starting salary of £375 
per annum. He was expected to carry out a number of functions, each of which was 
weighted by salary in order of the Borough Council's perceptions of their importance, as 
follows: 
76 	 Ibid, letter dated 15 March, 1900, to the Secretary, Local Govenunent Board, \Vhitehall, from Mr 
George Sell, Town Clerk, Borough of Luton. Ibis correspondence includes notes and letters to 15 May 
1900. 
77 	 CRO BOR LMI Minute Book 1908. Luton Borough Council Meeting, 21 January, 1908, p 44. The new 
County MOH, George Newman, quickly fornled an excellent impression of Horace Sworder from his 
Borough of Luton Armual Report, 1900, much of which he subsumed without alteration in his own 
CMOH Armual Report, 1900. He noted that Dr Sworder's report was, as usual, admirable, 'almost a 
model of what such reports should be'. See Armual Report, County Medical Ofticer of Health, 1900, p 
92. Note: Dr Sworder was not, however, of retirement age and he continued his work in the town as a 
general practitioner and member of committees concerned with Luton Children's Hospital which he 
helped to found in 1889, and where he was the first honorary Medical Superintendent ( 1889-1905). He 
retired to Surrey in 1924. See Currie, Hospitals in Luton and Dunstable, pp 117-18, 129. 
78 	 The Medical Directory, 1880, p 714. In. 1875, he qualified in surgery, Member of the Royal College of 
Surgeons (MRCS), and became a Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries (LSA), and in 1878 he 
gained a midwifery qualificatioll at St Mary's Hospital, Paddington, where he had worked as Surgeon 
and Resident Obstetrician. Previously, he was Medical Ofticcr at Durham County Hospital. His house 
in Luton, 'Durham House', was presumably named atter tins city. He was also a Fellow of the British 
Institute of Public Healtil; see, Sworder, Horace, Popular biformation concerning Infectious Diseases, 
Henry Renshaw, London, 1893, title page. 
79 	 Newman, The Building ofa Nation's Health, p 53. 
80 	 Annual Report, County Medical Oflicer of Health, Bedtordshire, 1908, p 120. 
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£ 
Medical Officer of Health 250 
Medical Examiner of Schoolchildren 50 
Medical Superintendent oflnfectious 
Diseases Hospital (Spittlesea and Smallpox) 25 
Public Analyst 40 
Police Surgeon ~ 
£375 81 
It is a mark ofthe apparent lack ofunderstanding by the councillors ofthe impending work 
load likely to result from school medical inspection that such a smati proportion of salary 
was allocated to this new venture. In fact, when William Archibald was appointed from the 
first of January 1909, it was actually on a two year contract, but the salary had been 
reduced to £300 per annum, rising by annual increments to £337 lOs Od (£337.50}.~2 It is 
likely that the LGB was responsible for these changes as all plans had to be submitted to 
central government. All the new SMOs in Bedfordshire now held the DPH. 
In order to implement the service, equipment such as height charts, weiglllng scales and 
Snellen eye testing charts had to be purchased. More importantly, it was soon recognised 
that although teachers, district nurses and health visitors could and did provide help at 
medical inspections, a properly qualified school nurse would be more appropriate. Luton • 
, Borough Council was the first in the county to recoi,:vnise this need. It was decided to 
advertise for a School Nurse, with 'experience in Children's Hospitals and Fever Wards', 
with a salary of £80 per annum.S1 Dora Karstadt, the first school nurse in Luton, took up 
her job on 12 May 1908, thus relieving Miss McCleverty, the Health Visitor (HV), of 
these responsibilities.84 Karstadt's duties included assisting at medical inspections and 
following up the children whose parents had not attended and those who had been found to 
have problems. She was also empowered to check that those advised to seek treatment, had 
taken the advice. 
As the series of SMO reports in the three LEAs in Bedfordshire are incomplete, and those 
that survive are scattered between libraries and record offices in Bedford, Luton and 
~~--------------------.----------------~~.---~----.~~~ -.-~-~ - .-.-----..-~--
81 IJorough of Lutoll, Council Minutes 1907-09, pp 329-30, Report of thc Sanitary Committee, 3 July 
1908. . 
!l2 eRO HOR LMI Minute Book 1<)08. Borough of Luton, Council Meeting, 5 January 1909, p 44. 
83 CRO BOR LM I 130rough of Luton, Council Meeting, 27 October 1908, p 139. 
S<1 CRO HOR LMI Minllte Book 1908. Borough of Luton, Minutcf; or the Council Mecting, 7 January 
J908, P 262, and 12 May 1908, pp 204, 209. 
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London, it is not possible to give a chronological account; neither would it be wise, as 
anomalies and inaccuracies have been found. Moreover, the positive tone oflocal reports is 
not always credible in the known context of poverty, deprivation and debility experienced 
by many Bedfordshire children in the county in the period to 1938. For example, in the 
Annual Report, SM0 for the Borough of Bedford in 1909, a statement is made that on the 
whole, 'the children in Bedford are very healthy'85 Willmer Phillips, may have wished to 
maintain his contract, but, as will be seen shortly, this statement failed to agree with the 
defects, diseases and other problems found. 
Results in Bedfordshire, 1909 
Although some medical inspections took place in 1908, it was not Wltil 1909 that all three 
LEA schemes were fully operational, and even then, there were variations. In 1909, a total 
of 7,855 children, mainly entrants aged 4-5 years, those aged 7-8 years and schoolleavers, 
12 years of age and upwards, were routinely examined. In addition, others were referred 
who were obviously defective or unhealthy when the inspection took place. Some of the 
defects and diseases found, are collated here for the first time, and are shown in Figure 3.3. 
Arumal Report, School Medical Otlicer, Borough of Bedford, 1909, p 4. 85 
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Figure 3.3 	 Total. number of school children inspected in the three Local Education 
Authorities in Bedfordshire in 1909 at school medical inspection, and 
some common defects and diseases identified 
Local Education County of Borough of Borough of 
Authorities Bedford Bedford Luton 
Total number inspected: 3,591 2,059 2,205 
- male (M) ng 1,020 1,139 
- female (F) ng 1,039 1,066 
Common defects and diseases identified: 
[sex n g] M F M F 
Defective 
- hearing I 77(i) 8 23 16 19 
-
vision(lil/squint 401 341 386 73 58 
- speech ng 10 9 20 6 
- mental condition ng 28 17 78 1 
Verminous heads 359 88 479 75 154 
Decayed teeth(iiJ) 1,022 394 411 722 668 
Enlarged tonsils 189 145 187 207 197 
Adenoids 336 31 27 88 87 
Abnormal condition 
of lungs ng 5 5 29 24 
Tuberculosis 41 16 10 
Defects of the heart! 
circulation ng 5 4 5 16 
Deformity: spinal disease 137 9 14 8 
Rickets 102 5 5 45 19 
No Vaccinated against 
smallpox ng fig 211 211 
No inspected with parent 
present 2,399 301 345 597 614 
Source: 	 Annual Reports, Assistant School Medical Officer, County of Bedford, 1909, 
pp 3-10, and School Medical Officers, Borough of Bedford, 1909, [Table at 
back of report., no pagination], and Borough of Luton, 1909, pp 16-21. 
Notes: n g 	 not given 
(I) 	 includes diseases ofthe ear. 
(u) 	 includes diseases of the eye in the County of Bedford. In the Borough of 
Luton only schoolleavers and those thought by parents/teachers to have 
defective vision were tested. 
(Iii) 	 two or more decayed teeth. 
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As may be seen, intra-county compansons are difficult, but the report compiled by 
Archibald, SMO for the Borough of Luton, is by far the most comprehensive and 
illuminating. The largest single issue, decayed teeth, cannot be dealt with here. It proved a 
problem for LEAs, but by 1938, all Bedfordshire children had some fonn of provision. 
(See Figure 3.5).&6 It is also worth noting that only to per cent of children examined in the 
Borough of Luton had been vaccinated against smallpox, their parents apparently having 
taken advantage of the 'conscience clause' in the Vaccination Act, 1898, discussed in 
Chapter t. Although it is evident that many other defects and diseases were rife in 1909, 
only nngvvoml and the issue of enlarged tonsils and adenoids can be discussed. Before this, 
however, it is important to consider how medical treatment was secured, including the 
provision of school clinics. 
Medical treatment 
It is apparent that the Board of Education envisaged some fOml of treatment would be 
required as Circular 596, issued in August L 908, suggested that LEAs should pay fees to 
local hospitals in return for the treatment of minor ailments. In the Spring of 1912, a 
medical treatment grant was found necessary. [<1 Central government had hoped that parents 
would retain their autonomy and seek medical advice~ if unable to pay medical fees they 
could apply for assistance[ under the Poor Law l Under section 12 of the Children Act, 
1908, it was an offence for anyone legally liable for a child to neglect to provide treatment 
or fail to seek help under the Poor Law. An example of those parents who sought medical 
advice about their children, following school medical inspection in the County of Bedford 
LEA, is given in Figure 3.4. As will be seen, these figures do not agree with those 
presented by the S M 0 for the County of Bedford LEA in 1909. At this time, Kenwood, the 
SMO for BeC, presented his own report which differed slightly from that of the assistant 
SMO. 
!106 Children examined in 1909 would probably have becn edclltulou..<; at thc inception of the National 
Health Service (NBS) in 1948. The huge demand for false teeth, which occurred then, may be 
considered a legacy of inadequale dental care in the School Medical Service. A usctitl explanation about 
the principle:> behiwJ the establishment of the NIlS, the rise or the medical profession, and ~1.ate 
involvement in health, is given ill Allsop, Judy, Health Policy and the National Health Service. 
Longman, London, 1984, pp 11-30,74-75. 
Il7 Harris, The Health ofthe Schoolchild, pp 62,67. 
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Figure 3.4 	 Total number of defects and the percentage of those who sought medical 
advice for problems found at school medical inspection in the County of 
Bedford Local Education Authority in 1909 
Conditions diagnosed: Total defects Percentage ofthose who 
sought medical advice 
Eye diseases 
and defective vision 424 40.5 
Enlarged tonsils 186 33.3 
Adenoids 388 37.1 
Decayed teeth 1,040 25.1 
Verminous heads 334 79.9 
Ear diseases 
and deafuess 218 41.2 
Diseases ofthe skin 
and other diseases 
--ID. 54.5 
3,103 
Source: ArulUal Report, School Medical Officer, Bedfordshire County Council, 1909, p 4. 
It is apparent that comparatively few conditions caused parents to seek advice. It had 
already been recognised by Butcher, the SMO for this LEA, that despite the willingness of 
parents to have done whatever was needed, cost was an 'inevitable barrier'. It was often 
dependent on 'the good offices' of Bedford County Hospital,88 that is, voluntary, not state 
provision. For those who lived some distance from this hospital, the time, money and effort 
involved, and the unwillingness of parents to become pauperised, probably prevented some 
children from gaining access to medical treatment before 1912. Due to the need not to 
upset doctors in private practice unduly, and the need to minimise expenditure for LEAs, 
school clinics were established. In these, although a doctor was expected to be present, 
school nurses could carry out much ofthe work, thereby reducing costs. 
School clinics 
However, when the London Education Authority tried to establish such clinics, there was 
opposition from the Charity Organisation Society, which believed in self-help. Doctors 
were 'outraged'. They recognised that school clinics could take employment away from 
them, conversely, ifthey were to be established, doctors could participate in them and draw 
some income from local rates.89 The Board of Education also acknowledged that clinics 
88 Annual Report, Assistant School Medical OfllCCf, County of Bedford, 1908, pp 45-46. 
89 Smith, F B, The People's Health 1830-1910, Holmes and Meier, New York, 1979, p 187. 
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might prejudice the interests of the medical profession. Probably for this reason they 
advocated the use of existing facilities in their third circular 596, issued in August 1908. 
Bradford is credited with providing the first school clinic in 1908. By 1913, over 260 
clinics had been provided by 139 local authorities in England and Wales.90 In 1935, there 
were 316 local authorities which provided treatment for various problems.91 The types of 
clinic and facilities available almost inevitably varied, with children in some authorities 
receiving the most up to date treatment, whilst others were, apparently, devoid of care. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3.5, which shows the provision of treatment in the three LEAs 
in Bedfordshire by 1938. 
'~l Ilanis, 111e IIc.altll of the Schoolchild, pp 62-64. 
'il Report on the Briti::;h Social Services, A survey of the exisling Public Social Services in Great Britain 
with proposals for tllture development, Political ami Economic Planning (PEP), London, 1937, P 195. 
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Figure 3.5 Provision of treatment m 
Bedfordshire, 1938 
Name ofSchool Medical Officer: 
(December 1939) 
Average attendance in 
public elementary schools: 
Treatment 
Ophthalmic: refraction work undertaken. 
In the majority ofcases arrangements 
are made for the provision of spectacles 
Minor ailments 
Dental problems 
Nose and throat: treatment of 
chronic tonsillitis and adenoids 
at a clinic or hospital 
Ringworm: X-ray treatment 
Orthopaedic: arrangements made 
including in-patient treatment 
Artificial Light: arrangements made 
Number of school clinics established 
Hospital treatment in return for a 
contribution from the 
Local Education Authority 
the three LocaU Education Authorities in 
County Borough Borough 
of of of 
Bedford Bedford Luton 
C. G. Welch G. K. Bowes F. Grundy 
12,671 3,927 9,J46 
J J J 
Nil J J 

J J J 

J Nil J 
Nil J J 
I 
J Nil J 
Nil J J 
Nil 2 2 
J J J 
Source: 	 Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical Officer, Board of 
Education, 1938, p 72. 
It is clear that the County of Bedford LEA, which had the highest number of children, had 
the poorest facilities. The Borough of Bedford appears to have established clinics earlier 
than those in Luton, but these were based in existing large houses. In 1938, these were 
situated at 30 Bromham Road and 29 Barford Avenue~ additionally, 3 Brereton Road was 
used for Ultra Violet CliniCS.92 Luton opened its first purpose built school clinic in Dallow 
Road in 1937, and Beechwood Road Clinic was officially opened in 1938. Although 
<n Annual Report, School Medical Otliccr, Borough of 13cdtord, 193&, pp 6-7. 
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• mainly used for maternity and child welfare work, dressing clinics for school children were 
held there.93 
One ofthe commonest conditions in the period 1904-38 was ringworrn.94 The spread ofthis 
contagious skin disease was exacerbated by compulsory education. The 'payment by 
results' system compounded the problem. Although this ceased nationally by 1897, as has 
been seen, teachers in some LEAs, for example, at Luton, were still encouraged to 
maintain attendance levels on a system of rewards, due probably to the introduction of the 
block grant system in 1900.95 Any defect or disease which prevented attendance, was dealt 
with by the SMS. Ringworm provides a classic example. 
Ringworm 
Children were affected by ringworm in most LEAs; Bedfordshire, Bradford, London and 
Liverpool are used as instances of the different policies which prevailed. Despite different 
treatments, the number of cases declined before World War II. In Liverpool, for example, 
ringworm of the scalp fell from 1,139 to 42 cases annually between 1909 and 1938.96 
Ringworm, properly termed Tinea, is a generic term fur a group of highly contagious 
infectious diseases, each with its own causative parasitical fungus organism. The types of 
ringworm which most commonly affected children were Tinea circinata, which affects the 
body and limbs, and Tinea tonsurans, which affects the scalp. The latter proved to be 
virtually confined to children under 14 years, especially those with fine, fair hair. Although 
it was believed that children with 'a weak constitution' were more likely to contract 
ringworm, it had little effect on the child's general health.97 
The disease was associated with dirt, poverty, and poor living conditions, including 
homelessness. )n 1909, such families in England and Wales had to pay one shilling (£0.05) 
in advance, to sleep in a bare, fireless room, or they might share a friend's room. Soap was 
a luxury when food and shelter were priorities?' My research in SMO reports and 
secondary sources, shows that politicians and SMOs regarded the disease as problematic 
because its contagious nature required expulsion from school for many months until 
certified clear of the disease by a doctor. Kenwood, the SMO for the County of Bedford 
93 Annual Report, School Medical OtlilX.."T, Borough of Luton, 1938, pp 9, 32. 
'M Health of the Schoolchild. Annt!.'!l Report, Chief Medical Officer, Board ofEducation, 1939-45, p 39. 
95 Birchcnough, lfis/DlY ojElementary Education in England and Wales, pp 150,320. 
% RiddcU, 'A Study orthe History and Development of the School Medical Service in Liverpool', p 46. 
n HJack~~ lviedical Dictionary, (5th cd), A & C Black, London, 1916, pp 646-47. 
9S Lctrand Len: The School Health Service, pp 5,299, n 9. 
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LEA, remarked in 1909, that the prevalence of disabling conditions could be remedied or 
prevented if dealt with sooner. They impaired educational results and reduced the 
efficiency of future citizens.99 The SMO's main duty was to the state, more than to 
individual children's health. Moreover, exclusion from school incurred another penalty, the 
loss offee grants to individual schools. 
School medical inspection revealed a high incidence of ringworm, but its diagnosis was 
dependent on thorough examination and microscopic confirmation of the parasite. Most 
early SMOs failed to differentiate between the different types of ringworm, probably 
because they did not have access to laboratory facilities. In 1909, at the medical inspection 
of 137 infunts and seven year oids in II schools in Luton, II per cent, were found to have 
previously undiagnosed ringwoml,loo whilst in the County of Bedford LEA, inspection only 
revealed a rate of two per cent. IOI Newman, in his first report as Chief Medical Officer of 
the Board of Education in 1908, pointed out the extent to which ringworm was often 
underestimated. In Bradford, almost a hundred children were absent from school every 
week with this disease, but once a school nurse was appointed, the number doubled.102 
It was in the nation's and the schools' interests to institute the best, and most up to date, 
measures to prevent undue spread of the disease and exclusion from schoo1. London led the 
way. In 1897, the Metropolitan Asylums Board (MAB), became a metropolitan child care 
authority. As ringworm prevented school attendance, and because it comprised the largest 
proportion of skin and scalp diseases, 400 children were removed from home or Poor Law 
establishments, and isolated in two buildings acquired from the South Metropolitan School 
District, which was about to be dissolved. These new ringworm hospital-schools were soon 
opened, the Bridge School at Witham, Essex, in February, 1901, and The Downs at 
Sutton, Surrey, in February, 1903, which had 360 beds. Following successful trials in 
municipal schools in Paris, x-ray therapy became an effective method for treating 
ringworm and from 1905, the duration of hospital stay was substantially reduced. By 
1908, the Bridge School was, therefore, able to close and the work was then concentrated 
at The Downs hospital- schooi.103 The MAE now had a well established system; in 1909, 
1,324 London children were treated for ringworm at The Downs School. Of these, three 
!>9 Annual Report, School Medical Onicef, County of Bedford, 1909, P 3. 
tOO Annual Report, School Medical Otlicer, Borough of Luton. 1909, P 10. 

lOll Annual Report, School Medical Otlicer, Cmmty of Bedford, 1909, p 3. 

102 Lctl'and Lctr, The School lfealth Service, pp 5, 299, n 9. 

IOJ Ayers, Gwcndolinc M, England's First State Hospitals and the Afetropolitan Asylums Board 
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children died [cause not given], twenty five were taken out at the request of Poor Law 
Guardians, 8 were transferred due to ophthalmia, but 945 were discharged cured, a 97.1 
per cent success rate.lO<! 
However, the use of x-rays was controversial due to variations in medical opinion, parental 
resistance and the cost. Cases of ringworm treated by x-rays were first demonstrated by 
Arthur Whitfield (1867-1947), Dennatologist to King's College Hospital, London, at the 
Dennatological Society of London in January, 1903. Before this time, treatment of 
rin!,'Worm ofthe scalp could take an average of 27 months, but by 1907 it could be reduced 
to six weeks with x-ray treatment. One of the main difficulties initially was correct 
exposure, with complications of pus infections, dennatitis and alopecia in some patients. lOS 
The expense of treatment was likely to be a prohibitive factor for most LEAs in the early 
twentieth century, for example, an x-ray machine cost £100-150. Hl6 
Some of the larger LEAs believed the expenditure involved in providing radiation treatment 
worthwhile, as it would enable children to return to school more quickly than with 
conventional chemical treatment. It also appears that there was rivalry to keep up with 
other better resourced authorities. In Bradford, in 1910, x-ray treatment apparently cured 
. ringworm in an average of 33 days. Liverpool, 'felt that some similar arrangements should 
be made'. Accordingly, x-ray apparatus was installed in a treatment centre opened in 
March 1913. By December, several cases had been cured within one calendar month. This 
form of treatment was not altogether welcomed by parents. Some were dubious, because it 
was feared that permanent baldness would result, for example, in 1913, the procedure was 
first to cut hair to expose the affected area and then to x-ray for four to five minutes. in the 
same year, of 111 children treated, 81 required one exposure, 23 required a second, three 
needed a third and four required a fourth exposure. Although initial parental 'prejudice' was 
gradually overcome in Liverpool, there remained the issue of fees. It cost five shillings 
(£0.25), for this treatment, and some parents were therefore deterred.107 
I(M J,ondon Metropolitan Archives, LMA 1603 Metropolitan Asylums Board Annual Report, 1909, P 37. 
l<l~ 	 Morris, Malcolm and Dore, S Ernest, Light and X-Nay Treatment of Skin Diseases, Cassall, Lomlon, 
1907, pp 128, 131, 137, and Lourie, John A, Medical Eponyms: H'710 IVas Coude?, Pitman, Loudon, 
1982, p 197. 
106 I,elf and Lerf, The School Health Service, p 42-43. This cost, a..<; part of a school clinic, could be orr set 
against medical fccs. Moreover, the education grant could be raised vAlcH children were kept al school. 
107 Riddell,'A Study or the History and Development of the School Medical Service in Livt."f{X)(}I', pp 49-50. 
It is not clear Lrom this study if the cost referred to was per session or a OOUffle of trcatmcnt. 
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]t is possible that some children in the Boroughs of Bedford and Luton received x-ray 
treatment, but in 1909, Kenwood wrote plaintively of the difficulties of applying x-rays, 
'the most effective treatment" in rural areas. He explained that 
at present the sufferers are excluded and the parents left to get 
treatment as best tiley can. Uuder these circurru;tances the disease is 
oflong duration and the treatment is inetlicient., the children finding 
their way back to School while still in an inlectious condition. 103 
It is likely, therefore, that the majority of children in Bedfordshire continued to have 
ointments and lotions applied to their bodies, limbs and scalps. In 1916, and probably 
beyond, following a very short hair cut around the scalp patches, one of the following 
substances was likely to have been applied: perchloride of mercury, sulphur, carbolic acid, 
salicylic acid, chrysarobin and formalin. Croton oil was also used. The main aim of these 
local treatments and x-ray was depilation [hair 10ss].1 09 In the Borough of Bedford in 1920, 
in the two school clinics then in use, of the 5,800 attendances, 40 per cent were for local 
ringworm treatments.1lll Between 1'920 and 1938, the number of LEAs who provided x-ray 
treatment for ringworm of the scalp increased from 129 to 200.111 This, occurred although 
it was common medical knowledge that permanent x-ray baldness occasionally 
happened. 112 In 1938, the Boroughs of Bedford and Luton LEAs provided x-ray facilities, 
but the County of Bedford LEA did not. (Figure 3.5). 
Some significant points emerge from this research; firstly, London children were removed 
from their homes, or Poor Law Institutions, and given the most up to date treatment then 
available, and secondly, they were able to continue with their education. Neither of these 
factors applied in any of the Bedfordshire LEAs in 1909, despite their proximit.y to the 
metropolis. It can only be concluded that in that year, and for some years afterwards, 
Bedfordshire children with ringworm had less effective treatment and lost valuable ground 
in their educational progress. However, in retrospect, they would be considered fortunate 
as they were less likely to be exposed. to the harmful effects of radiation. 
The stage at which the disease was revealed and the type oftreatment was dependent on the 
child's domicile in a particular area, the time allowed for inspection and the type of 
treatment available. As has been seen, there were national and local differences. Eventually 
ltl" Annual Report, School Medical otUccr, County or Bedford, 190<), p 6. 
1'19 mack~~ Aledicaf j)ictionary .. p 648. 
110 Annual Report, School Medical Otlicer, Borough of Bedford, 1 no, p vi. 
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some children in Bedfordshire were sent to one of the London voluntary hospitals. For 
example, in 1937 the SMO for the Borough of Luton noted that children requiring x-ray 
treatment of the scalp should be referred to University College Hospital, London.113 As the 
incidence ofthe disease lessened, fewer children required treatment. 
Little has been written of the various forms oftreatment from the child's perspective, many 
of which left them mutilated and probably, therefore, stigmatised. I have found no 
reference concerning psychological trauma to children who may also have become 
backward, educationally, as a result of exclusion from school, or who were damaged by 
the radical forms of treatment used. It is known that young children had to be physically 
restrained during irradiation. In 1932, a closely fitting calico cap was fitted, the child rolled 
tightly in a blanket with legs extended and arms pinioned by its side, before it was then 
fixed to the couch by a series of webbing straps.1I4 Such an experience was likely to have 
left the child very emotionally distressed. However, the unpleasant psychological and 
physical side effects oftreatment were not the main concern ofLEAs; their objectives were 
to ensure elementary school children were fit enough to benefit from their education. 
This study of ringworm has provided an example of how social policies and public health 
measures evolved within an educational framework, despite the lack of standardisation of 
prescribed treatment and scientific research. Children were submitted to therapies, the risks 
of which were not always recognised, liS because the collective needs of the nation 
over-rode those of individual children. Medical means were eventually effective in curing 
most cases of ringworm, but in the period 1904-38, surgery was increac;ingly seen as the 
modem panacea for such conditions as enlarged tonsils and adenoids. Like ringworm, 
tonsillitis could prevent school attendance and, therefore, also came under the remit of the 
SMS. 
Tonsillectomy 
Recent researchers of child health, such as Roger Cooter, Harry Hendrick and Deborah 
Dwork, have virtually ignored the social and medical significance of tonsillectomy, the 
surgical removal of tonsils. 116 When the tonsils and adenoids are both removed it is termed 
113 Annual Report, School Medical Officer, Borough of Luton, 1937, p 20. 

114 British Journal ofRadiology, 5, 58, October 1932,761-66. 
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a tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy. Bernard Harris refers only briefly to this subject in his 
1995 text, although, he showed that the number of LEAs who provided medical treatment 
for enlarged tonsils and adenoids (Ts and As) rose from 83 to 198 between 1914 and 1920 
and he commented on the wide variation in operations perfonned in LEAs in subsequent 
years. ill some years, 2-10 per cent of children had a tonsillectomy, but in one area it rose 
to 40 per cent.1I7 The discovery of enlarged T's and A's by SMOs posed a dilemma for the 
Board of Education, cognisant of the rights of parents, the need for economy at local level 
and particularly the divisions between doctors in private practice and those employed by 
the state. 
The SMO for the County of Bedford LEA recognised in 1909 that, 
Although parenl', attach little importance to them it is recogni"ed that 
growths at the back of the nose (enlarged tonsil::; and adenoids) are 
frcquenlly rer>ponsibk for mental backwardness ... (he typical bad 
C<tSC of post-nasal growths is the typical "dunce" of less-enlightened 
days. But in addition to a serious reduction of the child's mental 
working powers these growths predispose to certain diseases with 
serious consequences ... ll1eir inilUt.'1lcc upon the health and 
educational advancement of school children in the past must have 
been very considerable. 1IS 
That same year, Butcher, the Assistant SMO for the County of Bedford LEA, also 
observed that educational effort was ineffectual when children were handicapped by 
physical defects such as hearing. The head teachers ofthe 3,591 children exarnmed in 1909 
had divided them into forward, average and backward groups. The rate of backward 
children amongst the 7-\0 and 10-12 year age groups was a dismaying 46.1 per cent. 1 19 
Figure 3.3 shows that in 1909, 9 per cent of children in that LEA, and 8 per cent of 
children in Luton had adenoids. However, in the Borough of Bedford, only 3 per cent were 
reported, which either indicated that Bedford children were little affected, or that 
insufficient time for the proper digital examination was allowed. The recognition of so 
many enlarged T's and A's led to debate amongst doctors and differing conclusions were 
drawn. 
Medical beliefs and practices 
In the late nineteenth century, surgery for enlarged T's and A's was only performed when 
ther.e was 'mechanical disturbance to the naso-pharynx' [that is, the airway was partly 
Publications, London, 1 987 
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obstructed]. In the first half ofthe twentieth century, focal infection ofthe T's and A's was 
believed to play an important part in certain other diseases .120 In 1914, Henry Barnes, an 
American Nose and Throat Surgeon, identified fifteen separate conditions thought to be 
caused by infected tonsils, including acute and chronic arthritis, osteomyelitis, appendicitis, 
peritonitis and infectious jaundice.l2I 
Medical opinion was swayed towards the benefits of surgery, which helped to augment 
sometimes low income levels for private practitioners. A climate of public opinion, 
conducive to surgery, was gradually engendered. This held true in England and Wales and 
the United States. In Rochester, New York, in 1920-1, citizens who were concerned with 
the health of the community formed an organisation which made it possible for all the 
children in the city, who were found to have diseased tonsils to have the benefit of surgical 
removal of tonsils and adenoids'. In the United States, in the second and third decade of the 
twentieth century, from 20-40 per cent of all children living in urban communities were 
subjected to this operation. By 1932, it was admitted that there was insufficient data to 
prophesy the educational result, 'but judging from the experience of physicians conversant 
with this procedure it seemed desirable·. I 22 
In 1996, Ann Dally, a British medical historian, confirmed that focal sepsis or infection 
was an early twentieth century theory or fantasy. Its rationale was in the mind of the 
surgeon and of the public concerning the origin of symptoms and how to cure them. By the 
1930s this concept had been adopted by the medical profession. Although it had a scientific 
rationale, it lacked experimental or statistical evidence.1:!3 This did not deter most doctors, 
many of whom could not agree on the best operative technique. 
In the period 1908- i 2, surgeons at St Bartholomew's Hospital (Bart's), London, carried out 
220 operations on selected cases, aged 3-43 years, equally divided by sex. Of those who 
had a tonsillotomy [tonsils removed by dissection], only J: II 0 had a post operative 
haemorrhage, but in the other group, who had a tonsillectomy [tonsils removed by 
guillotine], the ratio was much higher at 8: 11 O. Additional evidence strengthened the 
findings that tonsillectomy was potentially dangerous. In J909, when this operation was 
120 Kaiser, Albert D, Children's Tonsils In or Out. A Critical Study of the End Results o/Tonsillectomy, 
Lippincott, LQudon, 1932, pp 7-8., 
121 Barnes, Harry A, The Tonsils Faucial, Ungual and Pharyngeal, Hellry Kimpton., London, 1914, 
pp 70-72. 
12l Kaiser, Childrert~'1 Tonsils In or Out, pp v-vi and p 9. 
111 Dally, Ann, J<'anta.'»I Surgery 188()-f930: With Special Ne/erewe tv Sir ff'illiam Arbuthnot Lane, 
Rodopi, Am;-,1erdam, \996, pp 1,80,216-17. 
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rarely carried out, 12:984 cases had a serious haemorrhage, that is 1.2 per cent. By 1912, 
when tonsillectomy was increasingly practised, 53: 1,561 cases had a serious haemorrhage, 
that is 2.9 per cent. Furthennore, an investigation ofthe records of 3,697 operations on the 
tonsils provided, 'strong evidence that dangerous haemorrhage is more than twice as 
probable after tonsillectomy as after tonsillotomy' .124 As will be seen, these research 
findings were disregarded by some medical schools. 
Dr Roger Sykes <. i 906-97), a 'Bart's man' and a GP in Luton, always used the safer 
method of tonsillotomy when operating at the Luton Children's Hospital. He felt that 
guillotining was 'rather a blind operation; the tonsil was gripped and ripped out of its bed'. 
He did 'certainly not' do operations on the kitchen table. His patients for operations at the 
Children's Hospital were referred by the SMS, firstly to their GP, and if this doctor agreed, 
they would be put on the waiting list. Children were admitted on a Friday morning and 
stayed 48 hours as haemorrhage could still occur 24 hours post-operatively. He did, 
however, acknowledge that tonsillectomy. in the hands of an expert, was 'OK'. Another GP 
in Luton, Dr Hugh [Hugo] Melville, qualified in Glasgow in 1922, where tonsillectomy 
was taught. He, therefore, used this potentially more hazardous operation at Luton 
Children's Hospital in the 1920s and 1930s.125 As the system for monitoring school health 
was considered an educational matter, the Board of Education, and its Chief MO, George 
Newman, were closely involved. 
National policies and the incidence of tonsillectomies, 1923-31 
As discussed earlier, the Board of Education was aware of possible resistance to new 
policies concerning medical treatment. [n Circular 596, issued in August, 1908, the Board 
merely suggested that LEAs should pay fees to local hospitals in return for the treatment of 
minor ailments. The medical treatment grant was not introduced until the Spring of 1912, 
followed by a further grant in 1913. The Education Act, 1918, abolished the special grants 
for medical treatment and inspection, and the attendance grant and replaced them with a 
block grant equal to not less than 50 per cent of the authority's spending'. However, it 
required the LEA to submit a summary of work it planned to carry out in the next twelve 
months, including the detection and treatment of enlarged T's and A's, to the Board of 
Education to assess if the LEA 'intended to comply with the obligations of the Education 
I,·, 	 Whale, Harold, The Rt.'TI1ote Results of Tonsillotomy and Tonsillectomy: An Analytical Scmtiny of 220 
UllilClectcd Cases', The I,ancel, 1, 1913,444-46. 
J2.1 Oral evidence from Dr Roger Sykes, 14 Jillle 1996. 
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Act'; the value of the grant could then be determined.126 However, the SMS could only 
contract with private practitioners and local vohmtary hospitals if they were available. As 
will be seen, both were unevenly distributed. Between 1861 and 1911, the number of 
voluntary general hospitals in England and Wales escalated from 130_530.127 
In Bedfordshire there were three voluntary hospitals, only one of which was for sick 
children. All were established as a result of local philanthropy~ the Bute Hospital, Luton, 
mainly for adults, was opened in September 1882, and the Luton Children's Sick and 
Convalescent Home in October 1889 [renamed the Luton Children's Hospital in 1931].12~ 
Bedford did not have a children's hospital, but endeavoured to meet children's needs in 
Victoria Ward, part oftbe County Hospital, opened in June 1899.129 Advances in asepsis 
and anaesthesia made possible operations which could not previously have been 
contemplated. l1O Although operations like tonsillectomy could be carried out in private 
houses or nursing homes, they were increasingly performed in hospitals, including 
outpatient clinics. 
The census statistics for 1911 and 1931 revealed the average number of physicians, 
surgeons and practitioners per 100,000 population in different counties. This data includes 
anaesthetists. In both years, Bed.fordshire falls into Group n, the second lowest of five 
groups with such other counties as Norfolk, Lancashire and Carmarthen. In 1911, per 
100,000 popUlation there were 53 physicians, surgeons and practitioners and the number 
had only risen to 57 in 1931. However, in Group V, in more affluent areas such as Dorset 
and Sussex, and those at the centre of research and good medical practice, such as 
Cambridge and London, the numbers were respectively, 1911 :87 and 1931 :95. However, 
such geographical distributions are not easy to analyse and could be readily criticised. For 
example, doctors may have chosen to live in one area, yet practise in another, where a 
reasonable living could be made.l31 
Bedfordshire, which lacked the affluence and research facilities of the Group V counties, 
cited above, failed to attract sufficient numbers, in comparison to other areas, to meet the 
l26 Harris, The Health ofthe Schoolchild, pp 62, 67, 92. 
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medical needs of the community. However, nationally, neither the lack of doctors in a 
particular area, nor the uneven distribution of voluntary hospitals, appears to have affected 
the relentless rise of tonsillectomies perfonned. Figure 3.6 shows the number of operations 
in England and Wales between 1923 and 1931, the latter being the peak year, and the 
number and percentage ofthose carried out under other arrangements than those by LEAs. 
This means in hospital, clinic, or the child's own home, the typical 'kitchen table 
tonsillectomy' . 
Figure 3.6 	 Total number of tonsillectomies performed in England and Wales, those 
carried out other than under local education authority arrangements and 
the percentage carried out privately, t923-31 
Year Total tonsillectomies Tonsillectomies percentage 
in England and Wales other than under carried out 
LEA arrangements privately 
1923 47,685 15,584 33 
1924 49,436 14,582 29 
1925 60,871 16,032 26 
1926 68,250 17,078 25 
1927 80,548 18,464 23 
1928 97,171 21,597 23 
1929 97,518 21,724 22 
1930 10<),738 23,900 22 
1931 110,239 25,763 23 
Source: Derived from Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Reports, Chief Medical Officer, 
Board of Education, 1932, p 42 and J937, P 70. 
This data not only shows the increase in the total number of tonsillectomies perfonned, but 
the considerable number performed other than under arrangements by LEAs. As may be 
seen, the highest percentage performed privately was in 1923, the year when doctors 
experienced most problems with National Insurance capitation fees. m Seemingly, doctors 
took notice of Newman's 1921 observation that the SMS had 'furnished new opportunities 
for medical practice,.133 What is not stated clearly in 'tonsillectomies carried out other than 
under LEA arrangements', is whether these were, perhaps, performed on children at private 
schools or being educated at home; few statistics mention these children. It seems likely 
132 Parry, Nod and Parry, Jose, The Rise ofthe lvJedicallJro!essiofi. A Study in Collective Social Ai/ability, 
Croom Helm, l.Qudon, 1976, pp 196-98. 
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also, that not all tonsillectomies performed outside LEA arrangements were officially 
recorded. Doctors who operated in children's own homes in particular were not subject to 
the same regulations laid down by the Board of Education, which prevailed in hospital or 
clinic. 
Significantly, the 1930s, also a time of economic problems in depressed areas resulted in a 
similar picture. Although the percentage of tonsillectomies carried out privately had 
declined between 1923 and 1931, by 1935, the rate had risen to 28 per cent. In that year, 
59,004 operations were performed in England and Wales, 16,888 of which were carried 
out privately. I 3·1 This could be attributed to the depressed financial state of some doctors, 
or the increased interest in the benefits of this operation to children and the income it 
provided for voluntary hospitals. 
TonsiUectomies and private practice 
In order to understand the reasons why tonsillectomies were such an important issue for the 
medical profession in the period 1904-1938, it is necessary to consider them in the context 
of the voluntary hospital system and the GP in private practice. Traditionally, doctors 
employed by the state, such as MOHs and SMOs, were often seen as inferior in social 
status by GPs and hospital consultants who worked in private practice and who also acted 
in an honorary capacity to certain voluntary hospitals. General Practitioners, in particular, 
saw opportunities for employment and increased revenue in the growth of ear, nose and 
throat (ENT) surgery. Operations performed in voluntary hospitals enhanced their local 
status and prestige, thus private patients were attracted. 
From the inception of the SMS, the Board of Education was keen to ensure that medical 
inspection, treatment and the setting up of school clinics should not 'prejudice the interests 
of the medical profession'.i3S The irony of this was that relatively few children of working 
class parents were seen by GPs as they were not registered with them. Even after the 
National Health Insurance Act, 1911, medical benefits, including free treatment from GPs, 
were mostly limited to the insured person and were not available to children. The only 
access to a doctor for most school children, therefore, was via the SMS. 
In their seminal exposition on the position ofdoctors and the state from 1911 to 1948, NOel 
Parry and Jose Parry, historians of social policy, observed in 1976 that 'private practice 
1:>1 	 Report on the Uritish Social Services. A :mrvey of the cxisting Public Social Serviu:s in Great Bntain 
with proposals [or thture development, Political and Economic Planning (PEP), London, 1937, p 195. 
1:11 	 Harris, flealth a/the Schoolchild, pp 62-63. 
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was preserved' at the expense of those least able to pay. The financial success ofGPs was 
dependent on the approved benefit societies and the capitation fee paid to doctors for 
insured persons. The British Medical Association (BMA), was involved in settling a 
reasonable fee with the Government before 15th January, 1913, when the first medical 
benefits were due to be paid. ill 1912, it was agreed that GPs working for the national 
health insurance medical service should be paid eight shillings and six pence (£0.425) per 
consultation, or nine shillings (£ 1.45), when medicines were provided. This rate not only 
'substantially increased medical incomes', but also 'nearly doubled the price of medical 
practices for sale'. Although World War I benefited most doctors because of inflation, 
they, like others, suffered in the period of growing national unemployment in the post-war 
period. Protracted negotiations between the BMA and the government to secure a 
capitation fee agreeable to both parties, resulted in much acrimony, including the threat of 
mass resignations and even a strike.136 As was seen earlier, GPs in particular were left with 
a much reduced income in the 1920s, which meant that they looked elsewhere for means to 
augment their earnings. 
School medical inspection had revealed an interminable series of children with enlarged T's 
and A's. Private practitioners began to see in tonsillectomies, not only physical benefits for 
children, but a lucrative source of income. As mentioned earlier, they were encouraged in 
this by Newman in 1921. In that year, 221 LEAs had already made arrangements for the 
operative treatment of enlarged T's and A's, 70 per cent of these were in hospital and 28 
per cent in school clinics. He reminded LEAs and doctors that, 
the inspected child who requires treatment should always be referred 
to the private practitioner when he is willing or able to undertake the 
necessary treatment for minor ailments ... adenoids and enlarged 
tonsil ... and when the parents of the child can pay the cost of 
treatment. 
The private practitioner, usually a GP, was therefore given the first chance to operate.137 
As techniques and other factors, such as the type of anaesthetic used, the qualification and 
experience of surgeons, and the location were so variable, it became apparent that guidance 
was required from central government. TIlis emanated from Newman, Chief Medical 
Officer of the Board of Education (1907-35), although his views were not necessarily 
sought by the medical profession. 
116 Parry and Parry, The Rise of the A·fedical Profession, pp 187-2 I 1,254. 

III Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical Otlicer, Board of Education, 1921, pp 55, 60. 
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Board of Education advice to Local Education Authorities 
Newman, perhaps because of rus ".ide reading and tours of mspection throughout England 
and Wales, where he was exposed to different medical opinions, was one of the few 
dissenters in the tonsillectomy movement, which had gained momentum in most parts of 
the Western World, including America, especially after World War 1. He highlighted the 
alarming rise of this operation and its attendant risks in his annual reports.BS Although he 
was the focal point for centra! government guidance in medical matters, and therefore 
subject to criticism, he wisely sought advice from knowledgeable persons and professional 
bodies about issues surrounding tonsillectomy. He published his conclusions in his annual 
reports. By 1931, the peak year for this operation nationally, it had apparently found 
favour with most parents and medical practitioners. Even the National Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC), referred children for operations. In the 
NSPCC year 1931-2, 373 children received successful operative treatment and two 
operations were apparently unsuccessful [no explanation given]. Additionally, 61 children 
received successful non-operative treatment. 139 
In 1931, Newman devoted an exceptionally long section of his annual report [21 pages] to 
this issue, thereby showing his concern. He did not mow then if tonsillectomy rates would 
rise or decline, but thought it necessary to adopt a warning tone. Newman pointed out, that 
in his report for 1923, he had drawn the attention of LEAs and SMOs to the importance of 
ensuring that operations were only carried out, 'when absolutely necessary'. Nevertheless, 
in the nine years since then, these operations had increased 130 per cent in London and in 
England and Wales. Moreover, there were variations in the different LEAs. In 1931 the 
proportion for the whole country was 2.2 per cent~ 1.7 per cent under arrangements by 
LEAs and 0.5 per cent otherwise. The peak age for this operation was six years. It is 
significant that West Sussex, one of the counties which had the highest number of doctors 
in the 1931 census, had a percentage of 4.7 per cent, that is, more than double the national 
rate for tonsillectomies. Newman was particularly concerned that LEAs should realise the 
great responsibility they had to ensure operations were carried out by 'surgeons of speciali 
skill and experience ofthis work'. He continued, I 
IlS Sec for example, Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Reports, Chief Medical Otlicer, Board of 
Education, 1930-31, pp 50-62; 1933, pp 98-iOO. 
IW Annual Report, National Society for the Prevention o]"Cruelty to Children, 193X, Table IX, Medical and 
Surgical Cases, p 17. 
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There is a tendency in some areas to resort to an expedient vAuch is 
to be condemnoo, namely, a custom whereby the work is donc by a 
general rota of medical practitioners in the district ... most frcqucnlly 
associated with small hospitals, where the operations are perforrued 
by any membt.'"f of the hospital staff who cares to undertake them or 
by a local medical practitioner ... l1tis is here not the smallest 
reflection upon the skill of the private practitioncr. 
Newman clearly found it necessary to formulate some regulations for LEAs, which he 
stipulated should be 'invariably applied': 
General practitioners should not be approved if a specialist is available. 
2 	 If no specialist is available, med.ical practitioners holding the FReS [Fellowship 
of the Royal College of Surgeons], and having special experience of this work 
should be approved. 
3 	 Otherwise, general practitioners should be approved only as a temporary 
arrangement subject to a satisfactory report from the school medical officer of 
the area. 
4 	 A general rota of medical practitioners in an area should not be approved. 
He reminded LEAs that anaesthetists should also be 'skilful and experienced' and 
responsible for the choice ofanaesthetics, not the LEA or SMO, and that suitable premises 
and equipment should always be provided. 140 This report illustrates how seriously Newman. 
took his role as a national adviser, but also shows his concern that private practitioners 
should not be alienated. 
Despite the national decline In the number of tonsillectomies after his clear policy 
statement in 1931, Newman again found it necessary to focus on tonsillectomies ill his 
1933 report. He reminded LEAs that he had pointed out the danger of using chloroform as 
a routine measure in 1931 and in 1932, and had sought advice from the Association of 
Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland concerning the routine use of chloroform and 
mixtures of chloroform and ether. The unanimous opinion of the Council, set out by 
Newman for all to see, was that 'the routine use of chlorofoml for tonsillectomy operations 
involves risk and is undesirable'. However, in individual cases, for exceptional reasons, its 
use could be indicated. Neither did the Council approve of mixtures of chloroform and 
ether, which could give a false sense of confidence, yet could be equally dangerous. 
Newman cautioned LEAs against running any unnecessary risks, 'even one death is not 
negligible'. He warned them that in recent years, about 50 deaths, associated with 
tonsillectomy operations, occurred annually. As operative techniques varied so greatly he 
\·10 Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical Officer, Boord of Education, 1931., pp 50-62. 
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reminded those responsible for managing the SMS that dissection [tonsillotomy] had 
recently returned to favour. However, as Mr T B Langton, FReS, remarked, 'It is no good 
trying to persuade the enthusiastic gullotinist that the dissection method is better',141 It is 
apparent that Newman took his responsibilities seriously and recognised his duty of care to 
fonnulate national standards, but he had no powers of enforcement. 
Following Newman's retirement in 1935, his successor, Arthur S MacNalty, gave the 
subject scant attention in his first annual report. In 1936~ he allowed less than one complete 
page for, what he termed, 'Ear, Nose and Throat Defects'.1.12 However, in 1937, he devoted 
eight pages to 'Chronic Tonsillitis and Adenoids" observing that 'since 1935 the number of 
tonsillectomies performed has continued to rise, and it appears desirable to review the 
subject'. ]n 1935,74,424 children underwent tonsillectomy operations, but by 1937 this 
had risen to 85,349 operations. He warned LEAs that there were now at least 85 deaths a 
year in children under 15 years from tonsillectomy. 'In all probability this was a very 
conservative estimate'. As GPs, consultant surgeons and voluntary hospitals would not 
have wished to be associated with such mortality statistics, which could have meant a fall 
in income due to the potential loss of contractual arrangements with the SMS, the true 
cause of death is likely to have been concealed under another heading. He then re-iterated 
Newman1s warnings about appropriately qualified staff, suitable equipment and premises. 
Moreover, he made a valid point about the social incidence of tonsillectomies as it was 
'three times as common in the well-to-do c1asses',143 
Newman's full and frank reports on the risks of tonsillectomy appeared to have had some 
effect on LEAs nationally, but this lessened following his retirement, as MacNalty 
apparently failed to perceive the likelihood that this operation could once again assume 
almost epidemic proportions, partly due to the growing popularity of this operation 
amongst the middle classes. Another explanation for the rise could be that general surgeons 
started to specialise in the 1930s. As will be seen in Bedfordshire, once a specialist 
consultant was appointed it is probable that a demand for 'candidates' for surgery was 
created. 
The issue of higher mortality, revealed by MacNalty in 1937, may have been due to the 
continued use of the guillotine, a far speedier, but riskier, method than dissection, not 
I~I llcalth of the Schoolch.ild. Armual Report, Chief Medical OtJiCI..'r, Board at' Education, 1933, pp 98-100. 
1-i2 Health of the Schoolchild. J\.rmual Report, Chief Medical Olficer, Board ot' I~ducatjon, 1936, pp 63-64. 
I'\) Health of the Schoolchild. Annual Report, Chief Medical OffiCL'r, Board 0[" Education, 1937, pp 67-74, 
70-71. 
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confined to England and Wales. In Glasgow, for instance, in the 1930s this 'snatch and 
grab' method was used to enable long lists of school children to be operated on in a short 
space of time. As outpatients, they were allowed c4-5 hours to recover before returning 
"tome. In 1937, lists of 20-25 children per operating session were common at the Victoria 
Infirmary, Glasgow. IM No relevant mortality data has been found for this Infirmary, nor 
for hospitals in Bedfordshire, although it is likely that some deaths occurred. 
Tonsinectomies in Bedfordshire 
As will be seen, the situation in North Bedfordshire was very different from that which 
prevailed in the south of the county. However, the best source of local evidence available 
about tonsillectomies is a patients' register concerning Luton and nearby areas. The period 
covered extends from 1889 to 1920.145 The study concerning this Home, is therefore 
confined to the years 1904-20, which enables a comparison of data to be made immediately 
before the inception of school medical inspection and that available in the subsequent years 
recorded. The Children's Sick and Convalescent Home in Luton timctioned like other 
cottage hospitals. Local GPs referred patients, treated them, sometimes including surgery, 
and then discharged them home. There was no resident doctor, so if problems arose a GP 
had to be called. As there is no equivalent record concerning the County Hospital, Bedford, 
this primary source will be used to demonstrate the links between the implementation ofthe 
national system of medical inspection and the incidence of tonsillectomies performed at 
Luton. This is the first time that such local research has been carried out in this area of 
children's health; it will, therefore, fin a gap in the national body of knowledge. 
Data from this register will be used to identify any trends pre and post school medical 
inspection. It is divided into ten columns giving the following infonnation: classification 
number, date of admission, name, age, address, under the care of, fee, diagnosis, 
discharged, result. This latter column includes such comments as discharged cured, taken 
out by parents, and occasionally, died. From March 1914, a further column was drawn, 
headed, 'Recommended by'. In this column the term 'school' first starts to appear, showing 
that the medical treatment grants 1912, 19] 3 had probably been received, and that the 
I 
I 
Home was participating in arrangements made by the relevant LEAs. Although the great 
majority of entries are complete, there are a few gaps, particularly in the column labelled 
'Dia1:,1flosis'. Statistics quoted could therefore be slightly higher. Because the 'Diagnosis' 
144 Oral evidence from Dr Jlugh M Murray, 13 JUl1l: I tJ96. 
14' eRO HO: LA 311 Patient<; Book of Luton Sick and Convalescent Horne for Children, 1889-1920. 
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colunm was completed by different people, and it had to suffice for the disease/defect and 
the treatment, entries concerning tonsillectomy vary considerably. Whilst some specify the 
problem, such as tonsillitis or enlarged T's and A's, sometimes just adenoids, others 
identify the operation performed. It is unlikely, however, that children would have been 
admitted had the object not been surgery. 
In the seventeen year period, 1904-1920, a total of 1,068 children, aged 1-12 years, had 
some form of surgery for enlarged Ts and As. Following discharge home some deaths 
almost certainly occurred from secondary haemorrhage due to infection, but only two 
deaths were recorded in hospital. The first, was a girl of sixteen months from Slip End, 
sent in by Dr B Tomson on 25 March 1904, who died the following day. The fee charged 
to her parents was one shilling and six pence (£O.075). The second was a girl of five years 
from Luton, referred by Dr Francis Seymour Lloyd. She was admitted on 19 October 
1911, but following her operation, she succumbed on 4 November 1911, due to 
pneumonia. Her parents were charged a fee of two shillings (£0.10). However, even two 
deaths mattered. to the family, the local community and the nation. Figure 3.7 shows the 
total nwnber of children admitted for any reason, and the number and percentage of 
children admitted. who had tonsillectomies. 
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Figure 3.7 	 Total number of children admitted to the Sick and Convalescent Home 
for Children, Luton, for any reason, and the number and percentage of 
those who had tonsillectomies, 1904-20 
Year Total number Number of Percentage 
admitted for Tonsillectomies admitted who had 
any reason performed tonsillectomies 
1904 162 18 11 
1905 132 18 14 
1906 100 9 9 
1907 146 28 19 
1908 175 18 10 
1909 152 30 20 
1910 171 38 22 
1911 229 63 28 
1912 144 41 28 
1913 227 80 35 
1914 219 69 32 
1915 250 81 32 
1916 228 84 37 
1917 254 114 45 
1918 233 97 42 
1919 214 96 45 
1920 301 184 61 
Source: 	 Derived from CRO HO: LA 311 Patients Book of Sick and Convalescent Home 
for Children, Luton, 1889-1920. [The Home was termed Hospital in 1931.J 
It is clear that tonsillectomies were being performed in Luton before school medical 
inspection was fully implemented in 1909. There was then a considerable increase in the 
number of operations perfom1ed, particularly following the Medical Treatment Grants, 
1912, 1913. By calculating the quinquennial rates of tonsillectomies for 1904-08, when 
only 15 per cent of children admitted had tonsillectomies, and the years 1916-20, when the 
number of operations performed had risen to 47 per cent, the difference becomes very 
clear. This rise in tonsillectomies occurred despite the effects of World War I, when there 
was a reduced SMS due to many SMOs being absent on military service, including 
Archibald, the SMO for the Borough of Luton. 
As was seen in Figure 3.7, tonsillectomies were 'custom and practice' in Luton before 
school medical inspection. Local GPs involved, included John Bone, Francis Seymour 
Lloyd, Horace Sworder and B Thompson. This practice continued despite the occasional 
presence of Sir William Arbuthnot Lane (1856-1943), the consultant surgeon. 146 He 
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attended in an honorary capacity, as was traditional in the voluntary hospital system, 
however, he was Wllikely to have carried out, what was regarded as, minor surgery. Bone 
appears to have been the GP who specialised in surgery, most frequently in tonsillectomies, 
with increasing numbers on each operation list. ill 1907, two girls of 5 years were adnritted 
on the same day, I August, had their operations and were discharged home, one on the 
18th and the other one on the 19 August. In 1914, six children aged 5-10 years, were all 
admitted on the 29 June under the care of Dr Bone. Although they did not all have their 
operations on the same day, they were all discharged on the 3 July. By 1920, it was quite 
usual for longer lists of operations to be performed on the same day. For example, on 1 
November 1920, ten children were admitted under the care of Dr Bone and were 
discharged home between the 5-7 November; five of these were listed as direct referrals 
from their school. Their LEA would, therefore, have met the fee for medical and nursing 
care. 
This local study has shown how one small children's Home, was part of a wider movement 
in surgery, particularly tonsillectomies in association with the SMS. It has been noted. that 
although fees were not absolutely required, some charges had to be met by parents. 
However, once the various medical treatment and block grants became available, the 
number of operations performed escalated. Although demographic change could have 
exerted an effect on the increased popularity of this operation, it could be argued that the 
number of tonsillectomies performed was not excessive, as in the period from 190 I to 1921 
the popUlation in Luton rose from 36,404 to 61,342 persons.141 Moreover, the register 
indicates that children were admitted from a wider geographical catchment area than the 
Borough of Luton. Research for this study has shown that Luton was not alone in carrying 
out an increasing number of tonsillectomies; this was a national movement which 
continued. until it reached its peak in 1931. However, the appointment of surgeons 
experienced in this speciality had some impact locally. 
Mr David Levi, a general surgeon who carried. out tonsillectomies, was appointed in 1933 
at the Luton Children's HospitaL 1,lS The LEA in Luton did not appoint Mr Edward Carew 
Shaw as Consulting ENT Specialist until 1938. Quarterly consultative clinics were held in 
1938, at which Shaw saw 65 children. As these consultations were in addition to the usual 
1016 Currie, lfospitals ill Luton and Dunstable, p 130. 
, 147 Dyer, Stygal! and Dony, Thc StOlJ' o/Lutol!, p 14. 
11~ CRO 110: LA 211 Annual Reports., Children's Sick and Convalescent J jome, London Road, Luton, 
1894-1935 IBricL: incomplete transcript]. I 
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system, it is hardly surprising that 274 operations were performed that year on school 
children at the Luton Children's Hospital under the Luton LEA scheme. This was 
acknowledged by Fred Grundy, the SMO, to be 'an increase in the tonsillectomy rate over 
that of the previous year'. He also observed that Shaw's appointment had added to the 
'efficiency of this'. Cnundy also took the opportunity to condemn the guillotining of tonsils 
still being perfonned locally, which left 
raw remnanls more suitable soil Cor bacterial h'l'owlh. In my opinion 
the apparenlly simplc operation of tonsillectomy is undoubtedly one 
lor the expeIi. 149 
However much Newman and MacNalty tried to pacifY doctors in private practice, 
comments such as these by local SMOs were likely to have increased aqy antipathy that 
existed between them. 
In North Bedfordshire a different situation existed. Although children in the Borough of 
Bedford had similar problems with enlarged T's and A's to those in the Borough of Luton 
in 1909 (Figure 3.4), far more problems were experienced in making arrangements for 
surgery which were agreeable to the Board of Education. By 1920, due to a lack of 
ah'Teement between the LEA and the governing body of the County Hospital, the problem 
had not been resolved. PracticaJiy no treatment was secured and there was a large back-log 
of cases from the previous year. 'The present haphazard plan of sending such cases as can 
secure letters to the out-patients department still continues'. The SMO for the Borough of 
Bedford LEA, advised that, in the event of being unable to come to a satisfactory 
arrangement with the Hospital, a separate throat clinic would be necessary. In this case the 
County LEA could be approached with a view to a joint scheme. By 1922, the Bedford 
SMO admitted that the position was still unsatisfactory as the Board of Education had 
declined to ratifY arrangements made by the LEA with the County Hospital. However, 
some children obtained operative treatment only when their parents were able to procure 
hospital letters [from patrons or subscribers].lso As will be seen, the voluntary sector 
assisted in procuring such letters, a criterion insisted upon by most voluntary hospitals. 
From 1928, 'certain fees were paid' to medical staff, including 'tonsillectomies in children 
referred from the Local Education Authority'. 151 The Medical Staff Committee at the 
1·19 Annual R<"'-pOIi, School Medical OtlilX-'T, Borough of Luton, 193H, pp <)-10. 

15(1 A.tlJlual Report, School Medical OIlilX-'T, Borough of Bedtord, 1922, p iii. 

151 Cashman, Pt1vate Charity and Ihe })ublic Purse, p 1.70. 
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County Hospital, probably aware of contemporary medical practice and the Issues 
surrounding tonsillectomy, first raised this issue on 9 April 1930. 
Mr Gifiard Nash introdU<.:ed the question of the formation of an Ear, 
Nose and Throat Department and it was unanimously decided to let 
the Board of Management know that the medical staff considered 
that the time had come when an Ear, Nose and Ibroat Department 
should be estahlished. I :l2 
M r Kenneth B Bellwood was therefore appointed as ENT Su rgeon in October 1930. 153 By 
1938, in the County of Bedford LEA, where no specialist surgeon had been appointed, a 
reduction in the number of children found to be suffering from chronic tonsillitis and 
adenoids was noted. In 1937, 174 children were affected, but in 1938, the number fell to 
152 children. Not all children were subjected to surgery, for instance, in 1938, only 167 
children in the County of Bedford LEA had tonsillectomy operations, in comparison to 274 
children in Luton, although the County LEA had a higher overall elementary school 
population (Figure 3.5). It seems that, perhaps, because of·the shortage ofhospital beds for 
children in Bedford, and the potential risks associated with outpatient surgery, fewer 
children were subjected to tonsillectomy and far more were kept under observation: 384 in 
1938.154 Those who had private operations arranged by their parents could have them at 
home, in a nursing home, or in the County Hospital. However, it seems almost certain that 
the 155 tonsillectomies performed at the Bedford County Hospital, under LEA 
arrangements, took place in the Out-Patients' Department. In 1938, 402 persons: 2] 5 male 
and 187 female, had a tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy' as out-patients in Bedford, but 
their ages are not given. !<;:; As this operation was more commonly pelformed on children 
than adults, there can be little doubt that these were mostly children. 
Evidence in Luton, and nationally (Figure 3.7), has indicated that tonsillectomies 
subsidised the income of some GPs, both in the SMS and outside LEA arrangements. 
Although the Board of Education was able to cont.rol standards of care to a certain extent, 
this was far less likely for children operated on privately. The increasing employment of 
consultant surgeons in Bedfordshire seems to have raised the total number of 
tonsillectomies performed, particularly in Luton. However, in Bedfordshire and elsewhere, 
152 CRO ItO: DIM 28 Minutes of the Medical StatfCommittee, 1919-36. Counly Hospital, Hedford. 
15] CRO (pamphlet) Bedford Group of liospitah; Survey, 1948-58. The Bcdtord (Jroup Hospital 
Manag<""Illcnl Committee, Bedford, 1958, p 37. Bellwood was the sole snrgeon in this speciality until 
July 1951, when Mr M II WorstcllhoJme was appointed. Bellwood continued to operate until his death 
in 1955. 
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children were subjected to surgery in very variable circumstances. They might receive in or 
outpatient operative treatment by a consultant, but more likely, a GP. Moreover, the type 
of general anaesthetic administered, the operative technique and the post-operative care 
differed widely. In the period from school medical inspection, cl908-1938 (and beyond in 
some areas), tonsillectomy became what is now sometimes known as a 'surgical epidemic'. 
It is apparent that the increased number of operations performed, paralleled the rise of 
school medical inspection. It is difficult to see it as a coincidence. 
Children in Luton appear to have gained by being admitted as in-patients where they could 
be kept for a few days until the risk of reactionary haemorrhage subsided. However, many 
factors were involved, such as medical rivalry and the relative costs of in and out-patient 
treatment. No definite conclusion can be drawn about which hospital offered the better 
system as no comparative mortality data are not available. Despite national regulations, 
each hospital operated according to its own policies. Some children, therefore, may have 
been disadvantaged by differences in the voluntary hospital policies and because of their 
social class. In Bedford, children were more likely to have their enlarged Ts and As 
observed than in Luton, where GPs commonly perfonned surgery. By 1937, the 
geographical incidence was still regarded as puzzling by the Board of Education, and even 
more so the social incidence which, as has been seen, was 'at least three times as common 
in the well-to-do classes'. Although parents were initially diffident about tonsillectomies, it 
was now virtually accepted in all social classes. The medical dilemma of 'tonsils in or out' 
was not to be detennined quickly or easily. By 1938 it had certainly not been resolved. 
The discovery of so many enlarged tonsils and adenoids at school medical inspection led to 
what was, perhaps at times, wmecessary surgery. It has been shown that tonsillectomy 
contributed to child mortality rates, nationally; this was not the intention of the SMS. 
Nevertheless, it must be stated that most doctors, in the period to 1938, genuinely believed 
that children with enlarged T's and A's were better advised to have them removed as they 
were injurious to children's health. There were other benefits. The SMS enabled LEAs to 
provide contracts with local GPs, who often needed the work, and with voluntary hospitals, 
which supported them financially, whilst most children could resume their schooling thus 
becoming part ofa more educated work force. 
Data produced by central and local government about the health of the school child, is 
prolific, if not always reliable, but far less evidence is available, particularly in 
,r 
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Bedfordshire, concerning the role of the voluntary sector in relation to school children. 
However, although it played a minor part in comparison to the state, it should not be 
underestimated., it is therefore included. to provide a complete picture. 
The Voluntary Sector 
The development of voluntary support in Bedfordshire can be traced back to parish level 
before compulsory education drew school children to official notice. In Bed.fordshire in the 
late nineteenth century there was some provision through the Poor Law, but children in 
great need were mostly dependent on local benefactors on a sporadic relief basis. Soup was 
the meal of choice as it was easily heated, inexpensive and caused few problems for 
children with decaying teeth. In Great Britain in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, 'many children would have been unable to masticate the meat scraps', for this 
reason.156 Bedfordshire children benefited from soup, in Eaton Socon (1870) and in 
Greenfield (1871). In Toddington in 1884, the teacher noted that the children's work was 
being adversely affected as they were badly fed due to their parents lack of work in the 
parish. Hunger and malnutrition were known to affect learning ability. A Government 
Inspector observed in 1889, that the mental inertia of Bedfordshire children arose 'from a 
want of physical robustness and stamina', and he commented that they were linferior in 
physique to northern children'.l57 
Nevertheless, Bedfordshire failed to introduce any county-wide system to feed school 
children, to enable them to benefit from their education before 1906. Precedents to relieve 
suffering were set in Munich (1790), Paris (1849) and London in 1864, when the Destitute 
Children's Dinner Society was founded.ls~ By 1904, there were 150 feeding schemes in 
London and 200 in the rest of England and Wales.'''9 Under section I of the Education 
(Provision of Meals) Act, 1906, LEAs were pemlitted to associate themselves with a 
'school canteen committee' and collaborate in furnishing resources, including 'such officers 
and servants as may be necessary for the organization, preparation and service of such 
meals'. The voluntary sector's heritage of feeding the needy was continued long after the 
inception of the School Meals Service. 'Female charitable activity increasingly took the 
156 Smith, The People's llealth J830-19JO, p ]gl. 

157 Bushhy, nle Bedfordshire Schoolchild, pp 188,247-48. 
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fonn of unpaid service', for example, on children's care committees where they were 
responsible to public officials, such as MOHs. 160 
Care Committees 
Section 13 (1) (b) of the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, encouraged 
LEAs to assist in the 'establishment or continuance of voluntary agencies', and associate 
with representatives of the voluntary associations in order to facilitate school medical 
inspection. In 1909, school canteen committees became known as 'care committees'. By 
1910, there were 970 in London alone with a voluntary membership of 6,000 to 7,000 
persons.I(,l This meant that virtually every school in the metropolis had such a committee 
and liaison was likely to be much easier. 162 
It was likely to be much more difficult to establish such schemes in Bedfordshire, 
particularly in the County of Bedford LEA, which in 1904 had 154 widely scattered 
schools.163 Nevertheless, in 1909, Kenwood, the SMO for this authority, advised that such 
committees should be established. Probably because there were unlikely to be sufficient 
volunteers in the locality of each school, he recommended the utilisation of district nurses, 
who often already knew the circumstances in some homes. They would, therefore, be able 
to promote the health and cleanliness of the occupants. Poorer people could be encouraged 
to subscribe to Provident Medical Clubs and the committee would collect and allot surplus 
hospital letters [of recommendation for treatment] to the more needy cases. He envisaged 
that the costs for travelling expenses and medical fees could be raised from local charitable 
funds or appeals, but if these measures failed, they would report to the LEA. In this case, it 
might be necessary to enforce a remedy under the Poor Law. [t was likely that in rural 
districts each committee would consist of only one or two workers, so confidentiality, 
stressed in the Board of Education Circular 596, issued in August, 1908, would be 
maintained. This circular also sanctioned contributions by LEAs to Children's Care 
Associations.1M 
l"~ Thane, Pat, The Foundations of the Welfare State. Social Policy in Modem Britain, Longman, London, 
1982, p 17l. 
161 Newman, 1118 13uildifll{ q(a Nation's llealth, pp 342-43. 
l62 Gibbon and Bell, HistOf)" o/the London COllnly Council, p 303. 
16J CRt> 150 (book) ReporL<; of the County Surveyor on the Condition of Council School!; and VoLuntary 
Schools, [l)04, Bedfonishirc County Council, 1904. 
l(>l Annual R<--port, School Medical Olliccr, Bedtordshire County Council, 1909, pp 7-8. 
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It is clear that since the setting up of the SM S, a whole series of issues had to be addressed 
more formally. Prior to 1907-08, many children's health problems had either been ignored 
or gone unrecognised. Now, due to national concern, it was perceived as necessary to 
ensure action was taken to enable children throughout the county to benefit from their 
education. However, the tension which existed between public health officials and private 
practitioners made the likelihood of the institution of immediate mandatory treatment very 
unlikely. [nstead, central government appears to have resorted to tried and tested measures 
by the use of volunteers and, where possible, the use of charitable funds rather than local 
rates. Initially, therefore, many parents experienced difficulty in obtaining appropriate 
treatment for their children, although this improved, following the Medical Treatment 
Grants, 1912, 1913 and the Block Grant, 1918. In 1930, Newman acknowledged that 
co-operation between the state and voluntary sectors had 'more or less prevented any rapid 
deterioration in the physique of school children'.I65 
It is not known how many schools in Bedfordshire had their own committees, but in 1933, 
the Borough of Bedford LEA appears to have had only one to serve the needs of all 
elementary school children. The Report of the work of the School Care Committee in 
Bedford in that year by Miss E P Buckley, the Honorary Secretary, gives an invaluable 
local example ofthe range oftheir responsibilities, which included: 
- thirteen children sent to convalescent homes; the committee either fully funded or 
shared the expense with other organisations. The parents contributed two shillings 
and six pence (£0.125) per week, 
- assisting in arranging an escort to the Orthopaedic Hospital, Great Portland Street, 
London for an interview with a surgeon and the fitting of an appliance, 
- escorting four children who underwent operations for tonsils at the Bedford COlll1ty 
Hospital, 
- investigation, organisation and supervision offree milk for necessitous cases, 
- provision of grants of free milk after illness or for those necessitous cases ineligible 
for the Mayor's Fund, 
- investigation of the need for and recommendation of cod liver oil as extra 
nourishment, also cod liver oil and malt free, or at cost to the parent, 
- regular supervision of all cases referred, normally every two months if help is 
needed, or if the continuance of visits seems likely to benefit the children. '66 
16\ Health oftbc Schoolchild. Almual Report, Chief Medical Ol1iccr, Board orJ\ducation, 1930, p 10. 
'0,6 Armual Report, School Medical Otlicer, Borough of Bedford, 1933, p xix. 
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By 1937, this committee had 385 Bedford children on its register. It continued to liaise 
with other organisations, notably the Guild ofHelp. 167 Without the gradually acquired 
knowledge and assistance of school care committees, far more children would have been 
denied the chance ofbetter health to enable them to benefit from their education. 
Conclusion 
This study has provided new evidence about the health of elementary school children in 
Bedfordshire in the period 1904-38, in relation to the national context. It has shown that, 
following the Boer War (1899-1902), and the publication of the Report of the 
Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, one of the first aims ofthe 
Liberal government was to fucilitate regular school attendance to provide a better educated 
national work force, through the Education (Provision of Meals) Act, 1906. As it was an 
enabling Act, there was relatively little provision in Bedfordshire before World War 1. As 
discussed earlier, prior to the SMS, a number of local children were malnouri~hed., 
although the voluntary sector bad been attempting to remedy this, and continued to do so 
through school care committees. 
1t is apparent from Herdman's 1913 study, that some ofthe most poorly nourished children 
before World War I were those in rural areas in the County of Bedford LEA. It is ironic, 
that in an agricultural area, which produced food, so little of it was spared for those 
malnourished children. Nevertheless, when the nation's survival was threatened, in World 
War [, particularly in the severe winter of 1914-15, and again when there was industrial 
distress in the 1920s, national emergency measures were implemented to feed school 
children. At other times, LEAs were free to give or withhold food. This was, in any case, 
mostly in the foml of milk, which had a dual purpose, the disposal of surplus milk and the 
need to reduce malnutrition. However, as has been seen, the Government's milk-in-schools 
scheme almost certainly contributed to the disease of bovine tuberculosis, when milk was 
not pasteurised, a loophole which was not closed until World War II. 
Most other physical health problems would have gone undetected and unaddressed without 
the inception of school medical inspection, implemented as a result of the Education 
(Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907. Unusually, London lagged behind the national 
model in the provision of medical inspection between 1907 and 1912, whereas the three 
LEAs in Bedfordshire confonned to the requirements of the 1907 Act and the subsequent 
1m Annual [{(.'port, School Medical Olliccr, Borough of Bl.Xlford, 1937, pp 26-27. 
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circulars issued by the Board of Education. More comprehensive data concernmg 
children's health was therefore available in this county than in London. The range of 
defects and diseases found in Bedfordshire school children in 1909 are ample evidence that 
they were just as unhealthy and deprived as the London children described by Charles 
Booth in 1892. There were, however, many anomalies in local SMO reports, which led to 
the decision not to give a chronological synopsis of findings, but to focus instead on two 
problems prevalent then, ringworm and tonsillitis. They provide confirmation that children 
were exposed to very variable treatments, according to the policies of their LEA. 
There were also other disparities in the provision of services within Bedfordshire, mostly 
because of the existence of three LEAs, in for example, school meals, and access to clinic 
or hospital facilities. However, as was seen, those living in rural areas, in the County of 
Bedford LEA, appear to have been the most disadvantaged in that they were totally 
without school clinics, which meant that they had no access to popular contemporary 
therapies such as ultra violet light, for debilitated children and those with some orthopaedic 
problems, and x-ray treatment for ringworm. It is apparent from my research into x-ray 
treatment of the scalp for ringworm, that although children in London and Liverpool 
mostly appeared to fare better than those in Bedfordshire, which lacked the facilities to 
carry out this procedure, they were not necessarily disadvantaged. However, the evidence 
produced in this study demonstrates the short-sighted policy of LEAs who failed to heed 
the research findings about the risks involved. As a result, therefore, children in this county 
were less likely to be permanently disfigured. This may have occurred because, unlike 
larger authorities, none of the three LEAs in Bedfordshire could afford expensive 
equipment. 
The rivalry between LEAs was matched by that between SMOs and private practitioners. 
Newman was very careful not just to protect children's safety, in for example 
tonsillectomy, but in the great care he took not to compromise the existing role of those in 
private practice, however, they benefited financially from School Medical Inspection when 
surgery, such as tonsillectomies, was required. 
The SMS seems to have benefited many children, but it was also advantageous to other 
groups, namely, health professionals. Before school medical inspection, ignorance about 
child health was not unusual; elementary children, therefore, became unwittingly, a source 
of enlightenment. The SMS led to a new branch of state medicine. In 1935, the following 
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v...1101e time equivalents were employed: SMOs: 687~ dentists: 646, and nurses: 2,386. 1('H 
However, to use a late twentieth century analogy, like new motorways which seem to 
attract even more traffic, it is evident that, to a certain extent, the S MS generated work and 
therefore medicalised children's health. The number of children who required inspection 
and treatment did not, however, remain constant. As was seen earlier, the total number of 
children under 15 years fell from 32.4 per cent to 20.6 per cent of the total population in 
England and Wales between 1901 and 1939. 169 There was, tberefore, a growing number of 
professionals to care for a declining number of children. The early involvement ofteachers 
in the inspection and assessment of the health of children was consequently needed less by 
1938. 
Any improvements in the health of elementary school children cannot be attributed solely 
to the SMS. Other factors, such as improved housing conditions would also have played a 
part. Had more preventive work been carried out, particularly with pre-school children, it I 1 
I 
is likely that far fewer defects and diseases would have emerged at school medical 
inspection. In addition, had the problem of poverty been more adequately addressed, less 
children would have needed school meals. The health of school children may also have 
been improved had more been registered with a private practitioner. At times, therefore, the 
SMS provided, what were then considered, beneficial therapies: but few working class 
parents could afford medical attention for their children. 
Although much historical data have emerged, a number of gaps have been revealed by 
careful examination of various primary sources. Firstly, as will be seen in Chapter 4, a 
number of children are known to have been orphaned, but no mention of this has been 
found in SMO reports, or how children's changed home circumstances affected their health, 
particularly when they were moved to children's Homes. Although parents were often 
condemned by SMOs for not attending school medical inspection, the fact that a child was 
orphaned was not given as a reason. Scant mention was also found in reports of the 
psychological problems of many children whose health was impaired, despite the growing 
body ofknowledge about child psychology. 170 
168 Report on the Ikitish Social Services. A surveyor the existing Publi-.; Social Services in Orcat Britain 
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1t is apparent that in the period 1904-38, the health of elementary school children became 
increasingly the responsibility of the State, rather than of the parents. Perhaps, without the 
contentious problems of parental authority and the tension between doctors in private and 
state employment, which had to be overcome, children's health might have improved more 
quickly. 
---------
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Chapter 4: Welfare of Children 
Introduction 
The concept of welfare often presupposes that there is a need, and yet a dictionary defines 
welfare as, 'The state or condition of doing or being well; good fortwle, happiness, or 
well-being (of a person, community, or thing); prosperity'. I As this presents such a positive 
image, it is necessary to take the antonym of each word; these then become respectively, 
illness, bad luck, misery, below par and poverty, producing the much more negative, but 
realistic picture which still applied to many children in the period 1904-38. My research 
has shown that some children suffered vicariously from the misfortunes and misconduct of 
their parents, including extreme poverty, drunkenness, cruelty, disability and desertion. 
Contemporary literature leaves little doubt that drunkenness was perceived as a 
medico-sociological problem which resulted in social diseases.2 John Gorst (1835-1916), 
the politician, wrote in 1906, 'the public shuts its eyes and hopes that all is going on well' 
between infancy and compulsory education.3 
The most important cause of deprivation found, however, was orphanhood by the death of 
one or both parents. Although of concern before 1914, the problem was greatly 
exacerbated by World War I (1914-18), as 723,000 men were killed in action or died from 
their injuries. 4 As was seen in Chapter 2, the birth-rate was declining, so orphaned children 
were even more precious to the nation. In order to assess the extent of the problem, a 
question on orphanhood was included in the 1921 census. Figure 4.1 shows the number of 
children under 15 years in England and Wales and in Bedfordshire, and those orphaned. 
The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, in two vols, Vol II, (revised 3rd ed), 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1985, p 2525_ 
Kelynack, T N (Ed), The Drink Problem in its Afedico-Sociological Aspects by Fourteen Medical 
Authorities, Methuen, London, 1907, piS. 
Gorst, John E, The Children of the Nation. How their Health and Vigour should be Promoted by the 
State, Methuen, Londou, 1906, p 33. 
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Figure 4.1 Number of children under 15 years and incidence of orphanhood in 
England and Wales and in Bedfordshire, 1921 
England and Wales Bedfordshire 
Persons 0-14 years 10,500,455 53,832 
Orphaned by death of: 
both parents 55,245 293 
father 730,845 3,764 
mother 261.094 1.134 
Total 1,047,184 	 5,791 
Source: 	 Census of England and Wales, 1921, Dependency, Orphanhood and Fertility, 
Table 8, Orphanhood of Children at each year of age under 15, England and 
Wales and Geographical regions, and Table 9 Orphanhood of Children at 
Quinquennial Groups of Age under 15: Administrative Counties with Associated 
County Boroughs - Bedford, HMSO, London, 1925 
Note: 	 These numbers are likely to have been underestimated, as 138,211 persons in 
England and Wales and 841 persons in Bedfordshire failed to provide 
information. 
This data reveals that the rate of orphanhood in Bedfordshire, 10.75 per cent, was higher 

,. than that for England and Wales, 9.97 per cent. It is noticeable that about three times more 

,. 

fathers died than mothers. As will be seen, apart from this War and its effects, men also 

succumbed to disease and accidents, whilst women died as a result of childbirth in addition 
to disease. When relatives were unable to care for these orphans, they were subject to the 
control ofthe state or one of the voluntary institutions. They could be boarded out, moved 
to a children's Home, given up for adoption, or sent as emigrants to the British Empire.s 
This chapter examines various aspects concerning the welfare of some Bedfordshire 
children, or some of those resident in the county from elsewhere, in the period 1904-1938. 
Children are taken to mean 0-16 years, as sixteen was usually the maximum age for a child 
to be kept in an institution. A general survey of state and voluntary sector involvement in 
child care is given first before citing examples of the policies and practices in various local 
Homes. Studies of the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children 
(NSPCC), and child migration, follow before the conclusion is drawn. Primary sources 
used for this chapter are scattered amongst various record offices and libraries in Bedford, 
Liverpool, London and Luton. Accessing them was, therefore, time consuming, but 
5 For the purposes of this study, a 'Home' is one where the child is in residential care, as opposed to a 
child's own 'home'. 
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worthwhile, as policies concerning the welfare of Bedfordshire children in this period had 
not previously been the subject of research. Access to children's individual records, where 
there is usually an embargo for 100 years, was accorded by the National Children's Home 
(NCH), the Church of England Children's Society and the NSPCC; this privilege is 
acknowledged later. 
State provision and voluntary sector involvement in child welfare 
Conventional wisdom has it that in the nineteenth century, destitute and deprived children 
were rescued from their unsafe, and often immoral surroundings by philanthropists who 
then established voluntary institutions for them. However, this concept fails to take into 
account earlier state involvement. As a result of the Poor Law Amendment Act, 1834, 
liability for pauper children was transferred from local parishes to impersonal Boards of 
Guardians at union workhouses [or 'bastilles't These institutions were sometimes seen as 
unsuitable for the young, as the principles of deterrence and less eligibility were applied. 
Moreover, the Guardians were probably overwhelmed by the volume of children admitted. 
As a result, the state introduced a number ofmeasures to place children elsewhere. 
The Industrial Schools' Act, 1857, enabled residential schools to be established for vagrant 
children, the aim of which was to keep them away from criminal temptations. Those 
admitted under this Act, were eligible for a Home Office grant. 7 However, the Poor Law 
Certified Schools Act, 1862, was probably more significant, as it permitted children, 
whose only previous provision was the Poor Law, to be sent to voluntary institutions which 
had been approved by the Poor Law Board.8 Following approval, fees were paid by the 
state. By the late 1870s, some unions boarded out children in 'cottage homes', a system 
already used by some voluntary societies. The Poor Law Board Order, 1870, authorised 
the boarding out of children outside their own union. It mostly applied to orphans, 
illegitimate and deserted children and those whose parents were unsuitable or unavailable 
because of imprisonment, insanity or defection abroad.9 Central government funding, 
therefore, provided for 'children of the state', and almost certainly enabled the continued 
existence of the· many voluntary Homes which proliferated in the second half of the 
nineteenth century. 
6 The Bastille was a notorious prison in Paris until its destruction in 1789, at the beginning of the French 
Revolution. 
7 20 & 21 Vic. Ch. 48. 
s 25 & 26 Vic. Ch. 43. 
9 Hendrick, Harry, Child Welfare. England 1872-1989, Routledge, London, 1994, pp 75, 78. 
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.. The one factor common to all Homes, faithfully recorded in all admission details seen 
whilst carrying out this research, was the religious denomination of children and whether 
they had been baptised or confirmed. This was no mere passing interest. Because church 
leaders, politicians and philanthropists agreed that their moral and spiritual background 
was so important, it was enshrined in legislation. For example, the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children Act, 1894, states that 
the Court shall endeavour to ascertain the religious persuasion to 
which the child belongs, and shall, if possible, select a person of the 
same religious persuasion, or a person who gives such lUldertaking as 
seems to the Court sufficient that the child shall be brought up in 
accordance with its O\\-TI religious persuasion. 10 
This clause was repeated in the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904.11 ll1e 
Children Act, 1908, not only consolidated legislation in regard to the Protection of 
Children and Young Persons, Reformatory and Industrial Schools, and Juvenile Offenders, 
but re-iterated the concern of the period about religious persuasion.12 Although these Acts 
speak of 'person', in the case of children's Homes, this power was invested in the 
organisation. Because of this emphasis on religious denomination, there were strong 
Christian and moral overtones in most Homes, closely linked to ensuring children 
recognised their place in the natural order in society. Their lives appear, therefore, to have 
been centred on religious indoctrination and preparation for work, fitted to their lowly 
status in society. 
Virtually all religious denominations founded their own institutions. For instance, the 
Society of Friends founded the Quaker Orphan Homes in 1869 at Leominster, 
Herefordshire, led by Henry S Newman, the father of George Newman.13 The first Home 
was intended for 'destitute children, lawfully begotten, who had lost both parents by death'. 
Most came from the 'great towns', not nearby. In 1873, a printing press, based on a similar 
scheme at a German orphanage, was set up for training purposes and to provide some 
income.14 In 1870, it is known that nine boys and nine girls received support. Two or three 
unions in England had objected to contributions they were expected. to make towards 
10 57 & 58 Vic. Ch. 41, s. 1. 
Il 4 Edw. VII, Ch. 15, s. 8. 
12 8 Edw. VII, Ch. 57, s. 23. 
13 County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1900-07; Chief Medical Officer of the Board of 
Education, 1907-35 and Chief Medical Officer of the Ministry ofHealUl, 1919-35. 
14 Reeves, Norman C, The Town in the Marches. A History ofLeominster and its Environs, The Orphans 
Press, Leominster, 1972, pp 210-13. 'I11e Home was closed in 1957 due to a reduced Quaker popUlation 
in the town and the advent of the Welfare State. 
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expenses of children from their parishes unless the Home was certified under the Education 
and Maintenance of Pauper Children in Certain Schools and Institutions Act, 1853. In 
1879, an inspector from the Local Government Board (LGB) approved this institution for 
the 'reception of destitute children from any union in England and Wales'. Maintenance 
expenses, clothing and education were to be paid by the parish or union to which the child 
belonged. ls Such collaboration between the state and voluntary sectors continued into the 
twentieth century. 
A large number of Homes existed, but exact figures are not available. Bamado's was the 
oldest (1866), and largest voluntary organisation. By 1938, there were '293 separate 
Cottages, Buildings and Branches all over the World and 350 Boarding-out Centres'.16 The 
Church of England Incorporated Society for Waifs and Strays, founded in 1881, had 87 
Homes in 1904, 85 in this country and two in Canada.11 However, the Church of England 
(C of E) Homes did not escalate in number to the same extent as Bamado's. The sheer 
volume of Homes and places for children in need, provided by so many different 
organisations, could be seen as an indication of the charitable impulse which had spilled 
over into the twentieth century, but more likely it betrayed the scale of deprivation and 
misery which existed. 
All the voluntary Homes received far more requests for places than they could possibly fill. 
The demand was so great that often only children from the poorest and worst 
circumstances gained admission, despite pleading letters from influential supporters. 
Orphanhood was found to be the largest single cause of admission. For instance, between 
1898 and 1908, the Roman Catholic St Francis Boys' Orphanage and Home, Shefford, 
Bedfordshire, admitted 131 boys, 75 per cent of whom had been orphaned; 50 boys lost 
their fathers, 31 their mothers, and 17 lost both parents. IS Similarly, a survey of children 
accepted into the care of the Waifs and Strays Society between 1893 and 1930 shows that 
the majority, 85 per cent, came from what are now known as 'lone parent families', but 
only a few were devoid of both parents.19 
15 Nevvrnan, Henry S, The Story ofthe Orphan Homes, Partn"dge, London, Il d [1880], pp 13, 166, 168. 
16 The 73rd Annual Report of Dr. Bamado's Homes, 1938, p 63. Note: in this and other local and national 
reports, the title has been abbreviated. 
17 The British Imperial Calendar and Civil Service List 1904 or General Register of the United Kingdom 
ofGreat Britain and Ireland and its Colonies, p 536. 
18 CRO X 627/4 Boys' Record Book 1898-1908, St Francis Boys Home, ShetTord. The numbers could have 
been higher as not all entries were complete, particularly 1906-08. 
19 Wakeling, Ian, MaJ,;ing lives worth living since 1881, a ShOl1 hist01Y of the Children's SOCiety, The 
Children's Society, London, 1995, p 3. 
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It is for this reason that so many Homes originally bore the title of Orphanage. However, 
because many children were told that they were orphans without a proper explanation, they 
believed themselves to be without both parents and were, furthermore, often ignorant of 
siblings. Although some brothers and sisters were admitted to Homes together, they were 
sometimes separated at a later date. The precedent for this appears to have been the new 
Poor Law system, for example, between 1836 and 1898, boys and girls. were 
accommodated in different blocks at the Luton Union Workhouse. These, like the two 
separate blocks provided for men and women, were divided by walls and gave onto four 
airing yards, all of which were overlooked by a panopticon-like Steward's Tower, from 
which the Master could oversee behaviour. Such bleak institutional care reinforced the 
punitive element and is redolent of nineteenth century prisons and lunatic asylums in Great 
Britain. However, until c 1870, a straw plait school kept children gainfully employed?O In 
Bedfordshire, as in other parts of England and Wales, Homes in a particular union were 
administered by Area Guardians' Committees until, under the provision of the Local 
Government Act, 1929, the administration of the Poor Law was transferred to County 
Councils on 1 April 1930.21 
Bedfordshire County Council (BCC), assumed responsibility for four Children's Homes, at 
Biggleswade, Kempston and two in Luton, but wisely decided, as Parliament had:I 
suggested, 'to retain the voluntary service which had been given to the Guardians by local 
residents'. Each of the four areas into which Bedfordshire was divided had its own 
Guardians' Committee. By 1938, there were 45 children boarded out with foster parents 
and 90 maintained in children's Homes. After-care for such children seems to have 
consisted solely in finding them 'suitable employment'?2 There are few extant records of 
these Homes, nevertheless, it is possible to give two examples of state provision which will 
provide a comparison with the voluntary Homes discussed later. 
20 Currie, Margaret R, Hospitals in Luton and Dunstable, an Illustrated History, Advance Offset, Hitchin, 
1982, pp 34-39. 
21 Kelly's Directory ofBedfordshire, 1936, p 2. 
22 Bedfordshire County COlllcil, Fifty Years Work of the Bedfordshire County Council, County Council, 
Shire Hall, Bedford, 1938, pp 19-20. 
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State provision 
Beech Hill Homes, Luton, 1901-c1960 
In 1898, children over 5 years of age were transferred from the Luton Union Workhouse, 
initially to foster homes, and then to the purpose built Beech Hill Homes, erected in 1901 
at a cost of £3,000, with provision for 30 boys and girls. Later, removal from the 
Workhouse was reduced to 3 years of age.23 The Homes were situated at 245 Dunstable 
Road Luton, towards the top of Beech Hill, above a site soon to house the co-educational, 
elementary Beech Hill School, opened in 1909.~4 Little is known of the children's progress 
at the Homes, but in 1920 they were still being described as 'pauper children', which 
probably caused problems when mixing with others not so labelled. The Superintendent 
was J P Jennings, and his wife, Mrs 0 Jennings, was described as 'foster mother for boys'. 
A Miss G Mathers was employed as a 'foster mother for girls'.25 The married couple were 
still in post in 1936, by which time the Homes housed 34 boys, the girls having been 
transferred to Winsdon Girls' Home in 1933.26 It appears that the Beech Hill Homes closed 
c 1960 as no entries appear in directories after that date. 
Winsdon Girls' Home, Luton, 1933-68 
This Home at 2Farley Hill, Luton, is an example of an institution run by Bee (Public 
Assistance Committee), housed in existing premises acquired as a separate home for 
girls.27 It was intended for those aged 3-16 years, of impoverished, and even destitute, local 
families. Evidence from the Superintendent's Four-weekly Returns, 1934-39, illuminate 
one's understanding of female child care within the state sector immediately before World 
War n (1939-45). The Home opened in late 1933, and by 15 January 1934 sixteen girls 
aged 8-16 years and five aged 3-8 years, had settled in and were thought to be well. The 
number of girls in residence varied between 17 and 26, usually 25-33 per cent of whom 
were in the younger age group. Almost certainly they would have been better provided for 
materially than was possible in their previous existence. However, any expenditure such as 
the uniform needed for one girl to attend Luton High School for Girls, or referral to a 
London hospital, like Great Ormond Street, required sanction by the Committee, which 
23 Currie, Hospitals in Luton and Dunstable, p 38. 
24 Dony, John G, A History of Education in Luton, The County Borough of Luton Museum and Art 
Gallery, 1970, p 46. 
25 Kelly's Directory for Bedfordshire, Huntingjordshire and Northamptollshire, 1920, P 129. 
lei Kelly~y Directoryfor Bedfordshire, /936, p 132. 
27 The Luton News Directory ofLuton, 1933-4, p 25. 
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seems to have resulted in undue delay. Despite joining local schools and uniformed 
organisations, like the Girl Guides, their lives could have been rather mundane; fortunately, 
this does not appear to have happened as a number of more privileged females, including 
the headmistress, teachers and pupils (particularly from Nightingale House) from Luton 
High School for Girls, made this Home a focus for their charitable concern. The girls were 
taken out on trips and received gifts such as' fruit, sweets and toys, whilst one lady 
undertook to provide everyone with a birthday present. 28 
However, communal living gave rise to some problems including susceptibility to 
infectious diseases. In 1937 for example, the Home was isolated for diphtheria and scarlet 
fever, which had been notifiable diseases since 1889. Seven girls were, therefore, removed 
to the municipal Isolation Hospital, Spittlesea, Luton.29 Cases of measles were transferred 
to the Infirmary at St Mary's Hospital, Luton, the local Public Assistance Institute, 
previously the Union workhouse, as it was not a notifiable disease until 1940. 
Overcrowding was known to be only one of the factors in the pattern of measles 
mortality.30 Although Winsdon was not regarded as overcrowded, the girls were prone to 
droplet spread infectious diseases, as they were congregated together; moreover their 
resistance to such diseases was probably low due to nutritional defects, then common in 
deprived children. Had they been living in reasonable conditions in their own homes, they 
could have received care there, instead of what now appears to be an unsuitable place for 
children - a ward ofthe Public Assistance Institute, which probably contained adults. 
Unless the girls were removed by their family, or transferred elsewhere, they were only 
kept until a maximum of 16 years of age, when they were regarded as old enough to be 
discharged into the community. However, records show that live-in jobs were usually 
found for most school leavers at 14 years such as domestic work at Spittlesea, at the 
Dunstable and District Joint Isolation Hospital, or at the Beech Hill Boys' Homes, whilst 
one was employed in the private home of a Winsdon benefactor. Without support from the 
public and private sectors these girls would have been homeless, a prey on the local 
rate-payers. 
28 CRO PAY 25 Winsdon Girls' Home, Luton, Superintendents' Four-weekly Returns, 1934-39, 15 January 
1934-15 April 1939. This lady was Mrs Waller, a member, by marriage, of the Luton hat finn founded 
by Thomas Waller in the late eighteenth century. 
29 CRO PAY 25 Winsdon Girls' Home, Luton, II January 1937. 
)0 Hardy, Anne, The Epidemic Streets. Infectious Disease and the Rise afPreventive Medicine. 1856-1900, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1993, p 55. 
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This study has shown that the state provided children with minimal care, sometimes made 
more bearable by kindly intentioned initiatives from the voluntary sector. 'Pauper children' 
as they were still known, usually received only an elementary education. Although they 
were disadvantaged in many ways, the existence of such Homes benefited those who 
sought domestic labour, such as the middle classes and local isolation hospitals. The 
control of Local Authority children's Homes was retained by County Councils lUltil the 
National Assistance Act, 1948, which formally and finally abolished the old Poor Law.3l 
My research into the management of children in voluntary institutions in Bedfordshire has 
revealed wide policy differences. Space precludes the inclusion of the Roman Catholic St 
Francis Boys' Orphanage and Home, Shefford (1868-1974), and the only Barnaclo's 
establishment in the county, Howard Home, Bedford (1929-69),32 but it was thought 
essential to consider how the C of E, operated in relation to needy children. 
V oluntary provision 
The Church of England 
As the C of E is the established church of the state, it is difficult to justify its apparent lack 
of recognition of the plight of many children until 1881, unless it assumed that the state 
was already making sufficient provision through the Poor Law. Dr Barnado, for instance 
began his life's work in 1866.33 However, the shocking circumstances in which some 
children lived were hard to ignore in local parishes and dioceses. As a result, two distinctly 
different systems of Homes were established, one national and one diocesan. Both had their 
own committees and supporters and were subject to annual inspections to check that 
church policies were being followed. All Homes were centrally ftmded, but had their own 
local budgets which were monitored in London. As there appears to be a paucity of 
information about the two arms of the Church welfare system in relation to children, it is 
necessary to explain how they functioned, before giving details of national and local 
diocesan children's Homes in Bedfordshire. 
The National System 
The Reverend Edward De Montjoie Rudolf (1852-1933), a British citizen with a Prussian 
father, was convinced that the C of E should establish yet more Homes nationally, despite 
31 Marwick, Arthur, Bn'tish Society since 1945, Penguin, London, \990, p 48. 

32 Some records for these Homes are held at the COilllty Record Otli.ce, Bedford. 

31 Herridge, John, Dr Bamado: the Foster-Father of"Nobody's Children", Partridge, London, 1904, p I. 
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existing provision by state and voluntary organisations. He was spurred into action after 
finding two pupils from his south London Sunday School class reduced to begging 
following the death of their father. In 1881, he led a deputation to see Archbishop Tait, 
Archbishop of Canterbury, who agreed with his plan for children's Homes and appointed 
him as organiser of the national system. The new organisation was first registered as the 
Church of England Central Home for Waifs and Strays. After incorporation, its name 
changed, so that between 1893 and 1946 it was known officially as the Church of England 
Incorporated Society for Providing Homes for Waifs and Strays, abbreviated to The Waifs 
and Strays Society.34 This decision was in keeping with contemporary practice, as in the 
second half of the nineteenth century the clergy strove to isolate their own faithful from 
heretics with separate schools, hospitals, orphanages and charities. 35 A 1904 year book 
acknowledges that the Society is 
the officially recognised organisation of the National Church for the 
rescue and care of destitute, neglected and cruelly-treated children, 
and those in moral danger, and for educating them in the principles 
of the Church of England. 
Its methods were given as boarding out, small homes and emigration.36 Between 1881 and 
1970, it 'ran a large number of children's Homes and it was one of the country's leading 
adoption and fostering agencies,.3? This fact is directly linked with the moral welfare of 
girls and women in Homes for unmarried mothers.38 
By the end of 1904, 93 children's Homes were run by this Society, which supported 2,335 
children in its own Homes, and 734 who were boarded out. In that year, 892 applications 
for admission were considered by the Case Committee, but only 70 per cent were accepted. 
Some places were made available in 1904 due to the emigration of 61 children, 29 boys 
34 	 Wakeling, Making lives worth living, pp 1-2, and further information from Wakeling, 7 October, 1996. 
[Minutes of Executive Committee meeting, 19th January, 1982, in Executive Committee minute book, 
1980-1983, (DIRfDIR/9)]. In 1946 it became the Church of England Children's Society, shortened to, 
and known informally since 1982, as The Children's Society. Foster, Janet and Sheppard, Julia, A Guide 
to Archive Resources in the United Kingdom, (3rd ed), Macmillal1, London, 1995, p 265. 
35 McLeod, Hugh, Religion and the Working Class in Nineteenth-Century Britain, Macmillan, London, 
1984, p 39. 
36 The British Imperial Calendar and Civil Service List 1904, p 536. 
37 	 Wakeling, Making lives worth living, facing p 1. According to Wakeling, 7th October, 1996, the date 
1970 relates to the earliest date from which the movement away from residential care to community 
projects can be traced. The Society continued to run an ever diminishing number of children's Homes 
until the beginning of the 1990s. 
38 	 This is confIrmed by a survey carried out in 1966; the results were published in, Nicholson, Jill, Mother 
and Baby Homes. A Surv~ ofHomes for Unmarried Mothers, Allen and Unwin, London, 1968, 
pp 11-12,28-29. 
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and 32 girls. Between 1881 and 31 December, 1904, the Society provided Homes for 
10,654 children, 9.5 per cent of whom were sent to the British Empire, mainly to Canada.39 
Between 1904 and 1938, the C ofE provided Homes for 32,814 children, some of whom 
might not otherwise have survived. The total nwnber of children sent to the British Empire 
by The Waifs and Strays Society in this period is not recorded, but in 1938, nine children 
went to Canada and Australia via different schemes; of the 73 adoptions sanctioned, 41 
children were legally adopted, thereby vacating places. 4o The following Home is the only 
example of the C of E national system in Bedfordshire in the period 1904-38. Bedford, was 
probably chosen because of the choice of large houses there suitable for leasing, and the 
possibility of support from the well connected local population. 
St Audrey's Home for Girls, Bedford, 1907-19 
The official opening by Bishop Hughes (in the absence of the Bishop of Ely, through 
illness), took place on Tuesday, 7 April 1908, but it is apparent from records that some 
girls were being admitted or transferred from other Homes before this date. St Audrey's 
was situated originally at 25, St Cuthbert's Street, Bedford,41 but due to it being 
'structurally unsatisfactory in many respects' and because its lease was expiring, a larger 
and more convenient property was secured in 1915 at Woodleigh, 97 Ashburnham Road, 
Bedford.42 This enabled an extra ten girls to be admitted, a total therefore of thirty girls,43 
despite the Founder's intention to set up 'small family-group or cottage homes, each with 
about ten children aged between five and fourteen'. This Home relied on the financial 
support, practical help, spiritual strength and moral guidance of the local community. It 
was not a 'new' Home in the true sense of the word as it had previously existed at 
Mildenhall, Suffolk, (1883-1907).44 
39 Annual Report, Waifs and Strays Society, 1904, pp 13-14. 

40 Annual Report, Waifs and Strays Society, 1938, pp 2-5. 

41 Our Waifs and Strays. The Monthly Paper of the Church of England Incorporated Society for Providing 

Homes for Waifs and Strays, otherwise knO'Ml as Waifs and Strays, XI, 285, May 1908, 346. The 
official title of the supporters' journal is shown above, but henceforth it will be referred to as Waifs and 
Strqys to differentiate it from the Annual Reports of the Waifs and Strays Society. The name St Audrey's 
is derived from Etheldreda, a female saint (c630-679), reputedly the daughter of King Anna of East 
Anglia. In 1907, Bedford was still in the Diocese of Ely. 
42 It'ilifs and Strays, XV, 357, July 1915, 157, and The Children's Society, Register ofPropcrties. 

43 If'ilifs and Strays, ibid, 158. 

44 Wakeling, Making lives worth living, pp 1-2. In Mildenhall it was knO\V!l as St John's Home for Girls 

and was in the Diocese of Southwark. 
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Due to the privileged access gained to children's admission notes (all written on separate 
cards for each Home rather than in a bound register), and case files held at The Children's 
Society, London, it is possible to reveal, for the first time, that the girls at St Audrey's 
rarely came from within the county.45 In the twelve year period that the Home existed in 
Bedford, 99 girls were admitted; of these, the admission notes state that 47 were referred 
by their parents and 28 were sent in by Boards of Guardians. It was common practice to 
move children away from their previous unsuitable circumstances, and in this case, 98 per 
cent came from outside the county, including the London Boroughs of Hampstead, 
Plumstead and Kensington. The Home also served a wider catchment area, including 
Brighton, Bristol and Macclesfield. Only two of the 99 girls originated from Bedfordshire, 
one aged 7 years, from Woburn Sands, admitted in 1914 and the second aged 12 years, 
from Leighton Buzzard, admitted in 1916; both only stayed 7-8 months before they were 
'restored'to their family.46 The youngest child admitted was aged 2 years 8 months.47 
As many records of The Waifs and Strays Society were destroyed in World War II, 
including some from St Audrey's, it is only possible to derive an impression of the way the 
Home functioned, within the context of contemporary Church policy, from various entries 
in Waifs and Strays and from admission notes and case files. It is known, for instance, that 
the Matron, a Miss Constance Hippisley, was transferred from Mildenhall with some ofthe:I 
girls in 1907. It is likely that any sense of stability created was shattered when she resigned 
,. 
about the end of 1910.48 In a series of four photographs taken between 1908 and 1915, the 
girls are pictured formally posed in the manner of the day, in uniform dress, often 
be smocked, sometimes clutching dolls, but always with one or more members of staff. In 
the 1914 photograph a large collie dog is present and in 1915, the close relationship with 
the church is symbolised by the inclusion of the chaplain, who is pictured with his arm 
around one girl and another on his knee. 49 
45 The Children's Society Admission Notes, St Audrey's Home for Girls, Bedford, 1907-19. 
Sincere thanks are due to Ian Wakeling, Archivist, The Children's Society, London, for advice and for 
granting access to relevant children's records. 
46 The Children's Society Admission Notes, St Audrey's Home for Girls, 1907-19 and case tiles 18,516 and 
20,377. 
47 Case file, 22,300. 
48 Waifs And Strays, XIII, 311, January 1911, II and Kelly's Directory of Bedford shire, 1910, p 29. In 
this Directory, Matron's name is spelt Hippsley. 
49 Waifs and Strays, XI, 285, May 1908,346; XI, 290, December 1908,473; XIV, 341, January 1914, 
266 and XV, 357, July 1915, 158. 
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The pervasive religious influence is also evident in the annual reports and in other ways. 
The Reverend Rudolfwas present on 7 April 1908 at the official opening ceremony, when 
a special office [service] for the Dedication of the Society's Homes was used. Its existence 
is testimony to the frequency with which new Homes were dedicated, or later rededicated, 
as at the 1915 service in Bedford, when he stated that St Audrey's was 'part of a large and 
recognised official machinery for doing the work of the Church for outcast and destitute 
children'.5o However, due to revised policies in the C of E national system., children, as 
stated above could be unsettled by being transferred from one set of premises to another, a 
practice not confined to this society. 
The Chaplain endeavoured to provide some continuity and security in their lives through 
regular visits. On Christmas Day, 1913, 23 girls from the Home in Bedford were given a 
lift in a brake to Bromham church to save them a three mile walk. Following the service, 
the Chaplain invited everyone to his home as a surprise to see the Christmas tree and to 
receive presents.51 Two girls who attended a picnic in the vicarage garden in 1916, found it 
a new and happy experience. They had been rescued, 'from terrible surroundings and home 
life'. Although no details are known, it is likely that there was some form of criminal 
behaviour, perhaps immorality, as the elder girl wrote to her mother, We don't hear nor do 
us see anythink bad here in this home, and we has a Chaplin, he is a lovely man and 
teaches us good' [sic].52 It is not known what happened to these sisters, but it is likely that 
any psychological problems were partially alleviated by such kindness. Not all the 99 girls 
admitted in the period 1907-19 stayed in the Home throughout. In 1919, two 16 year old 
girls were sent to the British Empire after a short time at the Society's Emigration Training 
Home at Peckham.53 Seventeen were restored to their families, or to 'those interested', 
whilst twelve went into service.54 
St Audrey's closed in 1919 due to the expiry of the lease. Although the Home had 'done 
good work', the premises, only taken in 1915, were not considered sufficiently up to date to 
justify renewa1.55 However, the fact that there was also a girls' Diocesan Home in the town, 
50 Waifs And Strays, XI, 285, May 1908, 346 and XV, 357, July 1915, 158. 
51 Waift and Strays, XlV, 342, February 1914, 282-83. 
52 Waift and Strays, XV, 371, September 1916,446. 
53 Case files, 13,346 and 14,383. 
54 The Children's Society, Admission Notes, St Audrey's Home for Girls, Bedford, 1907-19. 
-.--..----­
r 55 Annual Report, Waifs and Strays Society, 1919, p 14. r
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St Etheldreda's, which also required time, money and effort, may have been a contributory 
factor. In 1908, it was noted that 
hardly a day passes on which the good people of Bedford are not 
engaged in the organisation or enjoyment of some function in aid of 
the multitudinous charities which exist. 56 
It is possible that the, 'good people of Bedford' may have felt their allegiance was to the 
NSPCC and to the Diocesan Children's Home, both of which had been established in 
Bedford before 1907. 
The Diocesan System 
A diocese in the C of E is an administrative district, usually comprising several counties 
under the authority of a bishop who has spiritual and administrative powers. Legislation is 
required to alter diocesan boundaries for such reasons as demographic change and the 
introduction of new welfare policies. The Bishoprics of Sheffield, Chelmsford and for the 
County of Suffolk Act, 1913, under the Order in Council, passed on 30 March 1914, 
effected the transfer of the Archdeaconry of Bedford from Ely to St Albans.57 From that 
date, therefore, Bedfordshire came under the authority ofthe Diocese of St Albans. 
Searches in church year books and county directories, and discussions with persons 
knowledgeable in church law, have confirmed that each diocese had its own welfare 
system, appropriate to local needs and seemingly in the period to 1938, at least, focused on 
preventive, rescue and penitentiary work, particularly in relation to children and women. 58 
Data for the Established Church's national arm of welfare concerning children appear in 
the annual reports of The Waifs and Strays Society, but there do not appear to be separate 
diocesan reports published centrally. Instead, confusingly, this data is included in the above 
reports under the heading 'Other Church Homes', presumably diocesan Homes. In 1904, 
for example, only 10.7 per cent of the total of 2,335 children in the national system, came 
into this category, whilst in 1938, the number had declined further to 3.5 per cent of the 
56 Waifs and Strays, XI, 286, June 1908, 376. 
57 3 & 4 Geo. V, Ch. 36, s. 5. Information about this Act and its implications was obtained 23 July 1996, 
from the County Archivist, Dr Kate Thompson of the Record Office, Hertford, and from Mr Jeremy 
Mackleway, the Diocesan Archivist and Mr Roger Collor, Diocesan Advisory Committee Secretary, at 
the Diocesan Office, Holywell Lodge, St Albans. Their help is gratefillly acknowledged. The 
archdeaconry of Bedford was transferred from the old Diocese of Lincoln to the Diocese of Ely ill 1837. 
Godber, Joyce, History ofBedford shire 1066-1888, Bedfordshire County COlmcil, Bedford, 1969, 
p 500. 
,8 See for example, The Church Year Book, 1915, pp 133-4, regarding the objects of the St Albans and 
Chelmsford Diocesan Union for Preventive, Rescue, and Penitentiary Work. The various Homes, 
Refuges and Shelters are listed. 
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total of 3,366 in national Homes. These figures do not take into account those children 
boarded out, 734 in 1904 and 1,207 in 1938,59 Therefore, Diocesan Homes only provided, 
a relatively small number of places, however, the reasons for the continuing need such for 
such a Home in Bedford will shortly be shown, in so far as evidence allows. 
St Etheldreda's Children's Home, Bedford, 1872-1984 
Most diocesan records are now held in diocesan offices, county record offices or social 
services departments. However, only administrative records survive for the one Diocesan 
Home, St Etheldreda's Children's Home (1872-1984), which existed during the main period 
of this study, 1904-1938.60 It is possible, however, to draw on other sources, including an 
authoritative, centennial pamphlet, by Patricia Bell, then County Archivist, and evidence 
from Sister Joyce Crossman, the last person in charge of the Home (1962-84), who is 
knowledgeable about earlier times. Following the death of the Founder, Sister Fanny 
Eagles (1837-1907), the Home changed from a predominantly religious institution to one 
more involved with child care. This policy change took place in the context of national 
concern about the health and welfare of children and this became its raison d'etre. Two 
photographs illustrate the increased number of girls who received care. In 1875, five girls 
are pictured, but in 1910, twenty two are shown.61 Although always known locally as St 
Etheldreda's, it had other titles which may be charted through successive Kelly's 
Directories. 
In 1910, it was known as the Ely Diocesan and Deaconess' Home and Orphanage.62 By 
1920, although mistakenly given the above name, Bedford now being in the Diocese of St 
Albans, it was noted that the Home and Orphanage had been certified by the Poor Law 
Board and Local Government Board 'under 25 and 26 Vict, cap 43'.63 It appears that this 
Home was therefore fulfilling the function of a Poor Law Children's Home in Bedford 
under the guise of voluntary provision. By 1936, St Etheldreda's was described as the 'St 
Albans Diocesan and Deaconess Home and Orphanage ... certified by the Guardians 
Committee and Local Government Board'.64 
59 Annual Reports, Waif.<; and Strays Society, 1904, p 14 and 1938, p 3. 

60 These are held at the County Record Office, Bedford, CRO X45SIl-1O. 

61 CRO 130 Bed (pamphlet) Bell, Patricia, Centennial Booklet, St Etheldreda's Children's Home, 

1872-1972,1972. 
62 Kelly's Directory ofBedford shire, 1910, p 29. 
63 Keily's Directory of Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire and Northamptonshire, 1920, p 29. This is the 
Education and Maintenance of Pauper Children in Certain Schools and Institutions Act, 1853. 
64 Kelly's Directory ofBedford shire, 1936, p 31. 
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The Register of Children admitted between 30 December 1930 and 15 February 1937, 
provides a wide range of data about the 24 girls admitted who were still in the institution 
by October 1936.65 The unnumbered pages in the Register are mostly labelled, 'Children in 
the Orphanage from October, 1936'. The following information is given: five Sisters, one 
paying Guest and three members of staff. It is not known if this is a complete record of all 
members of the religious order, guests, staff and children. Entries for the girls are 
numbered 1-24, and each contains a variable amount of information. Columns are headed, 
Name, [addresses not given], Date of Birth, Baptised, Confirmed, Remarks and Date of 
Admission to this Home. In comparison to records of societies seen elsewhere, these are 
particularly informative. Although the numbers are small, certain deductions can be made. 
The age of the girls ranged from 3-15 years, with an average age often years. Most were 
admitted singly, but there were two sets of sisters, one aged seven and nine years admitted 
in October 1931, aI1d another set of five sisters admitted in 1935. Ofthese, three aged four, 
six and thirteen years, were admitted on 20 June 1935, and two aged eight and ten years, 
six days later. They had apparently had a secure existence at one time, until deserted by 
their father. Their mother had, therefore, entered domestic service and contributed what she 
could to their maintenance. They were said to be 'all very delightful children of a happy 
disposition'. 
All but four of the 24 girls had been baptised, presumably into the C of E, which explains 
the reason for them being sent to a Home of this 'religious persuasion'. However, not all 
had been confirmed as most had yet to reach the age for confirmation, cl2-14 years. 
Illegitimacy was a contributory factor in the admission of three girls. However, 
orphanhood appears to have been a greater problem. Three girls were admitted due to the 
death of their mother, two by the loss oftheir father, and two by the death of both parents. 
In addition, six children had been deserted by their father and one by her mother. One girl's 
mother had been 'certified' and another certified, 'mentally defective'. Two significant 
points emerge from the study of this small Register, firstly, the rescue element from 
unsuitable surrounding. 
For instance, it seems likely that some girls were referred by the NSPCC for what they 
termed 'immoral surroundings', as the case histories given are so similar to those in 
CRO X 455/136 8t Albans Diocesan Home & Orphanage, Bedford, 8t Ethe1dreda's Children's Home, 
Register of Children, 1930-37. It takes the fonn of a thin exercise book. 
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NSPCC reports. One girl lived. with her mother, her only known relative, in one rather 
small, dirty room in a lodging house, 
Mother earns her living by cleaning for raj woman of ill-repute. Girl 
has some very fine qualities, and it is telt if she could only get away 
from her mother and home surroundings, and have an opportunity to 
learn domestic work she would make a very good maid. The girl is 
keen to do this. 
Another girl, whose mother was divorced and had remarried, was frightened by a man of 
about 60 years who lived with an aunt, who was said to be 'a woman of bad character'. 
The second significant point, is that 29 per cent of girls were sent in by Public Assist.ance 
Authorities; four from Walsall, Birmingham, one of whom was sent in for moral reasons, 
as it was thought she would make, 'a very good maid'; one from Camberwell, London, one 
from Hitchin, Hertfordshire and another from an un-named authority. They paid what 
seems to be the maximum fee at this time, ten shillings (£0.50) per week. Other children 
had their weekly fees, which ranged from two shillings and six pence (£0.125) to ten 
shillings (£0.50), paid by relatives, although one was supported by Sister Constance, two 
were on the 'free list' and one girl had no details given regarding fees. 
The reason for sending most girls some distance from home was to detach them from their 
past circumstances and seemingly to prepare them for domestic service, for which the 
Home had acquired a reputation. It is known that not all girls succeeded due to behavioural 
A problems such as untruthfulness, dishonesty, temperamental behaviour and being out of...."."if-
control. Whoever was responsible for writing in the remarks column made it very clear 
what was expected of the Sisters. One girl was admitted on probation for one month. 
'Should she not respond to the life of discipline of the Horne she is to be returned to her 
Mother'. Another girl was said to require 'patient, firm and kind discipline'. The 24 girls in 
this study were given the opportunity to lead safe, secure and perhaps happier lives, within 
the disciplinary regime of this diocesan C of E Home. Because it was a local, rather than a 
national Home, girls were seldom transferred elsewhere, and sisters were kept together. 
After leaving school they were steered into domestic service. However, it seems that girls 
in this Home received more spiritual help and moral guidance than those at the secular 
Poor Law institutions in the county. 
St Etheldreda's was established on a voluntary basis, but its very existence in the town 
negated the need for a separate Poor Law Children's Home for many years. Kernpston 
Lodge Children's Home was not opened until 1912.66 This section has shown how a 
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religious community gradually assumed Poor Law responsibilities for the welfare of 
children and acted, therefore, not just as the diocesan arm ofthe established church, but an 
integral part of the state sector, even after the establishment of Kempston Lodge. It 
provided a focal point for voluntary endeavour, and increasingly, a training school for 
domestic servants. The next section concerns a larger voluntary organisation which was 
associated with a non-conformist denomination. 
Bedfordshire children in National Children's Homes, 1904-38 
This original study, undertaken in 1996, provides an example of the methods of 
organisation and practices drawn from the strongly Wesleyan Methodist NCH. The 
research concerns 275 Bedfordshire children (139 boys and 136 girls), aged from soon 
after birth to 16 years, who received short or long term care outside the county, under the 
auspices of the NCH in the 35 year period, 1904-38. Bedfordshire has never had its own 
branch, although in this period there were 38 NCH branches in existence in England and 
Wales, many of which specialised in health, training, special needs, or emigration.67 
Children, therefore, regularly moved from time to time, often to Homes distant from their 
. own. This sensitive material is to be found in the extensive records of the NCH which are 
considered to be the most comprehensive for social work research concerning children. 
They are held by the University of Liverpool and it is only due to the access gained to them 
(granted by the NCH), and the subsequent support and advice received from staff at the 
University archives, that this study was possible.68 Due to the need to preserve anonymity 
and confidentiality, identifying details will be omitted. 
Methodology 
Data concerning children with addresses in Bedfordshire was extracted from six Analytical 
Registers, which contain most of the details of all the children admitted to the NCH 
between 1 January 1904 and 31 December 1938. This laborious task was followed by a 
search of some case notes of children perceived as having typical problems.69 Very 
66 The Bedfordshire Times, 19 April 1912, P 7. 
67 Computer generated list compiled by Alison Burdon, Clerical Assistant, Social Work Project, Social 
Work Archives, University of Liverpool, 28 June 1996. It is notable that many of these Homes were 
located at the coast, such as Penarth (Seaview, 1933-59), Newquay (1917/18-63), and Sheringham 
(1916-73), an indication of the NCR's trust in the efticacy of sea air upon health. However, this caused 
problems in the second half of the twentieth century when it became accepted social work policy to 
locate Homes in more densely populated areas. This would have meant most children being uprooted yet 
again. 
68 Thanks to Adrian Allen, University Archivist, Simon Wilson, Archivist, and Alison Burdon, Clerical 
Assistant, Social Work Project for their advice and meaningful discussions. 
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comprehensive information about a particular child's background, including the reason for 
admission, moves from one NCH institution to another, job preparation and 'disposal' 
details are given. A variety of original certificates and forms are also included, such as 
birth certificates, medical forms, notes and certificates, and for some, an emigration 
consent form, usually signed by the child's parent or guardian. The effective nature of 
correspondence from concerned individuals and representatives of such organisations as 
Boards of Guardians, the NSPCC and Guilds of Help who sought admission for children, 
to the NCH administrative offices in City Road, London, is evident. Children who secured 
a sought after place, often in the face ofcompetition, were considered fortunate. 
Results 
A number of significant facts have been elicited from this study, including the catchment 
area of Bedfordshire children admitted to the different branches of the NCH as may be 
seen in Figure 4.2. Some of the family circumstances which necessitated admission are 
also now revealed. As will be seen shortly, the NCH Elmfield Sanatorium, Harpenden, was 
particularly important in the provision of care for local children and therefore forms a large 
part ofthis section. 
Figure 4.2 	 Catchment area of Bedfordshire children admitted to National Children's 
Homes, 1904-38 
Luton 143 
Bedford 39 
Ampthill 14 
Dunstable 14 
Leighton Buzzard 12 
Biggleswade 7 
Other areas ~ 
Total 	 275 
Source: 	 NCH, D541 H6/2-7, Analytical Registers, GR nos 4,001-28,000, 
3/1901- 8/1941. 
69 	 NCR, D541 R6/2-7, Analytical Registers, GR nos 4,001-28,000, 3/1901-811941 and relevant case notes. 
The reference for National Children's Romes (NCR) Archives at the University of Liverpool is D541, 
followed by another code according to the designated material. The abbreviation GR means General 
Register, it was, and still is, used by the NCB to denote a particular child's case number. For the sake of 
brevity in reierences and sources of figures, National Children's Homes will be given as NCH. 
----------------------------------
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Although six towns and other areas sent children to Elmfield, Luton referred by far the 
greatest number (52 per cent); a hypothesis for this will be given later. Considerable 
knowledge about family circumstances which necessitated admission can be gained from 
these Registers. Children could be categorised as being sent in by Boards of Guardians. the 
NSPCC, on Magistrates' Orders. or because they had been orphaned by the death of one or 
both parents. These Registers and the corresponding case notes seen, show that remaining 
parents were often unable to support their offspring due to poverty, although this was not 
always explicitly stated. Reasons given included low paid work, such as charwoman, straw 
hat machinist or cloakroom attendant. Social circumstances which affected the father's 
ability to provide for his family included his absence in World War I, paralysis or 
dnmkenness. In some cases, immorality was cited, whilst in others a parent had been 
admitted to an asylum or sanatorium, deserted the family or died.70 Figure 4.3 gives some 
indication of the causes of parental death and the number of children orphaned. 
70 NCH, D541 H6/3, Analytical Register, GR nos 8,001-12,500, 1011910-4/1919 and relevant case notes. 
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Figure 4.3 Causes of parental death and number of children orphaned resulting in 
the admission of Bedfordshire children to National Children's Homes, 
1904-38 
Cause of death of: 
Father Mother 
No. of children No. of childrenI 
orphaned orphaned 
consumption 22 childbirth 5 
heart disease 7 heart disease 5\ suicide 6 cancer 4 
killed in action, or consumption 4 
as a result of influenza 4 
World War I 5 natural causes 3 
accidents 3 pneumoma 2 
kidney disease 3 bronchitis 1 
diabetes 2 goitre 1 
stroke 2 cause not stated 4 
cause not stated ~ 
Total 57 Total 33 
Children orphaned by death ofboth parents 
Cause of death of: 
No. of children 
Father Mother orphaned 
cause not stated cause not stated 4 
cause not stated cancer 3 
consumption consumption 3 
heart disease consumption 1 
in action cancer 1 
drowned childbirth 1 
cancer cancer 1 
suicide suicide 1 
kidney disease heart disease _1 
Total 16 
Source: NCH, D541 H6/2-7, Analytical Registers, GRnos 4,001-28,000, 3/1901-8/194l. 
Analysis of this data shows that 39 per cent of the 275 Bedfordshire children admitted to 
any of the NCH between 1904 and 1938 did so because of orphanhood. Of the 106 
children so affected, 54 per cent lost their fathers, 31 per cent their mothers and 15 per cent 
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were orphaned by the death of both parents. The single most common cause was 
consumption, known officially as phthisis or pulmonary tuberculosis (TB). As the care of 
those in the county with TB forms part of Chapter 5, it will be discussed in greater depth 
then. However, Bedfordshire children in a pre-tuberculous state,71 or who had had TB 
confinned, will be included here, as the care provided by the NCH is fundamental to this 
section. A further relatively common cause of orphanhood until the mid 1930s, was 
maternal mortality; this will also be discussed in Chapter 5. Figure 4.3 also notes that four 
Bedfordshire mothers died as a result ofthe 1918-19 Spanish influenza pandemic. 
Cancer and heart disease were not only the cause of orphanhood, as observed in this study, 
but have been sources of concern throughout the twentieth century. Heart disease was 
mostly attributed in the NCH Registers as 'rheumatic heart disease', often a consequence of 
streptococcal infection before the advent of antibiotics. Insulin treatment for Diabetes 
Mellitus began to be available after 1921 and it is notable that the last death from this 
previously fatal condition, affecting these children occurred in 1918.72 Effective treatment 
had a striking effect on both survival and reproduction.73 Some paternal mortality was due 
to the direct or indirect consequences of World War 1. Suicide, was also common in the 
aftermath of this war. Although not attributed in records, it could have been due to shell 
shock, poverty or despair. 
Central government had made some arrangements to provide for these orphans. For 
instance, in 1918, a 12 year old Bedfordshire boy was admitted to the NCH as his mother 
had previously died in childbirth. His grandmother, found she could no longer cope with 
him. His natural father had drowned himself and his stepfather had been killed in action 
three years earlier. Despite these extenuating circumstances it was still necessary for the 
local Guild of Help to intercede on his behalf to enable him to gain admission. It was only 
granted on the understanding that the War Office Allowance was paid.74 This was another 
way that the government supported some of the nation's children. In the same way, under 
the National Insurance Act, 1911, part I, a sanatorium benefit was payable by the state for 
insured workers and their dependents affected by TB.75 As will be seen in Chapter 5, 
--------_.__._­
?l Typically, those who had a parent who was suffering from 113, or had recently died from this condition. 
n NCH, D54l H6/2-7, Analytical Registers, GR nos 4,OOl-28,000, 3/1901-81194l. 
73 McKeown, Thomas and Lowe, C R, An Introduction to Social Medicine, (2nd cd), Blackwell Scientitic 
Publications, Oxford, 1974, p 46. 
74 NCH, D541 H6/2-7, Analytical Registers, GR nos 4,001-28,000,3/1901-8/1941 and relevant case notes. 
75 Bryder, Linda, Below the Afagic Mountain. A Social History of Tuberculosis in Twentieth-Century 
Bntain, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1988, p 36. 
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although there were sanatoria in some areas before World War I, Bedfordshire failed to 
provide a public sanatorium until 1921.76 
Elmfield Sanatorium, Harpenden, 1910-c1987 
In 1905, Thomas Bowman Stephenson (1839-1912), one of the co-founders of the NCR 
(1869), recognised the need for a sanatorium to treat our consumptive children'. In 1906, 
he wrote, 
An appallingly large number are of consumptive families and what 
has been so aptly called "the great white plague" has laid its cruel 
hand on many of our children. Some of lhem are the victims of 
tubercular disease in its most painful and distressing forms. For the 
sake of the patients themselves and for the sake of the other members 
of our commtmity it has become a matter of the flIst importance to 
make this provision.77 
In 1907, he informed readers that eleven children in their Homes had died in the year from 
'tuberculosis in one form or another'. In the absence of any really effective form of 
treatment it was noted that, with their simple Christian faith, they calmly passed 'home to 
God and heaven. As John Wesley said ofhis people we can say of our children - they "die 
weU'".78 It was to prevent more children dying, whatever the manner of their passing, that 
the Sanatorium was established. The building of this Home was facilitated by 'a portion' 
from the Wesleyan Methodist Twentieth Century Fund.79 It is apparent that there was a 
great need for this new institution which was officially opened in 1910, conveniently 
situated for Bedfordshire residents, in Harpenden, Hertfordshire, just over the southern 
Bedfordshire border. It was primarily intended to meet the needs of any of the 4,000 boys 
and girls in the NCH family who, because of 'early privation and neglect', needed 
sanatorium treatment. A brass plate in the entrance hall was engraved with some words of 
the Bedfordshire author, John Bunyan, from The Pilgrim's Progress (1678), 'But the 
children began to be sorely weary, and they cried unto Him that loveth pilgrims to make 
the way more comfortable'.80 
76 Annual Report, County Medical Ot1icer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1921, P 25. 
77 NCH, D541 Dl/1/9 Annual Report, 1905-6, P 7. 
Although generally acknowledged as the Founder, the original idea for NCH was developed by two 
young laymen, Francis Horner and Alt!'ed Mager. NCH, D541 03/9 Jacka, Alan, The Story of the 
Children's Home, National Children's Homes, Harpenden, 1969, p 9. 

78 NCH, D541 DlIlIlO, Annual Report, 1906-7, p4. 

79 Ibid, P 6 and NCH, D541 03/9, Jacka, The Story o/the Children~~ Home, p 20. 

The Twentieth Century Fund was created by the Wesleyan Methodists. In 1898, the sum of £50,000 was 
donated to the NCB from this fund, 'a portion' of which was allocated by the Principal, Arthur E 
Gregory for the proposed Sanatorium. 
80 NCH, D541 137/8/2 The Children's Sanatorium, National Children's Homes, Harpenden, 1923, pp 4, 8. 
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It certainly seems that once Bedfordshire children were admitted to Elmfield, and became 
part of the vast NCH organisation, they benefited and their chances of survival were 
improved. The need for a sanatorium in Luton had already been recognised by Horace 
Sworder, Medical Officer of Health (MOH), Borough of Luton, in 1899,81 but the Town 
Council had rejected his proposal. Now instead of local rate-payers bearing the burden, it 
was assumed by a national voluntary organisation. Nevertheless, until 1910, Bedfordshire 
children were without such provision. Lives of potential use to the nation were blighted or 
lost due to parochial parsimony. 
Of the total of 275 Bedfordshire children admitted to the various institutions run by the 
NCH in the period up to the end of 1938, 48 per cent were sent to Elmfield, and of these 
132 admissions, 58 per cent came from Luton.82 They were officially classified in the 
Analytical Registers as 'crippled/disadvantaged' which could have implied on orthopaedic 
problem, such as a deformity due to rickets or a tubercular bone or joint, also of great 
concern then. However, in this case, children admitted were suspected of, or had already 
developed. TB. Admission notes examined contain one of two forms, one states, 
'Sanatorium Medical Certificate National Children's Home and Orphanage for Children, 
Sanatorium, Harpenden, Hertfordshire', with the nature of the disease, 'pulmonary 
Tuberculosis' with supportive x-ray evidence. The other form however, merely states, 
'Sanatorium for Children threatened. with Consumption' .83 
Luton children affected by pulmonary tuberculosis 
It now seems opportune to analyse the reasons so many local children were affected. Luton 
was essentially a non-conformist town with a high proportion of Methodists.84 They had a 
sense of allegiance for the NCH, their particular charity, were aware of its work and raised 
money for this cause. Moreover, Luton was a working class town in which the population 
grew rapidly from 36,404 to 49,978 persons between 1901 and 1911 as the result of a 
successful initiative by the Chamber of Commerce and Luton Borough Council who set up 
a New Industries Committee (NIC) to attract industry and labour to the town.85 This was 
&1 PRO MH 12 Luton Union Correspondence No 5 Sanitary Papers Luton Urban, 1897 To 1900, box 124. 
Report ofMr Horace Sworder, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1899, pp 2-3. 
&2 NCH, 0541 H6/2-7, Analytical Registers, GR nos 4,001-28,000, 31l901-8/1941. 
83 NCH, D541 H6/3, Analytical Register, GR nos 8,001-12,500, 101191O-4-1l919 and relevant case notes. 
84 Dyer, Janles, Stygal1, Frank and Dony, John, The Story ojLuton, White Crescent Press, Luton, 1964, 
pp 134, 199-200. 
85 Dyer, James and Dony, Jolm, The Story ofLuton , (3rd cd), White Crescent Press, Luton, 1975, pp xiv, 
152-55. 
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discussed in Chapter 2. Many of these migrants came from economically deprived areas 
and it is possible that some were suffering from TB, or were in a pre-tuberculous state, it is 
known that pulmonary tuberculosis was still rife in Bedfordshire in 1901-10.86 Children in 
Luton were at risk of developing this disease, as were those in the poorer areas of the 
county. 
Pulmonary tuberculosis was generally acknowledged as a disease ofpo'lerty,87 however, it 
could affect others, for example, at school or in the work place, because of proximity to 
others with the disease. The percentage of the population in the Poor Law Union of Luton 
(which contained the Urban District of Luton), in receipt of poor relief in the year ending 
30th September 1907, was only 3 per cent and under. Biggleswade Union had a much 
higher rate of 7.1 per cent, well above the 5.3 per cent average rate in England and 
Wales. 88 Yet Biggleswade children did not figure greatly in the Elmfield statistics, possibly 
because affected children received treatment or support elsewhere, but more probably their 
condition went undetected. This assertion can be partially supported by evidence from the 
County Medical Officer ofHealth (CMOH), who confirmed that in 1907, Biggleswade had 
the highest annual death rate [from all causes] for all ages in the county. The average rate 
for all districts in Bedfordshire was 14.3 per cent, but Biggleswade Urban District had a 
rate of 20.4 per cent whilst Biggleswade Rural District had a slightly lower rate of 17.5 per 
cent.89 It is likely that much poverty in the east of the county, and the consequently high 
mortality rates were due to diseases such as TB. 
Following the inception of the School Medical Service in the town in mid 1908 elementary 
school children were brought to the notice of a doctor for the first time. Many of the first 
medical inspections in Luton were carried out by the newly appointed School Medical 
Officer (SMO) for the Borough of Luton, William Archibald, previously Assistant MOH 
for the city of Glasgow.90 His wide experience there, combined with his probable zeal in his 
86 	 Cronje, Gillian Charles, 'Pulmonary Tuberculosis in England and Wales, 1851 - 1910', PhD thesis, 
University of London, 1989, pp 115-16. Cronje shows that males and females in Bedfordshire ranked 
31 st out of 45 registration counties in England and Wales in 1901-10. 
87 	 Bryder, Below the Magic Mountain, p 4, and Report on the British Social Services. A survey of the 
existing Public Social Services in Great Britain with proposals for future development, Political and 
Economic Planning (PEP), London, 1937, p 96. 
88 	 PP 1909 ern Cd 4671, Public Health and Social Conditions. Statistical Memoranda and Charts 
prepared in the Local Government Board relating to Public Health and Social Conditions, 1909, 
'Pauperism in England and Wales. Percentage of Population in receipt of poor relief during the year 
ended 30th September 1907, in London, and in Poor Law Unions outside London', between pp 48-49. 
89 Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1907, p 139. 
90 Annual Report, Medical Officer of Health, Borough of Luton, 1908, p 58, and Borough of Luton Council 
Minutes, 1907-1909, Meeting of the Council of the Borough of Luton, 5th January 1909, p 495. 
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new post, would have enabled him to identify children with TB. In 1909, the first full year 
of such inspections, he diagnosed 26 children with TB.91 As the town lacked a sanatorium, 
some of these children were ahnost certainly admitted to Elmfield from 1910, because of 
the public health risk and because it was conveniently situated, being only five miles 
distant. 
Bedfordshire children at Elmfield Sanatorium 
NCH records show that between 1910 and 19l3, 13 Bedfordshire children were admitted, 
but the need was seemingly greatest during World War I, when 52 children from the 
county were admitted to Elmfield.92 This could indicate the social disruption, common in 
time of war, which resulted in a higher number of children disadvantaged by TB, but also a 
national recognition of the need to preserve yOWlg life. This Home was fortunate in having 
Dr T N Kelynack, physician at Mount Vernon Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of 
the Chest, Middlesex, as Medical Adviser to the NCH, and his wife, Dr Violet Kelynack, 
as Medical Superintendent, particularly as they lived in Harpenden.93 
According to a 1923 NCH illustrated report, the 70 children, aged 5-14 years, from 
Bedfordshire and elsewhere, spent most of their time, particularly in the early stages, in 
outdoor chalets which could be revolved to gain maximum sunshine and fresh air. Once 
declared fit enough to be more active, life continued out of doors, including education and 
play. This regime, together with early and expert medical attention, cleanliness, suitable 
food, graded exercise and 'interesting employments' provided a happy and hopeful outlook 
for the future.94 Although it is known that not all children were confirmed cases of TB, 
many are known to have been in a pre-tuberculous condition, as Stephenson had envisaged. 
Case notes clearly indicate which children had the disease, like the girl in 1918, whose 
diagnosis was verified by x-ray, with the site of the lesions clearly marked on a diagram of 
the lungs. A certificate was signed by the recommending doctor, Cuthbert G Welch, the 
County Tubercular Officer, and verified by Dr Kelynack. 
91 Annual Report, School Medical Officer, Borough of Luton, 1909, p 20. His diagnosis was probably 
confumed by x-ray. This facility was available at the local voluntary Bute Hospital from 1902. 
92 NCR, D541 H6/3, Analytical Register, OR nos 8,001-12,500, 1011910-411919. 
93 Bryder, Below the Magic Mountain, p 24; infomlatioll from Simon Wilson, Archivist, Social Work 
Project, 18-19 June 1996 and The Medical Who's Who 1913, P 280. Mrs Kelynack was educated at 
Bedford High School. 
94 NCH, D541 137/812 The Children's Sanatorium, pp 4-7. 
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Out of 132 Bedfordshire children admitted in the period 1910-1938, only one girl died at 
Elmfield in 1927. Her medical notes state, 'tubercular trouble 5 years'. Her age is not 
given, but it is known that she was only in the Sanatorium two months before her death.95 
Despite the best treatment then available, her prognosis was poor and her recovery 
unlikely. It is clear, however, that many would probably not have needed admission to the 
NCH without their tubercular related. problems. The length of stay varied from weeks to 
many months, but most of these children were, in NCH terms, 'disposed of to Friends', 
probably a euphemism for family, as there is no such category for relatives. Those who 
had received care at Elmfield had the chance to develop into useful citizens. However, as in 
other Homes, financial support was required for children at all NCH institutions. 
Collection of fees at all Homes 
It was imperative for the NCH to ascertain who would pay the necessary fees before 
admitting children. There appear to have been few problems with those funded. by the state. 
In 1912, the Luton Guardians agreed to contribute five shillings (£0.25) per week for each 
of four children.96 In 1921, the Ampthill Guardians similarly recognised their financial 
obligation by agreeing to 'pay a sum not exceeding sixteen pounds to be charged. upon the 
Common Fund of the Union' for a boy to be sent on an emigration scheme to Canada.97 
Fathers often seemed reluctant to meet their responsibilities or claimed they could not; 
some however, chose to disappear. For instance, the father of a Luton boy moved from one 
rented property to another, as was common then, but, at the request of the NCH, was 
eventually folmd by the police. Even after his son had been sent as an emigrant to 
Australia in 1937, he was still pursued. for arrears of fees. 98 Although a charitable 
organisation, it is clear that the NCH only functioned effectively because of state subsidies 
and the diligent collection of fees from parents able, but not always willing, to pay. 
Discharge of children 
Like children admitted. to other Homes or boarded out, the NCH acknowledged in the 
columns of their Analytical Registers that children could leave their Homes in a variety of 
ways: the commonest way was to friends [or family], then to a situation, to Canada 
[Australia is not in the list of categories], by adoption, death or by absconding. The latter, 
95 NCH, D541 H6/5, Analytical Register, OR 110S 16,001-20,000, 1011923-2/1929 and relevant case notes. 
96 NCH, D541 H6/3, Allalytical Register, OR nos 8,001-12,500, lOll 910-4/1919 and relevant case notes. 
97 NCH, D541 H6/4, Alla1ytical Register, OR 110S 12,501-16,000,411919-10/1923 and relevant case notes. 
98 NCH, D541 H6/6, Allalytical Register, OR nos 20,001-24,000, 111929-1011935 and relevant case notes. 
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like death, was rare. In the period 1904-1938, of the 275 children in this study, nine 
Bedfordshire children were adopted~ some were kept and boarded out or moved around to 
different Homes until they were ready to go to a situation. Only five were sent to the 
British Empire.99 In comparison with larger organisations, like Bamado's, the NCH only 
played a small role in child migration in this period. JOO This will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 
Concluding remarks 
This original local study has given a new perspective to the role of a national voluntary 
society in the provision of necessary care of the nation's children. It has shown 
particularly, the significant part played by the NCH in improving the health and welfare of 
Bedfordshire children. Pulmonary tuberculosis was responsible, not only for orphaning a 
number of children, but for causing them to be admitted to Elmfield Sanatorium due to 
their own suspected, or confinned, disease. World War I was a further disruptive factor in 
children's lives. Were it not for the NCH (and other voluntary and state run children's 
Homes), many more children would probably have succumbed due to the effects ofpoverty 
and disease. Considering the poor state of health of many children, often only discovered at 
school medical inspection, it is laudable that only one Bedfordshire child died from TB 
whilst in the care ofthe NCH at the Elmfield Sanatorium in the period 1910-38. Despite an 
early hypothesis that many Bedfordshire children would have been sent to the British 
Empire by the NCH, it proved virtually unfounded; only two per cent of the 275 
Bedfordshire children in this study went to Canada and Australia. 
:,.­
By 1938, the end ofthe main period of this study, the need for places at institutions run by 
the NCH throughout Great Britain had not abated. In 1904, 343 children were admitted, 
but by 1938, 663 children gained places. IOI Orphanhood played a large part. Economic 
factors in the depressed 1920s and 1930s contributed to some parents' inability to provide 
necessary care at home, or even to contribute to fees. In many cases, children's health and 
family circumstances very gradually improved between 1904 and 1938. As was seen in 
Chapter 3, there was a growing public awareness of the potential value of children to the 
nation. Although many disadvantaged children had already been admitted to Homes by the 
99 NCH, 0541 H6/3, Annual Register, GR nos 8,001-12,500,1011910-411919 and NCH, 0541 H6/4, GR 
nos 12,501-16,000,411919-1011923. 
100 Philpot, Terry, Action for Children. The Story of Britain's Foremost Children's Charity, Lion 
Publishing, Oxford, 1994, p 8. 
101 NCH, 0541 0111/7, Annual Report, 1903-4, p 3 and NCH, D541 Dl 11 140, 1937-8, P 1. 
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late nineteenth century, there were still some who remained hidden in their own homes in a 
neglected, starved or abused state. The concept of welfare, and often health, is bound up 
with the work of the NSPCC. Their records illuminate the necessity for some children to be 
removed from their often appalling and immoral circumstances and relocated to a place of 
safety. The records also show the variability of provision of the different branches of the 
Society nationally, and in Bedfordshire, in the period to 1938. 
National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children 
The growing concern about child cruelty in the late nineteenth century was not peculiar to 
England. By the 1880s, some American cities, such as Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and 
New York already had local societies to try to halt this social evil. Using the New York 
example as a model, Liverpool established the first Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children (SpeC) in England in 1883, followed by London in 1884, the two largest cities in 
England. The squalid living conditions of many ofthe poor in dissolute cities caused many 
problems. Epidemics of infectious diseases were not the only result; intemperance, 
sometimes seen as an escape from harsh reality, often led to different forms of cruelty. The 
Liverpool SPCC Report, 1884-85, attributed 35.5 per cent of cases to drink and its 
consequences, the single largest cause.102 
Evidence about cruelty to children was becoming increasingly evident as a result of 
industrialisation and urbanisation, but public opinion in England was hard to change. 
There was, for instance, the bizarre phenomenon of protection being afforded to animals, 
when the Royal Society for the Prevention ofCruelty to Animals (RSPCA) was founded in 
1824, nearly three quarters of a century before it was thought necessary to protect children 
from parental crueity.103 In 1988, Frank Prochaska attributed this phenomenon to human 
suffering being seen through a 'religious lens' in the early nineteenth century. At a time 
when medicine was relatively ineffectual, many Christians, although 'sensitive to disease 
and social malaise, were more anxious to save souls than bodies'.I04 
Street arabs and other waifs and strays began to attract the attention of philanthropists, like 
Dr Barnado from 1866, because they were visible, when living and sleeping on the streets. 
102 Behlmer, George K, Child Abuse and Moral Refonn in England, IS70-1908, Stanford University Press, 
Stanford, California, 1982, pp 52,.53, 63, 72. 
103 Pinchbeck, Ivy and Hewitt, Margaret, Children in English Society, in two vols. Vol ll, From the 
Eighteenth Century to the Children Act, 1948, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1973, p 622. 
104 Prochaska, Frank, The Voluntary Impulse: Philanthropy in Modem Bn'tain, Faber and Faber, London, 
1988. pp 36-37. 
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What went on behind closed doors was a different matter. Nineteenth century laissezfaire 
policies and an ahnost inalienable belief in the democratic rights of parents, rather than 
children, combined to leave many children at risk indoors. However, it is likely that as a 
result of compulsory elementary education [from 1880], some children not previously 
observed by officialdom, came to the notice of teachers and MOHs. In the late summer of 
1881, the influential philanthropist, Anthony Ashley Cooper, 7th Earl of Shaftesbury 
(1801-1885), wrote in reply to a letter from George Staite, Vicar of Ashton-Hayes, 
Cheshire, seeking his support for legislation against child cruelty, that 
the evils you state are enonnous and indisputable, but they are of so 
private, internal and domestic a character as to be beyond the reach 
of legislation, and the subject, indeed, would not, I think, be 
entertained in either House of Parliament. 105 
These non-interventionist views probably influenced public and parliamentary opinion for 
some years, delaying the successful passage of the first Prevention of Cruelty to Children 
Acts, 1889, 1894, for which the NSPCC were largely responsible. 106 
Angela Burdett-Coutts, England's second most influential philanthropist, who campaigned 
for children and animals, projected another view, in a letter to The Times in December 
1883, she stated that it was in England's self-interest to defend its young. She felt that 
'unnatural parents' allowed their children to die as lightly as they had been 'brought into 
life'; in this way they were lost to the country. 107 
Like the Earl of Shaftesbury, the Rev Benjamin Waugh (1839-1908), was anxious to 
improve the conditions of children for humanitarian reasons. This Congregational minister 
founded the London SPCC in 1884, one of the last of the great nineteenth century 
children's societies to be established,108 but it was not until 14th May 1889, that the new 
National Society was officially established with its headquarters in London. 1 09 Its central 
location, and its voluntary and impartial non-denominational nature, meant it was in a 
position to improve the welfare of children who were at physical risk or in moral danger. 
105 13ehlmer, Child Abuse and Moral Reform, p 52. 
106 Sherrington, Christine, 'The NSPCC in transition 1884-1983: a study in organisational survival', PhD 
thesis, London School of Economics and Political Science, London, 1984, p 16. 
107 	 Behlmer, Child Abuse and Moral Reform, p 56~ Sherrington, ibid, p 114, from a quotation in NSPCC 
Archive xxm 8/1/22, Morton, Arthur, 'Early Days', Occasional Papers, p 6. 
Morton's undated paper concerns the founding of the London SPCC and the NSPCC, and its history up 
to the death of the Reverend Waugh in 1905. It was written while Morton was Director of the NSPCC, 
1954-61; Nicholas Malton, part-time Archivist, NSPCC, has therefore attributed it to this period. 
108 Sherrington, 'The NSPCC in transition', pp 15,78. 
109 Behlmer, Child Abuse and Moral Reform, p 109. 
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I 
The term 'national' in NSPCC terms usually infers the whole of England, Wales and 
Ireland until 1953, when a separate Irish SPCC was established. The NSPCC was only 
operational in Scotland for a very short time, therefore it is not usually considered in the 
national context. 'Children' are taken to mean those under sixteen years of age. Due to the 
particularly sensitive and personal nature of most offences, some of which have been the 
subject of legal proceedings, confidentiality of individuals is regarded as paramount. For 
this reason, there is a 100 year closure of records from which children could be identified, 
therefore, the impersonal term 'case' is used, to which a number is assigned, but they are 
not cited here. I 10 The number of cases and types of offence are probably only the 'tip ofthe 
iceberg', as it is almost certain that far more cases were concealed, particularly in relation 
to immorality. 
Moral Reform 
Waugh considered moral reform a very important part of the NSPCC's work. The church, 
with the state, played a large part in determining public morality and exerted a powerful 
influence on matters affecting the soul and its earthly temple, the body. One problem which 
caused social anxiety throughout Europe in the late nineteenth century was incest.lll Since 
1650, it had been an ecclesiastical matter, rather than a criminal offence, in Great Britain; 
consequently it rarely invoked any penalty.lI2 The term 'incest' was seldom heard in polite 
Victorian society, although it was known to social reformers. The idea of a man having 
sexual intercourse with a female relative, whom, according to church law, he was not 
entitled to marry, was too shocking for some people to contemplate, although it was very 
common in overcrowded beds in one-room tenements. The Earl of Shaftesbury, raised the 
matter in the House of Lords in 1861, which may have helped to arouse public 
consciousness.1l3 General William Booth (1829-1912), the Salvationist, commented in 
1890, that sexual morality was often meaningless in the overcrowded homes of the poor 
where children were compelled to witness everything. 'Incest is so familiar as hardly to call 
for remark'.114 Nevertheless, euphemisms were still used, even by The Lancet which 
110 I am indebted to Malton for this information, his support and constructive advice in 1995-96, and tor 
allowing me privileged access to some NSPCC records in London on 23 July 1996. 
III Weeks, Jeffrey, Sex, Politics and Society: the regulation of sexuality since 1800, (2nd ed), Longman, 
1989,p31. 
112 Hendrick, Harry, Child Welfare, Routledge, London, 1994, p 65. 
113 Seymour-Jones, Carole, Beatrice Webb: woman ofconflict, Allison & Busby, London, 1992, p 158. 
114 Booth, General [William), In Darkest England and The Way Out, International Headquarters of the 
Salvation Army, London, 1890, p 65. 
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referred to it as 'things done in secret'. Even Beatrice Potter (Webb from 1892), the 
outspoken Fabian social scientist, was shocked to learn about incest and the violation of 
little children whilst working incognito as a 'plain trouser-hand' in an East End sweatshop 
in Stepney in 1888. At this time, she was one ofmany researchers collecting data about the 
lives and labour of people in London for Charles Booth (1840-1916), which he published 
in 1902-03.115 However, she forbore from publication about incest until 1926.116 
The NSPCC joined in the conspiracy and concealed the problem in their general 
classifications of 'immorality' and 'other wrongs'. Such cultural taboos, and the reluctance 
of government to intervene in what was seen as a domestic vice, resulted in undue delay. 
The eventual passage of the Bill which resulted in the Punishment of Incest Act, 1908, was 
due to the persistence of the NSPCC, the National Vigilance Association, the Police and 
others. Sexual intercourse between male persons and certain female relatives was now 
punishable by penal servitude from three to seven years, or imprisonment for up to two 
years, with or without hard labour, whilst if the girl was under thirteen years he was liable 
to penal servitude for life.1I7 The extent of psychological problems and the social 
repercussions caused by incest cannot be measured. Despite criminal legislation, offences 
mostly remained hidden. However, the historian, Ludmilla Jordanova, pointed out in 1989, 
that past societies thought about sexuality in a very different way from our own.l18 
In the 1980s, the contentious issue of the moral reform of parents versus the rescue of 
children formed part of an academic debate. Two NSPCC historians took opposing views. 
In 1982, George K Behlmer pointed out the danger of concentrating on the moral reform of 
parents without rescuing children, citing child protection groups in New Zealand and 
Australia who rescued children without waiting to cure their parents.119 Christine 
Sherrington, however, argued in 1984, that the Society's work was the 'regulation, 
improvement and reform of the family, through physical and moral cleansing ofhomes'.12o 
115 	 Booth, Charles, Life and Labour ofthe People ofLondon, in 17 Volumes issued in three series. Series 
1, Poverty; Series 2, Industry; Series 3, Religious Influences, Macmillan, London, 1902-03. 
116 	 Seymour-Jones, Beatrice Webb, pp 156-9; Weeks, Sex. politics and society, p 31; Hendrick, Child 
Welfare, p 65. Beatrice Webb published this information in My Apprenticeship, Longmans Green, 
London, (1st 00) 1926; further editions were published, including the one at Cambridge University 
Press for the London School of Economics, Cambridge, 1979. Charles Booth was the statistician and 
social reformer, not to be confused with William Booth, the Salvationist. 
117 Hendrick, Child Welfare, p 66. Punishment of Incest Act, 1908, 8 Edw. VIT, Ch. 45, s. 1. This Act, 
which did not apply to Scotland, took effect from 1 January 1909. 
\18 Jordanova, Ludmilla, 'Children in History: Concepts of Nature and Society' in Scarre, Geotfrey (Ed), 
Children, Parents and Politics. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989, p 21. 
119 Behlmer, Child Abuse and Moral Reform, p 223. 
120 Sherrington, 'TIle NSPCC in transition', p 206. 
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As will be seen in Bedfordshire, children in dire circumstances were rescued before the 
moral welfare oftheir parents was considered. 
The NSPCC in Bedfordshire 
It was not until 1891 that the NSPCC first became active in Bedfordshire. The inaugural 
meeting was held on 2 April 1891 at The Institute, Bedford. 121 It resulted in the fonnation 
of the Bedford Aid Committee, one of the last to be established nationally. By 1889, for 
example, there were already 32 such committees affiliated to the London SPCC with others 
connected to the Liverpool SPCc. Rural counties like Bedfordshire and Westmoreland, 
which did not have a branch until 1896, appear to have lagged behind areas with larger 
centres ofurban population, where child cruelty was perhaps more conspicuous.122 
The Bedford and County Aid Committee, known after August 1894 as the Bedford and 
County Branch, or the Bedfordshire Branch, was then established.123 Bedford was 
probably selected for the first branch of the Society in. the county because it had a culture 
favourable to children's needs, as mentioned in Chapter I, and was therefore well-disposed 
to this new cause. The Suffragan Bishop of Bedford, appointed to the bishopric in 1879, 
was one of only two ecclesiastics sympathetic to the then unpopular London SPCC in 
1884.124 However, Queen Victoria's acceptance of the role of patron of the new NSPCC in 
December 1889, helped to change public opinion about child cruelty and the role of the 
Society.125 It also predisposed others to emulate the royal example. Hence in 1892 in 
Bedfordshire, 36 rich and well connected people, civic and ecclesiastical dignitaries, 
flocked to join the first county-wide committee. Fourteen names are given to show some of 
those involved: 
121 	 The Child's Guardian, V, 1891,41. 
122 	 Malton, NSPCC, agreed with this hypothesis, 30 August 1996. 
123 	 NSPCC Computer Data Base, Branch History, South Bedfordshire Branch, dated 11 August 1995, 
compiled by Malton, NSPCC, ibid, from Branch Annual Reports, 1914-94 and The Child's Guardian. 
The resident Inspector was based at the following addresses in Bedford; 44 Gwyn Street until 1895; 
then at Chiltern Cottage, The Grove, until 1901; 2 Rutland Road until 1908; and then at 33 Ashburnham 
Road. 
124 Moorman, John R H, A History ofthe Church in England, (3rd ed), A & C Black, London, 1973, p 383; 
Waugh, Rosa, The Life ofBenjamin Waugh, T. Fisher Unwin, London, 1913, p 193. 
125 Waugh, ibid, p 195. 
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President and Chairman Major W F Higgins, Turvey House 
Honorary Secretary and Treasurer H H Bagnall, Bedford, Industrialist 
Committee inclUded: Lady Ampthill, Ampthill Park, Ampthill 
Viscount Baring 
Duchess of Bedford, Woburn Abbey 
Mayor of Bedford 
Madam de Falbe, Luton Hoo 
Mayor of Dunstable 
Frederick Howard, Industrialist, 
Britannia Iron Works, Bedford 
Reverend James O'Neill, 
Parish Church of St Mary, Luton 
Rt Hon Arthur W Peel, Sandy Lodge 
Major F Shuttleworth, Old Warden 
Rt Hon Lord St John of Melchbourne 
Miss Whitbread, Southill Park126 
The Society aimed at one inspector per 100,000 head of population.127 The first Inspector 
in the county, Mr C W Shields, who was based in Bedford from 1891 to 1897.128 
However, he was the only one in Bedfordshire until 1913-14 for an estimated mid-year 
population of 203,233 persons.129 This was mainly due to the prevarication of central 
office in London, which delayed the establishment of a second, much needed, branch in the 
south of the county. Although Luton had its own Ladies' Committee and honorary officials 
by 1906, it had to share the services of the Bedford Inspector. l3O Luton's estimated 
mid-year population increased from 37,500 to 54,720 persons, between 1900 and 1913,131 
this was mainly as a result of the New Industries Committee, which attracted firms and 
labour, as discussed previously in Chapter 2. As many immigrant parents were estranged 
from their home environments, there was the possibility of child cruelty, due to a lack of 
family support, and inadequate housing, although Lutonians of all social classes could also 
subject their children to cruel practices. 
These points were not put forward by the Bedfordshire Branch Committee, instead, other 
ideas were promulgated. In 1907, it acknowledged that the time was right for Luton and 
Dunstable to be formed 'into a separate Branch, with an Inspector of their own'; the reason 
126 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedfordshire Branch, 1892, pp 1-2. 

127 NSPCC, Annual Report, 1898, P 40. This ratio continued until the 1930s. Infonnation from Malton, 

NSPCC, 23 July 1996. 
128 NSPCC, Annual Reports, Bedfordshire Branch, 1892, p 2, 1898, p 4. 
129 Annual Report, County Medical Ofticer of Health, 1914, Table 1, p 107. 
130 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedfordshire Branch, 1906, p 9. 
131 Annual Reports, County Medical Officer of Health, 1900, p 120; 1913, p \09. 
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• given was financial, not the relatively high incidence of cruelty. Luton was known to need 
much supervision, but the considerable expense of railway joumeys between Bedford and 
Luton, and the distance involved [20 miles], prevented proper attention being given.] 32 
As a consequence of the Children Act, 1908, the Annual Report of the Bedfordshire 
Branch, 1909, carried an unusually patriotic and imperialistic article about the Society's 
role in ameliorating the condition of children.l33 Needs in Luton and Dunstable seem to 
have been submerged by this piece, apparently written to invoke national and imperial 
pride as reasons for the Society's work. In 1911, the support of the Lord Lieutenant of the 
County, Lord St John of Melchboume, was enlisted to secure the appointment of another 
inspector in the south ofthe county, but to no avail. The Director ofthe NSPCC in London 
was forced to refuse with 'deep regret'. Apparently financial considerations, and the 
requirements of other districts, prevented a second inspector being stationed in 
Bedfordshire. l34 In 1912, a clever analogy was drawn between the NSPCC and the 
RSPCA, which already had two branches in the county, with Inspectors based in Bedford 
and Luton. The Bedfordshire Branch of the NSPCC considered that children in the county 
had 'at least as great a claim on humanity as the animals'. 135 
Either as a result of this argument, or the cumulative effect of the various strategies, a 
second inspector, Mr W Walker (based at 40 Napier Road, Luton),]36 was belatedly 
appointed in 1913-14, when the new South Bedfordshire, Hitchin and District Branch was 
established. l37 Like the one in the north of the county, it took no account of existing 
geographical and administrative areas; the NSPCC, like many other voluntary 
organisations, preferred to draw its own boundaries. Each branch contained portions of 
adjacent counties: 
ll2 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedfordshire Branch, 1907, P 10. 

III NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedfordshire Branch, 1909, p 10. 

lJ4 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedfordshire Branch, 1911, p 9. 

115 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedfordshire Branch, 1912, p 8. 
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Hertford Branch for a short time. In 192J4, the office moved to Room 19, 12 George Street Luton. The 
Inspector dealt with cases from both South and North Bedfordshire Branches until 1926, when the local 
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North Bedfordshire Branch South Bedfordshire Branch 
included: included: 
Ampthill, Bedford, Biggleswade, Baldock, Dunstable, Hitchin, 
Newport Pagnell, Olney, Patton, Leighton Buzzard, Letchworth, 
St Neots Luton 
NSPCC offices were usually situated in the Inspectors' private homes, regarded as places 
of safety under the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1894 and subsequently, the 
Children Act, 1908.138 Children from all parts of the county rescued from their 
unsatisfactory home circumstances were likely, therefore, to have spent at least a few days 
in the Inspector's home at Bedford, and later at Luton, before being transferred to children's 
Homes. The co-operation of wives was essential; this was rewarded with an extra day's 
annual leave for the Inspector on their wedding anniversary.139 Like clergymen's wives, 
they laboured in a voluntary capacity. 
There was not a female inspector in the county in the period 1904-38, despite the apparent 
need. In 1904, for example the Bedfordshire Branch felt that 'instructing ignorant mothers 
as to the bringing up and management oftheir children and shewing them the importance of 
cleanliness and method' was very important. However, in the same year, Inspector Daybell 
(1898-1905), was commended for his 'integrity, suavity, and kindly methods'; it was felt 
that he commanded 'public respect and confidence'. There was such a great need to rescue 
children, that it is unlikely that one, or even two inspectors, would have had much time to 
spare for preventive work, other than trying to reform known offending parents. Moreover, 
records had to be meticulously maintained for cases where prosecution was likely. In 
1903-04, the Bedfordshire Inspector dealt with 172 cases concerning 647 children and 234 
offenders were dealt with by the courts; in 166 cases, only warnings were given, but in six 
cases it was necessary to prosecute nine offenders, all of whom were convicted. However, 
the total length of custodial sentences imposed in these cases only amounted to 'One Year 
and One Month' and fines came to £5 16s 8d (£5.86).140 
Offences of cruelty to children in Bedfordshire, 1892-1938 
Many different forms of cruelty are known to have affected children Bedfordshire in this 
period. However, some Bedfordshire Branch reports are no longer extant, therefore, 
evidence is not available for consecutive years. Moreover, the NSPCC frequently, and 
138 57 & 58 Vic. Ch. 41, s. 25 and 8 Edw. VII, Ch. 67, s. 20. 
139 Sherrington, 'The NSPCC in transition', p 126. 
140 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bediordshire Branch, 1904, pp 6, lO, 11. 
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confusingly, changed terminology for offences in its annual reports, generally cited raw 
numbers and failed to give percentage rates. Although it is not possible to provide 
statistically significant facts or trends, some will be given for illustrative purposes. 
Before giving some data that are accessible, it is appropriate to cite five sample cases to 
illustrate typical problems in 1904 and how the Society managed them. These cases 
affected 27 children, 13 of whom were sent to the workhouse where one oftwo children of 
a well paid general dealer earning fifty shillings per week (£2.50), died next day. A case 
for manslaughter was brought by the Society, but 'the learned judge decided that the charge 
of manslaughter could not be sustained'. The parents, therefore, escaped the more serious 
charge and were found guilty of 'neglecting their children in a manner likely to cause 
unnecessary suffering or injury to health'. The man was sentenced to imprisonment for one 
year, and the woman to six months, hard labour. The 'demon drink' was considered 
responsible for destroying this family's happiness, as it did in two out of the other four 
cases. However, the reforming nature of the Society's work with the 'drunkard and ruffian' 
was emphasised in the Annual Report, presumably to motivate local supporters. In three 
cases there was an apparently miraculous transformation in the parents' behaviour, whilst 
in the fifth case, the parents were 'still under observation'. The ultinlate fate of the other 
child in the first case is not known, but it is likely that the 'neglected, starved, filthy and 
emaciated condition' in which this child was found141 could only have been improved by 
institutional care, initially at the workhouse, and then probably in a Poor Law Children's 
Home. The state system, therefore, provided a refuge, although later, some of the 12 
surviving children sent to the workhouse may have been transferred to a voluntary Home, 
unless the Society was able to improve their parents' behaviour. 
My research, concerning five different NSPCC years between 1892-93 and 1937-38, 
provides some indication of the extent of known cruelty in the county. In 1892-93, clS6 
children were reported; in 1902-03, 618, and in 1912-13, 736. Following the opening of 
the second branch in Luton, cases reported in the south exceeded those in the north of the 
county in the following years in the ratio north: south, 1914-15, 395:508; 1924-25, 
192:242; 1937-38, 335:475. Although numbers of reported cases were high in the early 
years of World War I, the incidence of cruelty appears to have considerably declined in the 
early 1920s, as families re-established themselves. Throughout the period 1892-1938, the 
most frequently reported offences were neglect, ill treatment, and starvation; there were far 
-------- "--'---'-' -------­
141 Ibid, pp 7-10. 
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fewer offences of ill treatment and assault, and criminal assault. Begging, causing to beg 
and exposure were particular problems in 1912-13, with 27 reported cases. The terms 
'immorality and immoral surroundings' and 'other offences or wrongs' are mostly 
euphemisms for exposure to, or involvement in, prostitution or incest, but they also 
included children locked in a room in an empty house. The highest number of reported 
cases was in 1912-13, when 12 children were affected. In 1937-38, there were 7 in the 
North and 6 in the South. A total of 10 cases of abandonment were reported in 1892-93, 
1912-13 and 1914-15, but this offence was not listed in the records of subsequent years 
examined142 
Cases of child death due to cruelty, rarely figure in branch reports, probably because at the 
time of publication they would have been sub judice. Nationally, in the period 1904-1909, 
4,105 cases ended in death, this figure increased in 1909-1914 to 5,923 cases. 143 These 
needless deaths affected the morale and economic strength of the nation. It was imperative, 
therefore, that cruelty, or suspicion of it, were reported to the police or the NSPCC as soon 
as possible. 
Informants 
Cruelty is no respecter of social class; it could be concealed in the large houses of the 
middle and upper classes just as easily as in the more remote farms, smallholdings and 
scattered hamlets in rural parts of the county. It was more likely to occur, however, when 
the family was affected by poverty, sometimes due to inebriation, and to be revealed when 
neighbours lived 'cheek by jowl'. The concept of informing was still alien to many people in 
the early twentieth century, perhaps due to the Earl of Shaftesbury's influence, but more 
likely to the traditional British reserve. Nevertheless, the general public increasingly proved 
to be nationally, the largest, and most important group of informants in three different 
NSPCC years in the period 1900-01 to 1938-39. Data from Bedfordshire forms part of the 
national statistics shown in Figure 4.4. 
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142 	 NSPCC, Annual Reports, Bedford and County Branch, 1893, p 3; 1903, p 6; 1913, pp 6-7; South 
Bedfordshire Branch, 1914-15, p 1; 1924-25, p 5; 1937-38, p 5; North Bedfordshire Branch, 1914, pi; 
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Figure 4.4 	 Percentages of informants of child cruelty in prosecuted cases nationally, 
1900-01,1921-22,1938-39 
1900-1 (i) 1921-2(ii) 1938-9(iii) 
General Public 42.6 58.7 59.6 
Police 26.4 7.3 6.1 
Society's Inspectors 23.8 6.7 3.4 
Other Officials 5.0 10.2 17.8 
School Officials ng 17.1 13.1 
Anonymous 2.3 ng ng 
Source: Annual Reports, NSPCC: ti) 1904, Table V, p 82; 
(ii) 1923, Table IV, p 25; 
(iii) 1938, Table VI, p 16. 
Note: n g means not given in Report. 
The above figure shows the range of people involved in reporting child cruelty. The 
significant reduction in cases reported by the police and the Society's inspectors, was 
probably due to an increase in public awareness and more effective communication 
between other groups. The vague term 'other officials' could have included district nurses, 
\ midwives, health visitors and sanitary inspectors, all of whom would have had local 
r knowledge of 'problem families'. 'School Officials' are conspicuous by their absence in ) 1900-01. However, there is evidence to show that, in the Borough of Luton at least, in 
1906, 'the School Attendance Officer under the direction of the Education Committee' 
co-operated with the Society.144 Following the introduction of school medical inspection in 
Bedfordshire from 1908, SMOs and school nurses used their judgement and referred cases 
to the NSPCC in the same way as the Police. Gradually, a network of concerned people 
was built up to protect children, although, the Police's role appears to have declined in the 
1920s. However, because of national and local statistics published by the Society, there 
was an increasing awareness of child cruelty, particularly when it had resulted in death. 
Lesser problems were also of concern. 
In 1937, the School Medical Service referred three children in two families in the Borough 
of Bedford, ostensibly, because their persistently verminous condition was endangering 
their health,145 and in 1938, four children from four Bedford families were referred for the 
1+1 NSPCC, Annual Report, Bedtordshire Branch, 1906, p 9. 

145 Annual Report, School Medical Otlicer, Borough ofBediord, 1937, p 27. 
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same reason.146 It is likely that the verminous condition of these children was used as a 
reason for drawing them to the notice of the NSPCC, whereas, in fact, there was perhaps a 
more serious underlying problem. In Luton, in 1938, 27 cases (probably involving c54-81 
children) were dealt with by the NSPCC on behalf of the Borough of Luton Education 
Department. Such close co-operation resulted in a satisfactory conclusion. 147 
Concluding remarks 
The tremendous work needed nationally to protect children, and the enthusiastic response 
the NSPCC engendered in the voluntary sector may be measured in the growth of this 
Society, which by 1938-39 had 3,389 centres of work and 272 Inspectors. In that year 
49,146 cases (or cl47,438 children), were dealt with by the Society.148 It is apparent from 
this study that the work of the NSPCC increased considerably from 1891, when it first 
began its work in the county. Neglect and starvation were still significant causes of child 
cruelty, nationally and locally, in 1938-39. The data given below serve to illustrate the 
extent of child cruelty, known to the NSPCC, in some counties, in the year ending 31 
March 1939. It is difficult to make meaningful comparisons as variable factors, such as the 
levels of poverty and unemployment, the number of inspectors available, their diligence, 
and the number of cases drawn to their attention, are involved. Nevertheless, the following 
evidence is presented to show that the number of children dealt with by the NSPCC, 
although not exclusively concerned with cruelty and neglect, was still disturbingly high. 
The data, even for large northern counties like Lancashire and Yorkshire, now seems 
excessive, involving 14,579 and 14,026 children, respectively. However, in the much 
smaller, but more densely populated capital, the London County Council dealt with 10,553 
children. Buckingham and Cambridge recorded 716 and 767 children respectively. Whilst 
the smaller adjacent county of Bedford dealt with 774 children.149 Even so, this was an 
improvement on 1937-38 when 857 Bedfordshire children required some fonn of help from 
the NSPCC. This may be explained by families who had migrated from the 'special areas' 
in the 1930s, to Luton in particular to find work. 150 Establishing themselves in a new 
146 Annual Report, School Medical Oflicer, Borough of Bedtord, 1938, p 30. 

141 Annual Report, School Medical Oflicer, Borough of Luton, 1938, p 36. 

148 NSPCC, Annual Report, 1938, Table 1, Progress of the Society, p 13. Careful scrutiny of NSPCC 

records of the period 1904-38 has shown that on average, there were c3 children involved in any case. 
149 NSPCC, Annual Report, 1938, 1be NSPCC Map shows the number of children dealt with in each 
County during the year 1938-39, pp 20-21. 
150 Dyer, Stygall and Dony, The Story ofLuton, pp 191-94. 
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community was not necessarily easy. Such social disruption could lead to vanous 
problems. 
By 1937, the NSPCC was seen by an independent, non-party group concerned with a wide 
range of social and economic activities, as 'on the borderline of the social services', 
although completely voluntary. Public funds were not seen as necessary, as the financial 
independence of the Society was assured due to the humanitarian nature of the cause. It 
was further noted that while the public services openly borrowed from voluntary and 
personal experience, the reverse was not the case; instead, there was an opposite tendency 
visible with the growth ofa salaried bureaucracy.151 This trend was to continue in different 
organisations .152 
However, although inspectors were salaried from the inception of the Society, their work 
was centrally directed from London. Research for this study has shown that, despite the 
title, NSPCC, inspectors in Bedfordshire gave relatively little attention to the prevention of 
child cruelty in the period to 1938. This is almost certainly an indicator of NSPCC 
national policies, not an indictment oftheir laudable efforts which have been shown to have 
had some effect on the incidence of child cruelty in the county. By 1938, the NSPCC in 
Bedfordshire had become a respected and less feared organisation; parents more readily 
sought advice, although some children still had to be rescued from their own homes. As the 
standard of living rose throughout the country and housing conditions improved, fewer 
families lived in one or two rooms, so the attention of an inspector was required less 
frequently.!53 The NSPCC, with its local branches, is probably one of the best examples of 
a voluntary organisation working in harness with the state. By 1938, collaboration between 
the NSPCC, the general public, the police, the School Medical Service and other officials, 
resulted in the improved health, welfare and survival of some of the county's children in 
greatest need. 
It is clear, that without the controlling influence of this Society far more adults would have 
continued to abuse and neglect children to the detriment oftheir health and happiness, and, 
151 Report on the British Social Services. A survey of the existing Public Social Services in Great Britain 
with proposals for future development, Political and Economic Planning (PEP), London, 1937, 
pp 173-74. 
152 See for example, Parry, NOel and Parry, Jose, 'Social work, professionalism and the state', in Parry, 
Noel, Rustin, Michael and Satyamurti, Carol (Eds), Social Work, I-f.-'e!{are and the State, Edward 
Amold, London, 1979, pp21-47. 
1~3 N8PCC, Annual Report, 1938, Table X, 'Inhabitants of One-Room and Two-Room Homes where the 
attention of [sic ]lnspector was needed', p 18. 
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as far as the state was concerned, their economic value to the nation. As will be seen, 
economics was one of the driving forces which resulted in children being sent to the British 
Empire in the twentieth century. 
Child migration 
By 1904, child migration was a phenomenon accepted by most politicians and the general 
public. It has been part of British social policy since the seventeenth century; initially 
people went to the American colonies, then to the United States, to Canada and South 
Africa.1S4 As mentioned earlier, the 1871 Census estimated that of the 1,173 babies born 
daily in Britain, 40 per cent would emigrate. ISS Towards the end of the nineteenth century 
social imperialism became important. Dr Barnado was widely regarded as an Imperialist, 
'landscaping the colonies by planting out his children throughout the Empire'.l56 Such an 
epithet was seen as an accolade, not grounds for disapprobation, as it was later to become. 
In 1982, George Behlmer, the NSPCC historian, postulated a further valid reason for child 
emigration. England's lower birth rate at the beginning ofthe twentieth century 
was being mirrored throughout the white Empire ... it appeared that 
the mother country could not supply her children with new blood, and 
the children themselves were unable to grow without a transfusion. 157 
Between 1882 and 1904, Barnado's sent 15,687 children to the British Empire, 11,440 
boys and 4,247 girlS.15S The needs of the British Empire for vast numbers of vigorous 
young people to populate and work in the virtually empty provinces of such dominions as 
Canada, was seen as a credible reason for 'exporting' the almost embarrassing surfeit of 
children to be found in both Poor Law and voluntary children's Homes, thereby releasing 
places for other children in need. 
The gender differences in Barnado's emigrants may be explained by the greater need for 
young male labour. As only 37 per cent of those sent were girls, this led to a shortage of 
women of marriageable age. However, the smaller C of E Waifs and Strays Society tried 
to ameliorate this by sending out females specifically for this purpose. In 1907, for 
example, a total of 153 boys and girls left Liverpool for Canada. It was hoped that the 
154 Trevelyan, G M, Illustrated English Social History, in four vols, Vol 4, 'The NinettX.'Ilth Century', 
Penguin, London, 1960, p 222. 
ISS Harris, Jose, Private Lives, Public Spirit: Britain 1870-19/4, Penguin, London, 1993, p 44. 
156 Rose, June, For the sake of the children. Inside Dr Bamado's: f20 years ofcaringfor children, Hodder 
and Stoughton, London, 1987, p 105. 
157 Behlmer, George K, Child Abuse and Aforal Refonn, p 209. 
158 University of Liverpool, Social Work Archives: Dr Bamado's Homes, Annual Relxlrt, 1904, p 28. 
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• girls, they referred to as 'tiny ones', would be taken from the Girls' Home in Winnipeg and 
adopted by 'respectable settlers'; this would lessen 'to some slight extent the great disparity 
of sexes in that colony'. Even so, it was recognised that many girls were needed for 
domestic service and the Society ensured they received such training in their Niagara 
Home. Like Barnado's, they perceived that boys were urgently required and stated that 
their Boys' Home at Sherbrooke was virtually a receiving Home for boys who were of a 
suitable age to go to work. Apparently the competition for their services was so great that 
they were pounced upon, to such an extent that 'each might fmd half a dozen billets before 
the Home is reached'.159 
However, an anomalous situation existed. Since 1835, authorisation for the emigration of 
paupers, including children, had to be obtained from the Poor Law Board, and from 1851, 
'orphans, deserted children and others deprived of parental care' under sixteen years of age 
had to give their consent before two Justices of the Peace at petty sessions. l 6() In addition, 
since 1889, children who were in the care of the Poor Law were often 'adopted' by the 
Guardians who then assumed parental rights. The Secretary of State was therefore 
involved in the lives of these wardens of the state and permission also had to be sought 
from the Home Office before a child could be sent abroad.161 Relatively stringent policies 
were in place, then, to protect such children from, what could be termed, 'indiscriminate 
emigration'. These safeguards did not apply to those in the care of the many voluntary 
child care societies. The necessary legislation requiring the sanction of the Secretary of 
State was not on the statute books until January 1982, ironically, fifteen years after the last 
party of children left for Australia in 1967.162 
There was a stigma attached to children sent directly from parochial institutions.163 As a 
consequence, they were sometimes transferred to voluntary institutions, like Bamado's or 
the NCH, although the cost of emigration would still be borne by their local Board of 
Guardians. This alliance between state and voluntary sector would, it was hoped, remove 
any prejudice associated with paupacy. Examples of this were noted in research for the 
study of Bedfordshire children in National Children's Homes. 
159 rVaifs and Strays, XI, 278, October 1907, 175-77. 
160 4 & 5 Will. IV, Ch. 76, s. 62; 7 & 8 Vic. Ch. 101, s. 29 and 13 & 14 Vic. Ch. 101, s. 4, in Johnson, 
Stanley C, A History ofEmigration from the United Kingdom to North America, 1763-1912, Routledge, 
London, 1913, p 276. 
161 Hendrick, Child Welfare, p 237. 
162 Bean, Philip and Melville, Joy, Lost Children of tire Empire, Unwin, London, 1990, pp 5, 170; 
Humphreys, Margaret, Empty Cradles, Corgi Books, London, 1995, p 372. 

163 Johnson, A History ofEmigmtion, p 284. 
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The Empire Settlement Acts, 1922, 1937, although not specifically aimed at child 
migration, could be considered evidence of connivance between Colonial and British 
governments. 164 The 1922 Act, states explicitly that the Secretary of State may formulate 
and co-operate in emigration schemes between various public and private authorities and 
the government of the United Kingdom and overseas Dominions. Assistance was to be 
provided for 'suitable persons ... who intend to settle in any part of His Majesty's Oversea 
[sic] Dominions'.165 The tenn 'suitable persons' included children, who were often 
persuaded to leave their mother country, frequently without full possession ofthe facts and 
the implications for their future. 
Until the 1922 Act, virtually the whole expense was assumed by the voluntary societies or 
Poor Law Guardians. However, under the terms of this Act 'a joint grant of £14 lOs 
(£14.50) is made by the Imperial and Dominion Governments' to transport each child. The 
Imperial Government also continued to support such children by contributing 50 per cent 
annually for their reception and after-care. l66 However, some measures, particularly the 
Adoption Acts, 1920, 1926, gave protection to children from overseas migration. Under the 
latter Act, parents were prevented from giving away their 'unwanted' children, 
approximately 80 per cent of whom were illegitimate, to relatives, friends or strangers. 167 
Such children now stood a better chance of a fresh start in the United Kingdom, rather than 
in one of the dominions in the British Empire. These Acts also indicated that the British 
government was aware of the implications of sending the 'healthiest and fittest children 
who were eligible' to the British Empire. Adoption, therefore, provided a feasible 
alternative to emigration. J6S 
Local findings 
Despite extensive research it is only possible to provide limited evidence, to date, of the 
extent of child migration from Bedfordshire. Nevertheless, this is the first time that any 
such data have been available. Barnado's was the greatest exponent of child migration, but 
only some of their extensive records are held by the University of Liverpool; they are 
particularly fragile and not as well set out for research purposes as those of the NCH. 
Nevertheless, it is very likely that many Bedfordshire children were sent to the British 
164 Geo. Y, Ch. l3 and 1 Edw. VITI & 1 Geo. VI. 

16; Empire Settlement Act, 1922, Ch. 13, s. 1(i). 

166 Marriott, John A R, Empire Settlement, Oxford University Press, London, 1927, pp 60-61. 

167 Hendrick, Child Weljare, pp 237-8. 

168 Pinchbeck and Hewitt, Children in English Society. p 581. 
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Empire by Barnado's. For example, between 1914 and 1930, 4,787 children from 
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire were admitted to Bamado's from the C of E Diocese of St 
Albans. 169 Approximately half of these (2,394), were likely to have originated from 
Bedfordshire. Probably, about 20 per cent of these were sent to the British Empire to 
relieve the Society of some expense and to release places. Between 1914 and 1930, 
therefore, c479 Bedfordshire children were part of Bamado's nationally organised 
emigration schemes. 170 
As has been seen, however, the NCH played a much smaller part in such programmes. Of 
the 275 Bedfordshire children admitted to their different branches in 1904-1938, only five 
were sent to the British Empire. Four of these, aged 12-16 years, went to Canada between 
1920 and 1927 and one, aged seven years, went to Australia in 1937. AU of these were 
male and were supported through their local Boards of Guardians or, after 1929, their 
Public Assistance Committee.171 Between 1921 and 1932, nine children, aged from a few 
months to six years, were released for adoption by the NCH; of these, six were 
'illegitimate' .172 The Waifs and Strays Society sent two girls on emigration schemes at the 
age of sixteen, from St Audrey's Home for Girls, Bedford, 1907-1919, but they did not 
come from Bedfordshire addresses.173 It is likely, therefore, that Bedfordshire children were 
directed to the British Empire from other parts of the UK by this Society. However, it seem 
that children at St Etheldreda's Home, Bedford, the local C of E diocesan Home, were most 
unlikely to be sent abroad. There is only hearsay, unsupported evidence of one 'delicate 
girl' who went to Canada in the 1950s to take up domestic work.174 It is clear that children 
under the control of the large national societies were more likely to be sent to meet the 
needs of Empire than those in smaller local Homes like St Etheldreda's. 
In the period 1904-38 there are comparatively few confirmed numbers of child migrants 
from Bedfordshire to the British Empire from children's Homes, although the incidence was 
probably higher as much data, particularly from Bamado's and Roman Catholic Homes, 
169 The Bedfordshire Times, 27 ltme 1930, p 72. 
170 These figures have been calculated from typical data in the Annual Reports of Dr Bamado's Homes, 
seen at the University of Liverpool in 1996. 
171 NCH, D541 H6/3 Analytical Register, GR nos 8,001-12,500, 10/1910-411919 and NCH, D541 B6/6 
Analytical Register, GR nos 20,001-24,000, 1/1929-10/1935. 
172 NCH, D541 H6/4 Analytical Register, GR nos 12,501-16,000,4/1919-1011923; NCB, D541 H6/5 
Analytical Register, GR nos 16,001-20,000, 1011923-211929 and NCH, D541 H6/6 Analytical Regiflter, 
OR nos 20,001-24,000, 111929·1011935. 
173 The Children's Society. Admission Notes, St Audrey's Home for Girls, Bed1ord, 1907-1919, and case 
files 13,346 and 14,383. 
\ 174 Oral evidence from Sister Joyce Crossman, 22 July 1996. 
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remains concealed. A disturbing number of children, locally and nationally, could be 
considered enforced migrants with little knowledge of the country to which they were 
going, or of their future way of life. However, it is apparent that most began working life 
in the Dominions on the bottom rung of the career ladder. In the face of late twentieth 
century criticism, it is difficult to offer viable alternatives to child migration, bearing in 
mind the financial and political necessity of sending children abroad rather than keeping 
them in their mother country. The relentless demand for places showed the need to 
establish yet more Homes, an unlikely option in the depressed years of the 1920s and 
1930s when the economic slump inhibited both fund-raising and more generous 
government grants. The alternative ofretuming children to their previous surroundings was 
only acceptable if conditions had improved at their own home. As has been seen, adoption 
replaced the need for some local children to leave the UK. 
Most children who were sent as child migrants to the British Empire, appear to have been 
treated as impersonal, marketable commodities by the various child agencies. Older 
children were trained for their future role in a strange country, either before they left the 
UK, or when they reached their destination. They were dispatched to a reception centre and 
then distributed, either to yet another Home, to have their roles as domestic servant, 
potential wife and mother, or labourer reinforced, whilst some were directed immediately to 
an employer's private home or farm. British children were treated as component parts to 
help complete the Imperial system which other forms of settlement failed to achieve. 
Although various societies endeavoured to check the progress and well-being of child 
migrants, with such vast territories to cover, this proved difficult. 
The fate of some Bedfordshire children, and others in the United Kingdom, has been seen 
to be determined by the variable policies of voluntary and state-run Homes, aided and 
abetted by legislation. Emigration was a constant feature of child care policy in the period 
1904-38, but the more formal collaboration between British and Colonial Governments in 
1922 and 1937 further increased state control over the movement of children. Although 
short term needs of societies, the Nation, the British Empire, and occasionally some 
children, were addressed, little heed was apparently given to potential long term 
psychological problems, particularly of those who had been told they had no living 
relatives. Children, cast upon the state or into the voluntary Homes, often had their needs 
virtually submerged in the overwhelming demands of Empire. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has been biased towards deprived and abused children because their pitiable 
condition resulted in new policies and legislation which helped to ensure their survival for 
the greater good of the nation, and in some cases, the British Empire. This should not 
detract from the fact that the majority of children, locally and nationally, probably received 
kindly care from their parents or guardians at home. Orphanhood has been shown to be one 
of the largest causes of childhood deprivation, nationally and especially in Bedfordshire, 
which had a higher incidence than England and Wales in 1921. It was also found to be one 
of the commonest reasons for admission to a children's Home. Medical science had not 
advanced sufficiently to prevent some parental deaths from diseases such as TB, and 
mothers dying in childbirth. Poverty often prevented the surviving family from supporting 
young relatives in need, particularly when there were many siblings. By 1904, there was 
considerable provision nationally for children with various needs, but it was unevenly 
spread and unco-ordinated. In comparison with other areas, Bedfordshire, a small COWlty 
with a scattered population, was relatively poorly served by the voluntary sector. For 
example, although some areas had acquired a TB sanatorium by the first decade of the 
twentieth century, BCC failed to provide one until 1921. It was, therefore, left to voluntary 
provision, the NCH, to fill this gap. From 1910, some Bedfordshire children with suspected 
or confirmed TB, received necessary care in Hertfordshire, whilst others, with different 
problems, were admitted to other institutions. 
Most local provision for children's welfare was centred on Bedford, the county town, which 
had a nucleus of middle class people, industrialists and aristocrats keen and able to 
improve the welfare of children. Between 1904 and 1938, it housed one Bamado's Home 
and two Homes run by the C of E. Moreover, the first county-wide branch of the NSPCC 
was also based initially at Bedford. Although Luton had greater social problems, its 
relative lack of potential vohmteers appears to have penalised children. There was no 
voluntary children's Home in the town, and an NSPCC inspector was not based there until 
1913, some 22 years later than Bedford. This particular deficiency was due to NSPCC 
policies which originated in London. As the centre of the Establishment, London has also 
been seen to influence policies on Poor Law and voluntary Homes, all of which had their 
own methods and standards. 
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Policies to improve children's welfare, found successful elsewhere, were often copied in 
Great Britain. For instance, the Quaker Orphan Homes at Leominster adopted a German 
scheme to provide a printing press and training facilities, whilst the NSPCC owes its origin 
to a New York model to prevent child cruelty. Taken up by Liverpool (1883), and London 
(1884), it paved the way for the national society in 1889. It is evident that the renaming of 
a society, like the NSPCC, to include the tenn 'national' conferred added status and 
prestige as well as indicating its transformation from a merely local body. Such a national 
body would attract patronage from the most eminent in the land, particularly useful for 
increasing financial and other support from subscribers. As has been seen, founders and 
supporters of charitable organisations were usually motivated by a sense of Christian duty 
and humanitarianism, but by the early twentieth century, children were regarded as 
national assets. Following, and in some cases, even during, their elementary education, 
they could be deployed according to the needs of employers in Great Britain or in the 
British Empire. 
It is apparent from records examined, that children were frequently moved, almost like 
pawns, from one Home to another, or boarded out in different foster homes. This meant 
that in Bedfordshire, for example, local children were sent considerable distances from 
their own homes, thus often losing touch with family and friends. Conversely, children 
from quite distant parts of England and Wales received care in one of the Bedfordshire 
institutions. The main reason for this fairly common occurrence was to remove neglected 
and abused children from the locality of their unsuitable home. Other reasons included 
starting a new branch, thus ensuring that not all children admitted were new to the system, 
or for health reasons, where special facilities existed such as at the NCH seaside home, 
Alverstoke, Hampshire (1887-1984), or the NCH Elmfield Sanatorium, Harpenden 
(191 O-c 1987). Other reasons, included the need to obtain the necessary training for a work 
situation or emigration, or because of policy changes, as was seen in the Poor Law Homes. 
Although children's physical, moral and spiritual needs were taken into account at the time, 
little thought was apparently given to any potential long term psychological problems. 
Moreover, the frequent disruption in their lives also had an effect on their education. Few 
children in this study appear to have stayed at school beyond 14 years, despite the Balfour 
Education Act, 1902, which was intended to give pupils a secondary education from 11-16 
or 18 years of age. They were, therefore, mostly destined for what is now known as 'low 
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status work', particularly in the case of girls who frequently entered domestic service; this 
applied to both state and voluntary sectors. 
Little evidence of rivalry has been found in the state sector, unlike the voluntary societies 
which were competitive in different ways, notably in the number of children they 
supported, the money raised and the facilities they provided. They appeared to do the best 
for their children within the policies of their society and the dictates of their particular 
religious denomination. However, it is clear that the financial constraints of societies and 
local authorities often over-rode the needs or wishes of individual children. Their welfare 
was, therefore, at times sublimated to the greater good of the nation and the British 
Empire. It is significant that the voluntary societies published names of benevolent groups 
and individuals in their annual reports and supporters' journals, but made relatively little 
mention of financial support afforded to them by the state, which seems to have been 
underestimated and undervalued, probably because ofthe stigma associated with paupacy. 
Attitudes towards child cruelty in the privacy of the home were changed as a result of the 
NSPCC. All types of 'private, internal and domestic' evils were revealed as gradually, but 
persistently, NSPCC inspectors breached the bastions of the home. Research has shown, 
that despite a known preference to keep children in their own homes, the Society did not 
hesitate to remove them -when necessary. For example, in the five Bedfordshire cases in 
1904, cited previously, 13 of the 27 children were removed to the workhouse. Nationally, 
the fall in the number of drink related cases in the courts appears to have benefited 
children, as drunkenness and cruelty were closely linked. In 192C)-30, prosecutions 
involving alcohol abuse was 10.79 per cent but by 1938-39 this figure had declined to 6.48 
per cent. 175 This was paralleled by a reduction in national consumer expenditure on alcohol 
products from 11.4 per cent in 1900, to 6.9 per cent by 1933.116 As a result of the Children 
and Young Persons Act, 1933, NSPCC Inspectors were officially designated 'authorised 
persons'. Before this, although they had fulfilled a state function, they were not direct 
agents of the state; although, as far as the Society was concerned, they had carried out a 
statutory role. 177 
175 NSPCC, Annual Report, 1938, Table Vlll- Due to Drink, p 16. 
176 A II Halsey (Ed), British Social Trends sinc'e 1900. A GlIide to the Changing Social Stmcture of 
Britain, (2nd ed), Macmillan, London, 1988, Table 4.8, 'Selected items as percenlageR of toial 
C011sumers' expenditure (current prices) 1900-1984, United Kingdom', p 150. 
177 Inlormation from Malton, NSPCC, 27 July 1995. 
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Over the period 1904-38, measures taken by the state and voluntary sectors gradually 
improved children's chances of survival and their subsequent welfare. By World War II, it 
was recognised that conditions in many Homes were tIDsatisfactory. The unhappiness 
experienced by children in institutional care ill England and Wales was revealed in the 
Curtis Report, August 1946.178 The Curtis Committee found that there was an 'absence of 
a single centralised authority responsible for deprived children' and that there was a 'lack of 
properly trained staff'. Moreover, notice was taken of the 'insensitive and sometimes 
excessive discipline' found in residential regimes. Concern must have been very great about 
children in Homes, as the Government officially accepted the recommendations only seven 
months later, in March 1947. The main points were enshrined in the Children Act, 1948. In 
the post World War II period, new principles of child care were established, and links with 
the Poor Law were severed. The Home Office became the designated central government 
department, although there was to be close liaison with the Ministries of Health and 
Education, who retained their special responsibilities. After the social and economic 
problems ofthe 1920s and 1930s, and the disruption caused by World War II, a new note 
of optimism was evident. It was hoped that deprived children would be integrated into the 
'ideal ofthe Welfare State'. 179 
Another sector of society whose well-being received relatively little attention from central 
government in the early twentieth century, was working class women. The next chapter, 
therefore, concerns women's health and takes the fonn of a case study focusing 
predominantly on the inter-war years, 1918-38. 
-------- -----,------------------.--­
178 'Ibis is properly tenned, Report of the Care ofChildren Corrunittee, HMSO, London, 1946. 
179 Be\'eridge, Lord, Voluntary Action. A Report on Methods ofSocial Advance, Allen and Unwin, London, 
1948, pp 234-38; Hendrick, Child Welfare, pp 214-20. 
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Chapter 5: Case study - women's health in Bedfordshire 
in the inter-war years, 1918-38 
Introduction - Rationale 
The most important reason for carrying out this research was that no such county-wide 
study of Bedfordshire existed. Nationally, concern had been raised about women's health 
following what were regarded as excessive sickness benefit claims by women under the 
National Insurance Act, 1914. I Considerable previously unsuspected sickness and disease 
was revealed, mostly attributed to the conditions in which claimants lived and, in the case 
ofmarried women, connected to childbirth.. Women were believed to have had a higher rate 
of claims, because the total number of insured women included 'a very large proportion of 
ill-paid and ill-fed persons'. These women had received little education about their own 
health, and because they seldom had anyone to prepare a meal for them after work, they 
lived on unsuitable food. 2 
Surveys, such as the classic Women's Health Enquiry Committee, set up in 1933, which 
involved 1,250 respondents, and Jane Lewis's study, published in 1980, in which 83 
women who had had one or more children before 1939, participated, were limited in scope. 
Neither included this county or single women. However, they both reveal the poor 
condition of many women, mostly linked to disease and poverty, 3 but another little lmown 
national study exists with a larger cohort of c2,500 females. This was carried out in 
1935-36 by the Central Council of Recreative Physical Training (CCRPT), and includes 
married and single women, some of whom were from the Bedford area. Although it is 
reconsidered later, it is now appropriate to take into account some of the findings of this 
new body, established in 1935, to promote physical fitness in women. 
I National Insurance (Part II Amendment) Act, 1914.4 & 5 Geo. V, Ch. 57. 
2 PP 1914-16 XXX Cd 7687, Report of the Departmental Committee on Sickness Benefit Claims under 
the National Insurance Act 1914. 
l The Women's Health Enquiry Committee published its findings in 1939 in Spring Rice, Margery, 
Working-Class Wives. Their Health and Conditions, Penguin 1939, (2nd ed), Virago, London, 1981, 
and Lewis, Jane, The Politics ofMotherhood. Child and Maternal Welfare in England, 1900-1939, 
Croom Helm, London, 1980; see pp 227-29 for details of questionnaire and interviews. 
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Older women, described as '30-35 years & upwards', were mostly 'workwom', showed 
occupational defects and poor posture, whilst the physical signs of ageing were particularly 
apparent in the working classes. Nationally, numerous problems were identified, including 
varicose veins, nervous troubles, constipation, rheumatism, malnutrition, swelling of feet 
and ankles, major operations, gynaecological and bladder troubles. Stiff joints, bad 
posture, weak abdominal muscles and round shoulders were also common. The 'material' 
dealt with [in keep-fit classes] was mostly 'not of a good standard of health and physical 
structure'. In South Wales, for example, younger married women showed the effects of 
many years on the dole. Poor posture, anaemia and lack ofvitality were common.4 
This evidence strengthens previous knowledge. The age at which women were regarded as 
'older', would not have seemed remarkable then. The average expectation of life for a 
British woman aged 20 years at the beginning of the twentieth century was 66 years. One 
third of her life was spent in child-bearing and maternal duties.5 It was not surprising, 
therefore, that she was described as 'workwom' and manifested physical signs of ageing, 
particularly in the working classes, who had little access to labour-saving devices in the 
home. It was, therefore, necessary to establish if women's health throughout Bedfordshire 
was similarly affected. Research into some aspects of female sexual health in Bedfordshire 
was carried out in 1994-95, but it covered an extended period, 1860-1960, and tended to 
be disease focused. 6 A paper given in Cambridge in November 1995, entitled 'Women's 
health in the early twentieth century', stimulated useful discussion.7 Following this work, 
the author decided to focus on the inter-war years, as it was in the 1930s that recreative 
physical education had its heyday. A more balanced, innovatory approach between health 
and disease in relation to public health and social policies could therefore be achieved. 
Most recent texts about this period focus on the economic depression. Women's health is 
often submerged into descriptions of poverty, poor housing and malnutrition, often in 
relation to motherhood, moreover, they generally lack a more positive approach to women's 
health. Although some authors mention physical recreation briefly, underlying social 
policies and prospective benefits to the nation's health are often excluded, whilst there is 
4 The English Sports Council Archives, Report to the Central Council of Recreative Physical Training 
(CCRPT) on Recreative Physical Exercises for Older Women, CCRPT, London, 1937, pp 1-29. 
5 Stevenson, Jolm, British Society 1914-45. Penguin, London, 1984, p 165. 
G Currie, Margaret R, 'Female Sexual Health in Bedtordshire, 1860-1960', Bedfordshire Family History 
Society Jouma/, Part T, 10,3, September 1995, 33-36, and Part II, 10,4, December 1995, 14-17. 
7 Currie, Margaret R, 'Women's health in the early twentieth century', unpublished seminar paper given to 
Ole Cambridge Group for the History of Population and Social Structure, Monday, 6 November 1995. 
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significant data will be extracted and various sources compared to ensure validity and ) 
reliability. Key issues, which arose from the witting and unwitting evidence drawn from the 
responses to the questionnaires, will be set within the national context in the discussion. 
Those considered by the author to be of greatest local and national significance were 
pulmonary tuberculosis, venereal disease and physical fitness. Finally, a conclusion will be 
drawn. 
-~--------~------------
& 	 See for example, Jones, Helen, Health and Society in Twentieth-Century Britain, Longman, London, 
1994, pp 69-70; Lewis, Jane, Women in England 1870-1950: Sexual Divisions and Social Change, 
Harvester Wheatsheaf, London, 1984, pp 23-44, and Stevenson, John and Cook, Chris, Britain in the 
Depression: SOCiety and Politics 1929-1939, (2nd ed), Longman, London, 1994, pp 34-36. (The first 
edition appeared as The Slump: Society and Politics during the Depression, 1977.) 
See for example, Smith, W David, Stretching their Bodies: the History ofPhysical Education, David 
and Charles, London, 1974; Fletcher, Sheila, Womell First: the Female Tradition in English Physical 
Education 1880-1980, Athlone Press, London, 1984; Stack, Prunella, Zest for Life: Mary Bago! Stack 
and the League of Health and Beauty, Peter Owen, London, 1988, and Wimbush, Erica, and Talbot, 
Margaret (Eds), Relative Freedoms: Women and Leisure, Open University Press, Milton Keynes, 1988. 
10 Thompson, Paul, The Voice ofthe Past: Oral History, (2nd ed), Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1988, 
pp236-37. 
II Marwick, Arthur, The Nature ofHistory, (3rd ed), Macmillan, London, 1989, pp 208-10,215. 
12 Roberts, Helen (Ed), Women's Health Matters, Routledge, London, 1992, pp 176, 180. 
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usually little reference to the ominous efforts being made to increase national efficiency in 
Europe.8 Moreover, specialist texts on physical education (PE), mostly concentrate on 
eminent characters, the development of institutions and their methods, omitting the political 
purpose of PE, the improvement and maintenance ofhealth for the public good.9 
Local research was necessary to illuminate the national scene. Paul Thompson, the leading 
British figure in oral history, believes that 'the individual life is the actual vehicle of 
historical experience'. However, in order to generalise and to view a subject differently, a 
whole series of interviews in necessary.IO Evidence gathered from oral testimonies, is now 
regarded in most academic circles as a primary, and therefore valuable, source of data. 
Arthur Marwick, the historian, considers that oral evidence in 'some areas of historical 
study, relating to the poor and underprivileged', may be the main source available. 
However, it should, whenever possible, be checked against other sources. I I Helen Roberts, 
a medical sociologist, indicated in 1992 that research concerning women's health could not 
be carried out without the involvement of women, whether knowingly or not. Their 
willingness to act as respondents was a 'compelling reason to use them as such' .12 
As will be seen, the testimonies of women living in Bedfordshire in the inter-war years, are 
fundamental to this chapter and are given in the form of a case study. Following the 
rationale, the methodology will be explained and the results given, from which the most 
~\~-;----------------------------------------------
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Methodology 
An initial feasibility study was carried out to establish the availability of sufficient women 
from across the social spectrum, who lived as adults in Bedfordshire in the inter-war years. 
In this instance, the term 'adult' includes a young woman who had left school, usually at 
the age of 14 years, although the age of majority was 21 years. Local historians agreed 
that there was the potential and suggested visiting them in day centres and residential or 
nursing homes. J3 Previous personal experience of interviewing some retired fever nurses in 
their own homes in 1994-95 had proved uneconomical of time. 14 Postal questionnaires were 
found to be the solution, particularly as the 118 respondents were scattered throughout the 
United Kingdom and Southern Ireland. This method was also used successfully with a 
cohort of 97 nurses, aged 25-53 years, who had attended return to nursing courses in 
Bedfordshire run by the author between 1990 and 1994. 15 However, this method. was less 
likely to succeed with a much older cohort, who were not, like the 'returners', known to the 
author. Personal contact, where good rapport could be established, was liable to be more 
successful in the collection of useful data, than postal questionnaires. 
Managers of day care centres, run by Bedfordshire Social Services and Age Concern and 
some residential and nursing homes, were contacted and, in most cases, approval was given 
to visit and question some women. A pilot questionnaire was designed. and tested. It was 
found to be too lengthy and questions concerning housing, pregnancy, delivery and 
after-care were excluded. The time required. from most respondents was therefore reduced 
from c40 to 25 minutes. Concentration was therefore less likely to wane. The section on 
physical fitness was also brought forward, rather than beginning with more sensitive 
female issues. Following the feasibility and pilot studies, the research was carried out with 
the reformulated questionnaire. Although it included personal identifying details, these 
were to be known only to the researcher. 
The section on general fitness, which included questions on smoking and alcohol 
consumption, health problems and treatment, then followed. Other sections concerned birth 
control, children born, attitudes to illegitimacy and knowledge of unwanted babies and 
maternal mortality. These were nearly all closed questions, making reduction of 
---_._--_._--------­
13 Mrs Vivienne Evans, Mrs Brenda Fraser-Newstead, and Luton Reference Library, who supplied a 
useful list of potential institutions and day centres, were particularly helpful. 
14 Currie, Margaret R, 'Fever nurses' perceptions of their fever nurse training'. International History of 
NursingJoumal. 3,2, Winter 1997/8, 5-\9. 
15 Currie, Margaret, 'Many happy returners?', Nursing Management, I, 8, January 1995, 18-19. 
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quantitative data easier. However, it seemed opportune to give these women a chance to 
give other information they felt was relevant to women's health in Bedfordshire in the 
period 1918-38. A half page space was therefore incorporated. Consequently, the study 
combines quantitative and qualitative data.16 
Results 
This study was only possible due to the co-operation and lucidity of the 84 respondents, 
born between 1902 and 1922 (aged 75-95 years in 1996-97), who answered questions and 
entered freely into discussion. Of these, 31 were born elsewhere, and came to the county 
before 1939 for their fathers' or their own employment. In this study, 44 per cent were 
single before 1939, but their responses were considered just as valuable as those from 
married women, particularly as a large section on childbirth had been removed. 
The 84 respondents who were deemed suitable by managers and the author, and agreeable 
to be interviewed, were in effect, a self selected group of survivors. Sampling was not 
possible due to the relative scarceness of this cohort. The interviews were carried out in the 
following centres between August 1996 and August 1997:­
No of No of 
visits respondents 
Ampthill Social Centre 4 22 
Bedford: 
- Age Concern Group, Guild House 1 5 
- Women's League ofHealth and Beauty class 1 5 
Biggleswade Social Centre 1 7 
Dunstable - Cordova Day Centre 1 5 
Houghton Regis Social Centre 1 7 
Leighton Buzzard - Duncombe Drive Social Centre 1 5 
Luton: 
- Hockvvell Ring Day Centre 2 6 
- Stopsley Day Centre 2 10 
Shambrook House Residential Care Home Shambrook I 4 
Toddington Ladies' Luncheon Club _1 ~ 
Totals 16 84 
Ampthill was visited most frequently because the women were brought in to the Centre by 
Social Services transport from a wide range ofgeographical areas in mid Bedfordshire. 
--------------------..__._-_._-------­
See Appendix for questionnaire. 16 
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Before commencing any interviews it was necessary to explain to the potential respondents 
the purpose of the research and to establish rapport. They were informed that the 
questioner was a nurse and nurse teacher, rather than a 'bona fide university researcher', a 
more inhibiting term. Many of the women were unaware of the purposes and benefits of 
research and its methodology and any initial apprehensions had to be overcome and 
explanations given. Those who still had any misgivings were not interviewed. All were 
reassured that their anonymity would be preserved and that they would only be known by a 
number. (This is shown in brackets). It was emphasised that all questions related. to the 
pre-World War II (1939-45) period, although it was found that care had to be taken with 
use of the term 'pre-war', as some respondents could also recall the pre-World War I 
(1914-18) period. Follow-up was by letter to the Manager, but in some cases, a telephone 
call to an individual was necessary the same evening to ensure resolution of any problems 
discussed, and further calls were made to clarify certain issues. Respondents were also 
informed how to contact the author should they wish to impart further information, or 
pursue topics. 
The mode of interviewing varied according to circumstances and personal preference. 
Some interviews were carried out in small groups as respondents felt friends could Jog' 
their memories. The majority, however, preferred privacy. At times, this resulted in 
significant, previously unrevealed, information, often of a disturbing nature, being given. 
Having established a good relationship, it was not always easy to confine them to the 
period 1918-38, and to conclude the interview on a positive note. Some respondents were 
able to complete the questionnaire themselves, as it was intentionally couched in lay, not 
medical terms, but the majority preferred the author to write for them at their dictation. 
This was mainly due to poor sight, reading difficulties and arthritic hands, and an almost 
phobic fear of forms. All respondents were mentally alert and mostly had good long term 
memories. 
It was important to establish the social class of respondents, as the lower the social class, 
the more likelihood there was of social deprivation, poor health, and inability to pay 
doctors' fees, this was particularly true if they were not part ofa doctor's panel system, set 
up under the National Insurance Act, 1911, or a member of a friendly society or 'sick 
club'. \7 This was carried out by trying to determine the occupation of the fathers, in the 
}'ri.endly societies, such as the Independent Order of Oddfellows and the Ancient Order of Foresters, 
were formally constituted under the Friendly Societies Act, 1896, amended 1908. Like similar national 
societies, they provided benefits, including sick pay and ti.meral costs, through ti.mds mutually 
17 
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case of 37 single women, and of husbands for the 47 married women. Some were not 
aware of their occupations, or were lUlable to describe them accurately enough for them to 
fit into the accepted categories of the Registrar-GeneraL Nevertheless, some useful data 
emerged, classified as follows: 
Occupational group of respondents' fathers or h.usbands 
Fathers' 
occupation 
Husbands' 
occupation 
Professional/managerial 
Skilled 
Semi -skilled/unskilled 
Not known 
5 
14 
11 
~ 
4 
14 
28 
_1 
Totals 37 47 
The majority of the single women, 51 per cent, whose fathers were in the two highest 
categories, probably enjoyed better social conditions than their married counterparts, 60 
per cent ofwhom were married to men in semi-skilled or unskilled wor~ who were mostly 
employed in shops, factories, brick companies and in the hat trade in Luton. The women 
who failed to identify their fathers', or in one case, her husband's work, did so because they 
just accepted they 'went to work'; it was not due to memory lapse. As the women were able 
to describe their own work, more accurately than that of their fathers' or husbands', it can 
be given in more detail for illustrative purposes. 
Respondents' occupation after leaving sch.ool 
Professional Unskilled 
chiropodist factory 22 
school matron domestic service 18 
school teacher hat trade 12 
teacher - WLHB(l) shop 7 
Semi-skilled land 3 
office 11 cinema usherette 1 
traveller/fitter No formal occupation 
Spirella corsetry 1 	 domestic duties 4 
'county set' 1 
Note: (\) Women's League of Health and Beauty 
subscribed. Sick clubs were relatively infonnal local organisations. Weekly subscriptions enabled 
limited benefits to be paid in the event of sickness. In most cases, surplus funds were shared between 
members at Christmas and a new scheme was commenced in the New Year. 
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Most of these women left school at 14 years after an elementary education, and this is 
reflected in the number who undertook unskilled jobs after leaving school. The type of 
work they were able to undertake was also dependent on the availability of work at a place 
within reasonable travelling distance, or one where accommodation was provided. In 
discussion, and in some questionnaires, the advantages and disadvantages in the three 
commonest, unskilled occupations became clear. Factory work was hard and tiring, but 
usually regular, with evenings and Saturday afternoons and Sunday free. However, they 
were often obliged to work in close proximity to others, where they were likely to contract 
some infectious diseases, such as pulmonary tuberculosis. Sometimes lectures were given 
by better educated women in the welfare department about health issues, for example, 
Kent's at Luton. 
In the late 1920s and in the 1930s, factories in Bedford, such as the Crycelco Light Bulb 
Company, ran weekly dancing and keep-fit classes, and Meltis had a sports club. 
Waterlow's in Dunstable provided sports' fields, including tennis courts and a gymnasium, 
where weekly evening gymnastic classes were held for the work girls. Not all were able to 
take advantage of recreational activities as they often had clO miles to cycle home. 
However, women in domestic service, unlike factory workers, rarely worked adjacent to 
others and were, therefore, unlikely to be subjected to infectious diseases. Nevertheless, 
they were disadvantaged in some ways, their access to recreational facilities or clubs was 
virtually non-existent. They also worked very long working hours, for instance, often from 
6.00 a m to 10.00 P m, with an occasional break. In many cases, only a half day off duty 
was allowed weekly and one day offper month. However, residential facilities were often 
seen as an advantage. One respondent (27) had seven sisters and her departure into service 
relieved pressure on bedroom space. Hat work appeared more lucrative, as it was usually 
paid by the piece, but as it was seasonal, wages fluctuated. As has been seen, not all the 
respondents had the advantage of organised fitness activities. Nevertheless, fourteen 
different activities, with a total of 178 separate items were cited, as shown below. 
-"---------------------------------------
', 
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Fitness activities 
Cycling 51 gymnastics/keep-fit 5 
walkinglhiking 35 hockey 5 
dancing 28 roller skating 2 
'working hard' 20 ice skating 1 
swimming 12 horse riding/hunting 1 
WLHB 10 netball 1 
tennis 6 lacrosse _1 
Total 178 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to distinguish between necessity and pleasure as reasons 
for the popularity of cycling and walking/hiking. Working hard' is not usually acceptable 
in surveys of physical fitness activities, but 20 women insisted that this was their means of 
keeping fit. Most of these failed to mention any other activities as they stated that their 
long working hours, mostly in domestic service, precluded this and, in any case, they 
would have been too tired. Typically, 44 per cent gave up sporting activities just before, or 
on marriage, or when they became pregnant, particularly those in unskilled work. Those in 
professional jobs and some in semi-skilled work tended to continue. In the light of late 
twentieth century concern about the adverse effect of smoking and excessive alcohol on 
women's health, it seemed appropriate to progress from fitness to these two topics, but they 
produced some fierce reactions. 
Smoking and alcohol consumption 
Most working class respondents were askance at being asked. questions about smoking and 
alcohol as they mostly perceived them as sinful activities, a moral issue, redolent of the 
'fast, loose woman', and this was also reflected in their judgmental attitude to those who 
indulged in this behaviour. The middle class women, however, viewed them as pleasurable 
leisure pursuits. As few as 21 per cent admitted smoking, whilst 52 per cent agreed that 
they took an 'occasional drink', but only to be sociable. Ofthose who denied ever drinking, 
five had 'signed the pledge'.ls None, however, perceived smoking and alcohol conswnption 
as unhealthy behaviour in the period 1918-38. 
lS The 'pledge' was a solemn undertaking, conunon in non contbnnist religious denominations, to abstain 
always from alcoholic beverages, or renounce them. 
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Personal health problems 
Of the 84 women who completed questionnaires, 55 per cent acknowledged one or more 
health problems, diVided here into nine categories. The various forms of treatment are 
given as stated. The two commonest problems identified, by far, were those associated with 
excessive menstruation leading to anaemia (41 per cent), and respiration (33 per cent), yet 
it was these, that the women were usually reluctant to admit to at first. There was an 
assumption that these problems had to be borne. Although only raw data is now given, 
some issues are considered further in the national context in the discussion which follows. 
Not all these conditions were confirmed by a medical diagnosis. 
Menstruation: problems ofpain, anaemia and faints - 19: 
saw doctor 8 
referred to hospital for hysterectomy 3 
told to 'put up with it' 5 
advisedltreated by mother at home 2 
medicine at chemist 1 
fuvestigations to confirm the diagnosis or the extent of the problem were rare. The 
commonest treatment prescribed by doctors was extract of liver by tablets, medicine, 
injections, or raw liver sandwiches, cooked liver or black pudding. 
Respiratory tract problems - 15: 
saw doctor 8 
treated by mother at home 6 
referred to County Sanatorium 1 
The only investigations known to have been carried out for pulmonary tuberculosis proved 
positive. The young woman was therefore sent to the County Sanatorium at Mogerhanger, 
where her mother had died, but she recovered with 'plentiful food, fresh air and bed rest for 
twelve months' (37). Another woman had a swab taken as laryngeal diphtheria was 
suspected; this proved to be negative. Most doctors prescribed some form of medication, 
but only in one case of asthma was a drug identified - ephedrine. Those who did not receive 
medical attention stated that they benefited from homely remedies, such as a bread poultice 
to the chest for a young woman ill with bronchitis and pneumonia, menthol inhalations for 
catarrh, and onion and milk hung up in the rooms ofthose with influenza. 
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Arthritis - 3: treated by doctor 2 
no treatment 1 
No details given oftype of arthritis or specific drugs. 
Neurological disorders - 3: treated by doctor 1 
treated at hospital 2 
These three women received the most appropriate treatment according to current best 
practice. The one with St Vitus' Dance [Chorea1, a fairly common disorder in the early 
twentieth century, characterised by involuntary jerking movements, was treated by her 
doctor with tablets and a belt brace to pinion her arm to her body. The second had 'nerves' 
and psoriasis and received sun-ray treatment at Bedford County Hospital, which 
apparently, was only effective for a few weeks. The last woman suffered from nervous 
paralysis and was referred to the Hospital for Nervous Diseases at Queen Square, London. 
Her treatment consisted of 'glucose and black syrup', which, according to her, proved 
successful. 
Obstetric problems - 3: 	 treated at home 2 
hospital treatment 1 
The first woman had a retained placenta following the birth of her first child in 1932. She 
said that, the doctor came and 'syringed' her out. Another woman, whose baby was 
delivered at home in 1937, only saw a doctor to confirm the pregnancy and three days after 
the birth. The most seriously ill, was the woman who was overdue with her first baby in 
1936. She developed high blood pressure, which led to eclampsia, a toxaemic condition 
with convulsions, which if untreated, is likely to result in coma and death. After her 
daughter was born, she suffered nine fits, She was taken to hospital as an emergency where 
she was treated effectively with paraldehyde injections. None of these women had had any 
ante-natal care. 
Appendicitis/peritonitis - 2: 	 treated at hospital 2 
One of these women stated that she spent six weeks in hospital and three weeks in a 
nursing home, whilst the other appears to have developed salpingitis (inflamed fallopian 
tubes). She was then infertile and never conceived. 
Endocrine disorders - 2: 	 treated by doctor 2 
Both of these women developed thyroid problems. One took iodine tablets/medicine for 
three to four years from the age of fifteen years for over-activity of the thyroid gland 
(thyrotoxicosis). She remarked that two other girls in the hat factory, where she worked, 
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were also similarly affected but could offer no rationale. The other woman had myxoedema 
(under-activity of the thyroid gland), and was prescribed thyroxin, which she has had to 
take throughout her life. 
Infections - 2: 	 treated by doctor I 
hospital treatment 1 
One woman had a boil on her leg which took months to cure. She was seen by a doctor, but 
received no treatment. The other wounded her leg 'conkering' with her child in the park; it 
took three months to heal, despite treatment at Bedford County Hospital. 
Rheumatic fever - 2: 	 treated by doctor 1 
treated at home I 
One woman developed rheumatic heart disease following the fever and was advised by the 
doctor to have one year's bed rest, then exercises. The second woman did not consult her 
doctor, but responded to Fynnon Salts, a common remedy for rheumatism. 
Other health problems 
Four other problems were mentioned, all of which received medical care: a congenitally 
deformed eye was treated at Moomeld's Hospital, London; one woman recalled that she 
had had indigestion, and another jaundice; both received medicines. The last had pernicious 
anaemia [vitamin Bl2 deficiency], treated effectively by cytamen injections. One woman 
also remembered that her granny had told her she had hypertension [high blood pressure], 
but she received no treatment and survived. This case is not therefore included in the 
following totals which illustrate the various ways in which some women's health problems 
in the county were managed. Only the 46 who admitted to health problems were able to 
answer the question about the management of these problems. As some cited more than 
one, the total number is greater than those who responded. 
Medical care - 39: 	 No medical care - 20: 
by a doctor 28 treated at home 9 
in institution 11 no treatment at all 10 
advised by chemist 1 
It seems therefore, that those who saw a doctor, received treatment appropriate to their 
needs, sometimes in an institution, but half had no medical care, either because it was not 
thought necessary, or because doctors' fees could not be afforded. The woman, or 
mother-figure, was perceived as the most important controller of health in the home, but 
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she was not necessarily in good health herself. Considering that 55 per cent of respondents 
acknowledged ailments at a relatively early age (16-36 years), the range and number of 
complaints cited was some indication of their poor health, which mostly appears to have 
been accepted stoically. Although there was some reticence when discussing their own 
health (38 women did not believe they had any problems), they were far more willing to 
discuss information relevant to other women's health. 
Other information about women's health 
Considerable useful data emerged from the open question posed in the questionnaire. As 
will be seen in the following results, most concerned women's sexual health, virtually a 
taboo subject then, although other key issues emerged. In their responses, and in 
discussion, there was often a feeling of bitterness about their wide spread ignorance of the 
menarche [onset of periods]. Only very few of the 41 women who mentioned 'periods' had 
been informed by their mother, or another female relative, before they started. Even 
between females it was seen as a source of embarrassment. One mother with 14 children 
did not tell her daughter about periods, or other facts of life, but she was probably better 
informed later, as she was able to limit her family to three children (43). Moreover, most 
young women in this study were not advised about birth control, pregnancy, or even how 
the birth was to take place. Instead, they were told, mysteriously yet emphatically, not to 
bring trouble' home or they would be 'kicked out' or 'end up in the workhouse' (20,21,23, 
24, 74). As a result, farcical tales were bandied about, such as the girl who was too t frightened to open a parcel in case a baby was inside (35), and another who thought she t had become pregnant from a lavatory seat (64). Only one woman mentioned any form of 
literature as a source of information about birth control (15). However, they appeared more 
knowledgeable about pulmonary tuberculosis (TB). 
I, 
One respondent admitted to having had this disease, but when free to discuss other women, 
they mentioned 22 cases, some involving more than one person in the family. The rural 
localities of Clophill, Shambrook and Toddington were identified as areas where TB was 
rife, but this has not been verified. It was general knowledge that some women with TB 
were sent to the County Sanatorium at Mogerhanger [opened 1921], and that children of 
those affected could be, and in some cases were, sent to fElmfield' the National Children's 
Home at Harpenden, as was seen in Chapter 4. The effect on the family was very great 
when the mother died., as did one from TB in this study (35). Other respondents cited 
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different causes of orphanhood, and abandonment was also mentioned. One woman was 
abandoned in babyhood by both parents, five families were orphaned by the death of the 
mother from different causes: pneumonia (18), Spanish influenza (20), rheumatic heart 
disease (21), carcinoma ofthe breast following mastectomy (47) and one, cause not known 
(37). One father also succumbed to TB (9) and another to pneumonia (35). Woman 
number 35, therefore, lost both parents through respiratory diseases. 
Illness and death brought some local people, often already struggling, into senous 
economic difficulties, which were exacerbated if there were doctors' fees to find. Fifteen 
respondents cited this issue. Some typical responses were, 'If ill, you darent go to the 
doctor; it cost two shillings and sixpence (£0.125) a visit, so you treated yourself (17). 
'There was a lot of illness about in Luton. You went to the doctor if you could afford it; if 
not, you worked it off' (33). 'You suffered in silence, went to the chemist, or used home 
remedies' (34). However, one remembered that some doctors did not charge if the family 
could not afford the fee (31). For those who needed a home visit, the charge was doubled at 
five shillings (£0.25), plus the cost of the medicine (23). Some women paid into friendly 
societies, or 'sick clubs' [described earlier], as a form of health insurance, which then met 
the cost of doctors' fees (50, 54). Others were sufficiently affluent to pay the necessary 
charge (44, 76). In an uncertain economic climate, it is not surprising that women should 
want to limit the size oftheir families. 
Birth control 
Two questions were posed, one about the personal experience of the 47 married women, 
but in order to elicit more infonnation, the second question invited married and single 
respondents, to divulge any methods known to have been used by other women. The 
married women responded, with some giving more than one method. The tenn 'condoms' 
was used by some women, others used the more colloquial tenn 'French letters', but none 
mentioned sheaths. Similarly, 'withdrawal', and more crude expressions, were used in 
preference to coitus interruptus [interrupted intercourse], although being 'careful' was also 
used as a euphemism for this method. The number of respondents who used each method is 
shown next to the method in Figure 5.1, but as some women cited more than one method, 
the totals are greater than the number of respondents. 
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Figure 5.1 	 Methods of birth control used by 47 married women in Bedfordshire, 
1918-38 
D Rhythm(l) 
• 
Cervical Cap (1) 
Pessaries (2) 
Abstinence (3) 
None (12) 
Condoms (13) 
Coitus 
Interruptus (22) 
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This small study has shown that 74 per cent relied on their husbands to control their 
fertility and, if abstention is included, as that demanded self control on their part, the rate 
rises to 81 per cent. The reasons given for abstinence varied. In one case it was due to 
enforced separation as the husband was in the regular army (61). Another abstained on the 
advice of a doctor as she had had 'such a bad time' with her second baby, delivered in 
1934, that the doctor said, 'no more children for three years' (76). The third woman denied 
her husband sexual intercourse after the birth of her seventh baby (50). Condoms were 
relatively popular, but the cost and fact that they were usually only available in the male 
preserve of barbers' shops, prevented more from using this method. Certainly expense was 
the reason cited by one woman whose husband was still using a reusable, washable sheath 
in the period 1935-39 (54). Another involuntary way by which women limited their 
families, but not mentioned in terms of birth control, was by hysterectomy (surgical 
excision of the uterus). Three of the 12 women who did not any cite any birth control 
method had this operation, as mentioned previously, because ofheavy or constant periods; 
one already had two children (50), but the others were childless (45, 81). Only four women 
appear to have regulated their own fertility; the majority pleaded ignorance of female 
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methods of birth control. The reasons for this will be considered in the discussion on sexual 
health later, as will the issue of procured abortion, which none mentioned in this context. 
In the second question on birth control methods used by other women, 56 per cent of the 
married and single respondents protested that 'they did not know as they never discussed 
such issues'. The general consensus was that 'it was not right, it was too personal and you 
did not enquire into other women's business then; such things were kept secret'. Ofthe few 
who purported to know, three women quoted withdrawal, two mentioned condoms and one 
pessaries. The only woman who mentioned 'syringing out' or douching, was a hairdresser 
with her own business in Dunstable in the 1930s. In those days, hairdressers' shops were a 
female preserve and each customer had a separate cubicle. This hairdresser, probably like 
those elsewhere, stated that she was recipient of many confidences. Women who came to 
her shop from the town and surrounding villages, revealed that they commonly syringed 
themselves out after intercourse (44). She was unable to say whether this proved a 
successful method of birth control. Women's fertility, therefore, was controlled by different 
methods. The extent to which they succeeded may be evidenced by the number of children 
born to the 36 respondents who began or completed their families in the inter-war period. 
A total of 94 children were born, a mean of 2.6 per woman. Were it not for four women, 
who had 23 children between them, the mean would have been reduced to 2.2 children. I 
I Although a question was not posed about the number born to their mothers, many 
volunteered this information. Eight women in the period, mostly before World War I, had 
84 children between them, a mean of 11 per woman (20, 29, 43, 67, 71, 73, 74, 78). It 
appears, therefore, that the generation of women in this Bedfordshire cohort had 
considerably fewer children than some of their mothers. The women in the case study 
stated that they were mostly totally ignorant about birth control before marriage. As they 
were also reluctant to share knowledge about birth control methods with other women, it is 
likely that more resorted to abstention, and even procured abortion, than they admitted, as 
they limited the size of their families to an affordable level. Questions about the size of 
their families were not regarded as provocative and were answered willingly, unlike those 
about illegitimacy. 
U1egitimacy 
Only 30 per cent of women responded to the question about the reactions ofpeople in your 
locality to cases of illegitimacy known to them, usually with very peremptory, 
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disapproving retorts. Three typical examples are given: 'It was kept quiet, hushed up; nine 
times out often, girls had to get married' (17); 'It caused a lot of talk - people looked down 
on you' (21), and monosyllabically, 'shameful' (33). The purpose of this section was to 
determine the extent to which contemporary attitudes towards this moral issue were 
reflected in Bedfordshire. It was found to be overwhelmingly condemnatory, although no 
justification was given for this stance. However, when asked about the response of the 
church they attended, most stated that they did not know. None mentioned moralising 
sermons on the subject. Only two women, in the Quaker movement and the Salvation 
Army, stated that their denominations were openly sympathetic to the women and gave 
practical, non-judgmental help, although they did not use this tenn. The Quaker, felt that 
they were 'very broad minded' (77), whilst the Salvationist felt that they were 'very good 
and helpful' (60) 
Most respondents asserted that illegitimacy was a secret, shameful matter, but 23 of the 
84, knew of women (one of whom was a respondent), who conceived unwanted babies; 
three were married. According to the respondents, 15 did not try to abort themselves or 
procure an abortion, but as one woman said, 'If she wanted to get rid of it, she did so 
without telling you as it was personal'. Only two women admitted to abortion; neither the 
method nor the outcome was known in one case (58), but in the other, the experience was 
said to have affected her mentally (77). Infants who survived were usually adopted or sent 
to orphanages. Only three were able to keep their babies with the support of their families 
(44, 70, 84). One woman was told by her general practitioner to 'marry the boy' (62), 
whilst another was forced to leave grammar school in order to get married (56). One 
woman kept her illegitimate baby, but although 'the fellow didnt marry her, another did 
later' (55). 
In 1935 a single Bedfordshire girl, aged cl8-19 years, became pregnant (52). Her 
boy-friend wanted to see her, but her mother denied him access. She thought it so 
disgraceful that she kept her in and belted her abdomen tightly. The girl died two days after 
the birth, although the unnatural constriction was not necessarily the cause of death. She 
was one ofthose cited by respondents in the section on Maternal Mortality, and is therefore 
discussed further then. However, it is already apparent that the prejudice and stigma which 
accompanied illegitimacy resulted in moral censure to the detriment of her medical needs. 
Infertility appeared to be another subject considered unseemly for public debate amongst 
women. 
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Infertility 
An unexpected finding in this study concerned women who were unable to conceive. 
Although not questioned about this, the issue arose in relation to the number of children, 
married respondents had borne. Three married women volunteered this information. They 
seemed fatalistic in their attitude, and did not regard it as a health problem. Even the 
woman who had been seriously ill in hospital with peritonitis, following a perforated 
appendix, and who probably developed salpingitis [inflammation of the fallopian tubes], 
failed to consult a doctor when she failed to conceive, 'as it was not the done thing then'. 
She just accepted not having a family (9). Another woman sought medical advice, but still 
did not conceive. No investigations were carried out (55). Similarly, the third woman had 
no investigations. She accepted that 'if you didn't have, you didn't have'. Her mother had 
produced 12 children, so perhaps the prospect of motherhood was not vel)' enticing. She 
was one of those who left school early to help out at home instead of going to work (73). 
Infertile women were not, however, subjected to the 'great pain and peril of Child-birth', 
still mostly unaddressed in the inter-war years.19 
Maternal mortality 
Eighteen respondents claimed to have known 19 women who died as a result of the 
complications of pregnancy and childbirth in Bedfordshire, 1918-38, although they were 
not all able to give a specific cause, and the accuracy of the causes given cannot be 
confirmed. Six deaths were attributed to sepsis, including one woman who died of 
puerperal [childbed] fever in 1934 at 'One Ash Villa', Napier Road, Luton, the local 
authority Maternity Home run by Luton Borough Council from 1928-34?O After she 
developed a fever, she was transferred to Spittlesea, the Borough's isolation hospital, and 
then, according to the respondent, to The Bute Hospital, where she died. It is unlikely that 
she succumbed there, however, as she had a fulminating streptococcal infection. Such 
patients were rarely admitted to voluntary hospitals like 'The Bute', which dealt mainly 
with clean surgical cases for fear of cross infection. It is more likely that she was admitted 
to a ward in the Public Assistance Institution, but this fact was unlikely to have been 
revealed due to the stigma still associated with, what was previously, the Union 
Workhouse. 
19 This quotation is taken from 'TIle Churchillg of Women', in The Book o/Common Prayer. This Church 
of England Service was held for women following delivery. By 1998, it was virtually defunct. 
20 Currie, Margaret R, Hospitals in Luton and Dunstable, an Illustrated History, Advance Otfset, Hitchin, 
1982, pp 136-37. 
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As has been seen, the pregnant girl, whose abdomen was tightly bound by her mother, was 
unlikely to have had any ante-natal care, or even to have had a birth attendant (52). One 
woman died in childbirth in 1938, despite having been told by her doctor not to have any 
more children after her firstborn (51). Two women expired following massive 
haemorrhages, including one whilst giving birth to her twelfth child in 1932. She had been 
visited by the doctor and the midwife whilst she was in labour at home, but the 
'handywoman', who sat with her failed to call the doctor when she haemorrhaged?1 When 
he visited the next day, the woman was rushed into hospital, but died soon afterwards (62). 
Six other causes were given: sepsis or haemorrhage, toxaemia, twilight gas overdose22, late 
abortion, 'galloping consumption', and possibly a pulmonary embolus. Eleven of these 19 
deaths took place at home, the usual place for delivery then, five in institutions, two in 
private nursing homes, and in one case the location was not known. 
My research has shown that many other maternal deaths occurred in the county and this 
issue will be raised in comparison to the Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR), that is, the rate 
per 10,000 live births registered in England and Wales in the discussion which follows. 
Nevertheless, it is already apparent that some of these were needless deaths, partly 
attributable to moral censure, mismanagement or lack of medical knowledge, but also 
probably to their debilitated state before and during pregnancy. Before concluding the 
results section ofthe case study, supporting evidence will be given about women's health in 
Bedfordshire, 1918-38, from the perceptions of some respondents who observed the reality. 
'Women had a hard life - with little awareness or infonnation about their own health' (4). 
Few women in this study appear to have considered keep-fit activities as a means to better 
health; it was seen as a separate entity. One woman remarked, 'girls who had been to 
college or had some type ofhigher education continued with some fonn ofPE. Others were 
inclined to do no fonn of exercise unless they came from a family with a tradition for a 
particular sport' (3). Working class women were tmlikely to summon up time and energy to 
pursue extra tiring activities, particularly when malnourished. One respondent reported that 
'they had to economise with food' (60); 'when there was a shortage of work, the man 
usually had the bulk ofthe food available, then the children, then the mother' (32). 'Women 
seemed older than they were, as they worked so hard' (34). 'There was no time for them to 
21 See discussion on handywomen, the unqualified forerunners of professional midwives in Chapter 2. 
22 See Tew, Marjorie, Safer Childbirth? A critical history ofmatemity care, Chapman and Hall, London, 
\990, pp 114-15, for details about this method, known as 'twilight sleep', developed in Germany, and 
widely used in America and, to a lesser extent, in Britain, for about 30 years. 
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be ill' (48). Their expectations of health were not very high; 'they expected to suffer in old 
age', including arthritic, hearing and eyesight problems as 'there were no operations then' 
(33) (36). Another thought that 'the commonest problems were excessive menstrual 
bleeding, influenza and bugs in the home' (37). Pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), however, 
was mentioned more than any other disease. 
The disparate facts in this section, together with information in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.7), 
revealed that much of the high infant mortality rate (deaths per 1,000 live births under one 
year of age), in Luton, 1909-13, was due to the poor health of mothers, although officially 
attributed to premature births and wasting diseases. This research has provided witting and 
unwitting evidence of some key issues concerning women's health in Bedfordshire. 
However, only some ofthese can be discussed now: pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), women's 
sexual health, venereal disease (VD), and physical fitness. In so doing, it is possible to see 
the extent to which the county led, or lagged behind national models and how central 
government policy was devolved to local level. 
Pulmonary tuberculosis 
Respondents identified this disease as the commonest and most serious one affecting 
women in the county in the inter-war years when it still threatened the nation's health. This 
disease of the lungs is sometimes referred to as phthisis [Greek for wasting], or 
consumption, which in its most rapid form is known colloquially as galloping consumption. 
In most cases, however, it was referred to as TB, an abbreviation of the causative 
organism, the tubercle bacillus, discovered by Robert Koch, a German epidemiologist, in 
1882. Between 1851 and 1910 almost four million deaths in England and Wales, were 
registered, due to TB, l3 per cent ofthe total mortality. It was predominantly a disease of 
young adults, mainly of the poorer classes, although anyone could be affected as the 
disease was spread by droplet infection. However, it began to decline from 1870, 
particularly in women, despite the lack of medical treatment. 23 
Sanitary authorities had the power to provide sanatoria, tuberculosis dispensaries, shelters, 
tents, medical assistance and other resources for persons believed to have TB, under the 
Public Health Act, 1875, but it was little used. As discussed in Chapter 3, Horace 
Sworder, the part-time Medical Officer of Health (MOH) for the Borough of Luton, had 
II Cronje, Gillian, 'Tuberculosis and mortality decline in England and Wales, 1851-1910' in Woods, 
Robert and Woodward, John (Eds), Urban Disease and Mortality in Nineteenth- Century England, 
Batsford Academic and Educational, London, 1984, pp 79-80. 
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recognised the need for a sanatorium in the town by 1889, and in 1899 he predicted that a 
sanatorium or hospital for the treatment of consumption would be needed, probably to 
serve an area larger than Luton. The Bedfordshire County Medical Officer of Health 
(CMOH), Henry Kenwood, stated in 1911 that there were no institutions available [in the 
county] and some preferred 'to die in their squalid surroundings' rather than enter Poor 
Law Institutions. 24 
However, Bedfordshire provided an ideal venue for other authorities. In 1903, Eastley 
Sanatorium, was built by the Bradford Board of Guardians, and Daneswood Sanatorium 
was established for the sole use of Jews by the Jewish Board of Guardians.25 Although 
there were sporadic initiatives by various bodies, there was not a nation-wide chain of 
sanatoria. The National Insurance Act, 1911 included a 'sanatorium benefit' which 
provided for treatment in sanatoria or other institutions for insured persons, 16 years 
upwards. 26 In addition, the Local Government Board (LGB) made pulmonary TB notifiable 
in the entire population by an order, which became effective on 1 January 1912?7 This 
enabled morbidity data to be compiled; further efforts could then be made to prevent those 
with the disease becoming part ofthe mortality returns. 
There appears, however, to have been an assumption in the National Insurance Act that 
sufficient sanatoria were available, whilst the compulsory notification of TB seems to have 
been rather premature as policy decisions had not been taken at central government level to 
address such issues as prevention and treatment. The Departmental Committee, under the 
chairmanship of William Waldorf Astor, set up by the Treasury in 1912 to address these 
problems, emphasised that any future scheme should apply to the whole population, and 
that responsibility for it should be devolved to local authorities. They could arrange 
residential facilities and establish dispensaries to act as diagnostic centres and 'clearing 
houses' through which patients could be directed to appropriate treatment. Voluntary care 
committees were recornmended to enhance the effectiveness ofthe work ofthe dispensaries. 
24 	 Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1911, pp 176-77. Note: in this and 
other local and national reports, the title has been abbreviated. 
25 	 Bryder, Linda, Below the Magic Mountain. A Social History oj Tuberculosis in Twentieth-Century 
Britain, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1988, p 28. 
26 	 National Insurance Act, 1911, eh. 5. 
27 	 See Eyler, John M, Sir Arthur Newsholme and State Medicine, 1885-1935, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1997, p 240, re the judiciously staged processes of notification introduced nationally 
between 1909 and 1913. 
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The Government agreed in 1912 to provide a major part ofthe necessary finance, including 
'half the estimated cost of treating non-insured persons, including dependents of the 
insured'. Capital grants were agreed at £240 for dispensaries, not exceeding 80 per cent of 
the cost, and £90 per sanatorium or hospital bed, not exceeding 60 per cent of the cost. 
These grants were made statutory by the Public Health (prevention and Treatment of 
Disease) Act, 1913. This empowered local authorities to provide uninsured tuberculosis 
patients with free treatment. 28 Although all Bedfordshire women with TB were, therefore, 
eligible for treatment, they could not receive it until the Bedfordshire County Council 
(BCC), the authority charged with local responsibility, made the necessary arrangements. 
The Bedfordshire Tuberculosis Service, 1913-38 
In 1912, there were about '600 sufferers' of the disease in Bedfordshire. The need for 
action to ameliorate the situation was urgent. The CMOH, Henry Kenwood, favoured 
economy; sufferers could be kept at home with cheap shelters with the Sanatorium 
therefore run on a 'minimum basis'. Extensions would be possible with shelters or chalets. 
The 'Suggested Complete Scheme for Bedfordshire' included the appointment of a full-time 
Medical Officer (MO) [Tuberculosis], expert in the disease, at a salary of £500 per annum, 
two dispensaries, one at Bedford and one at Luton, temporary offices in outlying districts, 
periodically visited, for example, on market days. Also planned, were two small, relatively 
cheap and mostly wooden sanatoria, each to have 25 beds initially, on sites of at least 20 
acres (8 hectares), within driving distance of Bedford and Luton. Alternatively, although 
Kenwood thought this less desirable, there could be a 'Three Counties Sanatorium for 
Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire and Cambridgeshire of at least 150 beds' with facilities for 
expansion, situated in the neighbourhood of Sandy. There should also be an 'influential and 
representative After-Care Committee' which should act in consultation with the County 
MO (TB). Bedfordshire would receive £4,950 if the suggested scheme was implemented29 
By 1913, about 800 persons in the county were known to be affected by TB. The BCC 
appointed Dr Cuthbert G Welch as full-time Chief Tuberculosis MO. He commenced his 
duties on 1 November 1913; his role also included that of Medical Adviser to the National 
Insurance Committee. A dispensary was opened at 17, Church Street, Luton in May 1914, 
which included a room for 'reception of a patient in whom the diagnosis of TB is 
------- ------_. 
28 Bryder, Below the Magic Mountain, pp 39-40. 
29 Annual Report, County Medical Oflicer of Health, Bedfordshirc, 1912, pp 35-37. The concept of a joint 
scheme was probably based on the Tbree Counties Asylwn at Stotfold, Bedfordshire, opened in 1860 to 
serve Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire and Huntingdollshire. 
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doubtful'.30 Mainly because ofthe outbreak of World War I, and the consequent disruption 
in local government, no suitable residential institution for treatment in Bedfordshire had 
been established by 1914-15, although 42 sanatorium beds were available beyond the 
county.3l Since March 1914, two rooms in St Andrew's Rooms, Biggleswade, provided 
premises on Wednesdays (Market Day), to serve mid Bedfordshire. However, due to 
dissent from local residents, Bedford, usually to the forefront of health and welfare 
initiatives, did not open its dispensary until 6 May 1915, at 61 Harpur Street.32 
Following World War I, Bee renewed its efforts to find suitable premises which could be 
adapted for cases of pulmonary TB in all its stages. In February 1919, sanction was 
obtained from the Bee to purchase Mogerhanger Park and grounds situated on the 
Greensand ridge of hills, six miles East of Bedford. Seven military tents were purchased 
from the World War I army camp at Ampthill Park and re-erected at Mogerhanger. These 
were to be used for early and intermediate cases, whilst advanced cases would be cared for 
in the mansion, which would also serve as a hospital. When the Institution was complete it 
would provide beds for 28 men and 27 women admitted as 'sanatorium cases', 11 for men 
and 12 for women admitted as 'hospital and advanced cases', plus provision for 8 children, 
a total of 86 beds. 33 
The County Sanatorium at Mogerhanger Park eventually opened on 18 November 1921, 
but initially, only for the reception of male patients; the female side could not be opened 
then due to a shortage of nursing staff.34 In England and Wales in the period 1921-30, 
pulmonary TB was more fatal in women aged 15-29 years than in men, although more men 
than women were found to have died in the age group 30 years and above.35 Figure 5.2 
shows that between 18 November 1921 and 31 December 1938, of 2,1 05 patients 
admitted, 1,090 died at Mogerhanger. 
30 AImual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1913, pp 32,34-35. 
31 Bedfordshire County Council, Proceedings of the County Council, 1914-15, p 35. 
32 A:imual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1914, pp 35-36. Details of protests by 
Bedford residents and consequent action by the Town Council and the LGB may be found in Annual 
Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1913, p 34. 
33 A:imua1 Report, County Medical 01licer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1918, pp 23-25. 
34 A:imual Report, County Medical Otlicer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1921, P 25. 
3S Bryder, Linda, 'The Problem of Tuberculosis in England and Wales, 1900-1950', DPhil thesis, 
University of Oxford, 1985, p 21, Figure IV: Tuberculosis deatlls by sex and age, England and Wales, 
1921-1930. 
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Figure 5.2 Number of admissions, deaths, percentage death rate, and phthisis death 
rate per 1,000 total population, at Mogerhanger Park Sanatorium, 
1921-38 
Number Number Percentage phthisis death 
admitted died death rate rate per 1,000 
total population 
Males 1,017 625 61 6.1 
Females 861 436 51 5.1 
Children 
-.1l --.22. 13 1.3 
Totals 2,105 1,090 
Source: 	 Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 1938, 
pp 18-19. 
As the percentage death rate and the phthisis death rate per 1,000 total population are so 
high in adults, particularly in males, phthisis death rates are now given which cover all 
persons in Bedfordshire diagnosed with this condition, not just those aclmitted to the 
County Sanatorium. Separate rates for males, females and children were not given. 
Figure 5.3 	 Phthisis death rate per 1,000 total population in Bedfordshire, 1909-13 
and 1934-38 
1909 0.93 1934 0.52 
1910 0.72 1935 0.60 
1911 0.90 1936 0.58 
1912 0.80 1937 0.46 
1913 0.89 1938 0.40 
Source: 	 Derived from Annual Reports, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 
1912, p 32; 1913, p 32; 1938, p 15. 
Both quinquennial periods show considerably lower rates than those at Mogerhanger, 
1921-38, firstly in 1909-13, before the implementation of the County TB Service, and 
secondly, 1934-38 when it had been established for some years. 
The decline in the phthisis rate could be attributed to the effectiveness of the county TB 
Service, but this does not explain the disparities shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The most 
likely explanation for the higher rates at Mogerhanger, is that, as envisaged, only the most 
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seriously ill persons were admitted. Others, considered less seriously ill, or undiagnosed, 
remained at home until they recovered or died. Public health measures to isolate adults 
with TB mostly failed to improve their chances of survival, but the rest of the community 
was largely protected from the risk of infection. The ck.ta for the whole county includes 
children, who had a lower TB rate. However, as was seen in Chapter 4, parental death 
from TB rendered some children orphans. Bedfordshire residents who were less seriously 
ill were often nursed in shelters in the garden and would have had more individual attention 
than could be expected in an institution. It is clear, therefore, that admission to 
Mogerbanger, pre-World War II, could have been seen as prejudicial to personal health by 
the general public, and increased the stigma surrounding the disease. Isolation may have 
been an effective public health measure, but without parallel advances in medical science, 
individuals affected were still likely to succumb. There was no specific chemotherapeutic 
agent to conquer TB until 1943, when streptomycin was discovered by Selman A 
Waksman.36 
Although Bedfordshire had a rudimentary Tuberculosis Service from 1 November 1913, it 
was not fully effective until sufficient sanatorium provision was made in 1921. Relatively 
little evidence exists to indicate that women were treated very differently than men. 
However, the same is not true of issues concerning male and female sexual health where 
there appears to have been some discrimination against women for the national good. 
SexualheaUh 
Respondents identified a number of problems concerning women's sexual health in the 
questionnaire, including birth control, illegitimacy, infertility and the MMR. All have been 
the subject of considerable research.37 Amongst the 47 Bedfordshire married women 
questioned, ignorance of birth control matters, especially concerning their lmowledge of 
---_..._--_._---_._----­
36 Chambers Biographical Dictionary, (5th ed), Edinburgh, 1990, p 1523. 
37 See for example, Stopes, Marie, Mother England, John Bale Sons and Danielsson, London, 1929; Hall, 
Ruth (Ed), Dear Dr Stopes: Sex in the 1920s, Andre Deutsch, London, 1978; Lewis, Jane, 'The Ideology 
and Politics of Birth Control in Inter-war England', in Women's Studies International Quarterly, 2, 
1979, 33-48; Leatllard, Audrey, The Fight for family Planning. The Df!\ielopment ofFamily Planning 
Services in Britain 1921-74, Macmillan, London., 1980; Loudon, Irvine, 'Puerperal Fever, the 
streptococcus, and the sulphonamides, 1911-1945', in British Medical Journal, 295,22 August 1987, 
485-90; Davey, Claire, 'Birth Control in Britain during the Interwar Years: Evidence from the Stopes 
corre~"J>Ondence', in Journal of Family History, 13, 3, 1988, 329-45; Donnison, Jean, Midwives an.d 
Medical Men. A History ofthe Struggle for the Control ofChildbirth, (2nd ed), Historical Publications, 
London, 1988; 11l8Il.e, P M, 'The debate on the declining birth-rate in Britain: the "menace" of an ageing 
population, 1920s-1950s'. in Continuity and Change. Part 2, 5, August 1990, 283-305; Bock, Gisela and 
Thane, Pat (1~ds), Maternity and Gender Policies. Women and the Rise afthe European fVelJare States, 
1880s-1950s, Routledge, London, 1994; Szreter, Simon, Fertility, class and gender in Britain, 
1860-1940, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1996. 
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how to control their own fertility, was particularly evident. Very few were aware of Dr 
Marie Stopes' work in setting up Constructive Birth Control (CBC) Clinics, first in London 
in 1921, then in other large centres of population, and hardly any knew of her published 
work on the subject. In 1997, a random search of the 41 boxes containing the 'Letters and 
other General Correspondence cl915-1957', in the Stopes' Collection at the WeUcome 
Institute, London, revealed only five letters from Bedfordshire residents. These concerned 
three requests for literature, one a lullaby for pUblication in the CBC Journal and only one, 
a request for advice plus literature from a nurse at Ampthill. In a letter dated, 24 March 
1920, Nurse D Beagarie wrote, 
So many of my mothers wish for information which I am unable to 
fwnish, & [sic] if your work supplies tile need I should most gladly 
recommend it. 
She required a copy of Wise Parenthood, and the pamphlet, 'A letter to Working Mothers', 
for which she sent the necessary money, but although she 'also wanted to see Married 
Love, [she] did not have the required 6 shillings' (£0.30).38 Ruth Hall, writing in 1978 
following her examination of the Stopes' correspondence, identified the 'prevalent feeling of 
guilt at the mere mention of sex and birth control', and that many who wrote to Stopes were 
prevented from seeking help from their own doctors because ofembarrassment.39 
Feelings of guilt and embarrassment compounded ignorance, which was not confined to 
people seeking advice; it was also widespread in the medical profession, who were, 
therefore, ill prepared to advise women, mainly because the General Medical Council 
prevented birth control being taught in medical schools l.mtil 1928.40 Dr Joan Malleson, 
who had considerable experience of contraception in birth control clinics and in general 
practice, wrote in 1935, that a general practitioner (GP) could 'no longer afford to be 
ignorant about birth control ... for social and economic reasons it was becoming wide 
spread'. Moreover, 
38 	 CMAC, PPIMCS The Stopes Collection, 'Letters and other General Correspondence c 1915-1957'. 
Letters seen by courtesy of the Wellcome Trustees in the Contemporary Medical Archives Centre at the 
Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London, on 14 August and 30 September 1997. Letters 
perused were those in Boxes 1,4,8, 12, 18,26,32,40,41. Letters from Bedfordshire residents were 
fOWld in Boxes 4, 8, 40, 41. It was not possible to consult any of the ten volwnes of 'Requests tor 
Advice', Stopes Papers 58670-9, Vols CCXXIV-CCXXXm, held in the Department of Manuscripts at 
TIle British Library, London, as they are reserved from public use lUlti12008. 
39 Hall, Dear Dr Stopes, p 10. 
40 Halsey, A H (Ed), British Social Trends since 1900. A Guide to the Changing Social Stmcture 0/ 
Britain, (2nd ed), Macmillan, London, 1988, p 39. 
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The prevalence of illegal abortion is undoubtedly enonnous, and 
figures published from time to time have suggested that the mortality 
and morbidity from this practice must be very much higher than is 
commonly recognised. 
Malleson listed 31 birth control clinics in the provinces; the nearest one to Bedfordshire 
was at Cambridge, open only on Wednesdays, 3.00-5.00 P m.41 
Roger A Sykes (1906-97), a medical student at St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, in the 
late 1920s and early 1930s, stated that family planning was not in the medical curriculum 
there. During his work as a GP in Luton, from 1934, he found patients were too 
embarrassed to ask for information. He confirmed Malleson's views about illegal abortions. 
Many women in Luton were known to have procured abortions on themselves, whilst 
others subjected themselves to 'back street abortionists', which often resulted in the need of 
urgent medical attention. In 1996 he recalled three particularly serious pre-World War II 
cases in Luton. The first woman had sustained a perforated uterus, resulting in septicaemia 
and death. The second, also succumbed to septicaemia, but the third woman, who had had 
a massive haemorrhage, was resuscitated, 'as she had fresh blood pumped into her'. This 
was believed to have increased immunity from infection before the sulphonamide drugs 
were in common usage in the late 1930s.42 It is likely that other women in Bedfordshire in 
the inter-war years resorted to abortion. As was seen earlier, married women in this case 
study limited the size of their families to 2.6 children, in spite oftheir assertions that they 
were mostly ignorant about birth control. 
Female mortality was not only due to abortion, but to other causes, particularly puerperal 
mortality [deaths at or immediately following childbirth]. Although the IMR had declined 
since 1900, this was not the case with the MMR. Figure 5.4 shows the years 1934-38, 
during which time a significant improvement occurred. 
-_._-_ ..._------------------------­
41 Malleson, Joan, The Principles afContraception: A Handbook for General Practitioners, Victor 
Gollancz, London, 1935, pp 9,15,148. 
42 Oral evidence from Dr Roger A Sykes (General Practitioner in Luton, 1934-67), 14 June 1996. 
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Figure 5.4 	 Live births registered, number of maternal deaths and their causes, and 
Maternal Mortality Rate in England and Wales, and in Bedfordshire, 
1934-38 
Year Live Births Number of Puerperal Other Total 
Registered Maternal Sepsis Puerperal Puerperal 
Deaths Causes Mortality 
England and Wales 
1934 597,642 2,748 20.3 25.7 46.0 
1935 598,756 2,457 16.8 24.2 41.0 
1936 605,292 2,301 14.0 24.1 38.1 
1937 610,557 1,988 9.7 22.6 32.3 
1938 621,204 1,917 8.9 21.9 30.8 
Bedfordshire 
1934 3,280 18 33.5 * 21.3 54.8 * 
1935 3,421 16 26.3 * 20.5 46.8 * 
1936 3,678 17 13.6 32.6 * 46.0 * 
1937 3,947 7 0.0 17.7 17.7 
1938 4,136 7 4.8 12.1 16.9 
Source: 	 Annual Report, County Medical Officer of Health, Bedfordshire, 
1938,p 12. 
Note: MMR 	 originally given as maternal deaths per 1,000 live births; 
here translated to maternal deaths per 10,000 live births 
for historical purposes. 
* denotes higher than national rates 
It may be seen that the MMR for Bedfordshire exceeded that of England and Wales in 
1934-36, mainly because of sepsis, but it then improved considerably, particularly in 
Bedfordshire, mainly because the new sulphonamide drugs proved effective against 
puerperal sepsis. 	 Some of the 'Other Puerperal Causes' cited, which were higher in 
Bedfordshire than 	 the national average in 1936, were probably the same as those 
mentioned earlier by the respondents; they included haemorrhage, toxaemia and twilight 
gas overdosage. Between 1934 and 1938, the number of live births rose steadily and the 
number of maternal deaths declined, nevertheless, in this quinquennial period, 11,411 
women in England and Wales succumbed, 65 of whom were from Bedfordshire. 
Another threat to women's health, was that posed by VD. Probably due to ignorance or 
prejudice, only one respondent mentioned the subject in the context of a warning given to 
her by a neighbour, not to 'get into trouble', nevertheless, as the establishment of VD 
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services had the potential to improve the nation's health considerably, it is an integral part 
ofthis chapter. 
Ve.nereai disease 
Venereal disease has attracted. very little attention from historians.43 A notable exception is 
the paper on historical perspectives written in 1980 by Michael Adler, Professor of 
Venereology at the Middlesex Hospital, London. Furthennore, David Evans' 1992 paper 
describes 'a fundamental change in state policy' on VD in the United. Kingdom between 
1913 and 1917.44 Beverly M Barrows' 1974 narrative account of the establishment of the 
VD service in the West Riding of Yorkshire, provides an example of how one local 
authority addressed. this issue, but it would be difficult to make many comparisons with 
Bedfordshire, as it was a considerably larger local authority. Moreover, the section in 
Barrows' text on the VD services, like other health issues she addresses, tends to dwell on 
positive aspects, rather than critically analysing the situation. This is understandable as she 
was compiling infonnation for the local authority following local government 
l 
i 
reorganisation in 1974, hence, it proved to be a valedictory volume.45 
. 
This section, therefore, provides the first small local study, written from a more critical 
."1.".... perspective. It is primarily concerned with the setting up, and the early years, of the 
Bedfordshire Venereal Disease Service, inaugurated as a result of the Public Health 
(Venereal Disease) Regulations, 1916. However, before this is presented, it is necessary to 
consider the situation when gonorrhoea and syphilis, henceforth G, and S, the more serious 
of the two, endangered public health prior to World War I. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, the 
Fabian socialists, were aware ofthe 'widespread suffering of the poor' from these diseases. 
A medical expert believed. that they constituted 'one of the greatest evils of the age'. The 
Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904, indicted S 
for its serious physical and mental effects on the population, whilst the Report of the Poor 
Law Commission, 1909, deplored the lack of medical attention which had 'very grave 
results'. Most voluntary hospitals refused to admit those affected, and in some Poor Law 
43 Eyler, Sir Arthur Newsholme and State Medicine, p 384. 
M Adler, M W, 'The terrible peril: a historical perspective on the venereal diseases', Medical History, 28, 
1980, 206-11, and Evans, David, 'Tackling the "Hideous Scourge": The Creation of the Venereal 
Disease Treatment Centres in Early Twentieth-Century Britain', Social History of Medicine, S, 3, 
December 1992,413-433. 
45 Barrows, Beverly M, A County and its Health. A History ofthe Development of the West Riding Health 
Services. 1889-197-1, The Health Committee of the West Riding County COWlcil, Wakefield, 1974, 
pp 56-62 
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Unions, the Guardians were often 'very severe'; they urged them to go elsewhere and even 
forcibly ejected them. Due to lack of, or insufficient, medical treatment, diseases such as 
these, were eventually responsible for 'a very large proportion of the pauperism of disease 
and insanity'.46 VD was also concerned with social purity, but because the threat such 
diseases posed to the health of the nation, and particularly to unborn children, the reserve 
of pre-World War I England was broken down and public discussion about what were 
regarded as repugnant, unmentionable diseases, took place. 
Christabel Pankhurst, the militant suffragette, wrote in a pamphlet in 1913, that the sexual 
diseases were the 'great cause of physical, mental and moral degeneracy, and of race 
suicide'. She advocated a proposed cure for this evil, 'Votes for Women and Chastity for 
Men,.47 This well known tract is believed to be an indicator of many feminists' viewpoints 
on sexuality. Pankhurst alleged that women could not get the vote because of male sexual 
lust, and that men in the ruling classes wanted to protect prostitution and the sexual abuse 
of women. She believed that prostitution was wasteful of men's energy and health and 
'sacrificed women on the altar of the double standard'. When women were regarded only as 
sexual objects it resulted in sexual disease and social disaster.48 However, feminists, public 
health officials, politicians and others were mostly powerless to deal with the ravages 
caused by these diseases until certain scientific advances were made. Although the 
causative organism of G, the gonococcus was discovered in 1879, there was no specific 
drug then available.49 In 1905, the causative organism of S, the Treponema pallidum, was 
isolated and a reliable serological test, the Wassermann reaction, was introduced in 1906. 
In 1910, saivarsan, an effective chemotherapeutic agent, provided effective treatment. 50 At 
this time 'no structured medical service existed in this or any other country' to diagnose and 
treat those affected. 51 
Once the means were available to diagnose and treat S effectively, the LGB began to 
consider suitable strategies and in March 1912, the Board decided to make an inquiry into 
----------------------------­
46 Webb, Sidney and Beatrice, The State and the Doctor, Longmans Green and Co, London, 1910, 
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the control of Venereal Diseases. It was begun in April that year and was concluded in July 
1913. In a letter dated 5 August, 1913, which prefaced the report, Arthur Newsholme, the 
MO ofthe LGB, wrote to John Bums, the President ofthe Board, that the 'serious extent to 
which syphilis affects the national health is not generally realised'. Not only was it an 
important cause of arterial degeneration and heart disease, but it was the main cause of 
locomotor ataxy, [sic) a nervous disorder, manifested mainly in disordered movements 
such as a staggering gait, and general paralysis of the insane (GPI). Moreover, the 
organism was often transmitted. to the foetus in utero, resulting in abortion, or stillbirths. 
Premature birth was commonly caused by S, as was infant mortality within a month of 
birth from 'Marasmus' and 'Atrophy'. Although regarded less seriously, G could cause 
chronic suffering and sterility in women. It could also cause blindness in new born 
babies. 52 This form of conjunctivitis in new-born infants is contracted from their passage 
through an infected birth canal. Without prompt treatment it leads to blindness and the 
need of a more costly education. For this reason ophthalmia neonatorum was made a 
notifiable disease in 1914, the only form ofVD ever to be so classified in Great Britain. As 
mentioned in Chapter 2, premature birth, and wasting diseases (synonymous with 
marasmus and atrophy), were the two highest causes of infant mortality in the Borough of 
Luton, 1909-13. 
The 1913 LGB Report on Venereal Diseases resulted from a preliminary enquiry into their 
control and particularly concerned the 'adequacy and general character ofarrangements for 
institutional treatment' in England and Wales. Although Dr Ralph W Johnstone, the author 
of the report, acknowledged that venereal ulcer, or soft chancre, was common, it did not 
have such serious repercussions as S and G which were so important from a public health 
perspective. His report was, therefore, confined to these two diseases. He pointed out the 
attitude of mind which prevailed in a large section of the public - that venereal diseases 
were the just retribution of sin'. However, a retribution which fell upon 'innocent women 
and children, and with equal force upon the raw youth or girl as upon the vicious and 
abandoned', was not remarkable for its justice. Moreover, the individual in the civil 
population was responsible for prevention and cure, not the state. He was free to avoid YD, 
and if attacked, search out medical treatment when convenient and decide whether or not to 
infect others. Notification was not recommended. Although some data from the 
Registrar-General was produced as evidence of the decline in syphilitic mortality, 
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Johnstone questioned its reliability, as in many cases, deaths were not attributed to the 
disease 'to spare the memory of the dead, and the feelings ofthe relatives'. 
, 
Between 1875 and 1910, the reported death rate per million from syphilis in England and 
Wales, [allegedly] fell from 89 to 46 per million, and the total number of deaths in the 
same period decreased from 2,138 to 1,639. More reliance was placed on data produced 
from the annual reports of the Army Medical Department. The number of candidates 
refused enlistment in the whole army in the UK because of syphilis, fell from 158 to 19 per 
10,000 between 1870 and 1911, whilst the number of admissions or re-admissions, to the 
Hospital for Venereal Diseases [in London] fell from 194 to 60 per 1,000 soldiers in the 
same period. The army was in an ideal position to observe VD and the effects of new 
treatments, for example, the 'American, Austrian, German and English armies' pioneered 
the use of salvarsan. Whilst the army and military medical men were acclaimed for their 
expertise in the report, women were mostly mentioned in a less complimentary way. 
Johnstone emphasised the risks inherent in female prostitution. In St Petersburg, for 
instance, one prostitute was reported as infecting 300 men with S in 10 months, but the 
clandestine, or occasional prostitute was a more dangerous and numerous class. In 
Bremen, Germany, in the decennial period 1901-10, an average of 63 clandestine 
t 

" 
 prostitutes each year were found to be infected with VD, compared to one known 
prostitute. However, women were not always blamed for the spread of YD. Alfred 
Fournier stated that in his practice in Paris, cl870, 50 per cent of females infected with S 
could not account for the cause, but he believed that 25 per cent of all women contracted it 
innocently. 53 
1 
Many of the issues covered in the 1913 report were then re-investigated and the expanded 
results reiterated in the Final Report of the Commissioners, published in March 1916. 
Some are particularly salient to women's health. It revealed, for instance, the number of 
males and females aged 2544 years admitted to asylums between 1908 and 1912 with 
GPI. The national rate per 10,000 persons was 1.25 for females and 4.0 for males. 
Although the rate in Bedfordshire is not given in the Final Report, it recorded that five 
Bed.fordshire women and 14 men were admitted to an asylum in this period. Gonorrhoea 
was said to be the commonest cause of 50 per cent of the sterility in women. The early 
recognition of G in females enabled immediate treatment in the form of the application of 
remedies to the surface of vaginal mucous membranes. This measure would probably be 
--- -----.----_._----_._--­
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successful if 'carried out steadily and for a sufficient time by the medical attendant'. It was 
regarded as essential that twice weekly treatment was given by a doctor, 'preferably by a 
woman doctor'. Evidence taken for the Report led to the conclusion that the average 
education of 'medical men' was insufficient to diagnose and treat VD. It had been found 
that when they entered the Royal Army Medical Corps, it was necessary for them to take a 
course concerning the treatment ofthese diseases. Moreover, as little attention was given to 
VD in the medical curriculum, one witness advocated that it should be a compulsory 
subject 54 
It is unlikely that a 'woman doctor' would even have been mentioned were it not for the 
intimate nature of the local treatment required for G. By 1916, however, the focus of 
public opinion was on men. There had been many deaths at the Front in World War I, the 
birth-rate was still in decline and there was a rise in VD as a result of social disruption. 
Instead of feminists blaming men for their immorality, as they had done before this war, 
women were now censured, either for their alleged roles as prostitutes, or as consorts of 
members of the Armed Forces to whom they were not married.55 The issue of female 
doctors for female patients with, or suspected of having contracted, a VD has been largely 
unaddressed by academics. Current research has shown that the number of doctors in 
Great Britain was fairly limited. In 1918 for example, there were 43,819 doctors registered 
to practise, only c7-10 per cent of whom were female. 56 This is not surprising, as apart 
from a few notable militant exceptions, such as Elizabeth Garrett Anderson (1836-1917) 
and Sophia lex-Blake (1840-1912), the medical profession had been dominated by men 
throughout the nineteenth century. They were mostly strongly opposed to the entry of 
females into, what they regarded as, their exclusive domain. 
Due to the intransigence of the deans in most medical schools, particularly in London, 
entry to female students was usually refused until at least 1946. Even then, the main reason 
for their acceptance appears to have been that the London medical schools became attached 
to the University of London in that year. There were, however, some exceptions. The 
Royal Free Hospital had had its own Medical School for Women since 1870. Nevertheless, 
in the four academic years, 1905-09, only 90 women were accepted.57 The London 
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Hospital, known colloquially as 'the London', nonnally excluded them. but in 1917, 
because of the shortage of male doctors at 'the front' [World War I], four American women 
doctors were employed and female medical students were admitted. In 1923, however, 'the 
London' reverted to its pre-war policy of excluding female medical students, as it was 
unable to attract sufficient male students from Oxford or Cambridge. In 1946 it once again 
took female medical students, but St Bartholomew's Hospital failed to do so until 1947. It 
is significant that the General Medical Council, also male dominated, did not produce data 
about male/female ratios until the 1960s.58 
Discrimination against female doctors also occurred in the Anned Services. In World War 
I, the War Office would not allow female doctors to become commissioned officers, like 
their male counterparts. Nevertheless, some female doctors did serve in voluntary hospitals 
in France and Belgium. Casualty clearing stations were intended primarily to treat the war 
wounded, but some hospitals near 'the front line' also admitted those with medical 
conditions including S and G. When soldiers were evacuated to England, and were near to 
embarkation, for instance at Boulogne, the soldiers were segregated into the wounded and 
the diseased. 59 It is likely, therefore, that a few female doctors gained some specialist 
knowledge about VD in this war. 
On 12 July 1916, the LGB issued its Public Health (Venereal Disease) Regulations, based 
on the recommendations of the Royal Commission. An Act of Parliament was not required 
as local authorities were required to claim authority under the Public Health (prevention 
and Treatment of Disease) Act, 1913, in the case of an emergency.60 By 1916, central 
government had perceived VD as just such an emergency, mainly because it was affecting 
military strength, but also because ofthe poor physical and mental condition ofthe civilian 
population with such diseases. The following day, circular letters were sent to county and 
county borough councils, to hospitals and to the Clerks of the Poor Law Guardians. The 
Regulations provided for state financed pathology laboratories, free supplies of salvarsan 
for doctors, and anonymous, free treatment at special clinics, preferably in general 
hospitals. Schemes were to be funded by a 75 per cent Exchequer grant for approved 
expenses. 51 Circular 19, issued by the LGB called upon local authorities in towns with a 
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population in excess of 20,000 to establish treatment centres and appoint full-time VD 
officers.62 One of the last loopholes in the state control of VD was closed by the Public 
Health (Venereal Disease) Act, 1917, which made illegal the advertising of quack remedies 
and unqualified treatment. Bed.fordshire County Council quickly decided to adopt a County 
Scheme under the new 1916 regulations. 63 This scheme will, however, only be discussed 
until 1929, because after this date males and females were no longer differentiated in 
statistics provided by the CMOH; in any case, it was in the early years ofthe Bedfordshire 
Venereal Disease Service that most problems required resolution. 
The Bedfordshire Venereal Disease Service, 1917-29 
As a result of my research into the implementation of this service it is clear that some 
women's health was disadvantaged, although it is unlikely that this was the intention of 
BCC when it was required to prepare a draft scheme for submission to the LGB for 
approval. Four influential men were involved in bringing it to fruition: Mr W W Marks, 
Clerk of BCC, Dr Henry Kenwood, CMOH, Sir Arthur Newshohne, MO to the LGB and 
Colonel L W Harrison, the acknowledged national military VD expert. Kenwood 
postponed his original suggestion of a county centre because it was likely to result in many 
months' delay, and the LGB was 'properly desirous of getting these schemes under way as 
early as possible'. However, his other plan to use Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, as a 
VD treatment centre for the whole of Bedfordshire had been abandoned by 7 March 1917. 
Two days later, following approval of a revised scheme by BCC, difficulties which had 
once 'promised to be almost insunnountable, both at Bedford and Luton quietly melted 
away,.64 
In World War 1, it was no easy matter to obtain a 'medical man' as most were already fully 
employed, either in the anned services, or in the consequently understaffed civilian posts. 
Kenwood communicated with Harrison in London, who was tr~ining a number of civilian 
doctors for VD work, in the hope of a suitable man being recommended. 65 It took from July 
1916, when the VD regulations were issued by the LGB, to September 1917 before the 
whole scheme was fully implemented. Special clinics were opened at local voluntary 
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institutions, at the County Hospital, Bedford on 21 August 1917 and at the Bute Hospital, 
Luton on 29 September 1917.66 These voluntary hospitals did not protest as the state 
subsidies augmented their finances. Neither was there any dissent from local inhabitants, 
as was seen in 1913, when a TB dispensary was first proposed in Bedford, probably 
because the clinics were sited in existing premises, not connected with the Poor Law, and 
there was little publicity; events in World War I took precedence. Hours of opening were 
arranged to suit the working classes and separate clinics were held for men and women as 
follows: 
Bedford Luton 
Wednesdays - Women: 6.30 - 7.30 P m 2.00 - 3.15 pm 
Men: 8.00 - 9.00 p m 3.45 - 5.00 P m 
Saturdays - Women: 2.30 - 3.30 p m 6.45 -7.30 Pm 
Men: 4.00 - 5.00 pm 8.00 - 9.00 p m 
Patients were advised that they could obtain the most modem skilled treatment; it would be 
free of charge, and carried out under conditions of strict secrecy.67 This marks the first 
time that patients in Bedfordshire were able to obtain free medical treatment in a voluntary 
hospital, without referral from a GP. Civilians in the county now had access to the most up 
to date VD treatment, which had been available in the armed services earlier. 
Military expertise in VD was highly rated and it is probable that Harrison, who was 
esteemed in medical circles, instilled military treatment methods in those he taught. In 
1939, George Newman, Chief Medical Officer of the Ministry of Health (1919-35), 
considered, retrospectively, that the Ministry was fortunate to have him as its expert 
adviser since 1919.68 Adler, writing in 1980, described him as the 'doyen and father of 
British venereology' at the beginning of the twentieth century69 However, contemporary 
concepts of women as the focus of infection and, therefore, a threat to the health of men 
and the new-born, almost certainly permeated medical opinion, and this was probably 
reflected in most male doctors' attitudes to female patients. Negative and unduly 
authoritarian approaches to women, perhaps already diffident about visiting clinics or 
surgeries, were likely to deter their attendance. 
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f Little is known of the first MOH in charge of the Bedford and Luton centres, Dr J Lloyd 
Davis.70 His appointment was part-time and only temporary; it was terminated by 
Kenwood once the next incumbent, previously employed by BCC as a School Medical 
Officer (SMO) and Assistant County MOH, was ready to return from his military duties in 
February 1919. Dr Ronald Tydd Herdman, who held the Diploma in Public Health (DPH), 
had combined VD work with his military service in 1915. During 1918 he had been 
attached to the Military VD Centre, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and had also worked at the 
Civilian Centre there. 71 Despite the LOB recommendation that towns with a population of 
over 20,000 should have a full-time VD officer, Herdman was appointed as MOH (YO) in 
Bedfordshire in a part-time capacity and commenced duties on 8 February 1919. As the 
population for the geographical county of Bedfordshire totalled 194, 588 persons in 1911,72 
this was patently unsatisfactory. His salary, set in March 1919, was £200 plus travelling 
expenses to Luton. His main role was still as SMO at a salary of £300 plus £70 as medical 
advisor to the Bedfordshire Education Committee for the Care of the Mentally Defective, 
which agreed to the extra VD duties.73 However, he could not hope to control VD in such a 
large scattered population, particularly in view ofthe diverse nature ofhis work. 
The Royal Commission had highlighted the need for a female doctor, particularly for 
treating female patients with G in 1916, but it was not heeded by BCe, despite 
representations by prominent and influential Bedford women. In February 1918, the 
Bedford Branch of the National Council of Women requested a 'separate female doctor', 
but their request was denied. In October that year, when it was necessary to appoint 
another MOH (YD) they renewed their application, but were informed that their suggestion 
was 'impracticable'. In May 1919, they prepared to send a deputation of 10 representatives 
to see Lord Ampthill, the Chairman of the General Purposes Committee.74 This apparently 
met with a similar response. A request from a Miss Campion of Shakespeare Road, 
Bedford, in November 1918 to Mr S H Whitbread, had the same reaction; it was 
'impracticable,.75 Having established a precedent for a part-time male MOH in 1917, able 
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to service the needs of two part-time clinics for males and females, in addition to other 
responsibilities, BCC probably considered it pointless disturbing the set pattern. The 
appointment of a separate female MOH would have had financial implications by doubling 
the travelling expenses. The decision not to appoint a female doctor for female patients in 
1918-19 was not popular with women, and was likely to deter their attendance. Although 
they now had the right to free confidential advice and medical treatment for VD, it was not 
available from a person oftheir own sex. 
Before the National Health Service, many doctors in private practice had what could be 
described as a 'vested interest' in ill health (and childbirth), to ensure an adequate income. 
The VD scheme included health propaganda to prevent infection and long term illness. 
Such measures may have been for the national good, but they did little to achieve harmony 
in a divided profession. The British Medical Association (BMA) was cognisant of this 
issue and in February 1917 circulated all its members with recommendations about 
prevention and treatment of VD. It pointed out that local schemes initially affected the 
work of GPs, and that a 'scheme which starts with the ill-will or the absence ofgoodwill of 
the local profession is almost certainly doomed to failure'. The BMA believed that it was 
essential that all classes of medical practitioners co-operate and that the most effective plan 
of campaign would be that the GP continue to supply the patient with skilled medical 
attention. Free access should be provided to specialist services when necessary.76 
In 1917-18, relatively few doctors in the county were apparently interested in, or aware of, 
modem treatment methods, or even the existence ofthe new clinics; despite circulars from 
the BMA and BCC, some remained in ignorance which jeopardised patients' chances of 
prompt and effective treatment. In April 1918, Dr Miller of Bedford pleaded that he knew 
nothing about it as he had been in the Army for the past year, whilst Dr Fasnacht, also of 
Bedford, falsely informed a girl suffering from S that there was no hospital where she 
could receive treatment. Apparently, 'the poor thing was sent chasing round the various 
places' until she reached one where she could be treated. The advocate for this girl, and 
some other women with sexual health problems, was Miss Cariss, Rescue Worker at The 
Shelter, 32 Brereton Road, Bedford. This 'refuge' was run by the Church of England, St 
Alban's Diocesan Union for Preventive, Rescue and Penitentiary Work.77 
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There is some demonstrable evidence of the continued disinterest of GPs, which may have 
been connected with the prejudice surrounding YD. The government supplied salvarsan, or 
a substitute, free of charge to all doctors trained to give it - usually intravenously. This had 
the dual benefits of rapid assimilation of the drug, making a hospital in-patient stay 
unlikely. In 1921, four years after the county scheme began, only six Bedfordshire GPs 
were considered competent to administer it.78 However, the county VD service appears to 
have been far more efficient. In 1918 for instance, 248 injections of salvarsan substitute 
were administered and 132 specimens of blood were taken to test for S by the Wassermann 
reaction. However, the work of the clinics was 'somewhat handicapped by the train 
service'. It prevented many patients from outlying districts attending, consequently only 
nine persons came from places other than Bedford or Luton. More positively, a few women 
with S, who attended regularly for ante-n~tal treatment in 1918, produced healthy children, 
but one who did not do so gave birth to a baby with congenital S. Following its birth, the 
mother and baby were treated. 79 
Health propaganda was increasingly important towards the end of, and immediately 
following, World War I because of the increasing prevalence of VD. Between 1917 and 
1926, BCe are known to have used various strategies to improve knowledge and 
understanding about these diseases. The National Council for Combating Venereal Disease 
(NCCYD) was founded in 1916 to support the family, encourage moral purity and racial 
advance. 8o It was in an ideal position to carry out the education the Royal Commission had 
thought essential. It put the means of its organisation at the dispos::tl of BCC in 1917 by 
providing speakers for instructional lectures, but local people of note were expected to take 
the chair. Three or four lectures for key women, such as social workers, teachers and 
nurses were suggested, but only two or three separate ones were thought necessary for 
men.8l It was left to Marks to arrange them in conjunction with the newly formed 
propaganda committee, but in 1918, the very mention of VD was abhorrent to most 
fastidious, middle class ladies. Miss Amy Walmsley, Principal of the Froebel College, 
Bedford, agreed to take the chair, 'but not with pleasure!'S2 Other ladies, suggested as 
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suitable to chair the women's lectures, declined to act in that capacity. Following the 
lectures, in August 1918, notices were sent to most employers to be exhibited in all water 
closets and urinals. 83 
In 1919, BCC issued a handbill entitled, 'What every man should know'. It included the 
following statements to protect men from women, 
VENEREAL DISEASE in men, apart from accidental infection 
(which is rare), is caused by sexual intercourse with diseased women 
(common prostitutes and others) ... if you indulge in promiscuous 
intercourse you will almost certainly be caught sooner or later ... a 
woman may convey the disease even though she does not know that 
she is infected. The woman is believed to have been safe in a large 
proportion of the cases where men are intected by her. 84 
There was no similar Bee handbill warning women about promiscuous men, or those 
returning from 'foreign fields'. However, the NCCVD issued one c1924 entitled, 'Healthy 
Womanhood', which warned them against G and S, 
A girl has the right to demand that the man she marries is free from 
these diseases. Some men through illicit sexual relations, become 
diseased. Unless properly treated they spread infection to innocent 
girls they marry.85 
Most posters displayed in the period c1915-25, conveyed the impression that females were 
the cause of YD. A national poster states, 'The "easy" girl-friend spreads Syphilis and 
Gonorrhoea', and one displayed in Salford in 1922, explained that venereal diseases were 
'common not only amongst prostitutes, but among women and girls who while not chaste, 
cannot be called prostitutes' .86 
The NCeVD monitored the way in which the public was kept infonned by BCC, and even 
noted the financial expenditure. In March 1920, Mrs Gotto, the General Secretary, 
enquired about the frequency of advertisements. Marks responded that they appeared twice 
monthly in The Bedjordshire Times, The Bedjordshire Standard, The Luton News and 
The Luton Reporter. In the same letter, she requested help to produce an educational leaflet 
for boys leaving elementary schools.87 No mention was made of a sinular one for girls. 
Between June 1920 and JW1e 1921, the NCCVD noted that no lectures had been given in 
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Bedford, but £40 had been spent by BCC on propaganda, including 500 pamphlets, 
handbills, posters and notices.88 By 1925, the County MOH declared that the decline in the 
number ofpatients attending clinics was the result of the public being better informed.89 As 
will be seen, this was not necessarily true. 
The best media for health propaganda in the inter-war years was the cinema. In 1926 there 
were 3,000 cinemas in Great Britain. By 1934, the number had risen to 4,305 with a 
seating capacity of 3.8 millions.90 The NCCVO, and its successor from 1925, the British 
Social Hygiene COWlcil (BSHC), and other bodies, produced or showed films, such as 
'Damaged Goods' and 'Marriage Forbidden'. These were shown nation-wide, and in 
America. In these, and similar films 'all the women, except the heroine came to a bad end 
and all the YO victims were women'.91 
The Public Health campaign run by Bedfordshire Public Health Committee, 11-14 October 
1926 included free film displays, and lectures by Captain C M Kohan, Barrister-at-Law, 
representing the BSHC. They are known to have been held in Ounstable, Leighton Buzzard 
and Biggleswade, with separate sessions for women, and some for men and women. 
DWlstable was the only town known to have admitted yOWlg people, who had to be over 16 
years. The advertised films included 'Motherhood', a 1917 silent British film which 
concerned the teaching of expectant mothers, not only about the elements of child care, but 
also sewing, knitting and cooking. Films which might be taken to infer impropriety, such as 
those concerning YD, were not named, but described on posters as 'other films'. 
Respectability was conferred as they were advertised as authorised by the BSHC and 
approved by the Ministry of Health.92 However, in the strict moral climate which prevailed 
then, some women may have regarded them as too sexually explicit as films about YO 
were exempt from restrictions on frankness as part ofthe wider YD campaign.93 
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about the social problems ofVD. 'Marriage Forbidden' (1937), was an American sound propaganda film 
concerning the dauger of syphilis in the family. British Film Institute Archives, 12 December 1997. 
92 	 CRO GPV 1012. Venereal Diseases - Correspondence, 1923-37. The 1926 sessions were held as 
follows: DlU1stable, Monday, II October; Leighton BU7J..ard, Tuesday, 12 October, 8l1d Biggleswade, 
Thursday, 14 October. 
'Motherhood: a living picture oflite today' (1917), was a black and white, silent film, produced in Great 
Britain. Infomlation: British Film Institute Archives, 12 December 1997. 
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Data about new patients with S and G at the Bedford and Luton clinics, compiled by the 
CMOH from 1918-29, appear to support his opinion that education was effective in 
helping to control VD. As it was only in this period that the diseases were classified in the 
county according to sex, the whole ofthis twelve year period is given in Figure 5.6 below. 
Figure 5.5 	 Number of new patients attending the Bedford and Luton special clinics 
found to be suffering from syphilis and gonorrhoea, 1918-29 
Year Bedford Luton 
S G S G 
M F M F M F M F 
1918 22 9 22 8 20 21 30 10 
1919 43 17 40 14 41 23 64 10 
1920 40 21 39 6 38 23 69 9 
1921 19 8 26 9 22 12 41 5 
1922 9 9 26 8 18 3 29 6 
1923 12 7 28 9 17 5 35 5 
1924 13 8 22 9 11 10 45 7 
1925 14 6 34 10 11 11 42 8 
1926 8 7 16 11 15 5 38 11 
1927 9 7 29 6 7 8 23 6 
1928 7 4 29 7 8 3 32 13 
1929 _1 
--.2 ~ -.l --.l2 ~ ~ --.2 
Totals 207 112 332 104 223 136 493 99 
Source: Derived from Annual Reports of the County Medical Officer of Health, 
Bedfordshire, 1918, p 27; 1919, P 32; 1920, P 36; 1921, p 31; 1922, p 35; 1923, 
p 42; 1924, P 43; 1925, p54; 1926, P 54; 1927, P 56; 1928, p 60; 1929, P 56. 
As these diseases were not (and are still not) notifiable, mortality statistics are suspect, and 
the total number of attendances is relatively meaningless, the above data provides the best 
available evidence of the incidence of S and G in Bedfordshire. In all cases, the total 
number of males found to be infected exceeded that of females in a ratio of males to 
females, 1,255:451. In Bedford, the total number of persons with S and G was 755, of 
whom only 27 per cent were females. In Luton, the larger of the two towns, the total 
number of persons was 951, of whom 25 per cent were females. The years showing the 
greatest incidence were those up to, and including, 1921, following the social disruption of 
World War I. This is typical of the national trend.94 Although the incidence of S declined in 
93 Weeks, Sex. Politics and SOCiety, p 211. 
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Bedfordshire clinics, G remained a problem. Urethral irrigation appears to have been 
widely used for men and vaginal irrigation for women. There was little effective treatment 
until the advent of sulphonamides in the late 1930s. It must be remembered, however, that 
these figures only apply to those who attended the two clinics in the county. They do not 
include those who visited GPs, and 'carriers', that is, those who were infected with a 
disease and who failed to attend for diagnosis anywhere. Like 'defaulters', those who did 
not complete treatment, they continued to be a source of danger to the public health. 
Certain deductions can be made concerning the lower attendance of females at the new 
clinics. Men were accustomed to being medically inspected in the anned forces, unlike 
most women, and were probably more likely to attend. Although some men were possibly 
more promiscuous, perhaps because they were itinerant workers, women were constantly 
warned about getting into 'trouble'. This usually inferred becoming pregnant before 
marriage, but it could also mean contracting VD, as seen in the young Bedfordshire woman 
who was warned by her neighbour. Women were anatomically disadvantaged; if they 
contracted S, the chancre (sore), the primary stage of the disease, might be hidden 
internally on the cervix. Should this first sign and the subsequent rash, part of the 
secondary stage, be missed, the disease could remain quiescent for some years before it 
manifested itself in the tertiary, and incurable, final stage. Women in any of these stages 
could give birth to infants with congenital S, or themselves suffer the effects ofthe disease, 
such as GPI, in later life. Both were personal disasters, but they also affected the health, 
economy and reputation of the nation. As has been seen, women in Bedfordshire diagnosed 
with GPI were likely, particularly if living in poverty, to be admitted to the Three Counties 
Asylum, Stotfold.95 Those of a higher social class, however, would probably have been 
admitted to Springfield House, Kempston (1837-1962), the privately run asylum, near 
Bedford .96 
My preliminary research, in February 1994, of female case notes and other records from 
Fairfield Hospital (previously Three Counties Asylum) revealed a number of women with 
tertiary S in the early and mid twentieth century. Some are known to have been the 
'innocent' victims of husbands returning from 'the front' in World War I, where they had 
94 See for example, Barrows, A County and its Health. p 57. 
95 Monk, Arthur S, Fairfield Hospital: a Short History of the Hospital 1860-1960, Fairfield Hospital, 
Stotfold, 1960, pp 3-4, 32, 36,60. 
96 Currie, Margaret R, 'Female Sexual Health in Bedfordshire, J860-1960, Bedfordshire Family llistory 
SOCiety Journal, Part I, 10, 3, September 1995, 34. 
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apparently contracted the disease. In addition to those known to have been incarcerated 
there, others with physical, rather than mental, manifestations of the disease, attended the 
clinic at Luton in the 1950s and 1960s. They were oblivious of their diagnosis and mostly 
regarded visits to the clinic for examination and palliative treatment as a socialoccasion.97 
Such women were, in effect, the legacy ofthe British Government's decision in World War 
I to provide the army with prophylactic 'packets' [disinfecting fluids] to be used after 
sexual intercourse, unlike the American authorities, who issued sheaths [condoms] and 
disinfecting fluids to their soldiers.98 The German army also issued sheaths; their stance 
being more pragmatic than the British, who were chiefly concerned. with morality.99 
It 	is likely that distance, time and cost of travel prevented many local women from 
attending one of the two Bedfordshire clinics in 1917-29. Unlike the TB service, which 
provided a dispensary in mid Bedfordshire, the VD service did not include this facility. 
Others failed to attend due to ignorance of the new service, or were likely to default 
because of the embarrassment factor caused by personal questions, an internal examination 
and treatment by a male doctor. Those who could afford to visit a doctor privately would 
probably still have been seen by a medical man, but it is Wllikely that they would have had 
a comprehensive examination and appropriate investigations. Even if they were found to 
have contracted. S, it was unlikely that the doctor was approved to administer salvarsan. 
The continued failure of Bee to appoint a female doctor for female patients at the two 
clinics in the county, almost certainly contributed to the sparseness of females attending the 
clinics, maintained the prevalence of these diseases in Bedfordshire, and contributed to the 
poor state of women's health nationally. Even when Bee appointed its first full-time 
Woman Assistant MOH, Miss Marjorie Hamilton-King, in April 1929, her duties did not 
include attendance at the female clinics. However, her work in maternal and child welfare 
clinics may have enabled her to refer women 'at risk' to them.lOO 
--.~~------- - -~--.---.---.----~-~--- ------~-~--~-~-~---~ ..---­
97 Oral evidence from Dr Handley Ashken, part-time doctor, Luton clinic in this period, and from the 
professional experience of the author of this study, who was the Departmental Sister, 1959-62. 
98 Towers, 'Health Education Policy 1916-26',75-77. 
99 Poster presentation, 'Venereal Disease and the prophylactic dilemma at the beginning of the twentieth 
century', by Sauerteig, Lutz, University of Freiburg, Gennany, at the European Research Conference, 
Perspectives on Health Care, Past and Present, Saint Feliu de Guixols, Spain, 2-7 September 1995, and 
see Weeks, Sex, Politics and Society, pp 214-16, re the social purity issue in the period of World War I 
unti11922, including the Defence of the Realm Act, 1914, Regulation40D, promulgated in Easter 1918, 
which made it 'an offence tor any infected woman to have intercourse with a member of the armed 
forces'. Women, therefore, were blamed for spreading YD, whether prostitutes or 'innocent' wives at 
home, who may already have been infected by husbands on earlier leaves. 
100 	 eRO GPV 44 Minutes of meeting to appoint a woman Assistant Medical Officer of Health and a male 
Assistant Medical Officer of Health, 1929, 5 April1929. The Bedfordshire Times, 4 October 1946, p 5, 
discusses her work in the county, records her resignation and the news that she was to take up a similar 
E ____________________________________________________________________ --
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Even before World War I, VO was threatening the health of the people and of future 
generations. The heavy loss of male life in this war accelerated government policies to 
address the problem which proved beneficial to the civilian population as well as to 
military personnel. These policies were only really possible because medical science had 
progressed sufficiently to enable accurate diagnosis with more effective treatment. State 
intervention which followed was really focused on preserving male life and health. The 
prevailing feeling in society that women were sexual objects - even prostitutes - and 
therefore posed a serious risk to men is evident in the Report on Venereal Diseases, 1913. 
The manner in which a nation-wide chain of clinics was implemented appears to have been 
the result of previous learning by central government. Unlike school medical inspection, 
devolved to various Local Education Authorities (LEAs), the VD service, like that for TB, 
was to be managed by just one local authority, county councils. Moreover, central 
government funding (75 per cent of the total cost) was made available immediately. To 
prevent public dissent and delay, so apparent earlier when plans were being made for other 
new institutions, such as isolation hospitals and TB sanatoria, YO clinics were to be sited 
in existing establishments, preferably in voluntary hospitals, to prevent stigmatising links 
with the Poor Law. 
Concern about VD in the early twentieth century took place in the context of the first 
feminist wave. IOI Although women over 30 years were granted the vote in the 
Representation of the People Act, 1918, this was unlikely to endear them, or any other 
cause for which they were striving, to some men. Both the medical profession and Bee 
were male dominated. There was considerable concern about the high incidence of VD in 
soldiers in World War I, but it provided the Army MOs with a rich source of specialist 
knowledge. However, the knowledge they gained was very biased; most soldiers were 
regarded as the victims, women were generally the perpetrators of their misfortune. This 
emphasis on VD from a military perspective appears to have contributed to a lack of 
, 

, 

understanding of women's preference for a female medical attendant. 
Women doctors might have gained experience in civilian VD clinics, particularly in large 
centres of population during World War I, when many male doctors were on military 
service. They could then have worked in female clinics. Knowledge of VD was essential if 
post in Devon. 
101 Banks, Olive, Becoming a Feminist. The Social Origins of 'First Wave' Feminism, University of Georgia 
Press, Athens, 1987. 
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they were expected to diagnose pregnant women in surgeries, or ante-natal clinics, who 
were l~ly to produce infants with congenital S or with gonoccocal ophthalmia 
neonatorum. There is evidence to show that the IMR declined, nationally, following the 
establishment of \Q) clinics and maternity and child welfare centres. For instance, the 
Infant Mortality Rate, that is deaths of infants under one year of age per 1,000 registered 
births, certified as due to S in 1912, was l.34; it rose to 2.03 in 1917, during World War!, 
and then declined to 1.43 in 1921. In 1929, it had declined further to 0.64. 102 
The conspiracy of silence and ignorance of most sexual matters found ill the 84 
Bedfordshire women respondents in the inter-war years, disadvantaged them, as 
information about the new clinics was unlikely to be exchanged between them. Through 
lack of a system more sympathetic to women's needs, some women in the county endured 
life-long incarceration in asylums due to syphilitic neurological problems, such as GPI, 
whilst others remained infertile due to G. Neither assisted the recovery of the nation 
following World War I. Evidence has also shown that some Bedfordshire GPs were 
ignorant about, or disinterested in, VD and few were prepared to undertake the necessary 
training to administer salvarsan. Middle class private patients consulting such practitioners 
were very likely to get inferior advice, fewer investigations and inadequate treatment than 
those from the working class attending clinics approved by the LGB. Moreover, contact 
tracing would not have occurred. Higher maternal mortality rates are often cited as the 
only exception when the middle class fared worse than the working class in health related 
matters pre World War Il.lo3 However, VD seems to provide another, as yet, almost 
unrecognised difference where belonging to a higher social class was unlikely to be 
beneficial to health. 
Nationally it was known that women were poorly served by the VO service.!04 Had medical 
men not resisted the entry of female medical students in London so strongly before 1946, 
there might have been more female doctors to attend women. Eyler asserted in 1997, that 
Newsholme's recommendation that there should be separate clinics for women was 
ignored.! 05 This was not true in Bedfordshire, although they were seen by a male doctor. 
102 On the State of the Public Health. Annual Report of the Chief Medical Otlicer of the Ministry of 
Health, 1930, p 136. 
103 Loudon, Irvine, Death in Childbirth: an International StUl{V ofMaremal Care and Afaternal Mortality 
1800-1950, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1992, pp 243-46. 
!04 Evans, David, 'Tackling the "Hideous Scourge": The Creation of Venereal DiscuS\! Treatment Centres in 
Early Twentieth Century Britain', in Sodal History ofMedicine, S, 3, 1992,427. 
105 Eyler, Sir Arthur Newsholme and State Medicine, p 291. 
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Moreover, BCe did not lag behind the national trend in establishing their county-wide VD 
Service, despite having to resolve issues of suitable clinic sites and the difficulty of 
obtaining a medical man in war-time. Nevertheless, nationally, women were far less likely 
to attend, and if they did, were more likely to defauh before treatment was complete. 106 
This thesis is borne out by the relatively low number of new female patients attending the 
Bedford and Luton clinics (Figure 5.6). This comparison could have inferred male 
promiscuity - it was unfavourable to men - and may have been one of the reasons the 
CMOH discontinued providing separate data for males and females after 1929. 
The national policy not to issue condoms to British soldiers in World War I, led to the high 
number of new patients with S attending clinics during, and immediately following the 
conflict. The Public Health (VO) Regulations, 1916, although worthy and supposedly 
equal in their intent to both sexes, were liable to be interpreted differently by county and 
county borough authorities. In Bedfordshire, for example, no attention was paid to LGB 
advice that a full-time MOH (VO) should be appointed, and a female doctor employed for 
women with G. This led to health policies which, in effect, discriminated against women, 
and in some cases, their unborn infants, and delayed the improvement of public health in 
the county. As has been seen, the voice of woman was scarcely considered by the male 
establishment in Bedfordshire. Women, therefore, needed to be more pro-active to improve 
their own physical and mental health. The following section provides an example of how 
this was achieved nationally and locally. 
Physical fitness in the inter-war years 
As already observed, most studies of women's health in this period focus almost 
exclusively on political aspects of women's reproductive capacity.107 This section therefore 
opens up relatively new ground with a more positive perspective, by considering the 
various keep-fit activities for women which evolved at this time and their impact on the 
health of the nation. The tremendous surge in recreational sport, which began in the mid 
1920s, sometimes included women, but the 'keep-fit craze' originated mainly because of 
women's physical and psychological needs. As will be seen, women's health in terms of 
physical fitness, was inexorably linked to the concepts of happiness and beauty. Two main 
---------------_.__._----------_._----_._-­
106 Ibid, P 291. 
10' Lewis, The Politics of Motherho(xi; Loudon, Death in Childbirth, and Marks, Lara, AJetropolitan 
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Amsterdam, 1996. 
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factors contributed to the W1happiness and despair many women experienced in this period, 
their enormous grief for their male relatives and friends, killed, or seriously wounded, in 
action in World War I, and the economic depression which caused W1employment and 
poverty, especially in the North East of England and South Wales. Peter Nolan, the 
historian of mental health nursing, has observed that the patient population in asylums 
increased enonnously as a result ofthe impact of both World Wars.108 
The key to health and happiness could be some form of physical activity with others 
similarly placed, outside the narrow confmes of the home. Unlike men, who had working 
men's clubs, most women had few places where they could congregate and have fun, free 
from moral censure. 109 In the post World War I period, there was a greater awareness of 
the 'unhealthy, often ridiculous subservience to prudish prejudice' in female dress. 
Consequently, corsets began to disappear, skirts became shorter and women were able to 
breathe and move more freely. I 10 Their new carefree appearance was heightened. by short 
hair cuts, such as the 'bob' or the 'Eton crop'. Younger women, in particular, were now 
ready and more able to participate in physical recreational pursuits. 
Nevertheless, the outdated nineteenth century belief that physical exercise resulted in 
sterility, aggressiveness and lack of femininity lingered. It was also thought that 'bad 
nerves, heart trouble and filthy minds' would ensue. This may explain why some physical 
activities came to be associated with femininity and beauty. I I I However, more fundamental 
national issues than these were at stake. Sheila Fletcher, an historian of Physical Education 
(PE), writing in 1984, analysed the strong views being vented in 1920-21, by politicians, 
doctors, and leaders in the field of women's gymnastics, about the effect of competitive 
games and gymnastics on female reproductive functions. Different factions provided 
evidence to support their pro or anti sports' opinions, but the 1920 National Birth Rate 
108 	 Nolan, Peter, 'Mental health nursing - origins and developments' in Baly, Monica, NurSing and Social 
Change, (3rd ed), Routledgc, London, 1995, p 253. 
109 	 I am grateful to Miss Olive Newson for sharing her knowledge of keep fit activities and for suggesting 
this logical point in a discussion on 30 September, 1997. Olive's career in physical education dates from 
her attendance at a leaders' course at the London County Council College of Physical Education in 1937. 
She went on to become personal assistant to Miss Phyllis Colson at the Central Council of Physical 
Recreation (CCPR) in 1947. In 1956, she was appointed Organiser of Physical Recreation and Social 
Activities at the Polytechnic in Regent Street and became Honorary Secretary of the Keep Fit 
Association of England and Wales later that year. From 1964 she became Principal Executive Officer, 
CCPR. See Keep Fit Association Magazine, March 1964, p 7. She was transferred from the CCPR to 
the Sports Council from which she retired in 1983 as Principal Otlicer, International Affairs and Special 
Events. 
110 Forbes, Rosita (Ed), Women of all Lands: Their Chaml Culture and Characteristics, Amalgamated 
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Commission's Report highlighted the falling birth rate and urged 'the women of the Empire 
to save the Empire by reversing this trend'.1I2 To be successful, any physical recreational 
activities for women would need to focus, not just on health, happiness and beauty, but on 
the benefits to the nation and the Empire. 
Contemporary social mores were represented in the titles of some groups which 
proliferated in the 1930s. They included Everywoman's Health Movement, the Health and 
Happiness League, the People's League ofHealth, and the Legion of Health and Happiness. 
However, the most popular, successful, and rapidly growing group by far was the 
Women's League of Health and Beauty (WLHB), originally called 
Build-the-Body-Beautiful League when it was established in 1930.113 However, it was 
preceded by the Women's Keep-Fit Movement, which began in Sunderland in 1929, and 
spread to other depressed areas in Glasgow, Lancashire and South Wales. 114 Although it 
lacked a pretentious title, it served a similar purpose to the various leagues. Such initiatives 
offered women in some parts of Great Britain and Ireland, new opportunities for healthy 
leisure pursuits. Many women gained more confidence following their success in achieving 
the vote in the Representation of the People Acts, 1918, 1928, but freedom, however 
relative, brought with it problems which were likely to cause tension within the family. 
The principle of women's rights to leisure [albeit in writing], were captured in 1929 in 
Virginia Woolfs feminist essay, 'A Room of One's Own'. Women have always prized any 
space in their busy lives, however hard won. Many working class, married women found it 
difficult to break out - to have fun and exercise in groups. This was evident from the 
Bedfordshire respondents married before 1939, as most responded that they were happy to 
give up their particular sport or exercise class, on or soon after, marriage. 
Halsey, the social historian, writing in 1972, promulgated a rather generalised, roseate 
view of society, in the post World War I period. More leisure time became available and 
there was a rise in real income. Manual workers began to benefit from paid holidays, in 
1919, for instance, two million workers were entitled to 3-12 days paid leave annually. 
Working hours declined, whilst changes in family structure helped to free women to lead 
112 Fletcher, Sheila, Women first: thefemale tradition in English PhYSical Education 1880-1980, Athlone 
Press, London, 1984, pp 74-77. 
113 Stack, Prunella, Zest for Life: Mary Hagot Stack and the League of Health and Beauty, Peter Owen, 
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more independent lives and to join in popular leisure pursuits. lIS This viewpoint fails to 
take into account the problems experienced by those in depressed or rural areas, and those 
in domestic service, who were often unable to participate in organised fitness activities due 
to the cost, distance and time involved. 
In the inter war period, physical exercise for pleasure was a relatively new notion for 
women. For it to generate mass appeal it had to be compatible with contemporary British 
culture. Any activities should be free from competition and compUlsion, within the physical 
and financial reach of the majority, and be so enjoyable that women clamoured for further 
exercise. This section, therefore, continues with some data and a rationale for the fitness 
craze, followed by a discussion on patriotism and fitness. Two distinctly different groups, 
the Keep-Fit Movement (KFM) and the WLHB are then considered. The effectiveness of 
exercise on women's health, provides a conclusion. 
Data and rationale concerning the fitness craze 
As was seen in the Bedfordshire respondents, most women in the inter-war period were 
already accustomed to walking or cycling long distances through necessity, before the 
craze for physical fitness. Although cycling, hiking and rambling then became more 
recreational pursuits, there is little extant data. Figures concerning most sporting activities 
are incomplete and not confined to gender. As late as 1939, the National Fitness Council 
for England and Wales, deplored the fact that it was impossible to determine how people 
spent their leisure. Only a special census could elicit this data. 116 Nevertheless, a few 
examples demonstrate the tremendous eagerness for a more physically active life style, 
preferably in the open air, particularly amongst young people. In Great Britain in 1922 
there were only 423 tennis clubs affiliated to the Lawn Tennis Association, but by 1935 
the number had escalated to 2,874. The expansion of the Youth Hostel Association (YHA), 
founded in 1930, provides further evidence. Between 1931 and 1940, the number of hostels 
increased from 73 to 236 to meet the demand of a membership which rose from 6,439 to 
50,864 in the same period. 117 
The concept for this organisation was based on the Jugend-herbergen [youth hostel] 
movement in post World War I Germany. An important link in Britain was formed 
ItS Halsey, Trends in British Society since 1900, p 540. 
116 The English Sports Council Archive, ''Ibe National Fitness Campaign', Tbe National Fitness Council for 
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between the YHA and the National Trust through the historian, George Macaulay 
Trevelyan (1876-1962), the first president ofthe YHA. William Temple (1881-1944), later 
Archbishop of Canterbury (1942-44), was also a prominent supporter. The YHA provided 
a welcome relief for those living and working in urban areas and the recreation obtained 
was seen as having a spiritual element. ll8 His support may be seen as confinnation that 
physical leisure activities were not just healthy pastimes, but morally acceptable, an 
important factor in this period. However, neither tennis, nor the YHA, were the exclusive 
preserve of women, unlike the WLHB, which increased its initial membership from 16 in 
1930 to 166,000 by 1938, when two thousand weekly classes were being run throughout 
the country .119 In the 1930s, many women of different social classes, ages and in various 
geographical locations, were ready to commit themselves voluntarily to fitness activities, 
including membership of athletic clubs and fitness classes at the evening institute nel:\.vork, 
run under the auspices ofthe LEAs.l2O 
Newman, reflecting on the phenomenon ill 1939, not unnaturally, attributed it to the 
establishment of a medical department at the Board of Education in 1907 [of which he was 
the ChiefMO from c1907 to 1935], and the promotion ofphysical exercise in elementary 
schools. The modernised syllabus of Physical Exercises for Schools issued by the Board in 
1909, incorporated some of the best practices of other countries. Revised syllabi were 
issued in 1919 and 1933. He noted that 10-12 million children [in England and Wales] had 
participated in physical education (PE), including games, dancing, and athletics, between 
1910 and 1920. These were now adults and workers and parents. Their 'love of the open 
air, sea-bathing, dancing, games and athletics', stemmed partly from this great reform and 
resulted in their enjoyment of life and improved health. His typically positive view,l2! 
should be seen in relation to other informed contemporary opinion. Dame Janet Campbell, 
the first female Medical Officer at the Board of Education from 1908, and later Senior 
Medical Officer at the Ministry of Health (1919-34), in charge of maternal and child 
welfare, was particularly well informed about women's health.122 Following the Women's 
Health Inquiry, 1933, she stressed that the 'health and happiness of the working married 
woman' was of great importance in relation to national health. Once the 'well-grown girl' 
• ___________00 __00____________ 
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had left school, something should be done to monitor her health. She needed help to locate 
interests and recreation in order that her physical fitness was preserved into middle and old 
age; YOWlger and middle-aged women needed amusement, exercise and recreation. J23 
However much Newman believed in the value ofPE, for its rOle in preventive medicine, 
The view of the radicals was that this was merely a cheap palliative 
for more fimdamental (and more ex 'Pensive) remedies for 
malnutrition and disease, but one which was politically acceptable, 
whereas more realistic social policies were not. 124 
Valid reasons have been given here for the fitness craze in the 1930s: the need to raise 
morale, increased independence and leisure time for some women, coupled with a rise in 
real income for most people, and a readiness for physical activities in adulthood following 
PE at school. However, it is clear that the promotion of physical fitness in children and 
adults was politically motivated. It is appropriate, therefore, to consider it in the context of 
what was a pan-European movement. 
Patriotism and fitness 
Throughout the ages, women have been valued for their ability to provide the next 
generation for national and imperial purposes. The desire, or necessity, for national health 
may be traced to the ancient Greeks. Although their motives were mainly military, 
aesthetic or religious, they also recognised the importance of mothers' health as they were 
'the only women who bring forth men'. The gymnastic movement in nineteenth century 
Europe was similarly motivated by a sense of patriotism and freedom, and from a 'rising 
democratic faith in the physical improvement of the human body'. It was particularly 
strong in Sweden, Germany and Czechoslovakia, but England was slow to adopt their 
methods. It was not until the Third Reich (1933-45), that physical training achieved major 
national importance under the Nazi dictatorship of Adolf Hitler (1889-1945). It became 
compulsory in all schools, in the 16 universities, the German National Physical Training 
League and the Hitler Youth Movement - Hitler Jugend (HJ), a quasi military organisation 
of 6 million boys under 18 years. All German citizens were under a legal or moral duty to 
train themselves to become physically fit. Financed by the Government, the German 
physique was transformed,125 
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Girls and young women were not excluded. The League of German Girls - or Maidens, 
Bund Deutscher Madel (BDM), a constituent organisation of the HJ, was sub-divided by 
age; 10-13 years for young girls (Jungmadelbund), and the BDM for those aged 14-17 
years. Although the BOM was increasingly perceived as socially acceptable, there was no 
compulsion to join until the Law concerning the HJ was implemented in 1936. Moreover, 
following the Hitler Youth Leadership Assembly in Berlin on 19 January, 1938, special 
units were fonned for women aged 17-21 years, entitled 'Faith and Beauty' (Glaube und 
Sch6nheit). The main aim of the BDM was to prepare women to become mothers of 
racially pure healthy children and then to rear them as National Socialists. To achieve this 
object, two-thirds of the educational programme was dedicated to sport, as it encompassed 
discipline and physical fitness, and one-third to ideological schooling. 126 
By 1935, there was undoubtedly a growing fear that 'aggressive Nazism and Fascism in 
European countries might lead us into a large scale war'. We were physically ill-prepared 
for such an eventuality.127 The British government appears not to have recognised it had 
any duty to co-ordinate the activities of the many organisations which had evolved to 
improve the health and life style ofthe people and, therefore, the strength ofthe nation. Nor 
did it take sufficiently firm measures to enhance and support the role of the Organizers of 
Physical Education, who began to be appointed by the Board of Education from 1909.128 
Although their remit was primarily to take classes in PE for teachers and pupil teachers, 
their duties gradually encompassed school leavers, the great majority of whom left school 
at the age of 14 years. However, the dilatory way in which most LEAs responded to the 
central government initiative resulted in delayed progress in addressing the issue of 
physical fitness in comparison to other European countries. 
It was only due to the Medical Grant Regulations, 1917, when the Board of Education 
stated that it would, in future, meet half the cost of such appointments that 40 new 
organizers were recruited. By January 1936 only 124 of the 316 LEAs in England and 
Wales had appointed, but their intrinsic value was increasingly recognised and by 1939 
only 63 LEAs had failed to appoint.129 However, despite the tardiness of central and local 
126 Zentner, Christian, and Bediirftig, Friedemann (Eds), English translation edited by Hackett, Amy (Ed), 
11le Encyclopaedia of the Third Reich, in two vols, Vol 1, Maxwell Macmillan International, 1991, 
pp251-52,531-32. 
127 Evans, Service to Spon, p 22. 
128 Birchenough, Charles, History ofElemf..'I1tary Education in England and Wales from 1800 to the Pres(mt 
Day, (3rcl cd), University Tutorial Press, London, 1938, p 171. 
129 Smith, Stretching their Bodies, pp 118-20, 136-37, 145. 
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government ill the mid 19305, some individuals were keen to lead the way. Two 
ex~students of Bedford Physical Training College, recognised the inadequate provision of 
recreational facilities for young people. Phyllis Colson had been organising PE for the 
National Council of Girls' Clubs with Phyllis Spafford. Colson was inspired to establish a 
new central body, the Central Council of Recreative Physical Training (CCRPT).\30 In 
founding this organisation in 1935, she was credited with transforming the concept of 
recreation in Britain and remained its General Secretary until her retirement in 1963.131 
In May 1935, the CCRPT began to assess existing facilities and to co~rdinate the 
activities of the National Association of Organizers of PE, the English Folk Song and 
Dance Society, the British Sports and Games Association and other groups. An indicator 
of the new body's importance may be seen in the distinguished, influential people who were 
ready to serve in different capacities. The President was Viscount William Waldorf Astor, 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health, and husband of the feminist social 
reformer, Nancy Astor, the first woman to take her seat as an MP. Newman chaired the 
Executive Committee. The 53 members of the Council included Dame Janet Campbell, 
Margaret Stansfeld (1860-1951), Principal of Bedford PT College, whilst Colson, her 
student (1923-26), became one ofthe two organising secretaries. 
The Conunittee found that despite much excellent work being carried out in physical 
recreation, many organisations were 'handicapped by the lack of leaders'. More physical 
activity was needed nationally; women and girls in rural areas were particularly 
disadvantaged, except in some northern counties, which had begun keep-fit activities. It 
was hoped that by the combined effort of administrative, educational, medical and social 
authorities, representatives of youth organisations, sports bodies and other interested 
individuals, the best means of providing health and enjoyable recreation could be studied. 
This would benefit existing organisations as well as the 'hundreds of thousands' who could 
not take part in such activity due to the lack of facilities. They concluded that Physical 
Training (PT) must playa more active part in the life ofthe community.132 The findings of 
this committee almost certainly spurred the Board of Education into renewed action. 
130 	 Smart, Richard, On Others' Shoulders. An Illustrated History of the Polhill and Lansdowne Colleges. 
now De Montfort University Bedford, De Montfort University, Bedford, 1994, p 106. The CCRPT 
became the Central Council of Physical Recreatioll (CCPR) in 1944. In June 1972, its principle assets 
were transferred to the statutory Sports COlmcil. At the end of 1996, the Great Britain Sports Council 
was replaced by the United Kingdom Sports Council and the English Sports Council. 
I" 	Fletcher, Women First, pp 90-91, 173, n3. 
132 	 British Medical Association (BMA) Archive, 8/270/1/2, Physical Education Conunittce Documents 
1935-36, Document 12c, 1be Central Council of Recreative Physical Training, pp 1-7. 
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On 13 January 1936, the Board issued Circular 1445, a statement of policy for PE in 
schools and for youth generally as there was 'a growing concern for all that affected the 
physical welfare of the nation'. Furthermore, the very variable facilities available through 
voluntary organisations and LEAs for those who had left school, fell 'far short of the 
requirements of a nation which prized its physique'. It was thought inappropriate to imitate 
centralised methods favoured by some continental countries and therefore advocated that 
organisations should suit local circumstances. Young people no longer at school, should 
receive PE from competent teachers in suitably equipped premises, whether they were 
employed or unempJoyed. l33 Unemployment and poor morale were, in fact, the main 
motivating forces behind the KFM. 
The Keep-Fit Movement 
This began as a local initiative to suit local circumstances in the North East of England. 
However, it was to provide the model for many other areas, particularly where women 
were suffering from the effects of unemployment. As previously mentioned, this Movement 
was pioneered in Sunderland in 1929 due to the enterprise of Miss Norah Reed, the LEA 
Organizer of PE, who had been inspired by a visit she made to Sweden and Denmark with 
a party of gymnasts in 1929. She learned of a folk school at Ollerup, Denmark, where 
leaders (or teachers), mainly fann-workers, were trained to take weekly classes of 
'Voluntary Gymnastics' in towns and villages. She surmised that with the extra training 
opportunities available in England, as much, or more, could be done for English women 
and girls. 134 
The desire for physical fitness appeared greater among women than men, and by 1935, 18 
classes of simple exercises, performed to music, without apparatus were being held every 
week. They were segregated into groups: those under 40 years, those over 40 years, 
mothers (creche provided), and wives of unemployed men. A further group of women was 
drawn from the upper classes. They paid seven shillings and six pence (£0.38) for a private 
course of 10 lessons, whereas others were only charged three pence (£0.015) per class. 
Miss Reed insisted on a cheerful and congenial atmosphere, no rules were imposed and 
there was a distinct 'freedom from any fom1 of discipline or compulsion'. The informality 
of the movement was thought to have benefited the physical and mental health of the 
members. Although it was said to be self-supporting, this was not really true as it was 
1.11 Ibid, Document 83, Board of Education, Circular 1445, Physical Education, 1936, pp 1-8. 

134 Keep Fit Association Magazine, Autumn/Winter, 1979-80, p 10. 
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subsidised by the LEA, which lent school halls free of charge and paid the pianist's fee of 
two shillings (£0.10) per class. The class leaders worked in a voluntary capacity, but 
received the equivalent of five shillings (£0.25) per course as gifts at Christmas and 
Easter.135 
Sources about this movement are scattered and incomplete, but Reed gave a revealing and 
little known account of the development of the KFM in June 1934. The Sunderland KFM, 
then more widely known as the 'Keep-Fit Adventure', was launched in 1929 as 'health and 
happiness for sale' at a price of two pence (£0.01) per person per class. Girls and women 
had apparently been longing for an opportunity to keep fit; they enjoyed classes and their 
bodies were more 'fit, agile and beautiful' at the end of a course than they were at the 
beginning. Between 1929 and 1934, the weekly attendances escalated from 100 to 
2,000-3,000, as the classes, again led by organizers of PE, began to spread to other 
depressed areas in Northumberland, Durham and Yorkshire. J36 It is perhaps not surprising, 
therefore, that the main Bedfordshire towns, not particularly adversely affected by the 
economic depression, were comparatively late in beginning keep-fit classes. 
Bedfordshire Keep-Fit Movement 
The Borough of Bedford will be used as an example as there is extant data available. It 
was the home of the Bedford Physical Training College, established in 1903 by Stansfeld, 
who remained its principal until 1945. It was one of only five Physical Training Colleges in 
England, all of which trained only female PT teachers. The others were Dartford, Anstey, 
Chelsea and Liverpool. There were no PT colleges for men in England before the 1930s.137 
In 1923, Stansfeld wrote a convincing letter to the Board of Education concerning the need 
for better organisation of PE, highlighting the work of her college and the qualifications of 
her staff. The Board responded by suggesting that an Organizer of PE was needed in the 
Bedford area; Stansfeld was duly appointed on 13 February 1923.138 Her new role enabled 
135 	 BMA Archive, B/270/1/2. Physical Education Conunittee Documents 1935-36, No 29, BMA Physical 
Education Committee, 'Organisations" Sub-Committee Meeting, Thursday, November 14 1935, pp 1-2. 
Newman, Building ofa Nation's Health, p 174 gives 1932 as the year in which Miss Reed introduced 
'keep-fit' classes for young women workers. He remarked that this helped 'initiate a movement which has 
spread widely, and has even been adopted for middle-aged men and women'. However, Reed stated that 
1929 was the first year. Moreover, men played little, if any, part in this movement. 
136 	 Local Studies Department, Sunderland City Library and Arts Centre, Miss Norah Reed, 'A Paper on 
Physical Recreation', givt-'l1 at the Physical Recreation Conterence convened by the National Playing 
Fields Association on 14 June, 1934. 
137 Fletcher, Women First, pp 4-5. 
138 Bedford PE Archive (BPE) 218/0, Ferrier, Jeanette E M, The Development of Physical Education 
Training of Women with Particular Rct~'fence to the Bedford College of Physical Education. A Special 
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her to arrange better PE provision for local schools by using her own students. However, it 
was not until there was growing national concern about physical fitness that she launched 
keep-fit classes in Bedford. 
The Mayor of Bedford and Colson, the founder of the CCRPT, were present at the Town 
Hall on 7 July 1936, when the 'crusade' for physical fitness for women and girls in Bedford 
and surrotmding areas began. A display of recreational PE, comprising rhythmical 
exercises, was given and the Mayor, Mr H R Neate, one of a number of local dignitaries 
present, made a speech. He addressed some very relevant issues and observed that some 
'Continental friends' had virtually transformed physical education into a religion. 
Although the physical fitness of people in Geonany and Italy and 
other nations was something to be admired, he had often wondered if 
we in this grand old country of Britain and its Empire had not been a 
little behind the times in recognising that the greatest wealth of a 
nation lay ill its youth, and in the physical fitness of that generation 
... The object of the local classes under consideration would be the 
improvement in the physical education of women and girls from 
fifteen to ninety years of age. 
Although Bedford PT College was willing to provide support, leaders should be found 
amongst members of the classes which should be self-supporting.139 As a consequence of 
this meeting, a voltmtary committee was appointed and classes were planned to commence 
under the direction of the Bedford PT College staff.l40 It is very likely that the 
representative of the CCRPT, who visited the tOWll in 1935-36, suggested that classes 
should be organised on a regular basis. A public meeting, held under their auspices in July 
1936, was intended to create enthusiasm.!4! It is known that these classes flourished in the 
pre World War II period. They benefited some local women by improving their fitness and 
morale. Many public demonstrations were given. Bedford was, in effect, a national focus 
for PE, as it was in this town that holiday weeks were held at the PT College to update 
their ex-students and other leaders, such as those in the KFM and the WLHB.142 
Study in Education'. Cambridge Institute of Education, 1965, pp 57-58. BPE Ace No 000502/02 and No 
0005/008, Bedford Physical Training College Ltd was incorpomted 7 November, 1930, but it went into 
voluntary liquidation on 1 August 1952. It was then taken over by Bed10rd Local Education Authority 
and its name was changed to Bedford College of Physical Education. 
139 The Bedfordshire Times and Independent, Friday, 10 July 1936, P 9. 

140 The Bedfordshire Times and Independent, Friday, 25 September 1936, p 11. 

141 Annual Report, Central Council of Recreative Physical Tmining, 1935-36, pp 15, 18. 

112 Almual Report, Central Council of Recreative Physical Trailling, 1937-38, p 27. 
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Women's League of Health and Beauty 
The WLHB was also a positive force in improving women's health and morale in the 
1930s; it had three branches in the county: in Dunstable, Luton and Bedford. Before 
discussing their inception, it is necessary to consider the origin of the League and its 
founder, to rationalise its methods and why women in Bedfordshire had to wait until 1935 
before they could join classes locally. 
The League was founded with 16 members, in London in March 1930, by Mrs Mary 
[Mollie] Bagot Stack (1883-1935), a widow with one daughter, Prunella, born 28 July 
1914; the latter became the President of the WLHB following her mother's death in 1935. 
Mollie, as she was popularly known, was the second of four daughters and two sons of 
Charlotte and TIleodore Stack. Born and brought up in Dublin in an Irish Protestant 
family, her father was a doctor, but later trained as a dentist, whilst other antecedents had 
legal and aristocratic roots. Unusually, Mollie and her sisters were educated outside the 
upper middle class family home at Alexandra School, Dublin and then at Alexandra 
College. However, at the age of 17 years, she was informed by doctors that she needed 
long term rest because of an outbreak of St Vitus' Dance followed by rheumatic fever. 
Thus she was forced to give up any prospects of a degree course and stayed at home, 
incidentally acting as nurse to her father, who was recovering from a severe stroke he had 
suffered in 1897. Her illness and convalescence at home in Dublin gave her tinle for 
reflection and she became very interested in medical matters, particularly in remedial 
exerCIses. 
Mollie could have become a chronic invalid had she not met Mrs Josef Conn in London in 
1906. Known as the pioneer of the Modem Health Movement, she was a disciple of Sir 
Frederick McCoy, a doctor and professor of Melbourne University. His experience as a 
gynaecologist enabled him to recognise that the physical poise and balance known to the 
Ancient Greeks, should be taught to every prospective mother. She was impressed with the 
exercises which included treatment and alignment of abdominal and pelvic muscles and 
proper expansion of the rib cage through breathing exercises. In 1907, she undertook a two 
year course at the Conn Institute and then became a tutor there. Not only did she learn 
remedial health exercises of specific value to women's f,rynaeco\ogical health, but observed 
Conn giving tuition to patients sent by their doctors for such conditions as curvature ofthe 
spine, asthma and poor posture. She concluded that she could carry out a similar 
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quasi-medical role.143 This she was able to do when she went to Manchester, on behalf of 
the Conn Institute, to take classes and treat individual patients. Her conscience was stirred 
by the extremes of wealth and poverty. She treated wealthy women referred by their 
doctors and ran classes for prosperous paying pupils to improve their health and physique. 
However, she also began twice weekly classes for mill girls and other women, after work, 
and visited those who needed treatment in their own homes. She believed that women 
should take control oftheir own health and not be reliant on medical cures for the ailments. 
This could be achieved by 'their own powers of positive health and strength, built up 
through the right fonn of exercise'. Despite the terrible circumstances in some of the 
mill-girls' lives, they retained a marvellous sense ofhumour. 144 
Their enjoyment apparently made a great impression on Mollie as her later classes 
incorporated a sense of fun. Following her husbands' death in World War I, she returned to 
England from India and lived in London, where in 1925 she began to take private patients 
and run classes on much the same lines as she had in Manchester, although on a smaller 
scale. By now, apart from a small private allowance, she was dependent on fees from 
pupils as her income. When she established the WLHB in 1930 she could not countenance 
charity and insisted that it would have to be self-supporting. Stack's own story of the 
League's development was published posthumously in pamphlet form in c1935. Although 
only 40 pages in length, it speaks volumes of her vision for women's health. She 
acknowledged that her hopes were grandiloquent, in that women in the League 'were to 
start to build A New World, a world of Health, of Peace, of Happiness'. The aim of the 
League was Racial Health and the motto, 'Movement is life'.145 
The apparent eugenic overtones in the use of the term 'racial', was not intended by the 
League. In the 1930s it was an ambiguous term. 'Racial' could be perceived as 
synonymous with 'maternal', or as 'the British race', including parts of Europe and the 
143 	 Stack, Zest for Life, 1988, pp 15-39,45-47,63. As Mollie Bagot Stack married her cousin, Hugh Stack, 
her surname remained the same. Zest for Life is a fuller version of Stack, Prunella, Movement is Life. 
H,e Autobiography ofPrunella Stack, Collins and Harvill, London, 1973, pp 16-25. However, in 1990, 
Matthews refuted Prwlclla Stack's claim that McCoy was a gynaecologist. Her research established that 
he qualitied as a palaeontologist at Melbourne University in 1854. Matthews, Jill Julius, They had Such 
a Lot of FWl: The Woml-'11's League of Health and Beauty Between the Wars', in His/ory Workshop, 30, 
23. Autumn 1990, 50-51, n 6. 8t Vitus' Dance is a nervous disorder more common in females than 
males, characterised by involtUltary jerking [chorca-like] moveml-'1lts of the muscles, believed to be 
brought on through lowered general health, insutlicient feeding, overwork or anxiety. Rheumatic fever, 
or acute rheumatism, was typitied by fever and painful in.11ammation of the joints. See Black~s Medical 
Dictionary, (5th cd), A & C Black, London, 1916, pp 639-41, 649-51. 
144 Stack, Prunella, ibiJ., pp 59-62. 

141 Stack, Mary Bagot, The Romance ofthe League, Batley Brothl.'fs, London, In dJ 1935, pp 1-40. 
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British Empire. There was no intention on the part of the WLHB to suggest 'Aryan or 
white superiority ... nor was it racially discriminatory in practice'. However, it is 
significant that the League changed its stated aim in 1936 to the more precise 'Racial 
Health Leading to Peace'. The term, 'Movement is life', although apt, was not original. It 
was used earlier by Isadora Duncan (1878-1927), the American dancer, renowned for her 
fluid new style of dancing.146 Stack was very keen to keep costs at a minimum for 
members, so as not to exclude anyone. They therefore paid two shillings and sixpence 
(£0.125) to join, two shillings (£0.10) for an admission badge and class fees of sixpence 
(£0.025).147 Nevertheless, these charges exceeded those in classes for working class women 
run by the KFM. 
It is clear from the change in the League's aim, and from a careful perusal of their archives 
(which includes various journals, newspaper clippings and photographs), at their registered 
office in Chertsey, Surrey, in January 1997, that the leaders in the WLHB were politically 
aware in the 1930s. Significantly, both Stack and her sister, Charlotte, were suffragettes 
and helped in a small way to promote the cause of female emancipation, whilst Mrs 
Charles Pantlin, the Organizing Director, was a leader in the Suffragette Movement. 
Lawful strategies used to help achieve votes for women, such as public meetings and 
rallies, were emulated by Stack in her cause, health for women. The WLHB members were 
made cognisant of their rights, as their journals regularly carried stirring articles, for 
instance, 'The Girl and the Law and National Health Insurance', by the pseudonymous 
'ACE'.148 
Helena Normanton, the first woman barrister and well known feminist author, also 
contributed articles, including 'What Women Want from the New Parliament'. In this she 
wrote of a conference she had recently attended, at which representatives from 26 women's 
societies had been present, including the WLHB. 111e issues discussed included, Equal 
payment between the sexes for equal work' and 'Under Health Insurance, women at present 
bear the financial burden oftheir own ill-health'.149 Towards the end of 1936, she wrote a 
diatribe on the Nazi regime in Germany, in relation to Jews, provoked by the Olympic 
Games in Berlin, entitled, 'Germany and Sport of more kinds than one'. So inflanunatory 
146 Matthews, 'They had Such a Lot ofFoo', P 25. 
147 Beauty, 1, 1, June 1933, 1. 
148 Mother and Daughter, 2, 20, [n d] April 1936,39. 
149 Health and Beauty, 2, 17, Christmas 1935, 13-14. For furthcr details ot'Hekna Norrnanton sec f.f'ho's 
"Vho 1939, pp2370-71. 
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was this, and similar articles, that the Editor added a disclaimer as to the views being those 
ofthe contributors, not necessarily Mother and Daughter. 150 
Bedfordshire branches 
The WLHB journal and the local and national press proclaimed the League's progress and 
triumphs, but they seldom mentioned the various financial crises 151 There was tremendous 
demand for new branches, but before one could be opened in a particular locality, a request 
had to be have been received at headquarters in London. WLHB leaders, like Organizers of 
PE, were at a premium in the 1930s. In June 1933, the cost of a 30 week course was 50 
guineas (£52.50), payable in three instalments, or 90 guineas (£94.50), payable in six 
instalments for a 60 week course. It is apparent that few working class girls could afford 
the time or the course fees to become leaders, so almost inevitably, they were YOWlg, 
middle class women. Once trained, and in possession of a teacher's certificate, the young 
woman could either, work at headquarters with a starting salary of £4 per week, or be 
virtually independent and earn a higher income. She could choose a district from the many 
awaiting leaders, open a centre under the auspices of the League, and take 75 per cent of 
the profits. 152 Little is known of the first WLHB teacher in Bedfordshire, a Miss Betty 
Beck, who taught in Dunstable and Luton pre World War II, but more is known about the 
Bedford teacher, Miss Joan Jefferies. The public meetings held to inaugurate new branches 
in the county were typical of those held elsewhere in the United Kingdom; details will be 
given, therefore, before the significance ofthese events is discussed. 
TIle first branch was established in Dunstable on Friday, 22 February 1935, at the Town 
Hall in the presence of Miss Prunella Stack, the League President, the Mayor, Aldennan A 
Cook, Mrs H A A Pargeter, the wife of the local MOH, and Miss Beck. Prunella [as she 
prefers to be known], gave a resume of the League's meteoric rise and explained that 
classes were held in most provincial towns in England and Scotland, at two centres in 
Ireland, and that one was also planned for Canada. She took care to explain to the women 
present that the question of 'beauty' could give the wrong impression. No-one had to be a 
Venus. The League believed that, 'with health, beauty would follow automatically, and that 
was why the word "beauty" was included in the name'. Prunella stated that the exercises 
were 'based on a scientific system which could not do any haml, but which could do a 
150 Mother and Daughter, 2,22, [n d], October J936, 13,48. 
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great deal of good'. As they were graduated, everyone could join in; classes were held for 
daughters, mothers and grandmothers. Pargeter then remarked that the League intended, 'to 
make an AI, instead of a C3 nation'. Following an exhibition of various exercises by 
League members, c40 women joined in, free of charge. It was announced that classes were 
to be held every Wednesday in the town. IS3 
These classes achieved instant popularity as two weeks later there were already 100 
members. The opening of the Luton branch took place on Tuesday, 12 March 1935, at the 
Winter Assembly Hall, packed almost to capacity. It followed the usual League ritual with 
invited local dignitaries present. In this case, Sir Walter Kent, a local industrialist and 
philanthropist, and Mrs] T Harrison, the Mayoress of Luton. Although not mentioned in 
the newspaper report, it is very likely that some doctors were present. Prunella reiterated 
her speech given at Dunstable, before she gave a demonstration with other League 
members of 'health exercises, tap dancing and Greek dancing'. Many members of the 
virtually wholly, female audience then participated in the free class which followed. l54 
Miss Joan Jefferies of Ravensden Manor, established the Bedford branch in 1936, and is 
still a WLHB teacher in Bedford in 1998. She was typical of many middle class girls, 
whose parents used the League as a 'type of finishing school by sending their daughters for 
a training course'. Although she had chosen to go to Bedford PT College, she was not 
accepted as she wore glasses, but gained entry to the WLHB, despite their preference for 
'prettier girls'. Joan, and three friends who had attended Bedford High School, began their 
two year course in September 1934. Thanks to a request for a class in Bedford by Miss 
Hilda Clayton, an ex-Dame Alice Harpur School pupil, Joan was able to commence work 
near her home. Miss Clayton was the first member of her class. 15S 
The inaugural meeting took place on Wednesday, 23 September 1936, in the Town Hall. 
The report in the local newspaper bore the caption, 'PT classes. Dr Bowes on Civilisation's 
III Effects'. As the local MOH, he took the opportunity to warn against overdoing keep fit 
which could become a craze, but on the other hand he condemned modem civilisation for 
living and working indoors and for the lack of exercise, by travelling by train, bus and car. 
He felt that the League was doing very useful and very necessary work, and that these 
adverse influences could be counteracted by 'some conscious effort to become fit and 
1'3 The DUlIstable B()rou~h Gazette, 27 Fcbmary 19~5. p 2. 
1\4 The Lut()1/ News (l/Id RedJord.fhire Ad..,.el1iser, 14 March 1935, p 20. 
ISS Oral evidence from Miss Joan Jefibries, 27 January 1997. Her assistance is gratefully acknowledged. 
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healthy outside working hours'. Listening to this philosophical muse were, Mr and Mrs H 
R Neate, the Mayor and Mayoress, Mrs A J Cruickshank (sister of the FOlUlder, Mrs 
Stack), Rev A St G Colthurst, Dr Stacy, Mrs C Pantlin (Organizing Director) and Miss A 
Taylor (Local Organizer). Jefferies, the new teacher, took part in a demonstration, 
followed by a highly successful class.156 She stated that this branch 'got off to a great start' 
with the enrolment of 144 members, aged 18-40 years, despite the inauguration of the 
KFM in the town in the same month. The new League members were nearly all shop 
assistants, office girls or doctors' wives, from a wide social spectrum who mixed well as 
they had a COlmnon interest, but domestic servants were conspicuous by their absence. She 
taught tap, Greek and National dance movements. Contemporary music was played for 
ballroom dancing. The enjoyment ofthe classes was greatly enhanced by a good pianist. 15? 
The attendance of key local dignitaries and representatives of the medical profession, or 
their wives, conferred tacit approval on the League's initiative to bring health and 
happiness to women. The resultant newspaper reports, usually with photographs, greatly 
assisted the growth of branches and local enthusiasm for physical fitness. It is clear that 
the different forms of recreational physical activities were intended to improve women's 
morale and physique. However, proof that this, and other forms of exercise, were effective 
has not been easy to find. 
Effectiveness of exercise on women's health 
The need for a longitudinal study to examine the relationship between exercise and 
women's health in a particular cohort was not recognised in the 1930s. There were, in any 
case, no national physical fitness standards to achieve. It is possible, however, to gain some 
understanding of the benefits of exercise from various pieces of evidence drawn from the 
KFM, the CCRPT and the WLHB. The concept of health, in this instance, is holistic and 
therefore incorporates mental health, or the morale, as well as physical fitness. In 
Sunderland in 1929, effects of the economic depression permeated many homes. All the 
women attending the first keep-kit classes there apparently benefited from exercises to 
music, and some improved their nutritional state from a bowl of soup at the end of the 
lesson. 1SI( Reed, the Sunderland LEA Organizer of PE, was convinced by 1934, that the 
"'-_.__._._-_.._., ..•_..._-_.-..---,.._-_..._. __....._---------_ .._---._.­
156 The BedJemlshire Times and Independent, 25 September 1936, p 11. 
1<7 Oral evidence from Miss Joan Jefferies, 27 January 1997. 
Note: some of the original class members still attend the evening classes Jefferies, now aged SO years, 
runs in Bedford. On 4 March 1997, she was observed teaching a class of cSO women of all ages who 
appeared t() be enjoying and benefiting from the exercises to music and the camardderie. 
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weekly, hour long exercise classes, rejuvenated those over 40 years by at least 20 years. 
Younger women developed more vigorous and supple bodies and unemployed women and 
mothers not only feh fitter, but were better equipped to face their difficulties more 
courageously. I 59 
In 1937, the CCRPT published a statistically significant, yet little known, report 
concerning recreative physical exercises on older women, defined as 30-35 years upwards. 
The report surveyed the range of classes and revealed disconcerting facts about women's 
health, before focusing 011 the benefits of classes. It was based on data received from 180 
of the 200 questiolU1aires sent out by the CCRPT to leaders of different classes, including 
Organizers of PE and WLHB teachers in England and Wales. Following data analysis, 
visits were paid by Dr Anna Broman and Miss Violet Vulliamy, the authors of the report, 
to 50 classes in rural, urban and industrial areas, including Bedford and the 'Special Areas' 
in Wales, Lancashire and Tyneside. Classes were known to be large, c50 women; the 
survey, therefore included c2,500 females. The majority were housewives, but other 
occupations were represented in the following percentages: office workers, 20; shop 
workers, 17; domestic servants, 17, and factory workers, 11. There was also a small 
number of farm, school, hospital and professional workers, plus a few leisured women. 
It was discovered that a medical examination was not required before a new member 
commenced classes, and that many of the leaders were not qualified to detect disabilities. 
Clear signs of overstrain, including breathlessness, pallor or fatigue were evident. Women 
were encouraged to rest if tired when exercising, particularly in poorly nourished districts, 
but, even when they had only paid one penny (£0.004), they wanted their full hour's class 
time. Nevertheless, the enthusiasm of teachers, members and authorities, and the 
atmosphere found at their visits, was impressive and the potential effects of the work 
enormous. Hundreds of women living in crowded, difficult circumstances had been given 
something enjoyable to look forward to in the weekly classes. It was possible for them, 
with appropriate exercises, to improve their posture, physique and long term health. The 
report concluded that the Movement could be of immeasurable value from a national 
perspective.160 
l~g The SUllderlalld Echo, 28 September 1982, p 11. 

159 Reed, 'A Paper on Physical Recreation', 1934. 

16<J The English Sports Council Archives, Report to the Central Council of Recreative Physical Training 

(CCRPT) on Recreative Physical Exercises for Older Womc...'Il, CCRPT, Londoll, 1937, pp 1-29. 
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Another key figure who was active in the KFM pre and post World War II, and who 
worked under the auspices of the CCRPT, was Eileen Fowler. Writing in 1957, she still 
had an 'unalterable conviction' that the 'daily dozen' was essential to maintain the 'very 
essence of health and beauty', but it had to be presented in an attractive way to 'sugar the 
pill'. She learned from her theatrical experience that artistes two and three times her age 
kept their 'vitality, their figures, lovely skins and superb carriage', because they worked so 
hard to preserve their energy and youth. She passed on this knowledge for the benefit of 
women in industry and housewives, through exercise, which brought about not just 
physical improvements, but fun. 16 ! 
\ 
In 1996-97, three leading figures in the WLHB, a retired local GP, and some class 
members, further confirmed the beneficial effect of exercise on different aspects of 
women's health. Margaret Peggie, the Training and Development Officer of the WLHB, 
stressed that the League had played its part in teaching women pelvic floor and abdominal 
\ exercises, pre and post natally. Prunella, the Founder's daughter, admitted that the League 
was in agreement with the political idealisation of motherhood in the 1930s, although this 
was not overtly stated then. To this end, gynaecological exercises were taught and 
members and League teachers encouraged to continue classes until c7-8 months of their 
pregnancy and recommence soon after the birth. Remedial exercises for spines and flat 
feet, and deep breathing to ensure maximum vital capacity were also instilled. In fact, 
many doctors sent women to classes with the specific purpose of improving their health. Dr 
1 Roger Sykes, a GP in Luton from 1934, explained that his wife and Mrs Melville, another 
GP's wife, attended the very popular WLHB classes to music held in Luton. All social 
classes attended together. During exercises they moved muscles not nonnally used, 'it was 
I 	 a good thing, kept them fit and they enjoyed it'. Jefferies, the Bedford branch League 
teacher, praised the excellent co-operation with doctors in Bedford. Many kept the League , 
journal, Mother and Daughter, in their waiting rooms. They often referred patients with 
'creaking backs', asthma, flat feet and visceroptosis [prolapse, or sagging of the abdominal 
organs, often following childbirth]. Like Prunella, she was very aware that the League felt 
it 'had a duty to help the nation towards better health of women and easier childbirth' .162 
Visceroptosis was thought to be a very common condition by the medical profession in the 
early twentieth century. In 1996, Ann Dally, a medical historian highlighted what she 
16\ Fowler, Eiken, 'Keep Fit with Eileen Fowler', Physical Recreation, 9, 4, October 1957, 8-10. 
162 	 Oral evidence taken in 1996: Dr Roger A Sykes, 14 Junc', 1997: Margaret Peggie, 7 January; Prunella 
Stack, 29 January, and Joan Jefferies, 27 January. 
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terms, the 'surgery of fantasy', that is, its rationale was in 'the mind of the surgeon and of 
the public concerning the origin of Symptoms and how to cure them'. Operations for 
dropped organs, including displacement of the uterus, were very common from Victorian 
times to the present day.163 The WLHB, therefore, probably saved some women from 
needless surgery and its attendant risks. 
Ten of the 84 women interviewed in 1996-97, for this case study, had attended WLHB 
classes in Bedfordshire in the 1930s, and eight still attended League or other similar 
classes. They exhibited better physical and mental health and a more positive, cheerful, 
approach to life, than most of their contemporaries, the majority of whom, had not 
exercised for many years. However, it could be asserted that only a certain type, or 
personality, was attracted to exercise. For instance, of these ten women, six also 
participated in other activities in the 1930s, including netball, tennis, lacrosse, hiking, 
cycling and dancing. 
Nationally, and locally, there was an uneven spread and uptake of all types of exercise 
classes. Many women failed to benefit because of problems due to lack of opportunity, 
time, distance or cost. Despite the co-ordinating role of the CCRPT from 1935, and the 
Government's Keep-Fit campaign in 1936, there was still no nation-wide chain of classes 
by 1939. Women attended classes for their own sake, not the national good. Compulsory 
measures to improve women's heath were not, therefore, likely to have succeeded. The 
nation's overwhelming need for healthy mothers and live infants was rarely mentioned in 
the context of recreational exercise, but this need appears to have been understood, 
particularly by the leaders of the WLHB, who, as far as they were able, directed their 
exercises towards this goal. As has been seen, especially in the KFM, women in depressed 
areas were often in a debilitated state of health. 
Some doctors are known to have referred patients to classes, particularly in the WLHB, 
but there was no known official reciprocal arrangement whereby class teachers could refer 
their members for consultation or treatment. Almost certainly the issue of fees prevented 
this happening. Despite valiant attempts by leaders to improve women's health, they were 
sometimes handicapped by the prevailing social and economic conditions which tended to 
militate against women's health. 
16) Dully, Ann, Fantasy Surgery /880-1930: With Special Reference to .S~r Arbuth~lot Lane, ~~opi, 
Amsterdam, 1996, pp 1, 60. See also Illich, Ivan, Limits of Medlcme. MedIcal NemeSIS. The 
Expropriation ofHealth, Penguin, London, 1977. 
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The Physical Training and Recreation Act, 1937, was a belated attempt by the 
Government to develop facilities for, and to encourage, physical training and recreation via 
two National Advisory Councils, one for England and Wales, and the other for Scotland. 
The Act recognised the importance of, and planned to assist in, the establishment of centres 
for social activities. It intended that grants should be made towards training and supplying 
teachers and leaders in local authorities and voluntary organisations. Towards this end, it 
was envisaged that the Board of Education should provide, maintain, and aid a National 
College of Physical Training for England and Wales. I64 Nearly two million pounds was 
offered in grants and almost £500,000 was paid out (approximately two thirds to local 
authorities and one third to voluntary bodies), before the outbreak of World War II 
brought the scheme to a halt. Although many 'youth clubs, village halls, swimming baths 
and playing fields' were established, the physical fitness campaign was short-lived.\ Moreover, although a site at Merstham, in Surrey, was fonnally approved for the proposed 
National College at a projected cost of £450,000, it never materialised.165 
Women's efforts to improve their own physical health and morale through exercise, took 
place before any government initiatives which appear to have been too little and too late. 
However, the enjoyment and camaraderie engendered by exercise classes through their own 
efforts in the 1930s, probably equipped many women, not only to undertake the more 
strenuous work required ofthem in World War II, but to deal with adversity more stoically 
and optimistically - to the ultimate benefit of the nation. 
Conclusion 
This case study has provided a profile of women's health from the perspective of fitness as 
well as disease. However, as in the TB section, it has been necessary at times to include 
men's health for comparative purposes. The use of oral evidence from 84 women in 
Bedfordshire proved a successful strategy as it revealed not just e.xpected data concerning 
low levels and expectations of health and inadequate medical provision, but unwitting 
evidence concerning abortion, infertility and VD. Although the respondents were reluctant 
to talk about these subjects, they were important national issues and were therefore 
included in the discussion. 
1M Physical Training and Recreation Act, 1937, sections 2 (4) (b), 7. 

161 Evans, Service to Sport, pp 38-39, 44. 
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Contemporary social mores appear to have greatly influenced women's health and attitudes 
towards it. For example, smoking and, to a lesser extent, consumption of alcohol, were not 
considered seemly behaviour by most working class women, whereas, the middle class 
respondents perceived then as acceptable leisure pursuits. However, the attitudes which 
most seriously disadvantaged women were those relating to sexual health. Social taboos 
did little to progress their knowledge in the face of ignorance, which also extended to large 
sections ofthe medical profession. 
The known division between public health doctors employed by the state, and those in 
private practice, also appears to have been detrimental to women's health. Their 
professional differences, closely related to their financial interests, were evident in the way 
GPs were not unduly disadvantaged by the LGB as the new TB and VO services were 
implemented. However, it is clear that in both cases, the state system was more 
comprehensive than that which individual GPs could provide. Moreover, medical science 
had not advanced sufficiently to enable GPs to help infertile women, and it failed to 
produce drugs to conquer some bacterial infections, such as the pulmonary TB before 
World War II. In the absence of a cure for TB, it is not surprising that isolation, the 
traditional public health measure, was considered advisable. In Bedfordshire, this measure 
most likely protected the health of most of the community, as those in the advanced stages 
of the disease were eventually confined at Mogerhanger Park Sanatorium, but it did little to 
prevent many ofthe sufferers from succumbing to the disease. Had the County TB Service 
been as speedily implemented as was the VD Service, it is likely that more Bedfordshire 
citizens would have survived. At times, however, it is clear that moral influences overcame 
medical logic and common-sense, as in the British government's refusal to permit the issue 
of condoms to the Anny in World War I. The aftermath of this national policy resulted in 
an increased incidence of S and G in the post-war period which seriously affected women 
and a new generation. Women's health has also been shown to have been adversely 
affected because women were still part of a patriarchal society. Political life at national and 
county level, the Established Church, and the medical profession were all dominated by 
men. For instance, despite the lobbying of BCC officials, feminists failed to secure the 
appointment of a female doctor for female patients in the two VD clinics, and birth control 
clinics were denied women in Bedfordshire, except in exceptional cases of ill health. 
However, when women were free to take responsibility for some aspects of their own 
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health, as was seen in the KFM and the WLHB, the response was overwhelmingly 
successful. 
It is apparent that collectivist measures were only introduced when there was a very real 
threat to the nation's health and economy. The decision by central government to devolve 
responsibility for the management of TB and VD services to county councils was 
commendable; it was unlikely to have been so effective ifthe many smaller urban and rural 
districts had been given control. Nevertheless, because ofthe small size of the county, with 
its scattered population, sufficient medical cover for all residents proved difficult. Women 
living in Bedford had better access to health care than those elsewhere in the county. 
Although it had a smaller population than Luton, this borough had a TB dispensary, a YD 
clinic and the county sanatorium was only six miles distant. The original plan for a 
sanatorium in or near Luton failed to materialise. Bedford was the seat of CC government, 
and the CMOH and the County MO (TB) operated from there. Moreover, it was the 
location of a PT College, whose Principal, Stansfeld, and ex-students Colson and Spafford, 
were influential in co-ordinating national keep-fit activities for women; it was also the only 
town in the county which has almost continuously supported a WLHB branch for over 60 
years. 
The British perception of physical fitness, with regard to women, was its perception of 
recreational activities as an enjoyable diversion, in stark contrast to Germany and Italy. 
They openly regarded physical fitness as a patriotic duty to the state. The British 
government, even in the period leading up to W orId War II, failed to perceive the necessity 
for such drastic measures. Compulsion would have been unpopular, unlikely to succeed, 
and politically damaging. Although women seized the opportunity to improve their lot 
through enjoyable exercise classes, they mainly lacked the power and authority enjoyed by 
some men to implement national schemes. It has been seen that lack of knowledge about 
some aspects of health amongst most women and some doctors, prudish attitudes towards 
female sexuality, military influences and male domination were prejudicial to some aspects 
ofwomen's health and morale. 
The voluntary sector has played a much less important part in the aspects of women's 
health discussed here, than in the health and welfare of children, considered in earlier 
chapters. The need for anonymity and confidentiality in YD clinics precluded such help and 
it would probably not have been forthcoming because of the associated stigma. It is 
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apparent that central government had recognised the importance of women's health in 
World War 1, but it was often considered within the context of the health and survival of 
men and infants. For example, although many women had been infected with VD by 
soldiers, the VD Regulations, 1916, were mainly enacted to protect British military 
\ strength. An example ofthe emphasis placed on men's health in the inter-war years, is that 
\ men were admitted in preference to women, when patients, seriously ill with TB, were first 
sent to the County Sanatorium. The survival of infants and children was subsumed in the \ 
\ 
Maternal and Child Welfare Act, 1918, which sought to reduce the MMR by providing 
institutional care for difficult deliveries. It also enabled local authorities to establish a 
better system of health visiting and child welfare centres. Although the health and survival 
of women, particularly in childbirth, was so important to the nation, this case study has 
shown the extent of the neglect of most women's health in the inter-war years, particularly 
in relation to Bedfordshire. This was not fully recognised until the inception of the National 
\ 
Health Service in July 1948 . \ 
•1 
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Chapter 6: Car..dusion 
As has been seen, central government measures, adopted as the state grew stronger, were 
not universally implemented due to the large number of different systems and variations at 
local level. Taken together, the four main chapters paint a comparatively bleak picture of 
the lives, health and welfare of many working class infants, children and women, nationally 
- and locally in Bedfordshire - at the beginning of the twentieth century. Insanitary housing, 
poverty, alcoholism, deprivation, general debility, child cruelty, disease and young death 
were all common. This chapter seeks to show the extent to which these conditions were 
ameliorated, in many cases, because ofthe effect ofthe Boer War (1899-1902), as a result 
of World War I (1914-18), or due to planning for World War II (193945). The roles 
played by the state and voluntary sectors, and the medical profession, are also essential to 
the understanding of any improvements which took place by 1938. Underlying, yet 
fundamental to these issues, are the overwhelming needs of the British nation and the 
British Empire to survive, and acquit themselves creditably, in the face ofcompetition from 
other countries, particularly Germany. 
It could be argued that the data cited in this thesis are relatively small and, therefore, 
insignificant, but this is almost inevitable in a small county like Bedfordshire. Nonetheless, 
the research presented here is considered important, as social policies and public health 
measures were mostly devolved from central to local government in the period, 1904-38 . 
However, the Government retained control when new measures were implemented locally 
as plans had to be agreed before funding was approved. 
A number of significant historical findings have emerged from this study, from which 
lessons may be learned for the future. Luton provided a model for other towns keen to 
expand in the early twentieth century, but the Corporation failed to consider and implement 
some necessary public health measures. As a result, the Infant Mortality Rate (lMR), that 
is, deaths per 1,000 live births under one year of age, was higher than the national average 
for England and Wales in six years between 1900 and 1913. Although some local 
authorities, like Brighton, pioneered model public health programmes, no such examples of 
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good practice were found in Bedfordshire, perhaps because of its size and the scattered 
nature of the population, but more probably because the various local authorities had 
relatively less taxable resources. Had the county council and other local authorities paid 
heed earlier to advice given by their own employees, the county and local medical officers 
of health, about for example, the provision of public abattoirs, improvements could have 
been effected for the common good much earlier. However, the condition of school children 
was the first issue on which the Liberal Government concentrated before World War I. 
A reappraisal of the nation's health took place following the statistics which revealed the 
poor health of recruits for the Boer War, and the findings of the Report of the 
lnter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 1904. During recruitment to the 
armed forces, formal records were kept; for this reason, men were more visible to 
officialdom. The principle and practice of inspection was transferred from men, in the 
military context, to elementary school children. Both soldiers and children were subject, 
therefore, to the discipline of state institutions, namely, the army and the school. Women, 
unless they were employed outside the home, and children, not yet at school, were invisible 
to the authorities. 
During World War I, social policies and public health measures to protect the civilian 
population, as well as those in the services, were again strengthened by central 
government. The Notification of Births (Amendment) Act, 1915, enforced existing 
pennissive legislation passed in 1907; its aim was to ensure that all live births were 
compUlsorily registered within 36 hours. A set ratio of health visitors to mothers was 
recommended. in 1915, and it was observed. that the need. for their help was greater 
amongst the working class than in middle class women. It was also during this war that 
there was a rapid increase in the number of school meals provided nationally. The Public 
Health 01enereal Disease) Regulations, 1916, were speedily implemented, mainly to keep 
servicemen free of disease. The Maternal and Child Welfare Act, 1918, was intended to 
improve the health and survival of mothers, infants and children. These national measures 
contributed to the gradually improving health of some people in Bedfordshire. 
Throughout World War I many Medical Officers of Health (MOHs), School Medical 
Officers (SMOs), and some private medical practitioners in the county, were away on 
active service and only 'skeleton' services were available. As a result, the number of 
congenital defects and diseases found in school children which required medical attention 
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accumulated, causing undue pressure on facilities in the inunediate post-war years. This 
war was also the cause of delay in establishing the planned County Sanatorium (opened 
1921), for those affected by pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), much later than in many other 
areas. Moreover, it gave preference to male patients initial~y, seemingly because of the not 
very logical reason that there was a shortage of nursing staff. Such anomalies were not 
uncommon nationally and locally. 
A number of inconsistencies have been found between the vanous local education 
authorities (LEAs). For example, between 1907 and 1912, London SMOs, under the 
direction of James Kerr, failed to inspect all school children at the recommended stages and 
practised a system ofwhat could be tenned, 'random sampling'. In Bedfordshire, all school 
children were inspected, as stipulated by the Board of Education. School children in 
Bedfordshire, therefore, were more likely to have their defects and diseases revealed at an 
earlier stage than their counterparts in London. The presence of some diseases, which 
resulted in children being excluded from school, were mostly resolutely addressed, but only 
when medical treatment grants were made available from 1912. Strong links between 
education and health were forged, predominantly to improve industrial and military 
potential for the national and imperial good. 
Gaps in the arrangement of various health and welfare support systems have been found 
locally, and some areas in the county have been identified where provision was unevenly 
distributed. For example, although there was a greater need for a National Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) Inspector in South Bedfordshire before World 
War I, the first Inspector was based in the north of the county, in Bedford, the county 
town, probably because it was the seat of local county council government and because 
property was available for lease. Moreover, the County TB sanatorium was based nearby 
and Children's Homes run by the voluntary sector were also situated at Bedford, although 
the need for such institutions was greater in Luton. However, Bedford and Luton were 
treated equally with regard to the provision of TB dispensaries and new Venereal Disease 
(YD) clinics. These two boroughs also established school clinics, but even by 1938, none 
existed for those in the rural parts of the county. Furthermore, because of difficuhies with 
time and travel, people in scattered rural hamlets were unlikely to visit the VD clinics and 
the TB dispensary in the small east Bedfordshire town of Biggleswade, which was, in any 
case, only open on market days. Access to birth control clinics was even more difficult for 
Bedfordshire women as there were not any clinics in the county until after World War n. 
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Very few of the 84 women questioned, who lived in Bedfordshire in the inter-war years, 
knew that they could control their own fertility by barrier methods. They were also 
deprived of organised physical fitness classes until the mid 1930s, unlike women in the 
industrial north of England who were able to participate in such activities from 1929. 
It is clear from my research that ignorance took many forms and was widespread in society 
between 1904 and 1938, nationally and in Bedfordshire. In the pre World War I period, 
mothers were commonly blamed for their infants' deaths, because of their [allegedly] poor 
domestic hygiene and feeding practices, and for taking on paid employment; however, 
given the level of poverty in which many existed, their meagre earnings were virtually 
essential, not just to their survival, but to that of their infants. The study of Luton, 
1900-13, revealed the fact that many working class mothers lived in very squalid, 
insanitary circumstances. Infants could be stillborn, or so wasted that they often 
succumbed within a month of their birth. The high IMR was found to be due as much to 
the poor health of mothers, some of whom suffered from diseases such as pulmonary 
tuberculosis and syphilis, as to unsatisfactory practices in the home. Although there was 
tremendous national concern about the IMR, before 1907, officialdom was largely 
unaware of the existence ofnew infants until their births were registered. This could be any 
time up until 42 days following the birth, by which time, many infants were already dead. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, compulsion had proved unpopular and was resisted when 
parents were required to have their infants vaccinated against smallpox. This was probably 
one ofthe reasons for the permissive form ofthe Notification of Births Act, 1907. 
The state was equally uninformed about the true condition of the health of all elementary 
school children until after the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907. Even when 
data were produced they were often unreliable and subjective, particularly with regard to 
nutritional levels. More seriously, in the early twentieth century, children were likely to 
suffer from cruel practices in their own homes; these often remained concealed due to the 
culture of non-interference, despite the work of the NSPCC. However, by 1938 their 
inspectors had gradually overcome public reticence and parents were more likely to admit 
that they needed help. Likewise, medical science was insufficiently advanced to treat some 
diseases and prevent some deaths, for example, the loss of young life from dehydration 
following diarrhoeal infections. Additionally, there was 110 specific drug to treat pulmonary 
tuberculosis until streptomycin was discovered in 1943. 
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The Maternal Mortality Rate [that is, maternal deaths per 10,000 live births], was higher 
in this county than the national average for England and Wales in the three years, 1934-36, 
due to sepsis, haemorrhage and other problems. It was not until the mid 1930s that doctors 
were able to preserve maternal life following the onset of puerperal sepsis, a dreaded 
complication ofchildbirth, due to the advent ofthe sulphonamide drugs. 
Some doctors, midwives (in some instances handywomen), and most otqer women in 
society, were poorly informed about female methods of birth control and other sexual 
matters. Infertility was accepted with an air of fatalism, with the same abject resignation 
found in relation to illness and young death. Illegitimate births resulted in sufficient babies 
for adoption; it does not, therefore, appear to have been regarded as a problem. Abortion 
was virtually a taboo subject amongst the Bedfordshire women questioned, although it is 
known that nationally it was one of the commonest methods of keeping family size at a 
reasonable level. As may be seen, there were many gaps in the state system of health care 
prior to World War II, particularly in the provision of medical care. Most women in the 
home had little access to private health care, although some families received benefits 
through membership of approved Friendly Societies, or sick clubs. Others relied on 
traditional forms of healing or 'cures' purchased from a chemist, although such measures 
were not necessarily successful. It is not surprising that 'Ignorance', was one of the five 
'giants' Sir William Beveridge identified in his 1942 Report, Social Insurance and Allied 
Services. l 
Due to central government measures to ensure a better educated nation, school children in 
the county with certain diseases were, at times, subjected to remedies which involved 
hazardous chemicals and x-rays; for example, in the treatment of ringworm. Tonsillectomy 
operations for tonsillitis were often risky, and sometimes fatal, but like ringworm therapies, 
surgery was mainly justified, politically, to prevent prolonged absence from school. 
Variable resources and differences of medical opinion led to some ofthe discrepancies seen 
in Bedfordshire. For example, children in London had x-ray treatment for ringworm some 
years before it was available in Bedfordshire, as the London School Board had more up to 
date facilities. Although Bedfordshire children were depriVed of this therapeutic measure 
until the 19308, some were at least spared the long-term harmful effects of radiation. 
Children subjected to tonsillectomy operations in Bedfordshire, did not receive any 
- -_._------_._----- --- .. -----­-~-- ~--' 
PP J942-43 VI Crod 6404, Social Insurance and Allied Services, 1942, Report by Sir William 
Beveridge. 
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standard form of care, despite the regulations issued in 1931 by George Newman, the 
Chief Medical Officer ofthe Board of Education. Children in Luton were amost invariably 
operated on as in-patients, those at Bedford had surgery performed as outpatients, whilst 
others were subjected to surgery at home, particularly in the middle classes of society. 
General anaesthetics also varied and were sometimes hazardous. 
Not all children in the county were fortunately placed. The incidence of orphanhood in 
Bedfordshire was found to be higher than national rates in the 1921 census. For this, and 
other reasons, such as child cruelty, the number of children who required short or 
long-term care in an institution exceeded the availability of provision. Some residential 
care was provided by the state, but even when children received care in the voluntary 
sector, where there was no parental support, fees were paid by local authorities. This fact 
received very little acknowledgement in supporters' journals, like Waifs and Strays, and 
similar publications which, however, gave considerable coverage to donations, in money 
and 'in kind', from patrons, subscribers and others well disposed towards their particular 
charity. Bedfordshire children were accommodated more frequently by the voluntary sector 
than by the state sector, particularly by the National Children's Homes (NCR). From 1910, 
those with TB, or pre-tuberculous conditions were sent to the NCH Elmfield Sanatorium in 
nearby Harpenden, because until 1921, when the COmIty Sanatorium opened at 
Mogerhanger, there was no inpatient accommodation in Bedfordshire. Volootary effort 
played a key role in relation to the health and welfare of infants, children, and in some 
aspects of women's health, particularly with regard to physical fitness activities. 
Social class was found to be an important factor in the provision of voluntary help. For 
instance, Bedford, which had a relatively high middle class population, was able to support 
two Church of England children's Homes and a Barnado Home. Moreover, the first 
NSPCC branch was established in this, the county town, despite the greater need being in 
Luton. Practical help and advice from the voluntary sector was also found useful in 
complementing new state initiatives, for example, the School Medical Service relied on 
care conunittees which had a wide ranging remit. Professional people, in charge of 
maternal and child welfare clinics, were also encouraged by the government to use 
voluntary labour. Some middle class women, therefore, continued their traditional role of 
visiting and advising mothers in their own homes, a joint initiative with the state sector. For 
reasons of anonymity and confidentiality, however, volunteers were not deployed in the VD 
clinics in Bedfordshire. In any case, in the strict moral climate of the day, my research has 
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shown that few women in the county in 1918 were willing to associate themselves with VD 
because of the associated stigma. Before this, however, in 1916 the state left propaganda 
about the risks to personal health and to the nation's health from VD, to a voluntary body, 
the National Council for Combating Venereal Disease, later the British Social Hygiene 
Council. Their endeavours were based on behavioural change by the advocacy of strict 
moral codes, unlike the Gennan Army in World War I, which adopted a more pragmatic 
approach and issued sheaths to their soldiers. 
Progress towards a fitter society was necessarily slow because of economic factors and, 
often, resistance to change. In 1904, private medical practitioners were undeniably 
autonomous with little to fear from state employed doctors, such as county and local 
medical officers of health. However, by 1938, the state had gradually encroached upon 
what private practitioners had regarded as their domain. For example, school medical 
inspection led to the establishment of school clinics staffed by a new state employee, the 
SMO, although some were already employed as MOHs. The TB and VD schemes 
threatened their livelihood even more. The Local Government Board (LGB) and the British 
Medical Association were keen not to compromise their rOle. In the VD scheme, for 
example, opportunities were made for doctors in private practice to participate. However, 
it is unlikely that many carried out a full physical examination, or used all the diagnostic 
tests then available. Neither is it likely that they had sufficient knowledge, skills and 
facilities to provide the most up to date treatment. Patients who attended clinics in the state 
system were more likely to obtain a comprehensive service, including contact tracing, than 
by visiting general practitioners (GPs) or consultants in private practice. As a result of my 
personal professional experience in this specialty in the 1960s, and from recent discussion 
with colleagues still in practice in this area of health care, it is evident that this situation 
still prevails. 
During the period 1904-38, many traditional sources of income for private practitioners 
were substantially reduced, for instance, there were far fewer births, most infectious 
diseases were less virulent. In any case, those affected, mostly children, were frequently 
admitted to isolation hospitals, where medical care was, in most cases, provided by the 
local MOH. They, therefore, found it necessary to augment their income, for instance, by 
taking on some forms of state employment, such as panel work under the National 
Insurance Act, 1911, and contracts with the School Medical Service, which for some GPs, 
included the opportunity to perform tonsillectomies. State employed doctors, however, had 
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a more secure income, although their rOles were also diverse. By 1938, very few were still 
employed on short term contracts. During my research, it has been observed that the 
differences between the two sectors were not helped by the knowledge that most GPs 
generally held only basic qualifications, unlike those in preventive medicine, who were 
required to undergo post graduate study to obtain the Diploma in Public Health. Therefore, 
many divisions existed in the medical profession, which were to cause tremendous 
discussion, bitterness and continued divisions when the new National Health Service 
(NHS) was being planned during World War 1I and in the immediate post war period. At 
the inception of the NHS in 1948, consultants in private practice were allowed to become 
more powerful than those in preventive medicine. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, one of the most eminent individuals in public 
health was Sir Arthur Newsholme, Medical Officer of the LGB from 1908 until he retired 
from the civil service in 1919; he could not, therefore, figure large in this study, which 
continues to 1938. Nevertheless, his work must be acknowledged briefly, particularly for 
the way he implemented public health measures in Brighton, such as notification of TB in 
all its forms, which he subsequently introduced nationally. His work at local and central 
government level, has been described in an erudite study, published recently? 
George Newman, however, did not retire until 1935, and as has been seen, was equally 
important in preventive medicine, locally in Bedfordshire as part-time County Medical 
Officer of Health (1900-07), and at Pinsbury [previously Clerkenwell], London, where he 
was the full-time MOH (1900-07), before he achieved national office as Chief Medical 
Officer of the Board of Education (1907-35) and the Ministry of Health (1919-35). 
Although he played a major part in the improvement of the Nation's health in the period 
1904 to 1935, when he retired, his work has been found to be mostly underestimated and 
undervalued. My research into his legacy of notes, diaries, reports, books and articles, 
show a man totally committed to, and very conscientious about, preventive medicine, both 
in Bedfordshire, and at national level. 
There can be little doubt that his religion as a practising, leading member of the Quaker 
Movement sustained him in his personal life. He stood firm in matters of principle, for 
instance, in World War I, he remained a pacifist at a time when conscientious objectors 
were vilified. He also trod a fine line in trying to placate opposing sectors of the medical 
Eylcr, John M, Sir Arthur Newsholme alld State Medicine. 1885-1935, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1997. 
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profession. He wanted to keep the goodwill of private practitioners, yet was well aware of 
his public duty. For instance, although he drew attention to the possibility of 
supplementing medical incomes through tonsillectomies performed on school children, he 
was not slow to point out the risks involved by formulating national guidelines for safe 
practice. They were, however, just that, an example of the dilemma most state employed 
doctors experienced; Newman, in common with his counterparts, lacked the power of 
enforcement. His ability to mix with 'the great and the good' enabled him to discuss matters 
in the public domain, and assist in the formulation of social policies and public health 
measures necessary to improve the health of the people. His spoken rhetoric, was 
surpassed only by that in his written texts, which were, and still are, easy to assimilate, and 
therefore give an excellent insight into the many problems he, and his colleagues m 
preventive medicine, faced in the early twentieth century. 
His public duties, like those he carried out for the Quaker Movement, were very diverse. 
He showed a depth of vision and broad knowledge, not just of contemporary medicine, but 
of classical subjects from which lessons could be learned. He was, therefore, able to apply 
his scholarship in particular circumstances. For example, through the Medical Department 
of the Board of Education he encouraged physical education in schools, and continued to 
do so at the Ministry of Health, by encouraging LEAs to appoint more organizers of 
physical education. Thus, he helped to create a culture of physical fitness, similar to that in 
ancient Greece, which led to a readiness for some people to participate in recreational 
pursuits in adulthood, particularly amongst women from cl929, as was seen in the 
Keep-Fit Movement. 
Nationally, Bedford has been seen to play an important part in developing women's keep-fit 
activities, especially in the 1930s, due to the initiative and influence of the Principal, 
Margaret Stansfeld., and some ex-students, of the Bedford College of Physical Training, 
including Phyllis Colson. Joan Jefferies, the teacher ofthe Bedford Branch of the Women's 
League of Health and Beauty (WLHB), is an example of the important part played by 
middle class women in encouraging others, of all social classes, towards physical fitness, a 
role she has undertaken for practically the whole of the period 1936-98. However, like the 
keep-fit classes, the WLHB only provided opportunities to improve physical fitness for 
women on an ad hoc basis; there was no systematic national coverage. 
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Similarly, the distribution of children's Homes has been found to be very uneven. As 
mentioned previously, the demand for places was so great in all voluntary Homes, that 
some Bedfordshire children, like those elsewhere, were sent to the British Empire. 
Ostensibly it was to give them a better start in life; in reality, it released places for other 
children and met imperial needs for labour, but it also separated them from any surviving 
relatives in the United Kingdom. In recent years, the repercussions of the, often 
compulsory, migration of children have become a matter of considerable controversy and 
concern. 
A view postulated recently, by Professor NOel Parry, the social policy historian, regarding 
this issue, concerns the different attitudes to life and death which prevailed in British 
society before World War II. When such vast numbers of young men volunteered, or were 
conscripted, to serve in World War I, where their very survival was threatened, the 
question of child migration fades into insignificance. Traditionally, the British regarded 
migration, including that of children, as a means of improving the quality of life, and it 
was, therefore, seldom challenged.3 Perceptions of such matters are very different now. 
However, it is unrealistic to project late twentieth century values on how children's Homes, 
and the British and Dominion governments dealt with what was, even then, in the period 
1904-38, an extremely difficult issue, the problem of 'unwanted' children. Although, it is 
now known that many child migrants were often exploited for their labour, mentally and 
physically, and some were even sexually abused, they did not all suffer such cruel practices 
and indignities, many settled happily in their new environment. 
During the 1920s and 1930s the British public was generally reluctant to admit that there 
could be another major world war. After the Wall Street crash of 1929, the economic 
slump dominated many industrial areas in the north of England, Tyneside and South 
Wales. It affected the South of England far less. Although there was an agricultural 
depression in Bedfordshire from 1870, which continued, almost without a break, until 
World War II, many people in the county enjoyed a time of full employment, more labour 
saving devices were available and there were increased opportunities for leisure. The 
British public mostly regarded physical fitness activities as voluntary and pleasurable 
pursuits, unlike the heavily regimented and militaristic organisation of physical fitness in 
the National Socialist regime in Germany (1933-45), The belated attempts by the British 
Government in the mid 1930s to improve the national physique only took place when it 
....-----_.- -------- --- - ----­
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virtually accepted the inevitability of another war. It has been seen, therefore, that in 
diverse ways, the consequences of war, and planning for future wars, were major factors in 
improving the nation's health in the period 1904-38. 
The results of this research do not always fit into the accepted socio-economic picture of 
the period. For instance, the Borough of Luton was chosen for a study because of its high 
IMR in the period 1900-13, and for the comparatively late industrial expansion in 
comparison to northern counties. Although the industrial north found to their cost that 
sanitary improvements were vital, these lessons were not clearly understood by some other 
areas. As was seen in Luton at the beginning of the twentieth century, necessary public 
health measures, such as an adequate sewage system and a public abattoir, were not 
implemented in time to prevent the loss ofmany infant lives. 
In the public health field, Luton's development was, therefore, more reminiscent of the 
early years of the industrialised towns of the north, rather than the later new towns which 
were built on greenfield sites. In the 1960s, Luton was chosen as the location for a major 
study on the 'affluent worker'. It was designated as an exemplar of new, modem industry. 
Sharp contrasts were drawn between the decaying industries and their attached, traditional 
working class communities on the one hand, and the new model privati sed workers on the 
other. The affluent workers [of Luton], with high disposable incomes were, according to 
Goldthorpe, et ai, committed to nuclear, rather than extended families, private homes and 
car ownership, consumer durables, and an instrumental attitude towards work, trade 
unions and the political parties. 4 The attitudes and characteristics of the affluent worker 
were not confined to Luton. 
The large towns in Bedfordshire have, since the mid-nineteenth century, attracted workers 
from increasingly distant geographical locations. However, at times incomers have met 
prejudice which was not easily overcome. People with different accents, cultures and 
customs have always been conspicuous. This could affect the judgement of the general 
public and local MOHs, as was seen in Luton in 1908, when workers migrated from 
Falkirk, Scotland, and in the 1930s, when there was an influx of migrants from the 'special 
areas'. Although there was some local hostility initially, little difference was found in either 
group in their health status. However, resistance towards 'outsiders' gaining access to the 
family home was gradually overcome for the greater good of the nation. SMOs, school 
4 	 GoJdthorpe, J, Lockwood, D, BechotTer, F and Platt, J, The AjJlllent Jf/orker in the Class Structure, 
Cambridge Univt-'fsity Press, London, 1969. 
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nurses, midwives, health visitors and NSPCC Inspectors were part of a growing salaried 
bureaucracy. Increasingly, they replaced those who worked in a voluntary capacity, 
although in some aspects of care, such as the NSPCC, they played a significant part. 
Nevertheless, by 1938, the health problems of many children aged from one to five years, 
and of many working class women in the home, were still largely unaddressed; the state 
welfare system was still evolving. However, without the protection and support given to 
children by such bodies as the NSPCC, local authority and voluntary children's Homes, 
fewer children would have survived to meet the needs ofthe nation and the British Empire. 
There can be little doubt that some members of the general public in Bedfordshire suffered 
some degree of deprivation in the tardiness of provision with which many social policies 
and public health measures were implemented, particularly in the rural areas. Nevertheless, 
in the county, by the quinquennial period, 1934-38, the IMR, the best indicator of the 
health of any community, was 43.3, compared to the rate of57.2 in England and Wales.s 
This thesis has covered a nwnber of important issues concerning the health and welfare of 
infants, children, and women, between 1904 and 1938, especially in relation to 
Bedfordshire, but it cannot be considered comprehensive. Two subjects have been 
identified as worthy of further research: dental health of school children in Bedfordshire, 
and the development of midwifery in the county. Primary sources are available, locally and 
in London. Such studies would fill a gap in the body of knowledge and aid understanding 
of social policies and public health measures which prevailed in the twentieth century. 
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Office use only please. 
Date: ________ No. ______ 
Source: ___________ Place of interview: _____________ 
Follow up: _____________________________ 
Questionnaire: Women's Health in Bedfordshire 1918 - 38 
.. 	 The results of this research will form part of a chapter on Women's Health in a doctoral 
study, "Social Policy and Public Health Measures in Bedfordshire within the National 
Context - 1904 - 1938". 
• 	 Anonymity will be preserved. In the study you will be known only by a number. 
(I Please try to answer every question as fully as possible, but don't worry ifyou can't. 
(I All questions relate to before World War n. 
• 	 Some questions are answered by ticks J in boxes. 
Personal details: (IN CAPITALS PLEASE) 

Full name _______________ Telephone No ________ 

Present Address ___________________________ 

Post Code _________ 
Date of birth Place ofbirth (village or town) ________ 
Age today Country of birth ____________ 
Lived in Bedfordshire from __________ to ____________ 
Own job title before 1939 _______________________ 

Were you married in the period 1918 - 1938? Yes 0 No 0 

If yes, date of marriage ________ 

Husband's occupation _________________________ 

If single, father's occupation _______________________ 

General fitness 
How did you keep yourselffit? ______________________ 
Which year did you take up these activities? _________________ 
Please name any organisations you joined, including the year _____- ______ 
.---_._---_._---
Ifmarried, did you continue these activities after your marriage? Yes 0 No 0 
If no, what prevented you continuing these activities? 
(Continued overleat) 1 
General fitness (Continued from overleaf) 
If single, what prevented you continuing these activities? _____________ 

How many cigarettes did you smoke weekly? _________________ 

How much alcohol did you drink weekly? ____________________ 

What health problems did you have? _______________________ 

What did you do about them? ___________________________ 

Birth control: 

Your preferred method 

Preferred method ofothers known to you ____________________ 

Your children 
Number 	 conceived _________ born ___________ 
survived after one year of age ____________________ 
survived to adulthood __________________ 
Please specify years of birth of all your children 
Illegitimacy 

What were the reactions of people in your locality to illegitimacy? __________ 

What were the reactions of the church to illegitimacy? ________________ 

Which church do you mean? ____________________________ 

Did anyone known to you conceive an unwanted baby? Yes 0 No 0 
Was the person you most remember married? Yes 0 No 0 
Did this woman try to rid herself of this pregnancy? Yes 0 No 0 
If yes, describe briefly the methodes) and the result ________________ 
2 
------------------------------
-------------------
Maternal mortality 

Did any Bedfordshire woman known to you die as a result of childbirth? Yes 0 No D 

If yes, what was the cause? _________________________ 

Where did she die? 

How long was this after the birth? ______________________ 

Year of her death 
Finally 
Please give any other information you feel is relevant to women's health in Bedfordshire 
between 1918 and 1938. 
Would you be willing to give more details about any part of this questionnaire if required? 
Yes 0 No 0 
Thank you for your help 
,,
\ 
Margaret R Currie 
1 3 
I 
